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 ABSTRACT 

This ethnographic study examines the local (Indigenous) language literacy 

practices and literacy events in their specific sociocultural contexts in two Indigenous 

language communities in Mexico. The languages of these two communities are among 

over 200 Indigenous languages of Mexico still spoken today, despite half a millennium of 

pressure against Indigenous languages by speakers of Spanish. The focus of this study is 

on how these languages, Mela'tajtol (Isthmus Nahuat), and Ngigua (Northern Popoloca), 

are being used today in their written form.  Both the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua 

communities have a history of literacy practices in their own language, albeit not yet 

extensive. The social practices surrounding the uses of print compose what I have 

called landscapes of literacy. In my research I observed new contexts produced through 

texts and practices in the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua language communities. 

The research brings to light the significance of the geographic, historic and 

linguistic contexts of both communities, and the importance of recognizing the 

multilayered relationships of power among those involved in writing their languages. 

What emerges is a compelling picture of an unprecedented collaboration in each 

community between bilingual teachers motivated by national pressure to teach reading 

and writing of their language in the schools, and the principal participants of the study, 

who are not bilingual teachers, but who hold resources and skills they are eager to share 

in promoting their language inwritten form. The dissertation reviews frameworks of 

language planning and proposes a framework of power and human agency to further 
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describe the layers of social meaning and responsibility identified and described in the 

research. This symbiotic relationship is also found in the national and 

internationalinfluences and resources for promoting the use of indigenous languages of 

Mexico in written form at the local levels (including the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua 

languages). UNESCO's recognition of challenges to literacy at the global level are 

compared to the challenges found regarding literacy in the local languages of the two 

communities of study. Implications are presented for further research, as well as 

recommendations for the two communities and other people of power involved in 

indigenous language cultivation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: OVERVIEW 
 
 
 
We must be seriously concerned when our narratives of injustice are told and retold but 
nothing changes in the lives of the disenfranchised. Yet we, the professionals who work 
side-by-side in these communities, continue to benefit. … We should be judging our 
worth not only by our contributions to the research, but by our contributions to the 
advancement of the communities in whose service we are committed.  

Perry Gilmore 2008:111 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 

In southeastern Mexico a small village surrounded by tropical pines is scattered 

down a long ridge of an extinct volcano called Wɨd́ay Cotsɨc, Grandfather Mountain. The 

people who live there are the Nuntajɨypáppɨc1, the True Speakers. The village, known by 

outsiders as Ocotal Chico, is called Xut́u Chiŋcom, and was my childhood home. Naxwiñ 

was the direction one went down to the flatlands, where the outsiders lived. Sɨŋwiñ was 

the direction one went farther up the mountain – along the ridges where folks went to 

their cornfields and coffee groves, or into the jungles at the top where men and boys went 

hunting. Chancha was the nearest small creek where the girls and women would take 

baskets of cooked corn to wash it clean of lime, and carry it home to grind and make 

tortillas. Nɨaŋmoypac was the stream for bathing and washing clothes. Tsaagats was the 

river one crossed (and sometimes stopped in for a cool dip) when leaving or entering the 

region. The ocean was a day's walk around the mountain, crossing many streams and 

passing through various villages belonging to the True Speakers. Over toward the rising 

                                                 
1 Also known as Sierra Popoluca or Zoque-Popoluca (terms derived from the Nahuatl name). 
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sun, there ran a long high hill that stood apart from our mountain, called Three Tiger, 

with a cave near the top that has been called the home of thunder. 

As a five-year-old child I was transplanted, with my siblings and our missionary 

linguist parents, from our original home culture in the US to live in the Nuntajɨypáppɨc 

community in Mexico. My family language was English; I learned Nuntajɨ̱yi and Spanish 

from those around me. I learned to read and write these languages before I was 10 and 

then began teaching my Nuntajɨypáppɨc friends how to read and write their language in 

my early teens. I could fill many pages with descriptions of the land where I spent most 

of my childhood. As an adult who has now lived in many other places, the key landmarks 

that were so familiar to me as a child still stand today and are holders of my memories 

and experiences. My True Speaking family share many memories with me, as well as my 

own parents and siblings who have moved on to lives elsewhere. I have found (as have 

many others) that the more familiar we are with our environment, the more we may take 

it for granted. For me it took going away and coming back to the land of my childhood to 

see that much of what seemed mundane life as a child was actually unique and 

wonderful. 

In a similar spirit I have approached this ethnographic study, to capture the use, in 

written form, of two Indigenous languages2 spoken in two rural communities of Mexico. 

These two languages are referred to as Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua3, out of respect for the 

autodenomination of the mother-tongue speakers (further explained in the data chapters 

                                                 
2 These two languages are unrelated to each other linguistically, and are also unrelated to the just referenced 
language of my childhood, Nuntajɨyi, or Sierra Popoluca. 
3 Pronounced "meh-la'-TAH-tohl" (glottal stop after /la/) and SM (my abbreviation for San Marcos) 
"NGEE-wah" (hard /g/). 
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three and four, respectively). As an outsider, I document stories of individuals in both the 

Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities who are actively engaged in literacy practices in 

their languages. The idea to document does not usually spring up from within a 

community since their landscape is so familiar to them. And in fact they are so busy 

living their own story that perhaps it doesn't occur to them how stunning it is. I am 

honored that the six principal participants in this study (three from each of the two 

communities) are also my friends and colleagues, several of them are my former students. 

They have helped me see their world through sharing their experiences with me.  

Landscapes of literacy, in this study, includes all the ways a particular language is 

being used in written form in a community, whether in public spaces, or in the private 

spaces of individuals. These texts appear in many forms: they may be handwritten, jotted 

on a blackboard, painted on a wall, published in books or pamphlets, to mention a few 

examples. They may also be less tangible writing such as found in email communication 

or text messaging on cellphones. Landscapes of literacy is to be distinguished from the 

term linguistic landscapes, which are "publicly displayed multimodal texts" in 

multilingual societies (Bever 2010:20). Linguistic landscapes refers to the study of 

written languages in public spaces such as road signs, billboards, place names; it includes 

the many ways (symbolic, ideological, and informational) in which messages are 

presented for the public in one or more languages in a given urban territory (Backhaus 

2007; Landry and Bourhis 1997, Shohamy & Gorter 2009). Spolsky (2004, in Backhaus 

2007) offers citiscape as a more precise term, since it is about a "casual or systematic 

investigation of urban public signs" (p. ix).  
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By contrast, landscapes of literacy, as I use the term, emcompasses a much 

broader view of a language in its written form. It includes all the ways language is found 

in written form, whether in public or non-public spheres, urban or rural contexts, whether 

a handwritten homework assignment, an author's poem, school rules on a classroom wall, 

a text message on a cellphone, a published book, the sign on the town hall's public 

restrooms, or the public welcome sign at the entrance to a town. Any way in which the 

language is being used in written form comprises part of the landscape of literacy of that 

language.  

Literacy refers to a person's ability to read and understand, in a language they 

speak, anything they would have understood if it had been spoken to them, and to write, 

so that it can be read, anything that they can say (adapted from Gudschinsky 1975:5). 

This definition highlights the language in which a person acquires literacy, something 

that most definitions neglect to mention, thus recognizing the importance of 

sociolingustic context. Best literacy practices are realized when acquired through one's 

own language. This is supported by the research of Thomas and Collier (1997 and 2003) 

and more recently by the important longitudinal study of mother-tongue education in a 

minority language of West Africa by Walter and Roth (2008). UNESCO and SIL's work 

with multilingual education (MLE) pilot projects in 9 Asian countries has also 

demonstrated the difference for children's learning success if they are taught in their own 

language first (UNESCO-MLE 2008). As Liddicoat observes "The first step in education 

is to develop basic literacy skills in the first language of the learner, often together with 

the introduction of the official language as a second language" (2007:25). 
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Roberts (1995) has described three major approaches to defining literacy: 

quantitative, qualitative and pluralist. The pluralist definition of literacy recognizes that 

our communicative forms change with time, and focuses on the "social embeddedness of 

all literate activity" (Roberts 1995:424). It is this focus on the importance of context for 

literacy activity that gives breadth to the term landscapes of literacy. With McCarty 

(2005) my approach "does not ignore the psycholinguistic, cognitive, or technical aspects 

of literacy, but rather embeds them within sociocultural settings and the discursive 

practices and power relations of everyday life" (p. xvii). 

In the 1970's, claims made on behalf of literacy and its ability to effect positive 

change came under scrutiny and criticism by educators and historians and sociolinguists, 

resulting in the birth of New Literacy Studies which focus on sociocultural approaches to 

literacy (Street 1993, 2003; Gee 1989a, 1989b, 2006; Collins and Blot 2003; Brown 

1988; Halverson 1992). Street (1984) made the distinction between autonomous literacy 

and ideological literacy, following up on Graff's (1979) criticism of the "literacy myth" of 

Goody (1977) who saw a dichotomy in literate ("advanced") and nonliterate ("primitive") 

societies, and Ong (1982) who distinguished between orality and literacy and the 

necessity of leaving behind the oral world to move into a literate world. My research does 

not address the long-running discussion about whether or not reading and writing entails 

"fundamental cognitive restructuring" (McCarty 2005:xix) sometimes referred to as the 

"great divide" (Olson 1977, 1994; Collins & Blot 2003; Schieffelin 1995; Street 1984) 

nor will it include a "critique of the overambitious claims concerning the benefits of 

literacy" (Baynham 2003:573). For the purposes of this study I build from the assumption 
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that literacy is a social practice: "purposive, contextualized, and patterned human activity 

around print" (McCarty 2005:xix). 

The need to acknowledge the place of literacy practices and literacy events within 

specific sociocultural contexts4 has been emphasized clearly through the New Literacy 

Studies (Gee 2006, 1989a, 1989b; Heath 1983; Street 1984). Both the Mela'tajtol and SM 

Ngigua communities have a history of literacy practices in their own language, albeit not 

yet extensive, nor of more than mere decades into the past. These social practices around 

print are what compose the landscape of literacy. Street (2003) says engaging with 

literacy is a social act. Baynham, however, in a review of Street (2003), challenges his 

description of literacies as being "embedded". Instead, Baynham says, what is needed is 

"…some more dynamic formulation of the text/context and practice/context relationship 

which enables us to say not just that such and such a text/practice is embedded in context, 

but it is also through these texts and practices that contexts are produced" (Baynham 

2003:573).  

Baynham's comment foregrounds my hesitancy to see literacy only in the way 

scholars like Street and Gee seem to see it: a tool whose use is determined by those who 

implement it. It is the loaded weapon, as Gee (1989b) has said, but who has the bullets? 

Literacy may be embedded in a particular set of social practices for specific purposes. 

Those purposes may be advantageous to the one acquiring the literacy skills, or they may 

be a means of further control and domination, as in the manipulative literacy practices 

described by Brown about South African gold miners (Brown 1988) and by Graff (1981) 

                                                 
4 And, as Trudell and Schroeder (2007) point out, the educational methodology should take into account the 
linguistic distinctives of the language/s used in the literacy practices. 
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about Canadian lumber company employees. This is where Gee's call for scholars to 

examine their own ideologies and assumptions is pertinent5 (Gee 2006). Collins and Blot 

(2003) also point out that literacy is "neither cause nor consequence" – but self-formation 

and identity is mediated by literacy because literacy is shaped by power and can be both 

weapon and a shield (p. 96, 122). 

Baynham's observations (2003) regarding texts and practices producing new 

contexts6 is important, yet the place of power must not be overlooked. In my research I 

observed new contexts produced through texts and practices as literacy was acquired by 

the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua language communities. The importance of relations of 

power quickly became obvious. As will be shown in the chapters to follow, this drove my 

analysis in one direction I had not anticipated (see especially chapter six). 

Rationale and Significance 
 

Approximately 2,000 of the world's living languages are without a written form. 

This reality, along with the international recognition of the importance of literacy in 

lesser-known languages of the world, help paint the background for my research interest. 

While both Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua are given attention in the bilingual school 

systems, Spanish is still the predominant language of education, even in the bilingual 

schools. The Mexican government has promoted local language literacy in its bilingual 

                                                 
5 He offers two conceptual principles governing ethical human discourse, the first very like the "golden 
rule" found in the Bible. He argues that these principles should be acceptable to all human beings, and 
those who might not agree should not be called 'humans' (Gee 2006:19-20). 
6 As Mary Stringer says: "It seems, then, that literacy knowledge is not only a vehicle to be applied to the 
contexts of use but that the vehicle of literacy itself should reflect the specific culture of context in which it 
has been acquired. In the interventions examined in this study, one overriding purpose was to involve 
community members so that suitable cultural aspects would be incorporated and the relevance of the 
programs considered. (Stringer 1995:10) 
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education programs in rural Mexico for over 40 years, but no study has been done 

regarding local language literacy practices in the two communities of my research focus.  

 

FIGURE 1: Map showing both the SM Ngigua area and the Mela'tajtol area 

The vast and variegated landscapes of Indigenous language communities in 

Mexico have been described and documented by many people for over five hundred 

years since the arrival of Europeans (for example Coe 1971; Idell 1956; King 1994; 

Krauze 1998; Meyer and Sherman 1987). Others have researched and written about 

Mexico's educational history (Aguirre Beltrán 1992; Hamel 1994; Hidalgo 2006, 1994: 

McCaa and Mills 1998; Nava 2003; Reinke 2004, Terborg and Garcia 2006; Estrada and 

Muñoz et al 2006; Muñoz Cruz 2006; R.E. Ruiz 1963). Additionally, scholars have 

focused on Mexico's language policies and how these have impacted the Indigenous 
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language communities and the use of their languages (Cifuentes 1998; Heath 1972; 

Hartch 2006; Lara 2006; Lastra 1992).  

However, relatively little has been written to document specific language 

communities of Mexico using their own Indigenous languages in written form. Paciotto 

(2004, 2010) has documented the failed implementation of a bilingual bicultural 

education program for the Rarámuri of Chihuahua. Hamel (2006) has documented a 

local-level initiative by P'urepecha bilingual teachers to teach children in their first 

language. Many stories remain untold even as they continue to unfold in the lives of 

speakers of these languages today. The Mexican government currently recognizes over 

350 linguistic variants spoken in Mexico (www.inali.gob.mx). Many of these are falling 

more and more into disuse as Spanish makes inroads into all spheres of life in Indigenous 

communities.  

UNESCO has stated one of the current challenges for the Education For All 

movement is "a need for research to find innovative and appropriate literacy methods. 

We also need to investigate what works and find out where these lessons can be 

applied."7 In both communities of my study a multi-strategy literacy method known as 

CÓMELE in Spanish is currently in use (described in chapter two), but lack of research 

data as to its application makes this research topic a priority8. Findings from this research 

project might help fill this gap in knowledge regarding "what works". 

                                                 
7From UNESCO website on Current Challenges of Education For All. 
8 This multi-strategy method has been in use via English for nearly 20 years but to my knowledge no 
formal study has been made of its application except for the comparative research by Stringer (1995) and 
Kindberg (2010). This is the first ethnographic study on the implementation of the CÓMELE literacy 
method, even though it was first introduced via Spanish in 2002, See chapter two and Appendix C for 
further explanation.  
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FIGURE 2: The context for support of Indigenous languages in Mexico 

This ethnographic study of local language literacy practices among native 

speakers of two lesser-known languages of the world is a unique and timely research 

effort. It specifically presents the voices of those directly facilitating local language 

literacy in the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities to be shared with the wider global 

community. The findings of this study, and others like it, may influence national level 

bilingual educational policy in Mexico. The research demonstrates how the sociocultural 

and sociolinguistic factors in which these literacy practices are embedded can generate 

new contexts for literacy practices. The timing of the field research was strategic since I 

was able to document at the local level unprecedented literacy activity in both the 

Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua languages. As Baynham would remind us, "contexts don't 

stand still" (2003:574). 
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Finally, this study addresses global issues of literacy. First by presenting "current 

challenges" to literacy, identified by UNESCO (2011), and then by comparing these 

global challenges to literacy with my own research findings on the local level in the two 

communities of study. The Education For All Goals of UNESCO for the International 

Decade of Literacy 2005-2015 contain six internationally agreed upon education goals 

which aim to "meet the learning needs of all children, youth and adults by 2015" 

(UNESCO 2011). Goal Four includes a list of internationally recognized challenges to 

literacy, these will be presented and described below in the discussion of my second 

research question. 

Research Questions 

In the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities there are a variety of literacy 

practices, both in Spanish and in the local languages. My study focuses solely on the 

Indigenous language literacy practices of these two communities, including methods and 

materials used to increase their local language literacy. As will be explained, the 

government runs bilingual education programs in both communities. Additionally, a 

specific multi-strategy literacy method (called CÓMELE) is being implemented in both 

these communities. I was especially interested in exploring how the sociocultural and 

sociolinguistic factors in which these literacy practices are embedded generated new 

contexts for literacy practices (Baynham 2003).  

There are two guiding questions for this study: 

1. What are the local language literacy practices in the two target communities?  
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a. What is the community context for local language literacy? What people in the 

community are engaged with local language literacy practices? What methods are 

being applied for increasing literacy in the local language? What are the functions 

of local language literacy in the target communities? What are people reading and 

writing? What are the community attitudes towards local literacies? 

b. What broader contexts and/or conditions (e.g. national education policies and 

national language policies/community expectations and values/local or non-local 

resources/relations of power) motivate local language literacy in the target 

communities? How do these contexts and conditions affect local adaptations in 

materials or methods in the target communities? 

c. What role, if any, does the ongoing involvement of outsiders (those who are not 

community members, for example teachers, government officials, researchers, 

religious leaders, etc.) have in the ongoing use and sustainability of local language 

literacy? 

2. In what ways do local language literacy practices in the target communities address the 

six Current Challenges for literacy as found in UNESCO's report on Education  

For All (UNESCO 2011) when they are applied by mother tongue speakers in their local 

language contexts?  

Goal Four of Education For All states: "Increase adult literacy by 50 per cent, 

especially for women, and equitable access to basic and continuing education for all 

adults." UNESCO identifies in Goal Four the following current challenges listed below: 
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1) Too many literacy programmes have taught literacy for its own sake – learners 

become discouraged and wonder why they should go on. It is important to link 

literacy with other development actions, such as health education, running 

businesses, cultural development. The purpose of learning literacy should be 

clear. 

2) Promoting literacy means organizing in different ways for different groups, 

according to what people need literacy for. Programmes must therefore be flexible 

and designed with lots of local input. Standardized programmes will not do the 

job. 

3) People learn to read and write best in their own language, before learning to do 

so in other languages. For many minority languages, the challenge is to produce a 

usable alphabet and interesting literature, but there are ways to do this that are 

affordable. 

4) There is little point in learning literacy if there is nothing to enjoy reading – if 

the literate environment is poor in resources. Training writers and encouraging 

local publishing are just as essential as teaching people to read. 

5) Literacy facilitators (or teachers) often do not receive either training or 

recognition. It is unlikely that we will make a big difference to literacy needs until 

there are well-trained facilitators who receive recognition for what they do. 

6) There is a need for research to find innovative and appropriate literacy 

methods. We also need to investigate what works and find out where these lessons 

can be applied. (UNESCO 2011) 
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In chapter seven I highlight and address the global issues found in these six 

challenges to literacy identified by UNESCO. I compare and contrast them to what I 

found on the local level of the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities. I have 

summarized the six current challenges as follows: 

1) Lack of purpose or motivation 

2) Standardized programs vs. flexible programs for varied contexts, and a need for 

lots of local input 

3) People learn best in their own language 

4) Lack of literature and resources for L1 

5) Insufficient training and support of teachers or facilitators 

6) Lack of innovative and appropriate literacy methods 

There is a seventh and final 9 "current challenge" identified by UNESCO which 

addresses the unreliable statistics in measuring literacy. In my research I addressed only 

the first six described above, and did not address the seventh challenge, as it is beyond 

the scope of my range of research. 

Outline of Dissertation 
 

Chapter two covers the background for this enthographic study, including a 

description of a specific literacy method which has a growing place in the literacy 

practices in the two local languages of the communities of my study, and includes a 

discussion of how and where this study was conducted. 

                                                 
9 This final challenge is stated by UNESCO as: "The figures on adult literacy are unreliable and often 
represent estimates and guesses. We need better ways of measuring progress in literacy." See also Kirsch's 
(2001) article on measuring literacy. 
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Chapter three and chapter four are the data chapters, and introduce the Mela'tajtol 

community and the SM Ngigua community, respectively. The order of presentation of 

data for each community is parallel. First a description of the geographical location of the 

community is given, their literal landscape. This is followed by a discussion of their 

linguistic history along with introductory information about the language. Next these 

communities are situated within their local and wider historical contexts. The three 

principal participants of both communities are then presented, as well as data from 

interviews with them. Additionally, the other native-speakers interviewed in each 

community are presented, according to the schools they serve in, as well as a summary of 

the data gathered from audio-recorded interviews with them. The final data presented is 

gathered from interviews with missionary linguist fieldworkers in each community of 

study. 

Chapter five examines how Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua are being used in written 

form. Drawing from and synthesizing data from both communities of study, the findings 

are examined within and outside the bilingual school contexts – that is, in the larger 

context of the community. What emerges is a compelling picture of an unprecedented 

collaboration between the bilingual teachers and the principal participants of the study. 

The former are motivated by national pressure to teach reading and writing of their 

language in the schools, while the latter are not bilingual teachers, but do hold resources 

and skills they are eager to share in promoting their language in written form. 

Chapter six is a discussion of the findings in both communities. It begins with a 

history of language planning frameworks, followed by a description of the framework of 
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power and human agency which is used to explain the layers of relationship and 

responsibility in language planning, policy, and practice – from the national and 

international levels to the community levels. In my analysis three prominent themes of 

power and human agency emerged which I identified as: power imposed, power 

negotiated and power invested. These themes are used to analyze and explain what is 

happening with the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua languages in their written form. 

Chapter seven applies six of the "Challenges to Literacy" identified by UNESCO 

to the findings on the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua literacy efforts. This chapter includes an 

overview of the four principal governmental institutions involved with Indigenous 

languages of Mexico and of SIL International, a non-governmental organization with 75 

years of history working in Indigenous language communities of Mexico. In looking at 

the six challenges to literacy identified by UNESCO, and comparing these with the real 

contexts of the two communities of study, many significant issues are identified and 

addressed. A further challenge to literacy is identified by the researcher that UNESCO 

appears to have overlooked. 

Chapter eight presents a synthesizing conclusion offering implications for further 

research and recommendations for the two communities and for others involved in 

Indigenous language cultivation. 
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CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND AND SETTING 
 
 
 

Background for the Study 

Positionality of the Researcher 

Multilingual literacy has been a strong and bright stream through my life's 

landscape, from my childhood efforts to learn how to write the languages of my world, to 

teaching my friends how to read and write their language, to my choices as a young adult 

to follow the example of my parents' work. As a young adult I decided to spend my life in 

language-based development work in lesser-known language communities. Core to my 

thinking and actions regarding service to others is my personal relationship with the God 

of the Bible, my Creator and Lord. This relationship has guided my life-long passion to 

make a difference for people from the underserved, non-dominant language communities 

of the world. Looking back, I have found that my wide-ranging childhood experiences in 

Mexico prepared me well for my adult life. I learned, for example, how to be comfortable 

in a shack in the jungle, a mud-walled house in a village, or in a modern apartment in 

Mexico City. I learned how to load a pack-mule and hike all day, or pack a suitcase and 

take a bus. Later, as a married woman, raising children in these contexts only added to 

the adventures. 

 I have served with my husband for more than thirty years with SIL International, 

primarily in Mexico. SIL is a faith-based, non-profit, non-governmental organization 

which "serves language communities worldwide, building their capacity for sustainable 

language-based development, by means of research, translation, training and materials 
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development." (www.sil.org) My husband and I have served in two language-based 

development projects in two language communities of northern Veracruz, Mexico: with 

the Lhimasipijni, or Tlachichilco Tepehua, language community (since 1978) and 

Lhichiwin, or Pisaflores Tepehua, language community (since the late 1990s)10. With the 

strategic input of native speakers, we participated in developing a writing system, training 

native speakers to read and write their languages and producing a beginning body of 

literature in each of these two distinct but related languages, including the translation of 

portions of the Bible.  

Besides responsibilities in these ongoing language-based development projects in 

Mexico, I serve as a literacy consultant with SIL in Mexico, and have also taught in 

Colombia, Peru and Spain in that capacity. I have had opportunities for training others 

through literacy workshops for native speakers of many languages of Mexico. I teach 

native speakers of Indigenous languages how to prepare reading and writing materials in 

their own languages to use in their communities. Additionally, I served for two years by 

invitation as the head of the Committee for Education for the Advisory Council for 

Mexico's National Insitute of Indigenous Languages (INALI), a voluntary position11.  

As a multicultural and multilingual person, in some ways I am never completely 

at home in any culture, because a part of me is always part of another culture. When I am 

speaking publicly in English, my first language, I find my English will change to either 

help me identify with the context I am in, or to signify my distinctiveness from it. It is not 
                                                 
10 Both these Tepehua languages, along with a third, Huehuetla Tepehua, form one branch of the Totonacan 
language family.  
11 In Spanish this council was called CCALIRD – Comité Consultivo para la Atención a los Lenguas 
Indígenas en Riesgo de Desaparición, Advisory Council to Attend to Indigenous Languages at Risk of 
Disappearing. 
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something I do deliberately but rather suddenly become aware of. In academic 

discussions of outsider/insider and researcher/researched I find myself taking the outsider 

view just when I am beginning to feel like an insider. I believe these experiences keep my 

perspectives open and give me the ability to understand at times more deeply why people 

say what they say or do what they do.  

This research offers perspectives and experiences of insiders of two language 

communities of Mexico. My own experiences over a lifetime of friendships and 

collaboration with people from Mexico's Indigenous language communities guided my 

decisions to present their voices. It is their work and experiences that I hope to make 

known through my research. Their voices are only a few among those who have for too 

long been hushed or silenced. As Linda Tuhiwai Smith stated, "…research can no longer 

be conducted with Indigenous communities as if their views did not count or their lives 

did not matter." (Smith 2006:9) And as one Mela'tajtol teacher told me so clearly when 

telling me his story: "Would that our voices could reach far…" I intend, by means of this 

document, to share his voice and many others, in the very different-from-their-world 

English-speaking academic university universe. This document is written to serve a dual 

purpose; to open new spaces for expression among the less-powerful, and provide this 

knowledge in the hopes it might unstop the plugged ears of the powerful.  
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CÓMELE: A Literacy Method Applied 

Mexico has been a leader in the Americas when it comes to Indigenous 

education12. However, bilingual teachers in Mexico still face overwhelming challenges. 

They are taught in Spanish, but are expected to teach in their own languages. Children 

often laugh at them if they speak their own language, because Spanish is the expected 

language of schools. Parents who speak Indigenous languages as their first language may 

insist on their children being taught only in Spanish even in "bilingual schools" because 

they see no economic benefit from education in their own language. Bilingual teachers 

are often sent to a village where a different language than their own is spoken. They are 

mandated to teach in their local language, but don't have materials, or the materials they 

have were prepared in a related, but different, language from the one they speak. 

The materials may actually be in their own language, but their production is 

supervised and edited by a person who doesn't know their language, so the final product 

is often full of errors. Textbooks, though colorful and sometimes containing local area 

photos, are translated from Spanish texts and do not reflect original writing of local 

authors. Sometimes the bilingual teachers are instructed to make their own materials, but 

have no preparation for reading, much less writing, their own languages. This is to say, 

they have minimal or no ability to read or write in their own language. In some cases a 

written form of their language may not yet exist, or lack of agreement over contested 

writing systems prevent production of materials. Teachers are often away from their 

families all week long, and have to travel a day or more to get home. Actual class time 

                                                 
12 See chapter seven, under subsection titled "Local Language Literacy in Mexico", for a discussion of the 
history of Indigenous education in Mexico. 
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suffers as a teacher may leave on Thursday afternoon or Friday morning to go home, and 

not return until Monday. Finally, the few Indigenous groups who do have representation 

in the academic world (for example, through establishment of the Academia mixteca) 

may have a difficult time relating orthography decisions made by an elite few outside of 

the language area to the various community groups where the language is actually used. 

This is the current reality of rural bilingual education in Mexico as I have observed 

firsthand. 

The situation of bilingual education as described above is the current reality in 

both the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities. However, in recent years the 

implementation of a specific literacy method, CÓMELE, is taking on an important role in 

L1 literacy. As previously stated, my first research question asked "What are the local 

language literacy practices in the two target communities?" I looked for all the ways 

Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua are being used in written form in their communities. As the 

data was collected, it soon became clear that the impact of using CÓMELE literacy 

materials to teach reading and writing is providing rich and unprecedented results in both 

language communities, and this impact plays a strong (and growing) role in L1 literacy.  

In the following section a brief description of the method, including its origin and 

impact, is presented. CÓMELE is a multi-strategy literacy method which was first 

developed in English (see Appendix D for the history of this method). In Spanish it is 

known as CÓMELE, or Combinación de Métodos de Lectoescritura, combinations of 

literacy methods. Robin Rempel (2001a, 2001b) is the primary developer of this modified 

version of the multistrategy method first developed by Stringer & Faraclas (1984). 
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Rempel (1994) points out that a strong literacy method needs to include four basic 

elements, drawing on both the whole language and the analytical approaches to develop 

strong readers and writers. This simple diagram shows the significance of both 

approaches: 

Top Down   Bottom Up 
 

Reading Whole Stories- natural 
language reflecting local 
knowledge 
 

Word Attack - how to read 
words at first sight 

Writing Creative Writing  Forming Letters 
Spelling and punctuation 

 
One of the greatest challenges in training speakers of Indigenous languages to 

prepare teaching materials in their languages is bridging the gap between literacy theories 

and lesson designs. Until very recently, none of the Indigenous people I know had been 

to university, most only finished elementary school or maybe did the equivalent of a year 

or two of high school. All their education was in Spanish.13 

I observed that SIL fieldworkers working with speakers of Indigenous languages 

ended up being in charge of developing literacy materials. This was not necessarily by 

choice but because the theoretical content of primer production was difficult to transfer to 

coworkers with less formal (classroom) education. So the Indigenous language speakers 

would help by writing stories as requested, often with specific sound/letter restrictions 

depending on the place of specific lessons in the primer. The "outsider" actually designed 

                                                 
13 Although the Indigenous languages are not related to Spanish, they have been affected in various ways 
by Spanish, due to contact with Spanish speakers for over 500 years. Mexican Spanish has also been deeply 
affected by the Indigenous languages of Mexico. For a good discussion of Mexican Spanish and its role in 
national identity and central ethnicity, see Hidalgo (1994) Mexico's Language Policy and Diversity: 
Guest Editor's Foreword. 
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and put the primer together. The whole process could take months or more often, years. 

Then the Indigenous people had to be trained how to use the materials. 

Rempel's modified multistrategy literacy method (referred to hereafter as M-

SEM, for Multi-Strategy Economy Model) seemed to offer a startlingly different 

possibility. The theory appeared uncomplicated and straightforward. I thought I might be 

able to communicate it effectively through Spanish. The time factor was unbelievably 

short. An M-SEM course, or workshop, is just three weeks long. About the time I became 

aware of M-SEM, my SIL supervisor asked me to lead a literacy materials workshop in 

Mexico. In 2002, I introduced M-SEM in Spanish for the first time in Mexico, along with 

other colleagues, teaching it to ten participants representing five of Mexico's Indigenous 

languages, in a three-week course in Ixmiquilpan, Hidalgo, northeast of Mexico City 

(Watters 2006). The one course prerequisite was that participants be able to read and 

write their language well. For the three-week course I set three goals for the participants: 

1. Learn the M-SEM literacy method, through Spanish 

2. Prepare primer and pre-primer materials in their own languages 

using this method 

3. Learn how to teach in their own languages the lessons they prepared 

Preparing literacy materials in newly written languages for teaching reading and 

writing in other methods can easily take months and even years (as just mentioned). As 

an example, I know of a set of reading primers that were completed in the Navajo 

language which were 12 years in the making. The second goal of this workshop was not 

deemed achievable by those who heard of the plans. In fact, my supervisor suggested if 
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each team participating could get their primers outlined and write one or two lessons, that 

would be a great accomplishment for three weeks of work14. The results of this workshop 

were strongly encouraging. During the three week course, the following goals were met: 

• All ten participants learned the CÓMELE literacy method 15. 

• Each of the five language teams prepared an entire set of primer lessons 

for teaching all the sounds of their alphabets, as well as a set of 18 pre-

primer lessons. A total of 199 primer lessons were created, and 90 pre-

primer lessons. 

• All the participants had the opportunity to practice teach one or more 

lessons in their languages. 

Three things impressed me about the CÓMELE literacy method:  

1. It is simple enough to be taught in a language that is neither the instructor's nor 

the learners' first language. 

2. Because the format is fixed, lessons can be produced quickly by Indigenous 

authors. The stories are natural and culturally appropriate. 

3. Most significant, however, is that this literacy method places the power of 

creating the materials directly into the hands of the Indigenous speakers, and the 

                                                 
14 In preparing for the workshop, I recruited two experienced colleagues to help me teach the 

course, Dottie Herzog and Diana Veld. Their encouragement and talent, and willingness to risk a new 
approach were a major factor in the success of this workshop. And thanks to the SIL Mexico Spanish 
Editing Department, the Teacher's Guide For The M-SEM and portions of the Trainer's Guide For The M-
SEM were translated into Spanish before the course began. 
 
15 For the first workshop in 2002 we called the method MEMME in Spanish - Modelo Económico del 
Método Multi-Estratégico. But in April, 2004 we changed the name to CÓMELE (Combinación de 
Métodos de Lectoescritura). 
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ownership of these materials is clear. Their pride in producing their own materials is hard 

to express adequately.  

It is important to keep an obvious point in mind: the primers produced through 

this method are not the complete answer to the need for literature in a given language. 

But the outcome of teaching lessons based on this method is to develop creative and 

accurate writers along with skilled readers, which can result in individuals who can begin 

to develop a body of literature. One of the participants of that first 2002 summer course 

was a bilingual teacher who used the materials he developed to teach reading and writing 

to his second grade class that fall. After just three months he collected some of the short 

essays his second graders were writing. When he shared these with fellow bilingual 

teachers at a regional conference, they were amazed that little children could write like 

that, they took the samples and made copies for themselves. 

In 2004, I again led a three-week CÓMELE course, this time for speakers of 

seven more of Mexico's Indigenous languages. In 2006 I led a third three-week course for 

speakers of twelve more of Mexico's Indigenous languages. One of my teaching 

assistants in 2006 was Plácido Hernández Pérez, a native speaker of Mela'tajtol, who later 

became a principal participant for this ethnographic study. Since then other colleagues 

have taught this course in Mexico every other year, in 2008 and 2010 so far, under the 

auspices of SIL Mexico.  

In 2009 I directed a CÓMELE course in Lima, Perú. One of my teaching 

assistants was Verónica Luna Villanueva, a native speaker of SM Ngigua who became a 
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principal participant for this ethnographic study. We taught the CÓMELE method to 

speakers of seven Indigenous languages of Perú and also Plautdiesch speakers from  

Bolivia. The CÓMELE method is being taught and applied elsewhere now by others, in 

other Spanish speaking countries of the Americas, including Costa Rica and Argentina. 

The CÓMELE manuals have been translated into Portuguese as well, for use in Brazil. 

 

FIGURE 3: A sample CÓMELE lesson (Wingding font) with descriptive labels  

In a CÓMELE lesson, the left side of the lesson (Figure 3) presents the story track 

and draws on the whole language approach to teaching reading and writing. The right 

side of the lesson is called the primer track and draws on the analytical approach to 
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teaching reading and writing. Each track of a CÓMELE lesson is taught in a series of 

steps that take about an hour. 

Empowerment plays a significant role in the relationship between literacy and 

language and culture maintenance (Hornberger 1997). CÓMELE offers empowerment of 

the Indigenous person within their community through firsthand understanding of the 

literacy method, as well as ownership of the materials and the use of the materials. This 

method offers tools for developing literateness directly to the Indigenous people. As one 

participant in Mexico (a bilingual teacher for more than 40 years) told me "I have been to 

many workshops and made lots of booklets but I never attended a workshop where we 

were taught a literacy method!"  

FIGURE 4: A sample CÓMELE lesson from the Mela'tajtol book for teaching 
reading and writing. 
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FIGURE 5: A sample CÓMELE lesson from the SM Ngigua Book 1 for teaching 
reading and writing. 
 

A further advantage of CÓMELE is its flexibility in application. Lessons are 

prepared for teaching every letter in the alphabet, as well as tone marking, vowel length 

and other suprasegmentals. These lessons can be taught one-on-one or with a group. 

Ideally the lessons would be included as part of a larger education program, but they have 

been taught in a church context when people want to learn to read translated portions of 

the Bible. CÓMELE lessons have been used in elementary schools, in secondary schools, 

in churches, and in adult education classes; from one week of lessons only to a semester, 

or a year-long after-school program. The materials are basic literacy tools but have been 

used also to develop biliteracy skills in the mother tongue, after having acquired initial 
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literacy skills in the L2. One teacher had only one copy of his lessons. He wrote each 

lesson as he taught it on the blackboard of his classroom, and the children copied it to 

have their own copy. In other situations, an NGO funded printing of copies, or a 

government institution printed copies for use in the local bilingual schools. 

Kindberg (2010) offers a further description of M-SEM (CÓMELE) method and 

how it is being used in Argentina and Costa Rica. As a literacy specialist with decades of 

experience, he says of his recent experience with teaching the CÓMELE method: 

Personally, this author [i.e. Kindberg] participated in the development of didactic 

materials and in intercultural linguistic program training among three minority 

language people: the Quechuas of Peru, the Mapudungun of Chile and the Ngäbe 

of Panama. We applied both Gudschinsky and MSM [multi-strategy method as 

developed by Stringer and Faraclas] in these literacy projects. Only since 2008 

have we experimented with the CÓMELE method. But we are already convinced 

of the effectiveness of CÓMELE over these other two methods. During the year 

2009 we helped develop CÓMELE manuals for the Bribri project of Costa Rica, 

and for the Tobas in Pampa del Indio, Chaco Province, in Argentina. Both 

projects are sponsored by the community and local church, along with a national 

NGO. (2010:7) 

 The specific application of this literacy method in the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua 

communities is given as part of my findings in the data chapters three and four. Of my six 

principal participants, two from the SM Ngigua community were participants in the 2006 

CÓMELE workshop I led, whereas all three principal participants in my study from the 
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Mela'tajtol community learned and applied the CÓMELE method through individual 

tutoring from myself and others.  

I have had no direct involvement in either community in the use of this literacy 

method, nor do I have an ongoing role as teacher or supervisor with them. I have always 

respected their ownership and use of their CÓMELE materials. I have had only 

occasional, informal interactions with them regarding their literacy work in their own 

communities. While in their communities to carry out my research, I depended on them 

for their expertise in understanding and observing local language literacy practices in 

their broader community. I learned much from their perspectives and choices in 

promoting the use of their languages in their communities. I benefitted deeply from their 

insights as to whom I should meet with and interview for my research. 

Conducting the Study 

How the research was conducted 

The ethnographic approach was selected for this research because of the diverse 

sociocultural and linguistic contexts of local communities. As Szwed (1981), states: "I 

would contend that ethnographic methods, in fact are the only means for finding out what 

literacy really is and what can be validly measured" (p. 427). To ensure ethnographic 

validity in this research project (Marshall and Rossman 1989; Heath, Street & Mills 

2008) triangulation was a key strategy as I gathered data in the two communities of my 

study. Within each site my data were collected from multiple informants. These included 

writing samples, and audio-recorded interviews, as well as my field notes and direct 

observations in both communities of study. I made three visits to each site during 
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December, 2009 to December, 2010. Besides these onsite visits of three to five days each 

in both communities of study, I exchanged emails with and communicated by cell phone 

with my principal participants during this twelve-month period, and this communication 

continues to the present. 

I benefitted greatly from previously established relationships of trust and rapport 

with the six principal participants in my study, three in each community of study. Besides 

multiple interviews and conversations with the three principal participants in each 

community of study, I also was able to interview many other individuals. All my 

interviews with native speakers of Mela'tajtol or SM Ngigua were conducted in their own 

communities. In the Mela'tajtol community I interviewed nineteen Mela'tajtol bilingual 

teachers in four schools in three towns, as well as two leaders in the school district 

administration. I interviewed one SIL fieldworker with years of experience in this 

community (the interview was conducted in Mexico City). In the SM Ngigua community 

I interviewed nine bilingual SM Ngigua teachers working in six schools in four towns, 

and one local historian who lives in the city of Tehuacán (a forty-five minute drive from 

San Marcos Tlacoyalco). I interviewed two SIL fieldworkers with years of experience in 

this community (both in Arizona and later a second interview with one in Tehuacán). In 

all, I interviewed forty people. 

My experience with speakers of many minoritized languages of Mexico over the 

past 30 years confirms the previously mentioned UNESCO research on literacy. The 

framework of current challenges listed by UNESCO for reaching Education For All's 

goals for adult literacy (2006, 2011) served to guide my interview questions. For each 
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interview, the interviewees read a three page form in Spanish (previously approved by the 

IRB at the University of Arizona) describing my research interests, and their rights and 

options to participate voluntarily in my study – and we both signed the form. I kept one 

copy and gave the interviewee a copy16. All the other interviews were audio-recorded 

with a hand-held digital recorder. 

I was well qualified to carry out this research not only because of my knowledge 

and experience with the CÓMELE method, but also because of my relationship with the 

participating individuals in the communities, and my years of living in rural Mexico. In 

my role as an outsider, the persons interviewed perhaps had more freedom to speak 

frankly to me than if they were reporting to someone within their community, such as a 

supervisor, or someone in control of funding for their work. 

I do not speak either Mela'tajtol or SM Ngigua, but the key participants and I are 

fluent in Spanish and they were able to translate for me from their local language into 

Spanish when necessary. Ideally I would not be limited to Spanish in these communities, 

but when dealing with this multilingual situation, the more widely known language had to 

serve. All my interviews were conducted and audio recorded in Spanish17. I translated 

into English all data from the interviews included in this manuscript. 

 

 

                                                 
16 I was granted permission from the IRB to include the option of including the names of these individuals 
in my research results, that is, to give the power of this decision to the individuals I interviewed. Of the 
forty interviews conducted, only two individuals, (one Mela'tajtol speaker and one SM Ngigua speaker), 
chose to remain anonymous, and one of those two additionally declined to allow me to audio record the 
interview. 
17 With the exception of the interviews with three fieldworkers of SIL International who are native English 
speakers. 
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Where the Research was Conducted 

The government of Mexico recognizes 11 linguistic families18 which are 

subdivided into 68 language clusters comprising as many as 364 linguistic variants 

(INALI 2007:39-41). For my research I chose two communities in rural Mexico where 

the majority of the population speak a local (Indigenous) language, but are somewhat 

bilingual in Spanish. 

  

FIGURE 6: Map of Mel'atajtol (and Nuntajɨ̱yi ) region, showing nearby cities 

                                                 
18 Recently published research, however, reduces this number to ten linguistic families, based on "evidence 
for the phylogenetic relationship of two well-established language families of Mesoamerica, Totonacan and 
Mixe-Zoquean. .. Data assembled and analyzed support the hypothesis that these two families constitute a 
Mesoamerican super-family to which we have given the name Totozoquean." (Brown, Beck, Kondrak, 
Watters, and Wichmann 2011:323) 
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The first site for my research is in the state of Veracruz, in the counties of 

Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan, among the Isthmus Nahuatl people. Although this 

language is called Isthmus Nahuatl (or Isthmus Aztec) on academic websites, its native 

name is Mela'tajtol. Mela'tajtol is part of the Nahuatl language family out of Uto-Aztecan 

stock19. This language is spoken by about 20,000 people and it is one of the most 

linguistically divergent Nahuatl languages spoken today.20 

To reach the Mela'tajtol region in southern Veracruz, Mexico, one travels by bus 

from Mexico City on a first class bus for nine hours to the small city of Acayucan (Figure 

6) on the sweltering plains inland from the coast. From Acayucan, local public 

transportation is available to reach both the Nuntajɨ̱yi  region and Mela'tajtol region in the 

foothills and along the lower slopes of the Santa Marta and San Martín volcanic 

mountains. 

                                                 
19 INALI reports thirty Nahuatl variantes lingüísticos, linguistic variants: 
(http://www.inali.gob.mx/catalogo2007/html/v_nahuatl.html) Their home territories are found in parts of 
the Federal District (Mexico City) and of the states of Durango, México, Guerrero, Michoacán, Morelos, 
Oaxaca, Puebla, San Luis Potosí, Tabasco, Tlaxcala, and Veracruz. The ISO code for this language is nhx. 
(Ethnologue 2009) 
20 The SIL website for Isthmus Nahuatl is: http://www.sil.org/mexico/nahuatl/istmo/00i-NahuatlMecaTata-
nhx.htm 
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FIGURE 7: Map of Mela'tajtol (and Nuntajɨ̱yi ) region, communities labeled 

The public transportation consists of small extended-cab pickups with preferred 

seating inside the cab, though this can be very hot in the tropical sunshine (even when 

flying along the paved road with the windows down). The two wood bench-seats in the 

bed of the pickup, protected by a tarped frame roof, are usually cooler but harder to stay 

put on during unpredictable stops to drop off or pick up passengers. 

About half an hour in the pickup takes one to a fork in the highway: the left fork 

leads further to mostly Nuntajɨ̱yi  towns including Soteapan. The right fork leads to 

Mela'tajtol towns, the first being Huazuntlán, home to a small government hospital which 

serves both the Nuntajɨ̱yi  and Mela'tajtol regions. Huazuntlán is also home to a six-year-
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old branch of the Intercultural Veracruz University, attended by both Nuntajɨypáppɨc and 

Mela'tajtol young people (Dietz and Cortés, 2010). On the far side of Huazuntlán there is 

a left turn onto another paved road that leads to Mecayapan, this takes about 15 minutes. 

Continuing on past Huazuntlán on the more major road also for about 15 minutes, one 

arrives in the large town of Tatahuicapan, within clear sight of San Martín mountain. This 

highway continues on east to the town of Pajapan and north to several more Nuntajɨ̱yi  

towns and villages over on the Gulf Coast side of Santa Marta mountain. 

Since I grew up in the Nuntajɨ̱yi  village of Ocotal Chico, just 3.5 miles by trail 

from Mecayapan, I cannot remember the first time I visited this Mela'tajtol town. Over 

the years my family had occasion to visit Mecayapan, especially during the years the SIL 

team Carl and Marilyn Wolgemuth lived there. And for a period of time I '"boarded" my 

mare in the pasture of a Mecayapan friend of the Wolgemuths during periods my family 

had to be gone from the Nuntajɨ̱yi  village we lived in. So when I returned to Mecayapan 

for research purposes in 2009, the town was not unfamiliar to me. However, the paved 

streets and electricity through the community are obvious signs of how much change has 

occcured since my teenage years. One of the principal participants of my study, Hilario, 

lives in Mecayapan. His extended family home is high on a bluff on the mountain-toward 

side of town. It is a strategic location for catching breezes to relieve the tropical heat. He 

has also built a home below the bluff among the trees.  

Esteban and Plácido, my other Mela'tajtol principal participants, are from 

Tatahuicapan. Esteban's home lies between two small streams on the far side of town 

from Plácido. In 2010 a newly built government bridge downstream from Esteban's house 
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caught debris from the flooding streams and formed a dam. Half of Esteban's home was 

destroyed by the ensuing flood but he and his family managed to escape to safety. They 

are hoping to resettle in a higher spot. Meanwhile they keep a close eye on the streams 

when the rains come. Plácido's home lies on high ground and is surrounded by a large 

fenced yard. The large mango tree standing in Plácido's yard provides plenty of shade and 

is a good place to sit and visit. When it is mealtime, Plácido brings out a table and his 

wife serves the guests there. To the left of the yard, up a short trail, is the one-room office 

building where Plácido, Esteban and Hilario work on language projects, with long-

distance internet-input from their good friend and SIL fieldworker Chris Hurst (now 

based with his family in their home country of Canada). In chapter three I expand my 

discussion of my three principal participants from the Mela'tajtol community. 
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FIGURE 8: Map of San Marcos Tlacoyalco and Tlacotepec in the Tehuacán Valley 

The second site for my research is located in the state of Puebla, in the town of 

San Marcos Tlacoyalco and several smaller towns nearby, among the Ngigua people. 

This language is still called Popoloca on academic websites, but its native name is 

Ngigua. Ngigua is a tonal language. It is part of the Popolocan language family out of the 

Otomangean stock21. This Ngigua language is spoken by about 30,000 people.22  

                                                 
21 There are six Popoloca language variants (8 according to some) all in the state of Puebla. The ISO code 
for this Ngigua is pls. (Ethnologue 2009)  
22 The SIL website for this language: http://www.sil.org/mexico/popoloca/tlacoyalco/00i-
PopolocaTlacoyalco-pls.htm 
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My first visit to the Ngigua community, specifically San Marcos Tlacoyalco, was 

in July, 2008. I was accompanying my Ngigua friend, Verónica, back home after we had 

traveled to San José, Costa Rica to present at the International Reading Association 

conference. I wanted to meet the parents and family of this remarkable young woman and 

I felt some responsibility to be sure she got all the way home to her family. It had been 

her first international trip, and first airplane ride (this trip is described in chapter four, p. 

155). We arrived in Mexico City late, slept a few hours there, then caught a 6:30 a.m. bus 

south and east across Mexico's central plateau, arriving about four hours later to 

Tlacotepec. From that primarily Spanish-speaking town, it is a half hour ride on one of 

Verónica's family's local public transportation microbuses to the largest Ngigua town, 

San Marcos Tlacoyalco. The two-laned paved road to San Marcos (as it is called by 

locals) passes an extensive cemetery, which is decorated at All Saints each year with 

ornate floral and plant displays. The center of San Marcos is dominated by a stately 

Catholic church and an open park area with a kiosko, or bandstand, for local fiestas. 

Spreading out from this center are cobbled or paved streets leading past homes and stores 

to the dry fields beginning at the edges of town. San Marco's dusty streets are pounded 

daily not just by motorized vehicles, but by two or four-wheeled carts drawn by teams of 

two or three burros, or an occasional team of oxen. These wide flat carts are the most 

common local transportation to and from fields outside town. 

My memories of that first visit in 2008 include astonishment that nearly everyone 

I met was connected in some way to Verónica – she is the youngest of 13 siblings. 

Another impression was the deep respect and love she accorded her parents (who lived 
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with her and other family members) and her generosity toward her many nieces and 

nephews. I was treated to freshly made beef tacos topped with a firey salsa her family 

makes from roasted dried chile and garlic, guaranteed to leave an impression on your 

tastebuds and memory. This salsa de ajo, garlic salsa, is a local favorite and so important 

to good eating that Verónica made sure to take a dried version of it on the next trip away 

from home she made with me a year later. 

A visit to San Marcos included visits to my other principal participants' homes. 

Emilio and his family live just down the street from Verónica's family home. The front of 

their home is their bakery and shop. Emilio is a panadero, a breadbaker. On one visit he 

and his wife served us platefuls of sweetbreads, during another visit they fed us a 

traditional chicken stew which they cooked in a clay pot buried in coals in the ground. 

Jacob and his young family live in a newly built three room, block-walled house on the 

edge of San Marcos, with a cornfield just outside their door, and a pig pen full of 

tumbling young piglets. His wife keeps a flower garden well-fenced from the pigs and 

stray goats or sheep. Water is drawn from a tank outside the house, and their outhouse 

has a flush toilet. One room of their three-room home is Jacob's office, with table and 

chairs and bookshelves, and his laptop computer and a printer for producing Ngigua 

materials locally. On the door of his office is a sign saying "Welcome Home, Daddy, we 

love you" written in Spanish by his daughter upon his return recently from a workshop in 

Oaxaca that took him away from home for a few weeks. 

Over the past few years, and including the year of my doctoral research visits to 

her community, Verónica and her relatives have always been gracious hosts. Water is a 
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precious commodity in that dry climate, but they were sure to provide me a bucket of 

water to bathe or wash up, and a separate room for sleeping. In 2009 Verónica's father 

died of complications from diabetes and a year later her mother also passed away. These 

losses have been painful for everyone, but perhaps most of all for Verónica, as the 

youngest and still unmarried daughter. Family expectations have been hard to meet, with 

her growing responsibilities in the community coordinating nine microbusinesses for 

local Ngigua women, and teaching at the state university each Saturday morning, as well 

as other language development work. In chapter four I expand my discussion of my three 

principal participants from the Ngigua community. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE MELA'TAJTOL COMMUNITY 
 
 
 
Listen to audio attached to this document: Supplemental file 1: Chapter Three Estebans 
Song Amo matikelkawakan. Text of song is found in Appendix B. 
 
 
 

Portrait of the Mela'tajtol Community 

Geography 

In southern Veracruz, a Gulf Coast state of Mexico, lies a region called Los 

Tuxtlas – a rough but rich land. It is marked by three principal volcanos and many other 

smaller craters, although over 100 miles separate this region from Mexico's volcanic 

central plateau. This land is unique in Mexico and the rest of North America for its 

biological diversity in its forests and rainforests, and its climates ranging from sea level 

to the tops of volcanos. It is the northern limit for rainforests in the American continent. It 

is one of the rainiest areas of Mexico and provides water to important cities on the coastal 

plains. A large portion of this region, 155,122 hectares, has been designated the Los 

Tuxtlas Biosphere Reserve23 (UNESCO; Parkswatch). 

The northwest part of this Biosphere Reserve includes Tres Zapotes, which was 

the prehistoric site of the Olmec culture (the oldest known civilization in Mexico) and 

perhaps the most important archeological site along the Gulf Coast of Mexico24 

(Parkswatch: Los Tuxtlas Biosphere, Geography). Los Tuxtlas Biosphere comprises three 

                                                 
23 For a timeline of the efforts to protect this important region, see Los Tuxtlas Biosphere Reserve: 
http://www.catemaco.info/biosphere/timeline.html  
24 "It is the only site [in Mexico] where the entire historic chronological sequence of human presence from 
the preclassical (1,300 to 1,000 years BC) to the postclassical (900 to 1,100 years AD) is documented." 
(Parkswatch: online) 
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areas of land, each around a principal volcano, plus a buffer zone. The northern volcano, 

San Martín Tuxtla, last erupted in 1793. The middle volcano, Santa Marta, is extinct, but 

at 5,800 ft. is a little higher than San Martín Tuxtla. The smallest and easternmost 

volcano, about 4,000 ft., is also extinct; it is the San Martín Pajapan volcano. 

(Parkswatch: Los Tuxtlas Biosphere, Geography) 

Located just outside the southern edge of this biosphere is the Mela'tajtol 

community which is the focus for this portion of my study and includes the towns of 

Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan. Both are county seats and most of their land is now part of 

the Biosphere Reserve (www.catemaco.info). The San Martín Pajapan Volcano is a 

prominent part of the landscape. Farmers and ranchers from Tatahuicapan continue to use 

its slopes today.  

Law (1960) mentions "local Aztec tradition" he learned from residents in 

Mecayapan in the late 1940's that their ancestors: 

…came into the present area from the state of Tabasco and asked the Popolucas 

who were in the area at that time for permission to settle there. They were given 

lands and later granted the status of a municipio [county]. Relations between the 

two groups have been at times quite tense and in recent years have never been 

completely relaxed. Boundary disputes in reference to agricultural lands are not 

infrequent. (Law 1960:38) 

He further mentions that Blom and LaFarge (1926) show through the literature of 

the Spanish chroniclers that the area the Mela'tajtol inhabit today was inhabited by their 

Nahuatl ancestors many centuries ago, long before the arrival of Cortéz. (Law 1960:38) 
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Language 

Isthmus Nahuatl is one of Mexico's 364 local (Indigenous) languages (INALI). 

This Nahuatl language is spoken by the majority of the population of Mecayapan and 

Tatahuicapan, and shares with the nearest Nahuatl variant (Pajapan) the distinction of 

being the most divergent of the Nahuatl languages25. The Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) 

documents at least 23 living Nahuatl languages, with populations from a few hundred to 

several hundred thousand. According to the Ethnologue, there are about 20,000 speakers 

of this language in a 1994 estimate, this coincides with more recent data from a 2005 

government census (see History section, below). See also Rodríguez and Valderrama 

(2005) for a summary of the languages and history of "the Gulf Coast Nahua". As one 

variant, the Isthmus Nahuatl diverged from what is known today as Classical Nahuatl 

some 12 centuries ago (as cited in Wolgemuth, et al. 2002:xvii): 

...the distribution of historical and contemporary Nahua dialects shows significant 

evidence of mixing in many regions of Mexico and Central America, probably as 

a result of the later spread of Western Nahua speakers into regions where Eastern 

Nahua was already being spoken…Such dialect diversity suggests historical 

overlays of dialectal forms resulting from successive waves of population 

movements (Macri and Looper 2003:286). 

                                                 
25 Nahuatl, Nahuatl and Nahua are common ways of referring to the languages spoken by the people 
referred to as Aztec in English. The term "azteca" in Spanish is usually used to refer to the ancient people 
who ruled large parts of Mexico for a time, and who spoke Nahuatl. It is not usual to refer to their 
descendants who are living today as "aztecas", rather they are more often referred to as "los Nahuat" or "los 
mexicanos" which is derived from the Nahuatl word "mexique", a name for themselves (not to be confused 
with "los mexicanos" when referring to citizens of Mexico). 
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Linguistic survey done over 30 years ago revealed an 76% intelligibility level of 

Mecayapan-Tatahuicapan with Pajapan texts, and 83% intelligibility level of Pajapan 

with Mecayapan-Tatahuicapan texts. These two variants are estimated to have begun 

forming over 500 years ago (Egland 1978:1).  

Isthmus Náhuat speakers from Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan call their language 

Mela'tájto̱l, which is derived from melac 'straight, right, true,' plus tájto̱l 'word'. In this 

paper I will use Mela'tájto̱l primarily to refer to what is known by outsiders as Isthmus 

Nahuatl. But in the interviews, since they were conducted in Spanish, the Mela'tajtol 

speakers would use the term Nahuatl to refer to their language, so I have maintained this 

in the Spanish quotes, as well as the English translations. 

One of the differences most readily noticed between Mela'tájto̱l and other Náhuatl 

languages is the absence of the sound "tl". In Mela'tájto̱l the "tl" is a "t" when word initial 

and word medial. But word final it has become a glottal stop. So for example, the name 

Nahuatl in this variant is pronounced Nahua with a glottal stop word final. For example, 

tla̱catl, man, in most Náhuatl languages, is ta̱ga' in Mela'tájto̱l. This variant is also 

unusual for having voiced stops such as b and g. (See Nahuatl website).  

There are two other features that mark Mela'tájto̱l as distinctive from other 

Náhuatl languages. Mela'tajtol grammar uses both inclusive and exclusive forms of the 

first person plural; and Mela'tajtol vowel length "is more noticeable and functional than 

in most other variants" and is written by underlining the vowel (See Nahuatl website)26.  

                                                 
26 A fascinating study could be done of the language change through contact, to possibly document the 
influence of Sierra Popoluca on these unusual distinctives of this variant of Náhuatl, since Popoluca does 
not have the sound tl, but it does have word final glottals and voiced stops, and it requires the marking of 
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History 

The county of Mecayapan was established in 1831. Its land holdings were divided 

to create the county of Pajapan in 1889, and once again in 1997 its land was divided to 

create the county of Tatahuicapan (Catemaco Website). The county of Mecayapan has 

13,600 people, with more than 11,700 Indigenous people. Between 2000 and 2005 

population rates decreased by over 1,000. (INEGI: 2005 Government Census). As of 

2007, 297 vehicles were registered in the county of Mecayapan, plus 4,400 horses. The 

town of Mecayapan has some 4,000 inhabitants (Catemaco Website). 

The county of Tatahuicapan, as mentioned above, was established in 1997. (The 

town itself by that name is much older.) The county includes more than ten communities 

of over 300 inhabitants each (Catemaco Website). The county's population is about 

12,500, with more than 7,000 of them Indigenous people. As of 2007, 265 vehicles were 

registered in the county of Tatahuicapan, as well as 2,990 horses. The town of 

Tatahuicapan has about 6,500 inhabitants. Between 2000 and 2005 population rates 

remained nearly unchanged (INEGI Census 2005). 

The counties of Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan is home to the Mela'tájtol language. 

More than 70% of the population of the two counties speak Mela'tajtol, while some speak 

Nunatajɨyi (Popoluca) (INEGI Census 2005). The region where Nunatajɨyi is spoken 

borders Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan on the north and northwest. The county of 

Tatahuicapan includes several Nunatajɨyi towns on the north side of Santa Marta. (And as 

                                                                                                                                                 
long vowels, and marks first person plural inclusive and exclusive. Many words native to Popoluca are 
found in Mela'tájto̱l, and viceversa – indicating a long period of linguistic contact. 
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shown later, bilingual education in these two language communities is sometimes 

complicated by the assignment of teachers from one language community to another.) 

Both Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan are accessible today by highway. One takes 

State Highway 180 via the town of Chinameca. At the town of Huazuntlán, the road goes 

west and then north to Mecayapan, or north-northeast to Tatahuicapan. About 3.5 miles 

west of Mecayapan is another county seat, Soteapan, a predominately Nunatajɨyi county. 

Law (1960) in his ethnographic sketch of Mecayapan, cites a 1957 local census 

which said there were 950 adults, 18 years old and up, "in the village" (1960, p.32). This 

may have included the surrounding smaller villages, because an additional survey 15 

years later reports a significantly lower number of adults. The 1972 study that surveyed 

literacy in some lesser-known languages of Mexico (Egland) contains additional 

information on Mecayapan. At that time, interestingly, the estimated number of adults in 

town was 800, and about the same number of children. According to the 2005 census 

information mentioned above, Mecayapan has now 4,000 inhabitants, counting children 

and adults together, indicating significant population growth over the past 30-plus years 

anyways, even if there was a decline over a 15 year period earlier.  

In 1972 there was no electricity nor telephone service and it was a half hour walk 

to their nearest road with bus service. Egland added "Not many handle Spanish well." (p. 

44-45). Regarding education in Mecayapan, the school director told him there were 890 

children of school age, but only 210 registered for school and the average attendance was 

100 students. The teacher reported that children did not speak Spanish when they enter 

school. The school was not a bilingual school. It was sponsored by a previous governor 
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of the state of Veracruz, and although the teachers lived in Mecayapan they were not 

from the area and did not speak "Aztec". (Egland 1972:121) Bilingual education was first 

established in 1975 in the Mela'tajol region, according to the School District supervisor in 

Tatahuicapan (chapter three, p. 112). 

Egland carried out literacy testing in Mecayapan; testing was done in "Aztec" first 

and also in Spanish ( p. 51). He tested 28 men and 25 women (p. 59-60). Eighty-seven 

percent of the women could not read even minimally, the other 13% were minimal 

literates. Sixty-three percent of the women spoke little or no Spanish. Seventy-five 

percent of the men could not read even minimally, eighteen percent were basic literates, 

and 13% were minimal or mechanical literates. Sixty-seven percent of the men spoke 

little or no Spanish. Bilingualism: thirty-six percent of the women were minimal 

bilinguals, forty-five percent of the men were minimal bilinguals27. (Egland 1972:122) 

SIL International has had a presence in the Mela'tájto̱l language community since 

1944, when Howard and Jean Law (from the US) were assigned there to pursue SIL goals 

of language development. They lived in Mecayapan. In the spring of 1948 Howard 

published an article in the Southwestern Journal of Anthropology on "Greeting Forms of 

the Gulf Aztecs". And in 1960 he completed his master's thesis at the University of Texas 

at Austin on "Mecayapan, an Ethnographic Sketch". The SIL bibliography lists 25 

publications authored by Law, from 1948 to 1992 (Ethnologue). Law's Ethnographic 

sketch provides a good description of community life and some historical notes as well. 

                                                 
27 Egland's definition: Basic literates successfully passed a sentence completion test and showed "better 
reading ability" than the "minimal literate" "which is the minimal level for considering a subject literate". 
(Egland: 1972:36) 
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No one could read or write in the Mela'tajtol language until about 1950, since the Laws 

were responsible for developing the first writing system for this language, with the direct 

input of native speakers,. And Law reported that at that time, only a few could read 

Spanish. In 1957 the village secretary of Mecayapan told him fifty-four men (no women) 

could read and write Spanish, and for the whole county a total of 92 men could read 

(Spanish). (Law 1960:42)  

When the Laws left this SIL assignment they were succeeded by another SIL 

team, Carl and Marilyn Wolgemuth (from the US) who arrived in the early 1960s. 

Among the most important of Carl's publications on Mela'tájto̱l was the 1981 Gramática 

náhuat de Mecayapan, Mecayapan Nahuatl Grammar, a practical grammar which was 

republished in a second edition in 2002, and a bilingual dictionary of which he was the 

principal author, published in 2000: Diccionario Náhuatl de los municipios Mecayapan y 

Tatahuicapan de Juárez, Veracruz, Nahuatl Dictionary from the counties of Mecayapan 

and Tatahuicapan of Juárez, Veracruz (Wolgemuth, Wolgemuth, Hernández Pérez, Pérez 

Ramírez, & Hurst 2000). 

The Wolgemuths lived in Mecayapan for about 10 years, then moved back to the 

U.S. due to family needs. In the early 1980s a third SIL team was assigned to the project, 

Chris and Elaine Hurst (of England and Canada, respectively.) To the present time, they 

continue to carry out SIL projects in the region, although they are currently based in 

Canada. Chris makes trips to the Mela'tájto̱l area of Mexico several times a year, and 

works via internet long-distance with his Mela'tájto̱l colleagues. 
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Principal Participants, Mela'tajtol Community 

Why They Were Asked to Particpate 

About six years ago, I met Esteban and Plácido, then sometime later I met Hilario, 

all three collaborate with my SIL colleagues Chris and Elaine Hurst. At various times I 

had a part in teaching them the literacy method called CÓMELE they have used to 

develop reading and writing materials in Mela'tájto̱l. In the summer of 2006 I invited 

Plácido to help me teach the CÓMELE course in Mitla to speakers of other Indigenous 

languages. Then in the summer of 2008 I invited Plácido to join another colleague and 

myself to travel to Costa Rica to give a ninety minute seminar on the CÓMELE method 

and it's application in Mexico's Indigenous languages, at the 22nd International World 

Congress on Reading. First we met in Mexico City, and gave a practice presentation in 

the office of Mexico's National Institute of Indigenous Languages (INALI) at the 

invitation of the director, Dr. Fernando Nava. Hilario also joined us at that initial 

presentation (although for funding limitations I wasn't able to invite him to Costa Rica). 

We were honored to have more than 15 of INALI staff attend our presentation, including 

the associate director28. 

Another connection I have with these three men, is the fact that I grew up near 

their communities, and much of their world is familiar to me, although I speak Nuntajɨ̱yi, 

(Sierra Popoluca) and not Mela'tájto̱l.29 While doing research in their communities, I 

                                                 
28 The Director of INALI was out of town that day so could not attend, but at his orders, we were treated to 
dinner afterwards with the Associate Director. 
29 As a teenager, I often visited the Wolgemuths when they lived in Mecayapan, as it is only 3.5 miles from 
the Popoluca village I grew up in, Ocotal Chico. 
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resided at the home of my life-long Nuntajɨypáppɨc friends just a couple hours travel 

away by public transportation. 

Apart from the personal connections with Esteban, Plácido and Hilario, I chose 

the Mela'tájto̱l communities for this study because of these individuals' determined efforts 

to promote the use of their language in written form. They have been fortunate to attend 

many training workshops offered by SIL staff in Oaxaca and elsewhere, and they apply 

all they learn in their own communities. They are known as local experts in their 

language, and well-respected for their abilities to write Mela'tájto̱l. With technical and 

economic support from the Hursts these three men have been leading change in their 

community – and providing tools to the bilingual education system that it has lacked 

since its inception about thirty years ago. 

In 2004, with the Hursts' support, Esteban, Plácido and later Hilaro, who joined 

the team in 2005, began offering workshops to train bilingual teachers working in their 

community schools. In Mecayapan county they taught teachers in all four bilingual 

primary schools, and in Tatahuicapan county they have trained teachers in the two 

bilingual primary schools. In Huazuntlán they have also done teacher training. In 2006 

they held another workshop to train the incoming new bilingual teachers, by request of 

the Jefatura de Zona30.  

 

 

                                                 
30 There is also a Mela'tájto̱l bilingual primary school in the town of Cerro de la Palma, Plácido, Hilario and 
Esteban made a visit to introduce their Mela'tájto̱l materials. The director expressed enthusiasm initially but 
has never followed through on arranging a visit for further training. They don’t know why but assume he 
chose to continue teaching with Spanish, which the bilingual teachers are used to doing. 
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Interviews With Esteban, Plácido, and Hilario 

The information from the interviews conducted for this study, and presented in 

this chapter, reflect the manner they were conducted. I did not have a rigid set of 

questions, but allowed for freedom to listen to what the interviewees wanted to tell me 

about their experiences and knowledge around reading and writing in their language. 

Further interpretation and/or relevant background knowledge in these conversations have 

been added where deemed necessary, in brackets [  ]. 

From the Mela'tajtol town of Tatahuicapan: 

Esteban Pérez Ramírez is marrried and the father of four children. His wife and 

children all speak fluent Mela'tájto̱l. Esteban is a member of the National Union of 

Indigenous Translators (UNTI), and has held various positions of responsibility in town 

leadership, including most recently treasurer of the land management program. Esteban 

began to collaborate with SIL project coordinator Chris Hurst in 1992. 

Esteban remembers that he was eight or ten years old the first time he saw his 

language in written form. It was a calendar with a short text in Mela'tájto̱l. He believes it 

was made by Carl Wolgemuth in Mecayapan. He recalls how hard it was to learn to read 

(in Spanish). When he saw his own language written for the first time in his own 

language it was momentous:  

Pero para mi al ver, pues, una escritura de esa forma que hablaba mi idioma, yo 

pensé de que si se podía hacer otras cosas mas, no solamente de eso, porque 

contenía un texto nahua. No era muchas letras, pero son como cuatro frases que 

tenía, y tenía un dibujo abajo, y dije, "pero, está bonito esto". Nunca había visto 
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una frase, un texto nahua, siempre veía español. Y pareció algo bonito ver 

escritos en el idioma. Si, yo lo conservé durante muchos años, pero despues, se 

perdió. 

For me to see, well, writing like this that spoke my language, I thought about how 

it would be possible to make many more things, not just this, because the text was 

in Mela'tajtol. There weren't many letters, maybe about four lines, and a picture 

below it, and I said "well, this is beautiful". I had never seen a phrase or a text in 

Mela'tajtol, I had only seen Spanish. And it seemed a beautiful thing to see 

writing in the language. Yes, I kept it for many years but then I lost it.  

After acquiring that calendar Esteban kept his eye out for anything else written in 

his language. He hoped he could find a book in his language but he never did. Then one 

day Chris Hurst visited his church and made an announcement that he needed two 

Mela'tájto̱l speakers to work with him on translation of Scripture into Mela'tájto̱l. He 

volunteered and the next day they left for Oaxaca for his first writer's workshop.  

A un taller de lectoescritura, en Mitla, no me acuerdo que mes, que fecha, pues yo 

llegué allí, este, pues no sabía que era lo que iba a hacer. Llegamos allí a escribir 

todo nahua, todo nahua. Yo no sabía ni como se escribía pero allá aprendí. 

To a writer's workshop, in Mitla, I don't remember the month, the date, but I 

arrived there, without knowing what I was going to do. We got there and started 

writing in Mela'tajtol, everything in Mela'tajtol. I didn't know how to write it but I 

learned there!  
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He returned home and shared his new knowledge with his family, and read them 

the book he'd made. They were amazed, they didn't know it was possible to make a book 

in Mela'tajtol. This was the start of his communicating in Mela'tajtol in written form: 

Y ahorita para mi la comunicación siempre ha sido en nahua, por ejemplo mi 

escrito, siempre es en nahua. Cuando mi esposa me manda un mensaje en celular 

siempre nos comunicamos en nahua, si es por correo electrónico, todo en nahua, 

ya me acostumbré. 

And now (since then) for me communication has always been in Mela'tajtol, for 

example, my writing, it is always in Mela'tajtol. When my wife sends me a text 

message on the cellphone, we always communicate in Mela'tajtol, if using email, 

everything in Mela'tajtol, I am now accustomed to that. 

He explains further: 
 
Pues yo siento que al comunicar en esta forma, estoy escribiendo exactamente lo 

que siento. Siento que la comunicación es mas clara. No hay titubeos, la 

comunicación está clara, y es entendida a todos.  

Well, I think that communicating in this form, I am writing exactly what I feel. I 

feel that communication is clearer. There is no stuttering, the communication is 

clear and understood by all. 

Another innovative way Esteban has been opening new spaces for the use of his 

language is through songs in Mela'tajtol. He and his wife sing together in Mela'tajtol. 
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This is well received by everyone, and he has had opportunity to teach others songs in 

Mela'tajtol31. (See Appendix B for one of Esteban's songs.) 

Plácido Hernández Pérez is married and the father of four children. He has two 

grandchildren. All his family speak fluent Mela'tájto̱l. Plácido is a church elder, and is 

vice-president of the Tatahuicapan Community Council on the Mother Tongue (Consejo 

Comunitario de la Lengua Materna, Tatahuicapan) and a member of the National Union 

of Indigenous Translators (UNTI). Plácido began to collaborate with SIL project 

coordinator Chris Hurst in 1992. He began teaching reading and writing in Mela'tajtol to 

adults and children about 2004, first in his church. About a year later he began training 

teachers in bilingual schools in Mecayapan. He and Esteban and Hilario have also trained 

teachers in Huazuntlán and Tatahuicapan. 

He gets great joy from seeing teachers learn to read and write Mela'tajtol with 

confidence. He and Hilario recently were training two teachers in the Cuauhtémoc school 

in Tatahuicapan, for two months, four hours a week. First they model the steps for 

teaching a CÓMELE lesson in Mela'tajtol, then they take the part of a student, and the 

bilingual teachers practice teach all the steps. At the time of this interview in December, 

2009, Plácido and Hilario were training teachers two hours a week at the Agustín Melgar 

school in Mecayapan. 

From the Mela'tajtol town of Mecayapan: 

Hilario Salas Castillo is married and the father of four children, and two 

grandchildren. He speaks Mela'tájto̱l fluently, but his wife did not grow up speaking 

                                                 
31 Many Indigenous cultures of Mexico currently have little or no practice of singing in their languages. 
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Mela'tájto̱l, and their local church influenced them heavily to use only Spanish. His 

children only speak a little Mela'tájto̱l. In his community he volunteers as an associate 

pastor. He is director of Compassion International's program in his community, called 

Project Taolintzin. Hilario is also a member of the National Union of Indigenous 

Translators (UNTI). Hilario began to collaborate with SIL project coordinator Chris 

Hurst in 2005. Hilario is the grandson of Juan Salas who worked with Howard Law fifty 

years ago. Juan Salas was one of Howard Law's principal language teachers and was the 

town secretary of Mecayapan when Howard first met him. He was "the most educated 

man in town, "having completed sixth grade", and "spoke rather fluent Spanish" (Law 

1960:35). 

Combined interview with Plácido and Hilario: 

In December of 2009 I had the opportunity to speak at length with with Plácido 

and Hilario regarding their efforts (along with Esteban) in promoting the use of their 

language in written form. When I spoke with them they had just returned from attending 

a four-day poetry workshop sponsored by AVELI, Academia Veracruzana de Lenguas 

Indigenas, Veracruz Academy of Indigenous Languages, held at a school in Jalapa, the 

state capital. They stayed in the Maria Victoria Hotel downtown. Their travel, room and 

board for the whole event were covered through AVELI. It was the second such event 

they have attended. The first was in Pajapan (the nearby Nahuatl town whose language is 

closest to Mela'tajtol). This second poetry workshop was run by Jorge Cocompech and he 

specifically invited Hilario and Plácido. They felt bad that Esteban did not get invited. He 

had attended the previous one, but was not there the whole time due to a community 
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leadership role he has in Tatahuicapan. They wondered if that had to do with his not 

being invited to the second poetry workshop. In Plácido's words: "Yo no sabía ni que 

decir (a AVELI) porque incluso también Esteban quería ir. Yo hablé si había ocupo para 

otro elemento mas, y el me dijo que nada mas quiere dos." I didn't know what to say (to 

AVELI) because Esteban also wanted to attend. I called to see if there might be space for 

one more and was told they only wanted two." 

Each day of the poetry workshop different people participated, reciting poetry and 

reading stories. Hilario and Plácido participated the first day. They had to stand up in 

front of the Mesa del presidio – the table of honored guests, right in front of everyone 

attending. They each shared something they'd written in Nahuat, along with a Spanish 

translation for the non-Nahuatl participants.. Some of the students of the school also 

participated during the event, and some just came to watch. Also there were well-known 

poets who attended, such as Juan Hernández Ramírez and Jorge Cocompech (a Maya 

poet). The last day they had the surprise of a Nahuatl poet who speaks Central Nahuatl 

(from the middle of the state of Veracruz, possibly Orizaba Nahuat): 

Bueno para nosotros fue algo importante porque nos retroalimentamos de lo que 

estamos haciendo, porque con la experiencia de otros, otros escritores, otros que 

eran poetas, nos fue sorprendente, este, cuando presentaron a un poeta llamado 

Sixto Cavera. Pues al verlo es una persona insignificante, no lo conocíamos 

porqué era poeta. Pero ayer en su experiencia narró como fue su historia, 

conocimos al fondo quien es Sixto… Es poeta Nahuatl. ..Pero su apariencia física 

es humilde, quien va a decir que esta es un poeta ilustre? 
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Well for us it was pretty important because we got feedback about what we are 

doing, and because from the experience of others, other writers, others who are 

poets, it was a real surprise when they introduced to us [all] a poet named Sixto 

Cavera. Just looking at him he would appear to be an insignificant person, we did 

not understand how he could be a poet. But yesterday he narrated his life story, 

and we got to know him in depth. He is a Nahuatl poet.. But his physical 

appearance is simple, who would have guessed he is an illustrious poet?  

Plácido and Hilario further described how motivating this event was to them, 

inspiring them to write more in their language, and to attempt more poetry. 

Pues escuchando la poesía de otros nos motivó, también! Si, entonces le digo que 

fue algo tan importante para nosotros. Porque allí en la mente nos vino muchas 

cositas. Yo pensé en una palabra "la cuna" Nosotros idioma es "maata". Pensé en 

la cuna y en cómo hacer en forma poesía, "maata" y empezé a escribir alli: 

"maata" me arullaba con mi madre, cuando lloraba, cuando estaba enfermo, y 

también tiene su canto! cuando hace "gits, gits, gits" . Pues, allá empezé a.. tengo 

un borrador, es un borrador todavía. 

Well, listening to the poetry of others motivated us, too! Yes, I tell you that it was 

something very important for us. Because there arose in our minds many little 

things [ideas]. I thought about a word "cradle". In our language it is maata. I 

thought about the cradle and how to put maata into a poem and I began to write 

down "maata, my mother swung me in it, when I cried, when I was sick".. and it 

[the cradle] also has its own song! When it says 'geets, geets, geets". [this sound is 
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an imitation of the sound of the rope on the house-beam when the hanging cradle 

is being swayed back and forth by a mother]... So I began to… well I have a draft, 

it is still a draft. 

Conversation continued with a discussion of AVELI and the regional 

representative, Moisés, who is from Tatahuicapan. Moisés was working as a teacher but 

reassigned to focus on working with AVELI and to motivate teachers to write more. Also 

he is the one who plans AVELI meetings, and is pushing to standardize the Mela'tajtol 

alphabet.  

Contrary to my previous understanding, the Mela'tajtol alphabet is still under 

discussion, and not all are in agreement on how to write it. As Hilario explained, "Here 

we have a problem with the /h/ and the /j/." Further questioning reveals the 'problem' is 

that the teachers from the eight primary schools, as well as Esteban, Plácido and Hilario, 

are in favor of using the "traditional, classic" /j/, [pronounced like the /j/ of Spanish, and 

like the /h/ sound of English]. However, AVELI and those at UVI (Veracruz Indigenous 

University) in nearby Huazuntlán, are using /h/ and promoting it as the better choice.  

Hilario told me of two previous meetings held to talk about the Mela'tajtol 

alphabet. In the first one nothing was agreed on but in the second one those in charge 

(from AVELI and UVI) were using only /h/ as if there had been an agreement already 

made. Plácido described further the meeting he went to which was by invitation only, to 

discuss the alphabet, on the 25th of September [2009?]. Hilario was invited but could not 

go that day, to represent Mecayapan. So someone else was assigned to his spot. The 

participants met by communities around tables – from Mecayapan, Huazuntlán, 
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Tatahuicapan. Unfortunately there were not more people from Mecayapan. So a Mexican 

linguist "X" [not his real name] was at that table, and when the question came to their 

table about /j/ or /h/: "And Mecayapan, with what letter does it write?" He replied "With 

the /h/!" Plácido spoke up and argued with him that "X" was not representing the interests 

of the teachers. The teachers have asked Plácido specifically to speak for them at these 

kinds of meetings, and "Tell them that we use the /j/, because we don't want to create 

confusion [for the school children] because we want to move ahead in our work, instead 

of going backwards." So Plácido challenged the spokesperson at the Mecayapan table, on 

behalf of the teachers who were not at this meeting. In Plácido's words: 

Le dijo, "Ud. sabe hablar el nahuat?" Me dice, "Medio entiendo!" 

[Hilario echoes] Medio entiendo!)... [Plácido continues,] Digo "Le voy a hacer 

una pregunta", y le hice una pregunta. Dice "No le entiendo." "Ah, bueno" le 

digo, "Entonces, tu no hablas nahuat, tu no tienes derecho de defender el nahuat! 

Ud. no tiene derecho de defender a mi Nahuatl. Ud. debe de defender su 

español." Yo no sabía si era profesor! Hasta que me abusé allí, pero así fue! 

I said to him, "Do you speak Mela'tajtol?" He says to me, "More or less." [Hilario 

echoes with irony] "More or less". [Plácido continues…] I said, "I will ask you a 

question," and I asked him a question. He says, "I don't understand you." "Oh, 

well," I said. "Then, you don't speak Mela'tajtol, you have no right to defend 

[argue for] Mela'tajtol! You have no right to defend my Mela'tajtol. You should 

defend your Spanish!" I didn't know that he was a university professor! I really 

got myself in trouble there, but that's how it was!" 
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In fact at that time, this man was the head of the UVI. Plácido on a later occasion 

challenged this professor again when he was giving examples from Spanish grammar 

about articles before nouns and how they are affected by gender. Plácido pointed out that 

Mela'tajtol does not use articles with nouns, nor does it mark gender. This resulted in a 

big discussion and the professor sat down, and later left. Not long after this another 

person became the coordinator of the UVI, his name is Felíx and he is from Pajapan and 

does speak Nahuatl. The matter of /j/ vs /h/ has yet to be resolved, even though those 

from AVELI or UVI may say it has been settled. Plácido said he has told Moisés, the 

regional representative of AVELI: 

Lo que estamos haciendo aquí, como hacen los políticos. Lo hacen un acuerdo 

cerrado con dos o tres personas, los políticos cuando eligen su candidato, 

primero van a puerta cerrada con tres, cuatro personas, los mas líderes... al final 

cuando ya tienen su candidato lo llevan ante la gente, pero ellos ya saben quien 

es. Asi quieren hacer con nuestro alfabeto. 

What we are doing here, is like the politicians do. They make an agreement in 

private with two or three people, the politicians when they choose their candidate, 

first they go behind closed doors with three or four people, the biggest leaders… 

then finally when they have their candidate selected, they take him before the 

people, but they have already chosen him. This is what you [plural] want to do 

with our alphabet. 

In another meeting regarding the alphabet, Hilario was the one of the three who 

could attend and he had his turn to confront those who came from UVI to push for the /h/ 
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over the /j/. They spoke of the importance of standardizing, of writing all the Nahuatl 

languages the same way. The reason given for using the /h/ instead of /j/ is that it is better 

understood at an international level, and that it is a more "scientific" choice. Hilario 

describes this event: 

…también pues yo les dije también que no es bueno estandarizar nuestra 

escritura, porque si es el alfabeto, todavía nos queda. Y ahorita estandarizar la 

escritura, tiene mas de una forma escribamos, aunque pronunciemos diferente 

como el ingles que se escribe diferente y tiene otra pronunciación. …es que por 

ellos, es que meterse como para que nos entiendan los de otros paises. Le digo, 

"Bueno, todavía nuestra lengua está en crisis. Tal vez nuestra lengua tiene sus 

grandes problemas, nuestra lengua necesitamos fortalezer, necesitamos que 

crezca, se desarrolla," le digo, "pero con esto – uds. creen que estamos 

ayudando?" Le digo "Yo no creo."  

Well I told them also that it is not a good idea to standardize our writing, because 

if it is our alphabet, it is still ours. And to standardize the writing, we have more 

than one way to write [our Nahuatl languages], although we pronounce it 

differently than English which is written differently and has another 

pronunciation. It is because they want to get involved with how other countries 

understand us. I told them, "Well, our language is in a critical situation. Perhaps 

our language has some big problems, [but] we need to strengthen our language, 

we need it to grow, develop," I told them, "but with this – You all think we are 

helping?" I told them, "I don't think so."  
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A lingüist from Pajapan had been telling those at this meeting Hilario attended, 

about the history of the arrival of the Nahuatl speakers into the area that had been 

traditionally Popoluca lands. And how the earlier Nahuatl is the variety spoken in 

Pajapan, and how over the passage of time, the Nahuatl of Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan 

had lost the /t/ in their words and that of Pajapan did too. Hilario took this example and 

challenged them: 

"Mira, si el maestro está diciendo que con el paso del tiempo ellos perdieron una 

/t/ que ahorita ya no lo dicen en sus palabras", digo, "con esto de que escribamos 

de una sola forma y que pronunciemos diferente, Ud. cree que no nos vamos a 

acostumbrar? Nuestro hijos van a leer o van a aprender como está escrito, y 

entonces con el tiempo yo creo que cada uno de nuestros pueblos de Uds. hablan 

diferente que nosotros, no nos entendemos, quien sabe como vamos a hacer las 

otras generaciones." Le digo "Es, para mi es un problema, es un enredo, no se si 

vamos a salir lejos de que nuestras lenguas permanezcan, florezcan – mira, 

vamos a hacer a que se desaparezcan". Si, es un problema, y muchas de Zaragoza 

también estuvo en contra. Dicen, "Nosotros también no estamos a favor. Estamos 

en contra de eso." 

"Look, if the teacher is saying that with the passage of time they lost a /t/ that is 

no longer pronounced in their words," I said, "with [this notion] that we should 

[all] write one way only and just pronounce it differently, do you think we are not 

going to get used to that? Our children will read it and will learn it the way it is 

written, and then with the passage of time, I think that each of your towns speak 
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differently than us, we do not understand each other, who knows what will 

happen in other generations." I said "It is, for me, a problem, a snare, I don't know 

if we are going to end up a long ways from [helping] our languages to endure, 

flourish – look, we will be causing them to disappear." Yes, it is a problem, and 

many of Zaragoza also were against it [standardization]. They said, "We also are 

not in favor. We are against this."  

I asked Hilario for alternatives to standardizing the Nahuatl alphabet. He said they 

must look for other options, anything but standardization, but that would be a huge error. 

And referring to their linguistic rights as native speakers, he added,  

Si, porque consideramos que nosotros tenemos una libertad. Y entonces esta 

libertad, quisiéramos que nos respetara, no quisiéramos que el gobierno, o las 

instituciones que levanta el gobierno, según para trabajar con las lenguas 

indígenas, las quiere globalizar. Los quiere poner .. una sola cosa. Yo menos, no 

estoy de acuerdo. Y los maestros con quien estemos tratado allá en las escuelas 

de Mecayapan, ellos todos están en contra. 

Yes, because we consider that we have a freedom [a reference to Mexico's law of 

linguistic rights of Indigenous peoples]. And so this freedom, we would like for 

them to respect us, we don't want the government, or the institutions it creates, 

supposedly to work with the Indigenous languages, they want to globalize them. 

They want to make them… one single thing. I at least, am not in agreement. And 

the teachers with whom we are working in the schools of Mecayapan, they also 

are against this. 
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This brings up a recent happening at one of the bilingual schools in Mecayapan. 

Plácido said that some students came from UVI to share some of their work in 

Mela'tajtol, but it was written with the /h/. And the school director noticed and said "Do 

you know what? We would like you to please leave, we have just realized that you came 

here to confuse us. Please, you all from UVI, go somewhere else, because we do not want 

you to come back here." They were very firm, Plácido said, adding, "I think that was the 

only thing the director could do, to defend his language." And Plácido further added, "It 

would have been great if the students from UVI had come with a willingness to learn 

from the bilingual teachers as to how they are writing their language. It was a mistake on 

their part not to learn from this". 

And recently Plácido met up with someone from UVI who asked, "How is it you 

have such rapport with the teachers? You go up to them and they don't chase you off?" 

Plácido explained that he told this person, "Well it is because we have been helping the 

teachers for years. And instead of confusing them, we help them." 

In further discussion with Plácido and Hilario about the /j/ vs. /h/ controversy, 

Plácido explains that Moisés has told him the choice of /h/ is that it is more scientific, 

while the use of /j/ is simply practical. As he understands it, those of UVI and AVELI 

prefer /h/ because it will be more readily understood by an international audience, such as 

those who speak Japanese, Chinese, and English. However, one of the teachers in 

Mecayapan responded to that notion with "When I am writing my text or my story, I am 

not thinking about foreigners. I am thinking about the people of my region!" 
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Plácido has turned the argument of 'scientific' vs. 'practical' back on the 

proponents of /h/ over /j/. He has observed that in their alphabet they use the digraph tz 

(as do the bilingual teachers). "This /tz/ if it were written according to the international 

phonetic alphabet would be the symbol of a cent /¢/. So also they use an /x/ where in the 

'scientific' alphabet it would be an /s/ with a little crown on it." Plácido points out various 

other inconsistencies as well, where the Mela'tajtol alphabet of UVI and AVELI is clearly 

practical. 

Plácido said he learned about the international phonetic alphabet in some SIL 

workshops he took in Oaxaca in the past, and that the local teachers really appreciate the 

way he can challenge those who want them to change their alphabet. The teachers say 

without his help they would be tricked by the arguments of the AVELI and UVI people. 

The teachers are not trained in linguistics. So Plácido uses what he has learned about 

linguistics to help them, although he is adamant that he is not a linguist. But the teachers 

really appreciate his insights. Plácido also tells me of a recent visit by Moisés, who came 

to get help with the writing of a document, and he was using the /j/ instead of the /h/. 

They speak of an upcoming meeting in which the well-known Mexican linguist 

Andrés Hasler (from Jalapa, Ver.) is supposed to come to Tatahuicapan to help resolve 

the problem that the teachers of the Mela'tajtol region do not want to use an /h/, but rather 

/j/. However, Hasler is the linguist whose opinion those of AVELI and UVI base their 

decision on to use the /h/. Plácido said he is not a neutral person in the argument. He 

added with a laugh, "I tell the teachers, this /h/ [idea] comes from Andrés Hasler, its all 

about protecting his last name which is written with an H!"  
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Hilario and Plácido reflect on another recent meeting in Pajapan, to which another 

outside linguist, Otilio Valencia, was sent by AVELI, as a person knowledgeable about 

Nahuatl. Otilio is strongly in favor of the /h/. In fact, they add, everyone who works with 

AVELI supports the /h/ for Nahuat. 

"We let him give his talk, and seeing that what he was writing was not like we 

write, we began to offer our arguments as well. He would say, 'In Nahuat… thus and thus' 

and we would say, 'Not in our Nahuat!'". Otilio was talking about stress and its 

predictable pattern, and Plácido explained the unique stress patterns in his Nahuatl 

language, to the surprise of Otilio. Jorge Cocompech who was also there, as well as 

students from UVI. It was an intense two-hour discussion, including how to write a 

specific pair of words that sound nearly alike but are different in meaning, as well as the 

importance of marking long vowels. Plácido added that he learned about stress patterns in 

his language in an [SIL] lexicography course he took in Oaxaca. "One three-week 

lexicography course," he reflected aloud, "and there I was like a champion regarding the 

orthography..." He said the papelitos, little papers or handouts, of those from the 

university or high school he takes a look at and thinks, "Oh well, those! I am still lacking 

knowledge myself but as writers we should know where to put the punctuation, the 

accents…"  

Later Plácido sent Otilio by email a file of word pairs showing the differences 

between long and short vowels in Isthmus Nahuatl. Otilio did not reply, but his boss, 

anthropologist Jorge Soriano, did, and he said, Que bueno que le mandaste este archivo a 

Otilio. Ese argumento que tu le enviaste a Otilio, se ve la riqueza de tu lengua, la 
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riqueza, porque tiene ese saltillo, vocales largas, todo esto... Its great that you sent this 

file to Otilio. By this explanation you sent Otilio, one can see the richness of your 

language, because you have the glottal stop, long vowels, all these things…" Plácido had 

copied Jorge, Otilio's boss, when he sent the file to Otilio, and Jorge was the one who 

wrote back. Plácido added drily, "They kinda know us there." 

Another strong sentiment repeatedly voiced by Hilario and Plácido regarded those 

who come from the outside to push their opinion on how their local Nahuatl should be 

written, are not themselves Nahuatl writers, or authors [or even necessarily speakers]. As 

Plácido said "We have been writing Nahuatl for over 18 years." 

Speaking of materials in Mela'tajtol, I asked what is available. They listed a 

number of story booklets, and some translated materials, such as portions of the Old 

Testament and the book of Luke and the book of Mark from the New Testament. Then I 

asked if they know of other materials in existence in Mela'tajtol in their community. This 

question was met with a long pause, followed by "Well, not that I have seen." And "Apart 

from what we have made? No." Then as they consider further, Plácido remembered a 

book written by a school teacher a 'long time back' using the /h/ instead of the /j/ which 

was unsuccessful, and he thought there may be a copy in the town library, he wasn't sure. 

They recalled another book, made by someone but not for use in the schools. [I later 

discovered a local Mela'tajtol book written for use in adult education – perhaps this is 

what Plácido is thinking of.] They also mentioned a literature textbook created by the 

teachers, but added that even the teachers say it is not well written, and hard to use. And 

there aren't many copies available now. Even though the teachers wrote it, Hilario added, 
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"They themselves have trouble reading it. They say, 'Oh this book is bad, badly written. 

Because where it does not need a /j/, one has been written. And instead of a glottal mark, 

they put a /j/.'"  

Although the schools have only this one book in Mela'tajtol, the teachers have 

told Hilario and Plácido and Esteban that now they (the teachers) are supposed to produce 

another 300 works, according to one school director, for a new book. Hilaro observed 

"The [education] system is… well, I imagine it is worried, in that the government wants 

to wash its hands of it, they are the bilingual teachers and they should fulfill their 

responsibilities." This sudden push for materials has resulted in some unfortunate 

plagiarism of already published materials written by Plácido, Esteban and Hilario. They 

were asked to come to the Cuauhtémoc school in Tatahuicapan to help with editing of 

materials written by the teachers and turned in for this publication effort. As it turned out, 

many of the pieces were in fact theirs but had been copied and signed with the names of 

other people, i.e. "by Professor So and So". The project folded because other teachers 

verified what had happened, they too recognized these works belonged to Plácido, 

Esteban and Hilario. 

As far as Plácido and Hilario knew at the time of my interview with them, no 

other books were in the making by school teachers. They think AVELI is putting 

something together to publish in Mela'tajtol. It will be a collection of writings in various 

Nahuatl languages, and Plácido, Hilario and Esteban have contributed to this. They 

showed me a new book they got at the Poetry workshop they just attended in Jalapa. It is 

a Nahuatl vocabulary, and includes the three Nahuatl languages in the state of Veracruz 
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recognized by AVELI, the southern (Isthmus), the central (Zongolica) and the northern 

(Huasteca) Nahuatl. The problem they quickly spot is that the text does not indicate 

which words are from which variant. It is "standardized", Plácido said. There are many 

words Plácido and Hilario do not recognize, even if they substitute an /j/ for an /h/. 

Plácido did mention the adult education classes held in the town offices, at the 

Centro de Aprendizaje, Learning Center. Also very recently Kenya Duran, an 

antropologist from Jalapa, came to the secondary school and met with Plácido to ask his 

help to make a pilot group in the secondary school. He had a group of 25-30 students and 

noticed that even though they had come through primary school in bilingual education, 

"None of them could read or write their language at all! They were beginning at zero." 

This is an example of the failure of the education system, Plácido added, which he uses 

when talking to the teachers. He added that not all bilingual teachers are interested in 

teaching Mela'tajtol reading and writing. He mentioned a teacher who turned them down 

when they offered to teach his students reading and writing in Mela'tajtol. The school 

director explained: "That teacher believes that bringing in another language would slow 

the children down from their learning in Spanish." 

To summarize the situation in the Mela'tajtol community regarding materials 

written in their language: apart from the CÓMELE materials in Mela'tajtol, and the story 

booklets produced through the SIL sponsored local team, Plácido, Esteban and Hilario – 

the teachers mentioned only one book. It is a book of antología, anthology, consisting of 

short stories, poems and riddles, written by the bilingual teachers. However, in my 

interviews with Plácido, Esteban and Hilario, and teachers they all said it was poorly 
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written Mela'tajtol and the teachers said they had a hard time reading it or using it. The 

errors were not only due to their inexperience and lack of training in writing Mela'tajtol, 

the book was produced in Mexico City, and errors introduced in the production of the 

book as it was keyboarded only increased the problems.  

One other book that I happened upon is a book written in Mela'tajtol, for adult 

education. The copy I saw was in a fourth grade classroom in Agustín Melgar School in 

Mecayapan. The teacher said it had been recently distributed to all the classrooms in his 

school, but that some parents don't want it to be used in school because it was designed 

for adults. It was published in 2000. 

Other material in the Mela'tajtol language are the many simple texts produced by 

school children over the past two years. In both Agustín Melgar School and Benito Juárez 

School in Mecayapan I was shown extensive samples of school children's writing and 

artwork. The first year, the materials were compiled into one book. In the 2009-2010 

school year, the books were assembled by grade levels. In Agustín Melgar School, over 

1,000 texts were collected, handwritten by the students. These original works are kept in 

the school office, or by the individual teachers to use the following year as a resource. I 

include photos of some of these materials (see Appendix A for samples). Many are 

simply a hand-drawn and colored illustration, with a one-word or one-sentence caption. 

The higher grades have actual texts, sometimes more than one sentence long. These 

bound sets of students' work in their own language was on display in June, 2010 in 

Huazuntlán in a public event. 
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Research Setting and Data, Mela'tajtol Community 

There are four bilingual primary schools in the county of Mecayapan. Three of 

them are in the town of Mecayapan: Agustín Melgar School, Benito Juárez School and 

Miguel Hidalgo School. The fourth bilingual primary school is in the town of Huazuntlán 

and is called Axayacatl School. There are two bilingual primary schools in Tatahuicapan: 

Cuauhtémoc School, Adolfo Lopéz Mateos School and a bilingual kindergarten Ayaseca. 

Also there is a bilingual primary school in Cerro de Palma. All the bilingual teachers of 

Agustín Melgar School (13 teachers) and Benito Juárez School (six teachers) in 

Mecayapan are Mela'tájto̱l speakers.  

Interviews with Twenty-One Educators 

Teachers from Mecayapan 

I interviewed ten teachers in two of Mecayapan's three bilingual primary schools. 

(I did not have the opportunity to interview any teachers at Miguel Hidalgo School in 

Mecayapan.) The following table gives basic information about the ten teachers in 

Mecayapan that I interviewed, as well as the date of the interviews. The data I collected 

from them through these interviews is grouped by order of schools. First I include the 

data from the seven interviews at Agustín Melgar school, then the data from the three 

interviews at Benito Juárez school. 

 Name of School Teaches grade… Has been in 
education for 

Date 
interviewed 

Mecayapan   

Crisofero Ramirez 
Hernández 

Agustín Melgar Director  26 years May 2010 

Norma Castillo Agustín Melgar 4th grade 15 years May 2010 
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Ramirez 
Manuel González 
Ramirez 

Agustín Melgar 6th grade 15 years May 2010 

Juan González 
Martínez 

Agustín Melgar 1st Grade 28 years May 2010 

Eligio González 
Hernández 

Agustín Melgar 3rd Grade 25 years May 2010 

Jeremías Perez Salas Agustín Melgar 4th grade 3 years Nov 2010 
Asiel Hernandez  Agustín Melgar 3rd grade 3 years Nov 2010 
Jose Lorenzo Cruz Benito Juárez 6th grade 26 years Nov 2010 

Andrés Ramirez 
Benito 

Benito Juárez 5th grade 15 years Nov 2010 

Licila Cruz Castillo Benito Juárez 1st grade 30 years Nov 2010 

 

Teachers from Agustín Melgar Bilingual Primary School 

I interviewed seven people at Agustín Melgar School in Mecayapan: The school 

director, Crisofero Ramirez Hernández, and six teachers. Following are summaries of 

information collected from each one. 

Crisóforo 

Crisóforo Ramirez Hernández has worked as a bilingual teacher 26 years. He has 

taught in three communities: San Andrés Chamilpa, in Huazuntlán, and in Mecayapan. 

All his career he has worked in bilingual Nahuatl schools. At the time of the interview, in 

May of 2010, he had been director of Agustín Melgar School for eight months. The 

previous 11 years he was a teacher at the same school. In his school there are over 270 

students. His school has 13 teachers plus himself as school director, and a secretary. 

Crisóforo learned to read and write Mela'tajtol beginning in fifth grade. His 

school did not teach reading and writing in Mela'tajtol, and his teacher was Ronulfo 

Bautista Ramos, from Aguatempan in northern Veracruz. But this teacher learned to 
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speak Mela'tajtol well during the 15 years he lived and taught in Mecayapan. Ronolfo had 

them translate poems and other things from Spanish. He invited Don Carlos, Carl 

Wolgemuth, to teach in the classroom. Crisóforo credits Carl for teaching them how to 

write Mela'tajtol. Carl used the same graphemes as Spanish, they worked well for 

Mela'tajtol too. But what really interested Crisóforo was how to write the sounds that are 

not like Spanish: 

Carlos nos dijo primeramente como escribir. Nos enseño que con las mismas 

grafias con la que estabamos escribiendo el español, esa grafía nos sirvia para 

escribir el Nahuatl. Pero además, pues yo fui uno de los mas interesados, porque 

como tenemos sonidos aquí que no son tan comunes: por ejemplo cuando decimos 

to'jti, y nosotros queríamos escribir, buscabamos qué ponerle allí donde dice 

to'jti. No le pudimos poner /c/ porque iba a decir tocjti, suena mas fuerte, 

entonces el nos enseñó de que hay un signo que se llama 'saltillo'. Y este saltillo 

permite un sonido diferente de lo que tiene [español] al formar sílabas como 

esas. Y entonces allí fuimos aprendiendo poco a poco.  

Carl first taught us how to write. He taught us that with the same graphemes we 

used to write Spanish, these graphemes would work to write Mela'tajtol. But 

besides that, wellI was one of the most interested students, because we have 

sounds here that are not that common: for example when we say to'jti and we 

wanted to write it, we looked for a way to write it where it says to'jti. We couldn't 

use a /c/ because then it would say tocjti, and that sounds too strong, so then he 

taught us that there was a symbol called the "saltillo" [glottal mark]. And this 
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saltillo allowed for a sound different from what Spanish has in order to form 

syllables like these. And so we learned little by little.  

In secondary school they translated popular songs from Spanish into Mela'tajtol 

although his secondary school was not a bilingual school. They were asked to prepare 

songs in their different languages. This was because Crisóforo was receiving a three year 

grant/scholarship from the Instituto Nacional Indigenista (INI), National Indigenous 

Institute. They had to keep using their language and keep their grades up in order to keep 

their scholarship. That was a positive motivator for using his language in written form. 

Two months after leaving secondary he went to work in Coatzacoalcos [a large city on 

the coast about three hours travel away] at a market on wheels, and also in the 

Petrochemical plant complex. 

One day Crisóforo got a call from INI telling him they wanted him to go 

Tuxtepec, Oax. So he went, and took an entry exam to become a bilingual teacher. The 

ones who didn't pass had to go right back home. So Crisóforo "began to pull up from my 

memory all that I had learned from Carlos Wolgemuth, and that’s how I got here today." 

Norma 

Norma Castillo Ramirez is a native of Mecayapan. She has worked 15 years as a 

bilingual teacher. The first year she taught in Arroyo Texixapan, in the county of 

Mecayapan, then half a school year in Hipolito Landero (which now belongs to the 

county of Tatahuicapan). Then she worked for six months in the school district offices in 

Tatahuicapan. Then two years elsewhere, and the past 12 years she has taught at Agustín 

Melgar School. She is currently a fourth grade teacher. She teaches one of two fourth-
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grade classes. Her class has 22 students. The interview with Norma was conducted in 

May, towards the end of the school year. She said that when her students began the 

school year, they could all speak Mela'tajtol, but not all could write it. She clarified: 

"They could write Mela'tajtol, but just however they could figure it out. So I teach them 

how to write correctly." 

Norma learned to write in school. She didn't study with teachers of the state 

school (federal system, non-bilingual). She studied as a gradeschool student with 

bilingual teachers who later became her colleagues, now retired. "They taught me and 

helped me learn the writing of Mela'tajtol." When she finished primary she could more or 

less read and write Mela'tajtol. In secondary she attended school in Soteapan and they 

don't speak Mela'tajtol there. 

Then she went to work for the Instituto de Educación para los Adultos 

Veracruzana (IVEA), Veracruz Institute for Adult Education, giving classes to adults in 

her community. In her training they encouraged her to work with Mela'tajtol. So since 

she already knew something about writing her language she began to improve her skills. 

She was told to give oral classes, but if she could, to write in Mela'tajtol. She worked in 

this for three years. There were no materials for these classes. 

During those three years she also completed her high school requirements. She 

was in Tatahuicapan, and in Mecayapan the government requirements for teachers had 

changed to include highschool When Norma found out that was happening, she quickly 

applied to attend there. And although she started the school year late, she still was able to 

complete the first year, and she was in the first graduating class. 
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After a year of working for a book selling company, Norma was invited to take an 

exam to become a bilingual teacher in 1995. She took it in Spanish and Mela'tajtol, oral 

and written. Then she took a six-month course on teaching theory and practice, in 

Sabanas de Xalaxtoc, near Papantla, in northern Veracruz. The new teachers did their 

practice teaching in that area, in a Totonac village. Obviously she had to teach in Spanish 

since she does not speak Totonac. Then they got a document showing their passing grade, 

which let her begin to work with the Secretaría de Educacíon Publica (SEP). 

Manuel 

Manuel González Ramirez is a native of Mecayapan. He has worked as a 

bilingual teacher for 15 years, in various schools: first in Zapotitlan (which was a mixed 

Popoluca and Mela'tajtol town), then in three Popoluca communities – Piedra Labrada, 

San Francisco and Agua Fria. Finally he got a job at Agustín Melgar School. He was 

finishing his second year teaching in Mecayapan at the time of my interview with him.  

Manuel is currently teaching sixth grade, and he has 23 students in his class. They 

all speak Mela'tajtol. It has been a big change for Manuel being back in a Mela'tajtol 

language community. People here speak his language, "la lengua yo manejo", "the 

language I handle", and he finds a resulting greater level of mutual trust and better 

communication. "It is lots easier to teach because I speak this language 100%, and in my 

community this language is spoken."  

Manuel learned to read and write Mela'tajtol after finishing primary school. He 

had studied in a state (federal) school where they don't write Mela'tajtol. But since he had 

learned to read and write in Spanish, he began to figure it out a bit at a time how to write 
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his own language, that is the way he did it. Then later he worked at it more along with his 

fellow-teachers. Crisóforo, his current school director, was his teacher at that time. "He 

was a big help too in helping me write and speak well." 

When Manuel moved back to Mecayapan to teach, he found the teachers were 

instructed how to teach reading and writing in Mela'tajtol. And they were told that it was 

primarily about producing texts and reading them with the students, "so they could begin 

reading more fluently and this would be one of the primary assignments of teachers with 

the students so that the education would be more effective and that it would serve the 

teachers and students for their lives as well". 

Juan GM 

Juan González Martínez is a native of Mecayapan. Juan has taught in bilingual 

schools for 28 years, 25 of them in Mecayapan. He went through primary and secondary 

school there, and later was able to attend normal school (although he didn't say where). 

He gives thanks to God that he got through normal school and later earned his BA in 

basic education through UPN, the National Pedagogical University, in Coatzacoalcos. 

Juan is teaching first grade, one of two first grade classes at Agustín Melgar 

School. He has 24 students. Juan said all the children speak Mela'tajtol, "100%". But 

upon further questioning he mentioned that most of the children are spoken to at home in 

Spanish. They learn Mela'tajtol from their compañeros, friends. Their aunts and uncles, 

grandparents and other people speak Mela'tajtol to them too, such as anyone they meet in 

the street. But from the time they are born, the parents are intentionally castellanizando, 

(literally "Castilian-izing", that is, making them speak Spanish) so the children will "be 
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able to express themselves well when they get to school". "And then when we teachers 

teach in Spanish, it makes it easier for us. The disadvantage for us is, some of the 

children then don't speak Mela'tajtol very well." He insists that they all do speak a little, 

but repeats that in their homes they probably are only spoken to in Spanish. 

The teachers all speak Mela'tajtol, "from birth" Juan told me, and now especially 

in school they are speaking in "bilingual, bicultural ways". He reiterates that the teachers 

speak to the students in Spanish and Mela'tajtol. And added there are some students 

entering first grade who really only speak Mela'tajtol, and have trouble in Spanish. 

In my interview with Juan, I asked him three times when he learned to read and 

write in Mela'tajtol, and did not get an answer. I asked if he learned when taking courses 

at the UPN, he said no. I asked where he learned to read and write Mela'tajtol, and he said 

"Here in this school right over there, Hilario C Gutierrez, in 1972 I finished sixth grade". 

I followed that up by asking "So your primary school teachers taught you how to read 

and write Mela'tajtol?" and he answered, "In those days my teachers were monolingual 

Spanish speakers and they didn’t permit us to speak Mela'tajtol in class. This was hard. 

We only knew in Spanish, the words 'si' and 'no'. We could not communicate with them. 

It was very hard".  

For the third time I inquired: "So how did you learn to read and write Mela'tajtol, 

if in the school they only taught in Spanish?" He replied:  

They prohibited us from speaking Mela'tajtol, and those who disobeyed were 

beaten and told, 'No, you have to learn to express yourself in Spanish'. That was 

the educational system we had then. But we managed, and went on to secondary, 
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and then there got a little more skilled at reading, but we were leaving our 

Mela'tajtol language behind. But when bilingual education was established I saw 

that it was important to learn our language Mela'tajtol, [learn to read and write]…  

Juan never did say exactly how he learned to read and write Mela'tajtol. I believe 

he was more interested in helping me see the contrast between earlier education tactics 

and present day approaches. 

Eligio 

Eligio González Hernández has been a bilingual teacher for 25 years. He taught 

for three years in schools outside his language area, where other Indigenous languages 

are spoken, like Mazatec and Mixtec. He has taught at Agustín Melgar School for "Ten or 

twelve years, from grades one through five. He is currently teaching a third grade class, 

one of two in his school. He has 26 students, all of them speak Mela'tajtol. They speak 

Spanish as their second language. Their parents are raising them speaking Mela'tajtol. 

I did not ask Eligio where he is from originally. I presume he is from Mecayapan, 

bcause he recalled that long ago he knew Carlos, Carl Wolgemuth, and learned about 

reading and writing from him. In Eligio's work in INI and Culturas Populares, he said he 

has promoted reading and writing. Eligio spent quite a bit of the interview time I had with 

him talking about materials production and methodology. He is excited about plans for 

AVELI to publish his student's writings. 

Jeremías 

Jeremías is in his third year as a teacher and has served solely at Agustín Melgar 

School in Mecayapan, his home town. His father was a teacher at Agustín Melgar School 
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and when he retired, Jeremías took his place. [This is a common practice and expected.] 

Jeremías first taught second grade, then fifth grade, and now fourth grade.  

When I asked Jeremías how he became a teacher, he merely said he is currently 

studying at the National Pedagogical University in Acayucan, taking the Saturday 

courses. As to how he got clearance to start teaching, he didn't mention if he had to take 

the curso de inducción, training course, that most of the other teachers mentioned. (But 

Asiel, below, who has been teaching the same amount of time as Jeremías, does mention 

the curso de inducción so I assume Jeremías also took this.) 

He learned to speak Mela'tajtol from his mother. His father also knows 

Mela'tajtol, he said, but did not speak it much to them (him or his siblings)32. He is 

currently very interested in improving his Mela'tajtol writing skills. Since Jeremías first 

became a teacher, he has been learning about the CÓMELE literacy method, thanks to 

Plácido, Hilario and Esteban. He used the materials in his second grade class his first year 

of teaching, then with his fifth grade students in his second year of teaching, and now this 

year as he is teaching fourth grade. 

He said the children are getting interested in writing Mela'tajtol through the 

method, and are learning to write small texts in Mela'tajtol. His fifth grade class last year 

wrote texts and personal stories, from which Jeremías compiled a (one-copy) book about 

60 pages long. He is hoping to do the same with his fourth graders this year. 

                                                 
32 A confirmation yet again of my observation in this and other Indigenous language communities of 
Mexico that typically the children of bilingual teachers are not taught by their teacher-parent to speak the 
local language. The teacher-parent only speaks Spanish to their children. Fortunately for Jeremias, his 
mother spoke Mela'tajtol to him.  
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I was able to observe Jeremías in action, teaching a part of a CÓMELE lesson to 

his fourth grade class, thanks to Hilario arranging the appointment for me. That day there 

were 17 children in his classroom: seven girls and ten boys. He spoke Mela'tajtol almost 

exclusively to the students during this period. 

Jeremías told me that each week he spends 2.5 hours of focused time on the 

'mother tongue' in class and also uses Mela'tajtol throughout the class day to explain 

things to the children even when they are looking at something in Spanish. He used the 

term "transversalidad" in talking about this practice, and added that when he talks to 

children in their own language, they understand much more easily. 

Just a short time before interviewing Jeremías I had talked to Moisés (later this 

chapter) who works with AVELI (see later this chapter) and asked what materials are 

currently available in Mela'tajtol. He said nothing currently available. However in 

Jeremías' classroom I encountered a large published workbook written in Mela'tajtol, for 

use in adult education classes. I took a few photos of some of its pages, borrowing a copy 

from one of Jeremías' students for a few minutes. I am still puzzled why this book had 

not been mentioned by anyone in any previous interviews. It is called Pewi tajtoltia', 

iwan ni kijkuilowa pan no mela'tajtol tani altepe'tajtolis Mecayapan – Empiezo a leer y 

escribir en mi lengua (I begin to read and write in my language). Nahua del Sur. Variante 

Mecayapan. Libro de adulto. (Southern Nahuatl. Mecayapan variant. Adult Book.) It was 

published by the National Insitute for Adult Education, INEA, in 2000. When I asked 

Jeremías about it he said he didn't know how it got to his school, that one day they got 

copies in their classroom and he has been using it. But he also mentioned that not all the 
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teachers are in agreement that the books should be used in the schools, since they were 

made for adult education classes. But we did not see these books in other classrooms I 

visited. 

By contrast, in this same school, of the Mela'tajtol CÓMELE lesson books which 

had been made available, there were only enough copies for one classroom at a time to 

use, they had to be shared back and forth between classes. 

Asiel 

Asiel is in his third year of teaching, all at Agustín Melgar School in Mecayapan. 

He is currently teaching third grade. Asiel, like Jeremías, 'inherited' his post as teacher, 

when his uncle retired from being a teacher in Agustín Melgar School. Asiel went to 

school here in Mecayapan but he did not attend a bilingual school during primary school. 

Then he completed highschool, and took a curso de inducción a la docencia, training 

course for teachers, offered in the area by the school district, at Cerro de las Palmas. He is 

currently studying at the National Pedagogical University in Acayucan on Saturday and 

Sunday every two weeks, and he teaches at Agustín Melgar during the week.  

When I asked him if he is being taught at the National Pedagogical University 

how to teach in his language, he said: "No. Es pura teoría. Es nada de como estar frente 

al grupo. Todo pura teoría." "No. It is pure theory. Nothing about how to teach a class. It 

is pure theory." 

Asiel said he learned to speak Mela'tajtol as a child. But he didn't begin to learn 

how to read and write it till be began to get training to be a teacher: "Because before that 

I didn't have any reason to, it was enough to just speak it." 
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Asiel got training with Hilaro, Plácido and Esteban to use the CÓMELE materials 

in teaching reading and writing of Mela'tajtol. I asked him about his use of CÓMELE and 

he responds: "CÓMELE uses clear and efficient strategies and makes the teacher's work 

easier, because it is really understandable, for the children too – the steps are clear, and 

the readings are not hard for us."  

I was able to observe Asiel teaching part of a CÓMELE lesson to his third grade 

class. There were 11 children in the classroom: five girls and six boys. I observed that 

Asiel spoke to his students entirely in Spanish during the CÓMELE lesson, even though 

the text was in Mela'tajtol and they all read it aloud in Mela'tajtol.  

Teachers from Benito Juárez Bilingual Primary School 

I was able to interview three teachers at this bilingual primary school, located in 

Mecayapan. 

José LC 

José is teaching sixth grade this year. He has taught for 26 years and has been a 

school director here for 18 or 19 years. He had just given the responsibility of being 

school director to another teacher, Lorena, because he will be retiring before long and 

would rather just teach now. He is teaching sixth grade and has 24 students. Most of his 

students speak Mela'tajtol.  

Although he has taught for 26 years he actually got his training to be a teacher in 

1975. For a period of time in the ensuing years he stepped out of teaching. He had to take 

a test for bilingualism in Acayucan, and then was sent to a teacher training course in 

Tuxtepec, Oax in 1975. "We were there three or six months, then they brought us back 
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and gave us a work authorization to present ourselves to a community to work as 

teachers". 

When I asked about teaching children to read and write Mela'tajtol, he said they 

use several methods, the CÓMELE method and that they also apply the "syllabic" and 

"onomatopoeia" method "para que los niños aprendan exactamente la lectoescritura en 

la lengua Nahuat," – so children can learn precise writing of the Mela'tajtol language. 

When I asked him about materials available in Mela'tajtol, José got out some keys 

and opened a locked glass-doored cupboard in the director's office where we were 

meeting. He withdrew a collection of texts compiled in books by grades from one to six 

that were written last school year. I noted the shelves also held a small stack of the newly 

distributed CÓMELE lesson books in Mela'tajtol. The children write in Mela'tajtol and 

then translate to Spanish. "This is according to how they ask us to do it" [I assume 'they' 

is DGEI]. Last year was the first time that they have kept the work here. Last year they 

decided to make books out of them, the children had to make copies of their work for the 

books. This is proof of what the children are learning, he said. Before they made one 

book per year, for the whole school, of various topics… stories, myths, legends, etc. but it 

was only one book per year. José looks for one to show me, can't find it, and decides it 

was left at his house. He added that the plan is to keep making more and make another set 

of books this school year.  

José added that some of their teachers are authors because they contributed to a 

book produced by AVELI about five years ago. He showed me the book and mentioned 
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the issue of restricted distribution. Only enough copies of the book were produced for one 

per contributing author. 

Licila 

Licila Cruz Castillo teaches first grade. She is about to retire from teaching. She 

has one year left to complete 30 years. She was 18 when she began teaching, now she has 

grandchildren. She stopped in to the Director's office on a brief errand and that is how I 

happened to have a few minutes to talk with her. She taught school in many communities. 

The last 12 years she has been in her home town of Mecayapan, nine of those years at 

Miguel Hidalgo School and now three years at Benito Juárez School. (a child comes in to 

ask her a question in Spanish, and she answers in Spanish and has to go out for a minute). 

Licila and José talked about the texts the students had created the previous year 

and about the exposición, show, of all the students' texts that was held in the town of 

Huazuntlán at the park in the middle of town. They said various schools participated and 

that people came from the Veracruz Intercultural University (UVI). The town authorities 

also attended. Each school had a table to show their work in writing of texts in 

Mela'tajtol. This was in great contrast to the year before when each teacher came up with 

a set of writings from their particular class, and took them home to keep in their houses. 

Then José began to tell me about a book they (the teachers) made that they 

presented in a previous event, that was taken to Jalapa.  

"For printing?" I asked. 

Quien sabe! Si primero lo tiraron, creo. Porque acuerdase ellos no le dan valor... 

no tenemos libros por parte del estado, por parte de la Secretaría, no tenemos 
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libro. Solo nosotros estamos trabajando como fulanos de acuerdo a eso como lo 

vamos a hacer. Nosotros hicimos el trabajo.  

Who knows? If they didn't just throw it away. Because remember they don't value 

them. We don't have books from the state, from the Secretary, we don’t have 

books. We are the only ones working at this in the way it should be. We did the 

work". 

At this point Andrés Ramirez walked in and sat down to join the conversation. 

Andrés 

Andrés Ramírez has been a teacher for 15 years. The last 10 years he has taught 

here in Benito Juárez School. He is teaching fifth grade this year, and has 17 students. All 

his students speak Mela'tajtol. 

 Andrés picked up where José left off, and clarified the issue about making 

materials that don't get printed. He continued:  

"The thing is, previously, on the grading chart there was a place for Indigenous 

language as a subject, but ….there was no plan or program for carrying it out. 

Last year they gave us a plan and program, it is called Parámetros Curriculares, 

and this is what we are basing our work on now. And due to this (Parámetros 

Curriculares) last year the supervisión gave us this assignment of planning an 

event where all the schools would present a product, the work that the schools are 

doing. Previously this was not the case. As José said, we turned in our work to the 

Secretary (state level) and we had no idea what they did with it there. But now 

with these little jobs (indicating the sets of texts bound into small books) we are 
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working with the language a lot, and continuing to. And a couple years ago we 

made a book with AVELI, the teachers wrote down stories, legends, it was the 

work of teachers. And they made a book and it is done." 

When I asked Andrés if there were copies available of the book published by 

AVELI that he contributed to he said (as had José earlier) only enough copies were made 

for each author to have a copy. He didn't have his copy handy, he said. He thought that 

one copy was to be given to each school. (There was that one copy I saw in the very 

office we were sitting in. I failed to take a photo of it.) It was a compilation of stories and 

short texts with illustrations. 

I asked Andrés about his use of the CÓMELE materials, and he said: "I am 

joining the Parametros Curriculares (PC) along with CÓMELE– because it has 

strategies to work with, and we are using those materials to help ourselves to work with 

the PC."  

He mentioned the importance of the CÓMELE materials, and the training he got 

from Esteban and Hilario and Plácido. He and Hilario (who was acompanying me) 

recalled that Hilario and Esteban and Plácido first came with Chris Hurst and began to 

help them in various ways, including giving them materials. He said he uses the materials 

2.5 hours a week, from 11:00-1:00 p.m. on Fridays and half an hour on Thursday (to fill 

out the required hours in the schedule). He said he also uses the Indigenous language in 

all subjects [orally] integrated in everything, along with CÓMELE. They use a 

combination of methods they created, and "it serves us in all our subject matters". 
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José and Andrés and Hilario talked for awhile about the issue of distribution once 

materials are available. They feel that their school has not been treated fairly in the 

distribution of the 2,000 copies CDI33 printed of the CÓMELE books which arrived in 

August. Andrés said they have some copies on hand. They had copies from the initial 

disbursement (when 300 copies were published by a friend of Chris Hurst) and 

distributed by Plácido, Esteban and Hilario. But for this school, according to José, they 

were only given five copies of the newly published 2,000 CÓMELE books. They plan to 

keep the books in the library for the students.  

There is a person designated to distribute materials from the Jefatura, his name is 

Román. But José said it should have been Esteban and Hilario and Plácido who 

distributed the books, since they know best where the books are being used. The 

appointed representative "just distributes the materials wherever, he doesn’t know what 

he is doing, he doesn't know where things are getting used." José mentioned Agustín 

Melgar School as another school [like their Benito Juárez School] that has been working 

hard with CÓMELE materials. Hilario suggested they ask the head office for more 

copies, since he has heard there are still 500 copies to be distributed. José and Andrés 

agreed and Andrés added: "We'd like to land a few at our school!" and José added: "We 

have children, but we don't have sufficient materials!" 

Andrés, without a question or prompting from me, spoke again:  

These guys [Hilario and the non-present Plácido and Estebam] are our witnesses, 

that since the materials (CÓMELE) arrived we are more strengthened, we are 

                                                 
33 CDI, Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas, National Commission for the 
Development of Indigenous Peoples 
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working more with the Indigenous language language, reinforced, working, 

promoting it. We also have, in the honors to the flag – on Mondays – we do it 

bilingually, But more than anything we are focusing on Mela'tajtol, and the 

program is now structured, we have the Juramento a la Bandera (pledge to the 

flag) in Mela'tajtol now, too, we just need to finalize some words that don't fit, but 

we are working on it. 

José shared this news: "And also just today Andrés received an invitation to take 

his class to sing the National Anthen [in Mela'tajtol] on Monday, Nov. 8, and the sixth 

grade too, we will be there – they are asking us for [to sing] the National Anthem in 

Mela'tajtol and the State anthem of Veracruz in Mela'tajtol in honor of the National 

Health Week. We have been invited!" 

The interview with José and Andrés ended with more examples of how their 

community is using Mela'tajtol more in public spaces, more than ever before. The people 

are conscientizaron, made aware, about the use of Mela'tajtol, including the doctor at the 

clinic, civic acts, end of school programs, in their school, they do it all in Mela'tajtol! He 

mentioned growing parental support for the use of Mela'tajtol and that the parents are 

helping their children 'rescue' words in their language. "I don't know how other schools 

are working, but here we work in Mela'tajtol," José stated. And in response to my final 

question about children writing in Mela'tajtol more than previously he affirmed: "Yes, we 

used to only do everything in Mela'tajtol orally. But now with the children we are 

teaching reading and writing in Mela'tajtol".  
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Teachers from Huazuntlán 

From the Axayacatl bilingual primary school in Huazuntlán I interviewed four 

people: the school director Lamberto Martínez Martínez and three other teachers. The 

following table gives basic information about these four individuals and the date of 

interviews. 

  Name of School Teaches grade… Has been in 
education for… 

Date interviewed 

Huazuntlán   

Lamberto 
Martínez Martínez 

Axayacatl Director of School 20 years May 2010 

Lucas Hernández 
Luis 

Axayacatl 4th grade 30 years May 2010 

Pedro Hernández 
Luis 

Axayacatl 6th grade 20 years May 2010 

Cresencio Revilla 
Hernández 

Axayacatl 2nd grade 25 years May 2010 

 
Lamberto 

Lamberto Martínez Martínez is the director of Axayacatl School in Huazuntlán. 

There are currently six teachers teaching six grades, besides himself as school director. 

From Monday through Friday, they teach from 8 a.m to 1 p.m. – five hours daily. They 

all teach two hours a week of reading and writing in Mela'tajtol, on Fridays. 

He has been in education for about 20 years. He first taught for three years, in two 

consecutive Popoluca communities, Zapotitlán and Piedra Labrada. Then the state level 

education secretary reassigned him to work in the Tatahuicapan sector. He pushed hard to 

get a job at Huazuntlán. He even went to the state capital, Jalapa, and spoke directly with 
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the state secretary of education, to request a teaching job in Huazuntlán. His request was 

finally granted and he began to teach at Axayacatl School. He recalled: 

There were four classrooms here then and I was teaching one class. I first worked 

in this very classroom, but there were no windows and no doors. Students would 

come in this doorway and exit there… the building had no doors. The floors had 

holes in them. The children sat on stones. 

In 1994 he was given the job of school director at Axayacatl and since then has 

not taught a class. When he arrived there was no program for teaching reading and 

writing in Mela'tajtol. The children were immersed in Spanish. The teachers were 

Mela'tajtol but everything was done in Spanish. They might explain something in 

Mela'tajtol to the children but the work was in Spanish. But things began to change and 

six years later the focus became on "rescuing the mother tongue". And now the new 

government policy is that they are to speak only Mela'tajtol to the children, and no longer 

in Spanish. Regarding learning to read and write Mela'tajtol, Lamberto said: 

When I began to work as a Indigenous teacher, I knew how to speak Náhuat, but I 

didn't know how to write it. I didn't know how to write it because there was no 

alphabet. Everyone just wrote whichever way seemed best to them, the way that 

best made sense to them, but there was no alphabet. 

Lamberto referred to the new curriculum from the Secretary of Education for 

which they had just been receiving training. He referred to the emphasis that children 

must be taught in their mother tongue, they should speak it, read it and write it. Yet one 

of the bilingual teachers protested, recounting his own personal suffering when sent as a 
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young man to work in Chinameca long ago because he could not speak Spanish. His 

point is it so hard to relate to people – when one doesn't speak that language. Lamberto 

feels that both languages are important. He said they should be grasped with the same 

hand, yet the system tells us "No, Mela'tajtol and Spanish – separate". 

Interestingly he mentioned that the new curricula book and other materials 

provided by SEP are all in Spanish. He said that more than anything the Mela'tajtol 

materials provided through Chris, Plácido, Esteban, and Hilario have served them well to 

strengthen their mother tongue. 

While he spoke of the advances made in Indigenous education, and current 

government support of Indigenous languages, he lamented that there has never been 

another Indigenous person become President of Mexico since Benito Juárez. Lamberto 

closed our interview with warm words of appreciation for the Mela'tajtol materials: 

Today we are not alone, because we have you linguists who have helped us so 

much with materials, and haven't charged us even one centavo. And I appreciate 

you all very much, Cristobal, you and Plácido, Esteban and Hilario, the materials 

have really helped us, and helped the students, and we are very grateful, and we 

hope you do not forget our Axayacatl school, and keep on helping us and 

strengthening us. If more books are produced, send them to us! We will accept all 

the materials you can give us. We are very appreciative of your help.  

Lucas 

Lucas Hernández Luis is a native of Huazuntlán, he has served 30 years as a 

bilingual teacher. He is teaching 14 fourth graders this year. He said they are all 
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Mela'tajtol speakers. In his first school he served two years, at Zehualaca, near 

Minatitlán, (where another Nahuatl variant is spoken, Nahuatl of Cocotla). There were 

only 150 people in that community. In his second year the head of his community was 

murdered. This leader had worked to establish the bilingual school in that community, 

but after he was killed Lucas asked for a transfer. He was moved to another community, 

Primero de Mayo Vicente Guerrero, that was just building its first school (still outside his 

Nahuatl area). He helped finish up the buildings, and organized the families, staying there 

two years. He got married his second year there, adding that his costilla (rib, i.e. wife) is 

from there. 

His fifth year teaching, he was sent closer to home, to Chamilpa, the next year to 

Zaragoza [interruption here by a child or two from his class, all the interaction in 

Spanish]. He taught two years in Zaragoza, at that time Axayacatl School in Huazuntlán 

was just founded. The first classes were being held in the comisariada Hidalgo and in the 

agencia municipal, county office building. There were problems with the teachers and the 

parents – they didn't want the school, the bilingual system. They wanted the Spanish-only 

state school. Luca's boss told him:"I want you to go put out the fires, people there know 

you, that is your town". Lucas didn't want the job, but the state secretary of education told 

him, "No, you go, because they know you", so he accepted the challenge and went. 

Lucas spoke to the authorities and parents and encouraged them to let the 

bilingual school have a chance, give it a try. So since 1986 he has been in Huazuntlán and 

Lucas is a founder of this school. He is expecting to retire before long. He speaks of the 

current director as a boy that he has welcomed and helped. He mentioned that although 
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he has been asked to be director, he prefers to teach. He gave good words of appreciation 

about the current school director, his boss [who was sitting there].  

Pedro 

Pedro Hernández Luis teaches sixth grade at Axayacatl School, he has 16 

students. I asked how many speak Mela'tajtol. He has three students who come from 

other communities, not orginally Mela'tajtol families. They only speak Spanish. But he 

said most of the children in his community speak Mela'tajtol. 

Pedro has been teaching for 20 years, the same as Lamberto. Pedro taught first in 

Piedra Labrada (a Popoluca town) for 1.5 years. Then he asked for a change and was sent 

to Zapoapan (a Popoluca town) for a year. Again he asked for a change and was sent to 

Ursulo Galván (yet another Popoluca town) for six months. Then in 1993 or 1994 he was 

sent down to the school district office in Mecayapan, for seven to eight years. Then he 

switched jobs with a teacher from Huazuntán who "had trouble" and needed to leave 

town. He explained: "We teachers help each other out". (Pedro 1:1) 

When I asked if his students enter sixth grade knowing how to read and write 

Mela'tajtol, he said: 

Well, unfortunately only some. Because they have not known writing [in 

Mela'tajtol], and we haven't either. But two years ago we began to practice 

writing, and now it is easier for the sixth graders because they can read and write 

well [I assume he means in Mela'tajtol] because the children here, they can talk 

with their fathers and their mothers – they are Mela'tajtol people, and with my 

intervention [help] they [the students] are getting better, and for example, the 
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work that we [the students] did they are writing in their own mother tongue, 

Mela'tajtol. 

Pedro expresses his deep thanks for my part in this change, and for Cristobal and 

Esteban and others. "You have 'given us a hand' with [providing] this book and we are 

appreciative". 

Cresencio 

Cresencio Revilla Hernández has been a bilingual teacher for a total of 25 years in 

various places, however the last 19-20 years he has worked at Axayacat School. He is 

currently teaching second grade, and has 29 students. Some of them do not speak 

Mela'tajtol, which is why they come to a bilingual school, for learning Mela'tajtol. They 

are here to learn it because their first language is Spanish. In his class this year he has 

"three, more or less" who don't speak Mela'tajtol. The majority are Mela'tajtol speakers. 

Cresencio spoke of the history and challenge of teaching in a bilingual school 

without materials in his language, and of the current government policies in favor of 

Indigenous languages. He too added his appreciation for materials in Mela'tajtol that 

Esteban, Hilario, Plácido and Chris have provided, saying they have been a great help to 

them: 

Because without materials one cannot work easily. The DGEI does not have 

materials, they have told us that we need to work on this, "Just do the best you 

can, work with it [the Mela'tajtol language], magnífico". But we should have 

something to look at to be able to say, "This is how we write [our language].  
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Teachers from Tatahuicapan 

In Tatahuicapan, in the school district office, I interviewed the Jefe de Zona, 

Gonzalo Castillo Revilla, who is over all the bilingual primary and kindergarten schools 

in his district. I also interviewed Pedro Hernández Martínez, who is head of the Assesores 

Técnicos Pedagógicos (those who are responsible for the technology and pedagogy used 

by the teachers). The third person interviewed in the school district headquarters was 

Moisés Bautista Revilla, regional representative for the Academy of Indigenous 

Languages of Veracruz, AVELI. In Tatahuicapan I visited Cuauhtémoc School and 

interviewed four teachers. A summary of these six interviews follows. 

The following table gives basic information about the three individuals from the 

school district office in Tatahuicapan, and the four teachers from Cuauhtémoc school in 

Tatahuicapan, and the date of interview. 

 

  Name of School Teaches grade…Has been in 
education for… 

Date 
interviewed

Tatahuicapan   

Gonzalo Castillo Revilla Jefe de Zona, head 
of school district 

NA 35 years May 2010 
Nov. 2010 

Pedro Hernández 
Martínez 

Head of Asesores 
Técnicos Pedagog 

NA 19 years May 2010 
Nov. 2010 

Moisés Bautista Revilla AVELI regional 
representative 

NA 21 years Nov 2010 

Anonymous,  
Teacher ABC 

 
Cuauhtémoc 

    Nov 2010 

Sidroneo Molino 
González 

 
Cuauhtémoc 

1st grade 20 years Nov 2010 

Juan Gonzalez Hernandez Cuauhtémoc 4th grade 27 years Nov 2010 

Oscar Hernandez Cuauhtémoc 5th grade 15 years Nov 2010 
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Gonzalo 

Gonzalo Castillo Revilla is from Mirador Saltillo. He has worked in bilingual 

education for approximately 35 years. He was a teacher already when bilingual education 

began in the state of Veracruz, he was teaching at the Hipolito Landero school. Then later 

he taught in Las Palomas, Soteapan county [a Popoluca community], then as director of a 

boarding school in Pajapan county for two years. Then he got the job of school supervisor 

in 1979 in Tatahuicapan. Then on April 27, 2010, he was named the Jefe de Sector de 

Educación Indígena, for Sector 8 [something like a school district supervisor]. 

His district controls a total of 10 zones – two with just preschools and eight with 

primary schools, or primary schools and preschools. He is responsible for the academic 

activities in all the schools in his Sector. Within this Sector #8, where Mela'tajtol is 

spoken, the teachers are participating with the students to make materials and they teach 

in both languages. He clarified that they teach neither 100% Mela'tajtol or Spanish, but 

rather some of each. He commented that Spanish is the L2 and Mela'tajtol is the L1. 

Each school has a técnico administrativo, technology administrator, a director, 

and an ATP, assesor técnico pedagógico, technology and pedagogy supervisor. Some of 

the primary schools also have a preschool, so there the director is in charge of a primary 

school and a preschool. Then they also have a teacher responsible for the preschool. 

The directors of the schools are those who control the teaching staff, and in a 

school with complete staff, the director does not have a teaching responsibility (no class), 

but is responsible to oversee all the activities of the teaching staff. The number of 

teachers and classes depends on the number of students.  
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Gonzalo learned to read and write Mela'tajtol "from childhood". As an adult he 

worked in a Mela'tajtol community for one month. Then after a training course he took in 

Oaxaca he was sent to a Popoluca-speaking community. So he could not use what he had 

just learned about teaching Mela'tajtol. I asked "So in this course you learned to read and 

write Mela'tajtol?" He answered: 

No, this was a SEP course for bilingual teachers about raising corn. This was 

really helpful. Because we were also called promotores culturales bilingues, 

bilingual cultural promoters, so we had to work with the children and their 

parents, and show the children how to work in agriculture too, on school land. 

[gives me details of how to grow corn]. But I didn't teach this program to the 

Popolucas since I couldn't speak their language. I was there three years, then sent 

to Pajapan. Which is similar to, but not exactly my Mela'tajtol. 

Gonzalo lists the Nahuatl towns that speak the Tatahuicapan and Mecayapan 

variant: Tatahuicapan and Mecayapan, Huazuntlán, Chamilpan, Mirador, Saltillo, 

Tonalapa, El Naranjo. He lists the Nahuatl towns of the of Pajapan variant, "They speak 

differently but we can understand them": Pajapan, Misapan, Oteapan, Cosoleacaque. 

When talking with Gonzalo in a later interview about the beginning of bilingual 

education in the Mela'tajtol region, he said 1975-76 is when the bilingual education 

system was registered in this region. There were only twenty teachers at first, then in 

1976 twenty more were added. And each year after, another group added. Some were 

Mela'tajtol, some were Popoluca. 
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I asked him about the issue of sending bilingual teachers to a village where they 

do not speak the language. He said, "Yes, this was true here too. People came from the 

north [of the state of Veracruz], …Nahuats from Chicontepec, Totonacs from Papantla, 

about 15 or more Nahuat, but from Chicontepec [a very different Nahuatl variant spoken 

in the north of Veracruz]… they had to learn to speak like we did… They came and 

settled here." Gonzalo gave as an example the current directora of the Cuauhtémoc 

School who has adapted to their Nahuatl. He added that in "Zona 635 we have a 

Chinanteca (Chinantec woman) currently. Yes, we have Zapotecos in our Cosoleacaque 

zone, in Las Choapas alone we have about three to four languages handled by the 

teachers". 

Regarding the fact that there is still no complete correlation of bilingual teachers' 

languages to the language of the community in which they serve, he simply said, "Right, 

so the teachers have to learn to understand." And Gonzalo gave me the example of Pedro, 

his head ATP, technology and pedagogy supervisor, (see the following interview) who 

learned to understand Popoluca but does not speak it. He gave a further example of 

Nahuatl teachers sent to the Sayula Popoluca area, and Nahuatl teachers who are in the 

Chinantla (Chinantec language region). He added, "So the recommendation is that the 

teachers should learn the language of the community they are working in so they can 

work with the children. Popoluca teachers have to learn Nahuat, and the other way 

around." 

"Without previous training?" I questioned. 
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"Yes, but after five, six, seven, eight years they can begin to learn it." Gonzalo 

stated. 

The decision of where a teacher serves is made at the state level, in Jalapa [the 

state capital of Veracruz]. The community sends a request, but if there is not a teacher 

available who speaks that language, they have to send someone else. There may not be 

enough teachers for a particular language community. For example, in Zona 845, Las 

Choapas, there are Tsotsil language communities, "but we don't have young people 

training to be teachers who are from there, so they have to take other teachers." Gonzalo 

also reiterated what others had shared from personal experience of their teaching careers, 

"Sometimes teachers have to serve in less-desirable places first before serving back in 

their own communities." The farthest-away towns have the highest rate of teacher 

turnover. Gonzalo states that the DGEI advises its teachers to consider it an extra task to 

learn the language of the community. 

I asked again, "Without giving them training in how to do it? Or materials?" 

He replied, "Correct." 

Trying not to push the negative, I asked if more bilingual teachers serve today in 

their own language communities. He said the majority today serve in their own language 

communities, before it was a minority of teachers who served in their own communities. 

And it is better now than it was at the beginning when their district had teachers who 

came from Yucatan who were bilingual in Maya – things have improved over the years. 

Both Gonzalo and Pedro said that now there are also more bilingual teachers who are 

native speakers of their local languages. It didn’t used to be that way as not all bilingual 
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teachers actually speak their 'own' language. And now in the past five years linguistic 

workshops are being offered to teachers who are hablantes pasivos, passive speakers, to 

help them to speak it. And the new Law of Linguistic Rights "gives us more possibility to 

use our language, as teachers it is now an obligation for us, not just a right. We sense the 

great responisbility of this".  

Pedro 

Pedro Hernández Martínez is from Tatahuicapan originally. He is currently head 

of the ATP's, technology and pedagogy supervisors, for the school district. He has been a 

bilingual teacher for 19 years. He has taught in six communities including: Zapoapan, 

Mescalapa, Agua Fria, and Piedra Labrada. In the latter one, at Emiliano Zapata School 

he taught the longest and had a three-way mix of Nahuat, Popoluca, and Spanish-

speaking students in that school. Plácido told me that Pedro is quite fluent in Popoluca 

since he has taught so many years in Popoluca communities, but in a second interview 

Pedro explained to me he understands it but doesn't speak it much. 

He has taught first through fifth grades and preschool. He is currently 

collaborating with the Intercultural Veracruz University (UVI) in Huazuntlán where he 

"shares about his teaching experiences in national languages", three times a week, 

Monday through Wednesdays. At UVI about 100 of the students speak Mela'tajtol – but 

they don't write it, he said. 

This school district is Sector # 8 of 13 sectors in the state of Veracruz. They care 

for about 13 counties, which are divided into eight school zonas which include 162 

centros de trabajo, work centers or campuses, from early education and preschool 
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through primary school. Specifically, this Sector # 8 includes 92 primary schools, 64 

preschools, and five boarding schools [but he listed six]. 

This School district includes the following counties: Las Choapas, Coatzacoalcos, 

Cosoleacaque, Minatitlán, Zaragoza, Ospanapan[sp?], Pajapan, Mecayapan, 

Tatahuicapan, Soteapan, Chinameca, and Jaltipan. 

In Soteapan county, he explained they only have one school which is in the 

community of Mirador Saltillo. Suprisingly, in this primarily Popoluca area, Mela'tajtol is 

the community language in Mirador Saltillo. All the other towns in that county are in a 

different zone [because they are Popoluca speaking communities]. They do have some 

schools in Popoluca towns, for example, Plan Agrario in Tatahuicapan county. And in the 

Zona 634 de Pajapan, which includes Piedra Labrada, almost all the schools are 

Popoluca. Pedro mentioned that he taught there for some time. 

So the other Popoluca towns with their schools pertain to another jefatura, #01, 

the offices are in Acayucan, the jefe is Victor Pascual García, and the school supervisor 

of the county of Soteapan is Rufino Pascual Garcia.  

Pedro's current responsibility is to promote the "bilingual cultural focus" in the 

communities of his region. He is currently working in cinco escuelas muestras, five 

example schools. He guides testing of programs, and students, to find ways to improve 

the use of the mother tongue in both oral and written forms. He said: "Tenemos una 

carencia tremenda de la cultura escrita, en todas las lenguas nacionales." We have a 

tremendous lack of the culture in writing, in all of the national [Indigenous] languages." 
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He said that the educación indígena, Indigenous education, arrived about 35 years 

ago in that region, beginning with the promotores cultural bilingües, bilingual promotors 

of culture, although they were used as part of the plan to integrate everyone in the 

country. Indigenous teachers were sent to communities to castellanizar [the policy of 

making people use Spanish] and irradicate the orginal languages. This continued into the 

1990's. Then during the educational reform of the 1990s, it was decided that cultural 

diversity in Mexico is great and should be attended to. So beginning in 1993, there began 

to emmerge an intercultural focus in education, giving space to the Indigenous 

communities. And beginning in 1994, with the uprising of the Zapatista movement in 

Chiapas, the Indigenous people begin to have a [national] presence once again. They 

began to have a national and worldwide presence.  

As a result of this process we have the law of linguistic rights. And fortunately, 

today, now in every locale, we have the possibility of speaking, reading, writing, 

expressing ourselves in our own mother tongues, in "cualquier ambito público, 

privado.." [he is quoting from the law itself]. Because it gives us the possibility to 

not only offer our languages an academic environment, like here in this school, 

but also to be able to exercise it in public and private environments, political, 

religious, economic, "y cualesquiera otra" [I finish the quote from the law and he 

agrees with me]. Yes, this is what the law says, and in practice this is what we are 

trying to do. 

Pedro places priority on inviting the teachers to come together and work together 

and not be ashamed of their language, but rather to speak it. Because as Indigenous 
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people, they have been considered the obstacle to the development of the country, but 

things are very different now with "a new kind of thinking". Now with the new law of 

linguistic rights, everyone has the same guarantee. So it is important to make the teachers 

aware of this, along with the [local] citizenry. 

In a second interview with Pedro (and Gonzalo) we talked more about the 

CÓMELE materials which had just been delivered to their offices less than three months 

previously. In talking about the quantity (CDI printed 2,000 copies) I asked if that would 

be enough. He said he thought so. When I asked about distribution of the books, he said it 

would be done by phases: 

This first phase is to make the teachers aware of the material. And to train them 

how to use them, or they won't be as useful. Right now we are identifying those 

who are more committed to this, to train them to provide the continuity. Because 

in each zone there are compañeros very committed. And now that they have seen 

these materials they are asking, "Where can we get more? I want some for my 

class." So it is complicated to say we have only so much. It is frustrating to say 

we don't have enough for everyone, but perhaps in electronic version we could 

offer them too. And they could print more off on their printers themselves at their 

schools. They have printers because of the Enciclomedia materials… 

About the CÓMELE materials themselves, and the training given by Plácido, 

Esteban and Hilario the past September 2-3 for school supervisors and ATPs, technology 

and pedagogy supervisors, Pedro made the following observations: 
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The school directors are really pleased, and grateful for their collaboration. All 

those who are native speakers [of Mela'tajtol] see it as an extraordinary resource. 

To start with, it is adjusted to the language of the región [more accurate would be 

to say, it is written specifically in the language of the region]. It is not like those 

books we get from Mexico as if there can be one Nahuatl for the whole country, 

or for the whole continent! …This book that was made here with knowledge 

clearly from this region, well, everyone identifies with it, and feels a part of it, 

and they are making use of these materials. For us the way that Plácido, Esteban y 

Hilario have collaborated with us, it has been a great support for Indigenous 

education.  

In talking about the creating of more materials in Mela'tajtol, Pedro talked about 

the series of workshops he has attended, of all Nahuat-speakers from around the country. 

The point was to learn about producing materials in Nahuat, and everyone was supposed 

to speak in his or her own Nahuatl [this would be akin to a Romance language workshop 

where each speaks their own variant, and is supposed to understand other's variants when 

they speak: French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, etc.] Pedro observed that the longer they 

talked the better they understood each other. But nothing came of the five meetings 

except lengthy discussions about alphabet choices and continued debate. Pedro had some 

strong observations to make regarding "standardization" of writing systems, language 

purism ideology, and materials produced at the state or national level in Nahuatl that 

never reach the local schools, and the divide between older teachers trained in one system 

who don't want to change now. From what Pedro said, the Mela'tajtol school teachers are 
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now using the alphabet authorized at the Nahuatl meeting in Patzcuaro, all except for 

those who are holding out for /j/ over /h/. The fifth and last Nahuatl writing workshop 

was held in Jalapa. Pedro understands that DGEI will not be holding anymore, since he 

said that DGEI is not responsible any more for the standardization of Indigenous 

languages of Mexico. This responsibility has now been given to the National Insitute of 

Indigenous Languages (INALI) throughout the country. 

Pedro described to me the following hierarchy of education from the top down 

beginning at the top in the state of Veracruz: 

1. Governor of the state 
2. Secretary of Education 
3. Sub-secretary of Basic Education 
4. Department of Indigenous Education 
5. Jefatura de sector (Head of the supervisors of all the zones within one Sector) 
6. Supervisor of a School Zone 
7. School director 
8. Teachers 
 

Moisés 

Moisés Bautista Revilla has been a bilingual teacher for 21 years. He has taught 

all six grades over the years. He has taught in Nahuatl communities, in Pajapan where the 

Nahuatl is a different variant, and in Tatahuicapan, his hometown. I asked how he learned 

to read and write Mela'tajtol and he said with the help of his compañeros, and when he 

became a teacher he had even more motivation to figure out how to write it. And the 

more he writes the better he gets at it. 

For two years now he has been regional representative for the Academy of 

Indigenous Languages of Veracruz (AVELI) leading various projects and workshops, 

promoting the valuing of the language, revitalizing the language, and encouraging young 
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people to read and write their language. He also said he focuses on the children, via the 

local school district and DGEI. He said AVELI also helps people who come from various 

nearby places (non-Nahuat) and are providing Nahuatl materials to them to use [I didn't 

get an example]. He said they are helping Nahuatl people who want to fill out work 

applications in their Nahuatl language (their right as of 2003 with the passage of the Ley 

General DLPI, Mexico's Law of the Linguistic Rights of Indigenous Peoples) connecting 

them to the labor secretary at the state level and helping the potential employer respond 

to that. AVELI was formed by a decree of the Veracruz state governor Fidel Herrera 

Beltrán about three years ago and operates under the Secretary of Education.  

Moisés is not currently teaching in a bilingual school classroom. He is working 

this year at the school district headquarters, in charge of translation and and development 

of didactic materials and teaching units for teachers. For example, he is to prepare a 

teaching unit in Mela'tajtol on Mexico's Ley General DLPI and the international 

Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. He said he has about about 60 articles to 

translate into Mela'tajtol. 

When I interviewed Moisés he had just came back from a workshop at DGEI in 

Mexico City on how to prepare these materials. When I brought up the issue of materials 

in Mela'tajtol not being available in the local schools he explained this is what he is 

working on now. And repeated what I had heard elsewhere, that there are materials in 

Náhuatl, but they are made in other variants of other regions so the teachers in his region 

can't use them, they can't understand them. He also spoke of the need for the local 

teachers to get the training necessary so they can trasladar a su propio contexto y 
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elaborar su propio material, interpret them into their own context and make their own 

materials. 

Moisés is working for AVELI, but he also has a role in the school district. The 

morning I interviewed him he took some time away from a workshop with the ATPs, 

technology and pedagogy supervisors. He said he is pushing teachers to produce texts in 

Mela'tajtol as they want to start an local publishing office to print written texts in 

Mela'tajtol and distribute them to the teachers. He feels the ATPs need to set the example 

and get started producing, and the teachers too, and they can then plan a regional or local 

exposition of materials written in Mela'tajtol which would be a good way to let people 

know there are materials available in Mela'tajtol. 

When I asked about the local Cultura Popular office, he said that although 

AVELI has invited their participation in various projects, they have not been interested 

because they are dedicated to promoting the culture in such things as basketry, dancing 

and music – not in the writing of the language, such as written history or stories. He said 

the person currently in charge of Cultura Popular is not interested "because of his age" 

and is about to retire, and Moisés hopes the person who takes his place in the future will 

be more interested in collaborating with AVELI because AVELI could use their help in 

various ways. 

I asked Moisés about what materials are currently available in Mela'tajtol and got 

the same response as from other teachers: nothing currently available. However (see 

interview with Jeremías, earlier in this chapter) that same day I encountered a large 

published reading-writing workbook written in Mela'tajtol, for use in adult education 
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classes. I guess this didn't come to Moisé's mind since it was created outside of the 

bilingual education system. However the key outside-linguist name on this book is 

Andrés Hasler, someone Moisés has worked with closely in AVELI, and the next name is 

Crisanto Bautista Cruz, a colleague of Moisés. The book was published 10 years ago so 

maybe he just wasn’t thinking of it. 

Teachers from Cuauhtémoc School 

Before describing the key points of my interviews with the four teachers at 

Cuauhtémoc School in Tatahuicapan I should mention the interview environment at this 

school was different than the other schools I visited. On a first visit to Cuauhtémoc 

School I met the director, a woman. I was hopeful for the chance to interview a woman 

school director, since the majority of teachers interviewed were men (a reflection of the 

reality that there are more men teachers than women teachers). She was cordial but 

seemed nervous, and said she was addressing an urgent matter with the district office that 

morning. She agreed to meet with me the following morning and gave me verbal 

permission to interview any of the teachers who were willing. When we returned the next 

day she was occupied but said we could begin with any of the other teachers. However, 

when I had finished interviewing four teachers, she was nowhere in sight. Her secretary 

said she had to leave suddenly for something or other – she did not explain what. 

In reflecting later, I decided she may have felt I was coming to evaluate her 

school's use (or lack of use) of the CÓMELE books. She did take a few minutes on the 

first day to let me know that they had had a hard time that semester keeping on schedule 

with all the national curriculum expectations. Especially disruptive to the school schedule 
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she noted, were the school days lost during the floods the town suffered, and then all the 

extra work for the school cultural events of All Saints which had just passed, and at the 

time of my visit, the urgent need to prepare the students for the parade on November 20, 

the Día de la Revolución. On our brief visit that first day I noticed the CÓMELE books 

stacked on a shelf in her office and asked her about them. Because I wasn't recording 

anything at that point, I cannot recall what she answered. I believe she said something 

about that they hoped to soon start using the CÓMELE books. It was obvious there were 

not enough copies for more than one class at a time to use. However the next morning, 

each of the four teachers who agreed to interview me had on their desks, one copy of a 

CÓMELE book, prominently placed. Each seemed a little familiar with it, and mentioned 

the book during their interviews with me.  

An additional challenge to interviewing the teachers at Cuauhtémoc School was 

the sheer noise of the environment. The children's voices were loud, and they were 

playing in and out of the classrooms during recess, which was when I carried out some of 

the interviews. Later many of the school children were in the courtyard beginning to 

practice the marching drills for the Día de la Revolución, two weeks from my visit. 

Anonymous Teacher ABC 

I introduced myself to this teacher as a graduate student from the UA in the USA 

and I gave him a copy of the three-page form approved by the IRB to read over – my 

procedure with every interview. I explained why I wanted to interview him and that he 

could decline or accept my request. And that he could choose to have his name included 

or not included. And that he could choose whether I would audio record the interview or 
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not. (This is the same procedure I followed with all my interviewees.) He decided he 

would like to keep his name anonymous and not have me record his voice. So I jotted 

notes while we talked. It was a good experience for me. I realized how fortunate I am that 

he was the only teacher of all those I interviewed in the Mela'tajtol area who chose to 

remain anonymous and keep the interview unrecorded. The amount of information I 

captured with him was far less than with those whose words I could listen to later over 

and over. 

This teacher has taught for 14 years in the bilingual education system. He was 

currently teaching third grade. He studied in the Saturday courses at the National 

Pedagogical University in Acayucan for four years, but said he was left with 'doubts' 

regarding teaching bilingually, because "they say to teach bilingually but they don't say 

how". He did not learn how to read Mela'tajtol in school, it took personal effort of his 

own. He said that when he teaches Spanish as a subject, he teaches Mela'tajtol at the 

same time. He has the children translate words from Spanish and make pictures and write 

the words in Mela'tajtol. The only material he has in Mela'tajtol is the CÓMELE reading 

writing book. He also spoke of the importance of restoring old words of Mela'tajtol, and 

teaching them again to children. He said the teachers need to research these and teach the 

children. 

Sidroneo 

Sidroneo Molino González has taught in bilingual schools for 20 years, and is a 

native of Tatahuicapan. His first teaching assignment was in the Popoluca town of 

Mescalapa over by the ocean. After two years he came to teach in this school district. He 
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is currently teaching a class of 21 first graders at Cuauhtémoc School. He has been at this 

same school for 16 years and has taught only first or second grades for the past eight 

years. He likes teaching the younger children, even though it is complicated. He likes 

teaching them to read. 

When I asked Sidroneo how he learned to read and write Mela'tajtol he said it was 

when he was in primary school, and it was a state school [so it was not a bilingual 

school]. He did not learn how from the teachers, but from fellow students, as they were 

given an assignment to write a poem in Mela'tajtol. He explained that in state schools 

even the Mela'tajtol teachers don't teach in Mela'tajtol. He contrasted that to the bilingual 

schools who, he said, have an obligation within the system for teaching the language 

since it is part of the curriculum. School children have to pass tests in their language. 

When I asked Sidroneo if the children in his first grade class speak Mela'tajtol he 

replied, "Yes, this is a Mela'tajtol community, all the children are born speaking 

Mela'tajtol [!] but not all of them can write yet." He went on to explain that the writing 

system has yet to be finalized. But when I asked about the writing of Mela'tajtol he gave 

me a little more realistic picture of the use of Mela'tajtol when he said: 

Sinceramente, ahorita, se ha perdido un poco, porque aveces nosotros no le 

tomamos interes ¿verdad? en la escritura. Yo me he dado cuenta que, hay niños 

aquí que, no se si que.. allá con su familia, o sea que no les hablen en lengua 

náhuat, ya no quieren hablar náhuat... sino español. Pero nosotros les 

impulsamos [not sure of this word, due to a very noisy background on this 

recording] para que la lengua materna no se pierda, que siga adelante, esa es la 
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meta de seguir, nosotros mas que nada – los maestros bilingües – que no pierdan 

su lengua materna. 

Truly, right now, some has been lost, because sometimes we don't take interest in 

it, right, in the writing. I have noticed that, there are children here, who, I don't 

know, … there [at home] with their family, that is they are not spoken to in 

Mela'tajtol, they no longer want to speak Mela'tajtol… but rather Spanish. But we 

encourage them [not sure of this word, it is very noisy on this recording] so that 

the mother tongue will not be lost, but move ahead, this is the goal to follow, us 

more than anyone – the bilingual teachers – that the mother tongue not be lost. 

When I asked what he thinks is causing a decline in the use of Mela'tajtol (oral or 

written) he explained: "Well, a lot of people have immigrated, to other states looking for 

work, and they take their children, and there they learn other ways of living, and they 

come back, they no longer speak Mela'tajtol. They are ashamed of it. So sometimes the 

error is on the parents' part, they don't encourage the children to speak Mela'tajtol. In my 

case, in our home, we speak Mela'tajtol, I talk to my children in Mela'tajtol. In a meeting, 

we speak Mela'tajtol. The goal we are pursuing is that we not lose our national [sic] 

identity." A little later in the interview Sidroneo gave me the example of a child in his 

classroom who spent time in Sinaloa, and does not want to talk Mela'tajtol now and 

speaks badly of Mela'tajtol. Sidroneo has to deal with that in his classroom and insists the 

child speak Mela'tajtol, since he is Mela'tajtol and is in a bilingual Mela'tajtol school. He 

stated that the child has to adapt whether he wants to or not. 
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When talking to Sidroneo about materials available in Mela'tajtol he mentioned 

right away that recently they had been given a book and as he described it I realized he 

meant the CÓMELE reading writing book in Mela'tajtol. He went on to describe it how 

useful it will be and expressed excitement about the illustrations too. He got some 

training from Plácido, Esteban and Hilario about three years ago on how to use these 

materials but only recently got a copy of the book. 

Juan GH 

Juan Gonzalez Hernández has been a teacher in Indigenous education for 27 

years. He is a native of Tatahuicapan, son of campesino parents. He is happy to be a 

teacher and give importance to his language, and wants to re-alzar, raise up anew, his 

language and culture.  

He is currently teaching fourth grade at Cuauhtémoc School and has 25 students. 

He first worked in Pajapan, then in Pilapillos (on the other side of the volcano San 

Martín). He observed that he went first to the most remote places, but in those places 

there were more mestizos than Mela'tajtol, yet the teachers made the children learn 

Mela'tajtol. 

Because he had served longer than most of the teachers I had interviewed, I asked 

for his observations on changes in the bilingual eduation system over the years. But he 

was apparently still thinking about language change, and answered: "Yes, a lot has been 

lost, a lot of vocabulary, customs… many children don't speak it well. They talk 

Mela'tajtol with about 50% Spanish. He gave the example of children using the Spanish 
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word jugar, play, as the verb root in the sentence "I am going to go play" with Mela'tajtol 

affixes, instead of the native Mela'tajtol verb root. 

I asked if his students all speak some Mela'tajtol, and he said, "Oh yes!" Then he 

proceeded to call some of his students over, and ask them a sentence in Mela'tajtol, then 

in Spanish, two times. Some answered in Mela'tajtol, others stayed silent. Then he asked 

them how to say "pueblo" and they gave the Mela'tajtol word. He did the same with 

another word to "prove" they speak Mela'tajtol. I asked about their learning to read and 

write in Mela'tajtol. He replied:  

They get it mixed up and write various ways. But, yes, we are teaching them 

writing. They have to learn a list of 100 words. But the grading of their Mela'tajtol 

is rather subjective, I have to just figure it out. If they speak it pretty well and 

write it well, I give them a 10. If they are medium good speakers and writers, they 

get a lower grade. Which is why we use the list of 100 words.  

This was corroborated by another interviewee who said the language test is 

wholly up to the individual teacher, although they are required to give each child a grade 

for the asignatura de lengua indígena, Indigenous Language as a subject. Regarding how 

they teach Mela'tajtol as a subject, Juan said they aren't doing anything formal yet, they 

just add the use of Mela'tajtol to the other classes. 

Many of the teachers use the list of 100 words as a guide, which they have in a 

book. But they do not all agree on the spelling. He referred also to the CÓMELE reading 

writing book, and how it is helpful, because of all the words written out [i.e. he uses it as 

a reference, but probably does not actually teach the lessons]. When I asked how often he 
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focuses on teaching Mela'tajtol he said they have 3 language lessons daily, according to 

their weekly school calendars. I wondered if he meant weekly – based on what other 

teachers have told me, so a bit later I asked again about how much time he spends in one 

week on Mela'tajtol. He replied that he spends one hour, three times a week.  

Oscar 

Oscar Hernández teaches fifth grade, group B, he has 20 students. There are two 

fifth grade classes. He has taught for 15 years. He is a native of Tatahuicapan. He told me 

he "speaks the same language as everyone in the community." The significance of this 

comment became clearer later when he recounted to me the many places he has taught 

where this was not true. He began his teaching career by taking a course [probably the 

curso de inducción but he called it a curso de docencia] in northern Veracruz where 

several other teachers I interviewed mentioned having gotten their training. He told me a 

very interesting story about the first teaching assignment he had, and the grueling travel 

required to reach the location, far from his own home region. He could not remember (in 

the pressure of the interview, perhaps) the name of the Indigenous language spoken in 

that remote community. Later he taught at a monolingual Spanish school and after that he 

was sent to work in a Chinantec language bilingual school, and he had to teach in 

Spanish. Then he finally was assigned to a community where they speak Nahuatl like the 

Pajapan variant which is really different from his. He and his students could somewhat 

understand each other. He was there six years. Finally he traded places with another 

teacher who wanted to go there. He taught in Zaragoza where they do not speak Nahuatl 
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very much at all. Then he traded that job with another teacher and finally came to 

Cuauhtémoc School in Tatahuicapan, where he has taught for eight years. 

During the first years at Cuauhtémoc School it seemed like there wasn’t much 

emphasis on Mela'tajtol, but in more recent years he has been using the content of the 

CÓMELE book, "I apply it with the children". Later in the interview he said they have a 

way to use it in the classroom, more or less. This lack of specificness indicated to me 

they perhaps are not really using the materials yet. Another later comment was revealing, 

"We need to give serious attention to our language, teaching reading and writing." He 

added that he feels that the director [of his school] and others [fellow-teachers] don't have 

that concern. He did speak later of using the materials saying: 

Y es un material muy bonito, los niños.. cuando lo lees el cuento o la leyenda que 

esta allí, rápido le ponen atención, le haces las preguntas y te contestan. Si saben, 

porque estás hablando de cosas que ellos han vivido – que están en su entorno. 

Pero si tu le hablas de Alemania, Canadá, Estados Unidos... no se enfoquen..  

And it is really great material, the children… when you read them the story or 

legend that is there [in a lesson], they pay attention quick, you ask them the 

questions and they answer you. Yes they know, because you are talking about 

things they have lived – that are in their environment. But if you talk to them 

about Germany, Canada, the U.S…. they do not focus on it. 

Oscar spoke in a forthright way and I appreciated his candid observations about 

the teaching of Mela'tajtol in his school:  
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"Yo soy sincero, estamos mas interesados nosotros maestros bilingües en como 

enseñar los contenidos que nos exigen el plan y programa nacional, es un 

programa que.. tienes que hacer tu plan y planeación de clases conforme a que 

ellos lo exigen, y lo de nuestra lengua, tu tienes que moldear como puedas..."  

"I mean it, we bilingual teachers are more interested in how to teach the content 

that is required by the National Plan and Program, it is a program that… you have 

to make your plan and class schedules according to what they demand, and as for 

our language [as a subject], you have to make it fit as you can…" 

Oscar reiterated that there is no place in the class schedule for teaching 

Mela'tajtol. I mentioned that the DGEI officials in Mexico City had told me that now the 

bilingual schools would be teaching the Indigenous languages as a subject. He responded, 

"That would be great…now we are fitting it in as we can. In my classes I talk to my 

children in Mela'tajtol, even if I don't teach them reading and writing. But I don't think 

we can rescue our language this way." He spoke of the lack of commitment from the 

government, and that bilingual teachers need an institution which will train teachers as 

they should be trained, and that they feel deeply the lack of support. They would like to 

see productive teaching happening in their school halls. He is hopeful about the 

usefulness of the new program from DGEI, Parametros curriculares, including 

workshops they have recently taken to prepare to implement that in their schools. He 

feels the government is taking more seriously the task of education, but he would like to 

see it also include their own language more. "The children know so much but we can't 

really take advantage of that." He added that there are many factors against the success of 
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education and the mother tongue. The first one is the parents in the community – they are 

lacking knowledge, and have not had very much formal education, and they have 

minimal economic resources and they have prejudices (including against their own 

language). "We need a school for parents," he said, "to help them advance too." 

I asked about the adult education program of the government in their community. 

He countered, "Well, of the community maybe only 3% would attend such a program. 

They are all working hard to survive…" 

As the interview was ending, he thanked me for coming to talk to him and added: 

Y si nuestras voces pudiesen llegar lejos… de que nosotros como maestros 

bilingües necesitamos... pues escuelas para que nos formemos nosotros... que 

bueno sería.. porque en verdad la gran mayoría de nosostros maestros bilingües 

necesitamos métodos de enseñanza... Queremos ser buen maestros... tenemos la 

idea, la iniciativa, pero falta otros recursos.  

"Would that our voices could reach far [that it would be known afar]… that we as 

bilingual teachers need… well, schools so we could get training… that would be 

so good… because the truth is, the great majority of us bilingual teachers need 

teaching methods… We want to be good teachers… we have the idea, the 

initiative, but we lack other resources." 

Interview with SIL fieldworker 

Chris 

Christopher L Hurst is the current SIL project coordinator for the language 

cultivation work being carried out under SIL auspices in the Isthmus Nahuatl region. 
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Chris and his wife, Elaine, took this assignment in 1983, although they didn't actually 

begin living in the Mela'tajtol area in any regular way to study the language until 1986.  

I began this interview by asking Chris about the history of Isthmus Nahuatl 

writing. He said Howard and Joan Law, the first SIL team assigned to the Isthmus 

Nahuatl language community would have been the first to write it. They arrived in 1943, 

and settled in Mecayapan, and recorded some texts in writing. They were fairly advanced 

in their approach because, for example, one day they took a trip to Tatahuicapan, which 

was an all-day event there, it was something to do with official business. So Howard had 

the town president of Mecayapan write an official letter. He wrote this letter in 

Mela'tajtol. Chris has a copy of that, it was from the mid 1940s, as Chris recalled. 

So Howard began writing as a linguist and teaching other people to write too, 

using /k/ and /w/. But by the time they made a primer they "popularized" their alphabet 

and went with /c/qu/ and /hu/ (conforming to Spanish, which was the government policy 

of those times, for the sounds /k/ and /w/34), and they wrote the glottal somewhat and 

used an underline for long vowels35. They learned the language, and worked with native 

speakers. They were there till 1959, and then on and off after that. They taught at SIL 

summer schools in the US pretty much every summer for a long time. Then about 1965 

Carl and Marilyn Wolgemuth, also SIL members, were assigned to pick up where the 

                                                 
34 For example, casa and queso begin with the same sound /k/ but depending on the vowel that follows, 
have two representations in Spanish. And hueso, is written with an /hu/ that is pronounced as /w/ or /weso/. 
In the late 1970's the bilingual schools developing ways to write local languages began to write with /k/ 
instead of the /c/qu/, and /w/ instead of /hu/, motivated to show in a visual way the distinctiveness of the 
Indigenous languages from Spanish. 
35 For 13 linguistic articles produced by Howard and Joan Law on the Isthmus Nahuatl (Mela'tajtol), see the 
SIL bibliography at: http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=nhx 
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Laws left off. There was some overlap of assignment time between them and the Laws. 

The Laws turned their home and language materials over to the Wolgemuths.  

I asked Chris if the Wolgemuths continuing using the same writing system. He 

responded, "Probably Carl was more of a phonetician than Harold was, so he really fine-

tuned things. It would be hard to improve on Carl's analysis. Laryngeals are kinda tricky, 

and what have you. He stayed with the Spanish style of /c/qu/, /hu/ alphabet." However, 

the Wolgemuths left the assignment about 1976, so the Hursts "pretty much picked up 

their material. At that time the bilingual schools were already starting up and talking 

about using /k/, and one of the local teachers was involved in making a book that got into 

the schools, but I think it was influenced by linguists from outside even though it was 

authored by a local fellow – so there were definitely some holes in it – it didn't really go 

down very well." It was a book aimed for primary school and it introduced letters of the 

alphabet and included stories and illustrations. Chris is not sure when bilingual schools 

were established in the Mela'tajol region, but they were well established by the time 

Hursts arrived (in 1983) . However, Chris commented:  

…generally people [bilingual teachers] weren't doing very much, they didn't 

really have materials that worked, and methods, and very many of them tended to, 

once they became bilingual teachers, switch to Spanish and pretty much not use 

the local language. I started realizing that I'd need to relate to them since they 

were doing a lot of talking, anyway, about writing the language, so I started to go 

along, kinda cold turkey at first, to a meeting, that I somehow became aware of 

and they gave me opportunity to go around a bunch of classes that the teachers 
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were holding for other things, and I would present my thinking about 

orthography, enter into discussion. [Chris speaks in Mela'tajtol with the teachers]. 

I asked Chris if the bilingual teachers drew on SIL fieldwork and materials when 

they began to write Mela'tajtol (since the first writing of the language happened initially 

with SIL involvement). He said: 

They were definitely aware of SIL work, because in 1980 Carl published a 

popular grammar, which a lot of the teachers owned, and valued. And that was 

written with a /c/qu/. His dictionary was published in 2000. We talked an awful 

lot about the orthography with the teachers at that time, I remember one particular 

time we went with the Jefe de zonas to Mecayapan and talked to a particular 

teacher there who had some kind of influence on alphabet decisions, and we just 

talked about the different options. He called over a young boy in primary school 

and we had him write things on the board – just to see what his 'default' settings 

were, what his first attempts would be [based on his knowledge of Spanish]. 

They discussed the challenge of teaching /k/ and fighting against the /c/qu/ of 

Spanish [that is, teaching the children one way to write a sound for Spanish and then 

another way for the same sound in Mela'tajtol – which is the current favored policy of 

government educators]. The jefe de zona, head of the school district, ended up saying, 

"Well I am convinced, now all you have to do is tell a lot more people!" [thus putting the 

responsibility on Chris]. 

Chris and his team made the decision at that point to publish the Mela'tajtol-

Spanish dictionary with /c/qu/. It has been very well received. All the bilingual teachers 
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have their copies. They published 1,000 copies and have run out. The online version of 

this dictionary gets downloaded 6,000 times a month. It was published simultaneously to 

the web, and in hard copy. Chris points out that not all who download it are Mela'tajtol, it 

is downloaded from all over the world. So this language in its written form is spreading 

across the globe. 

And another new growing use of written Mela'tajtol at the local level has to do 

with technology — cell phones. As Chris told me, "One fun thing… is those who text on 

their cell phones using Mela'tajtol. Esteban and Plácido and Hilario all do it, and many 

teachers and young people too. It is heartwarming to see that happening, a practical 

application of their language in written form." 

I asked Chris if there are any other people or organizations promoting the use of 

this language in its written form apart from SIL colleagues and the local bilingual school 

system. He mentioned the local Universidad Veracruzana Intercultural (UVI) 

Intercultural Veracruz University, has a language department, and teaches Mela'tajtol. He 

thinks it was established in 2003. They have students from lots of language communities, 

as well as some students who don't speak an Indigenous language, but the biggest 

representation is probably from Mela'tajtol speakers. Chris mentioned that some 

Mela'tajtol students at UVI are producing short videos, which have subtitles in Spanish 

but the audio is Mela'tajtol, and some even have Mela'tajtol subtitles. One UVI student he 

knows of produced "nice photos of local things with words or phrases in Mela'tajtol on 

the photos". Although Chris hasn't observed much other evidence of written material in 

Mela'tajtol at the UVI, he has heard they are involved in producing a radio program 
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which uses Mela'tajtol and Popoluca, out of the town called Amamaloya. They talk about 

what they are doing, and make announcements. Esteban wrote some Mela'tajtol songs 

about the environment, and recorded an interview about the how to take care of trees and 

they played it.  

I asked Chris how he began to work with Esteban and Plácido and Hilario, since 

they work for him and are salaried. (Although Chris and Elaine now spend most of each 

year in Canada, Chris makes regular trips to the Isthmus Nahuatl area, and they all four 

work as a team via email and Skype over an internet satellite connection which Chris set 

up in their office in Tatahuicapan.) Chris recalls: 

Esteban joined us first. At that time there were two other fellows involved, one of 

the others came from the same church. I had connected there and I asked the 

pastor if he had any good candidates to work with us… We pretty much went out 

to a workshop, no, we were living in Mitla [Oaxaca] and had the three fellows 

along. We were showing them how to write and read and use a computer, in their 

language. He [Esteban] said, "What is this all about, why are we doing this? What 

is the purpose?" He wanted to know clearly where we are going. He has had a real 

sense of ownership and belonging. A lot of stuff has happened out of his home, as 

people have come to visit him and he has sold them [materials] and they have 

listened to him singing in the language, and he has a blackboard there in his house 

to teach people to write the specific sounds of their language that they are not able 

to cope with just from a Spanish background. 
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'And then the next in line would be Plácido. We held a small songwriters' 

workshop at a school and he was invited, he and others from his church. I 

remember particularly he was struck by, [when] I shared from Acts about Paul 

being bilingual and how Paul used Greek with the soldier, and turned to the crowd 

and talked to them in Hebrew. And how Jesus talked to Paul in Hebrew on the 

road to Damascus. And that just jelled with Plácido. He went home and looked it 

up, and said, "Sure enough, that's right". I think he has shared that gem of truth 

from Acts with a lot of people. He grasped the idea at that point, of translation, 

and of singing in the language. It wasn't a very successful songwriting workshop, 

but Plácido came out of it. I invited him to the next workshop, or the next time we 

had a working session in Mitla. Likewise he has taken it on, it is part of his 

lifeblood, people come to him expecting him to be able to help them write 

something or fix the stuff they have written. 

'Hilario came in [to the team] through the Luke video. We were looking for 

some readers, he was potentially a voice for Jesus. He was chosen to be the 

Narrator. He came onto the team because it looked like Esteban was going to the 

States, so Hilario came on board, but then Esteban didn't actually go, so then we 

had three.  

Since Chris pays them to work with him, I asked if he also funds their work in 

training the bilingual teachers. He said, "Whenever they take a day to go visit a school, it 

is the same wage scale as if they are working on translation." He confirmed that the 
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teachers invite them to come help them out, with no expectation of paying them for their 

help, and that the most they receive from the teachers for their service is a meal.  

A further example of their "volunteer" work was when the new head of languages 

at the University (UVI), asked Esteban to come and present CÓMELE to them, he asked 

how much they would charge, to which Esteban said: "Oh, we wouldn't charge you!"  

When I asked Chris about sustainability of the language in written form, he said 

the community doesn't really have a great need to write the language. The church doesn't 

at this time value the local language, in worship or as a way of reading the Bible. 

There is a level of interest from these churches, including the Catholic church, 

coming along to meetings to listen to and give some input regarding the 

translation, but in terms of level of interest of churches using the translation – if 

Plácido and Hilario weren't pushing it in their churches I don’t think it would be 

happening very much. Hilario has made quite a change toward his language – his 

children don't speak very much Mela'tajtol. His wife was raised in a home where 

there wasn't much Mela'tajtol spoken either, even though she is fairly young. 

Hilario has done theological education by extension, finished high school an 

adult. He is very good in Spanish. So he has been teaching a ladies' meeting in 

Mela'tajtol weekly at his church for several months now, using Luke, and he is 

getting a very good reception and feeling very affirmed in it. The pastor there is a 

Spanish speaker only, has a positive attitude and sees people respond differently 

to Mela'tajtol than Spanish. This is probably the only church that has a sector that 

allows the use of the Mela'tajtol. I don't see any church switching completely to 
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Mela'tajtol. Plácido has small groups in his church and they automatically use 

Mela'tajtol, it is quite natural for them to use Mela'tajtol. 

Chris went on to talk about an interesting observation Plácido made about spaces 

in the church for the use of Mela'tajtol. In his church those who are teaching or leading, 

step up onto a three-foot-high platform in the front, and the speaker may use Spanish or 

Mela'tajtol. Chris thinks Plácido may have pioneered that it is okay to speak Mela'tajtol 

even at the podium of his smaller home church. But in the mother church, Plácido has 

observed the "unspoken rule", those who speak in Mela'tajtol will switch into Spanish 

when they step up on the platform. Plácido went to a state level meeting [of his 

denomination] where they were talking about rearranging the way the churches were 

administered, and they talked about passages in the book of Revelation [in the New 

Testament] where it refers to every language, tribe and people, and that it would be good 

to be using these languages in the church services. Plácido turned to a fellow member 

from their mother church in Tatahuicapan, who is also the local language committee, and 

said, "That's us, that is our True talk!" This was an example of how Plácido is having an 

influence in the use of Mela'tajtol in the church.. 

Continuing on the topic of sustainability, Chris has more hopes for use of the 

written language in the education system than in the churches, at this point: 

So in terms of sustainability for a written form of the language, I think the school 

system shows the most promise of being the vehicle. The problem is up until now, 

and we don’t really know yet.. for lack of materials and training and capability, 

[regarding] the teachers themselves, it has not really been happening till now. I 
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have a vision that with material like CÓMELE, if that would actually become 

widely used and have a certain level of success, and with whatever we might 

follow that up with, you could start to have a viable ongoing sustainable school 

system that included getting the children used to, confident, enjoying their own 

language in written form. 

The local language committee Chris refers to is comprised of about ten Mela'tajtol 

speakers, all from Tatahuicapan. It is called the Tatahuicapan Nahuatl Language 

Academy. Plácido is the vice-president of this committee, it is supported by the town 

president, as a sub-committee of his presidency. At the time of my interview with Chris 

he said another local language committee was being organized in Mecayapan, with plans 

for Hilario to head that one. He is glad that AVELI is actively supportive of these 

language committees. 

Chris explained that it began with an invitation they made to people from the local 

university and bilingual school teachers, to gather for a discussion about the alphabet. 

Chris and his team presented their materials and led a discussion and shared a leaflet in 

Mela'tajtol, "It was kind of a manifesto for language development". One of the 

suggestions was to form a committee of local people who would think about alphabet 

decisions and other things like language development. This did result in the language 

committee being formed and it has functioned in the last three years or so. One thing the 

Tatahuicapan language committee has done was to help organize the last two local 

celebrations of the International Day of the Mother Tongue. Chris was directly involved 

in helping plan and carry out the first local one four years ago, but then this committee 
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took over, to Chris's satisfaction because now, "It is locally sponsored and organized". 

Chris addressed again the issue of sustainability which he feels is enormous: 

If there isn't a need, then however much outside interest there may be, local 

people will only do it for other motivations, like they are being paid to do it, like 

the school teachers are. So I think, you can have ideas about a local language 

newspaper, or... well, local language radio does seem to be taking off a bit, but 

you have to ask what is the advantage of this local language newspaper or poetry 

or story book? I think what we have seen from the beginning is that people do not 

value their language highly. They have been told for so long that it is inferior, and 

almost without exception when I start talking to people about their language, they 

will excuse the fact that they no longer speak it because it is so full of borrowings. 

And I think the concept of pure gold and pure language, are kind of similar. If it is 

corrupted then it is no longer valuable, and they feel that their language is no 

longer valuable. 

'So generally I take the time to talk to them about English, that one-third of its 

vocabulary is from French, and the fact that Spanish has thousands of words 

borrowed from Mela'tajtol, and that Mela'tajtol has Popoluca words, and some 

words from Mela'tajtol have gone into Popoluca.  

'So I think if people can hold their head up and say with pride "I am a speaker 

of Mela'tajtol" then being a reader and writer of it would be a good thing. I think 

that is a feedback loop. When people saw the [Nahuat-Spanish] dictionary they 

felt good about it because it looked nice and it was a big book and it had lots of 
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words in it, and the newspapers said good things about it, and that has given a 

certain amount of prestige. And so it could be an upward spiral. 

In closing I asked Chris if he thinks the 2003 Mexican Law of Linguistic Rights 

of Indigenous Peoples has begun to filter into anybody's thinking at the local level. He 

replied: 

Well, we have certainly done a lot of promotion of that. The fellows have been 

involved in the translation of it. [But] ...probably for the average man in the street, 

he will be more impressed when he sees three young ladies singing in his 

language in the town square at an event, than the fact that something is written in 

a law somewhere in Mexico. But those things feed together, I think for teachers 

they understand the impact of a law cuts both ways. They are supposed to be 

doing it, but it also validates what they are doing is something that the 

government says is a good thing. So the law definitely has good potential.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE SM NGIGUA COMMUNITY 
 
 
 
Listen to audio attached to this document: Supplemental file 2: Chapter Four Emilio 
reading his poem. Text of poem is found in Appendix B. 
 
 
 

Portrait of the SM Ngigua Community 
 

Geography 

In the high plains of central Mexico lies the valley of Tehuacán, in the state of 

Puebla. The Tehuacán valley is the traditional homeland of the Popoloca, or Ngigua, 

people. Their towns are clustered south of the principal city of the state of Puebla, also 

called Puebla, not far north of the second most important city in the state of Puebla, 

called Tehuacán. 

One of the seven Popoloca language variants is spoken by the people of San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco and San Jose Buenavista, two towns 25 miles north of the city of 

Tehuacán. (Hereafter referred to as SM Ngigua.) The county seat to which these towns 

pertain is Tlacotepec de Juárez, which lies about five miles northwest of them. East and 

northeast of San Marcos Tlacoyalco over a mountain range are more small towns and 

hamlets who share the same local language: Piedra Hincada, Palo Verde, San Juan 

Sacabasco, San Martín Esperillas, Sopantle and San Francisco Esperillas. San Marcos 

and San José are nearly 6,400 ft. in altitude, while the smaller towns over the mountain 

are about 8000 ft above sea level (SIL Mexico website for Popoloca/Ngigua). "Stretching 

through southeast Puebla and northwestern Oaxaca, in southern Mexico, this [Tehuacán 
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Valley] is a desert/xeric scrub basin in a landscape of pine-oak, dry, and moist forests" 

(National Geographic website). 

The area of the Tehuacán valley occupied by the Popoloca people is arid, and has 

no natural source of water. As early as 200 BC the people of the Valley of Tehuacán were 

beginning to practice irrigation for agriculture. (Veerman-Leichsenring 1991). They have 

managed with rain water collected in large reservoirs, called jagüeyes.. As early as 1892, 

documentation existed that the town of San Marcos Tlacoyalco had six water reservoirs. 

Although currently some government water projects are bringing water for irrigation, 

subsistence agriculture in this dry land with limited water continues to marginalize these 

communities to extreme poverty (Gámez Espinoza:2003). In one community I visited in 

the hills, a water system had just been installed for the town a few months before. 

Language 

The population of the SM Ngigua language community is 8,437, according to a 

2000 publication by INALI, Mexico's National Institute of Indigenous Languages. 

However, the 1993 estimate posted on the current Ethnologue website states the SM 

Ngigua population at a mere 5,000. However, a local leader in education (Elías, this 

chapter) estimates a population of 30,000 SM Ngiguas. This concurs with the SIL 

Mexico website for SM Ngigua which lists its population as 30,000. How many people 

speak this language is obviously not clear from official sites. That there are children 

growing up speaking SM Ngigua today is a fact. I met speakers of this language, and 

heard them talking to each other in their language, in every SM Ngigua community I 

visited. 
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The Popoloca languages form a major part of one of many language families of 

the Otomanguean stock. Also included are the perhaps more well-known Zapotec, Mixtec 

and Otomi language families. The Popolocan language grouping includes seven Popoloca 

variants but also four or five Mazatec languages, and a couple other languages that are 

nearly extinct (Ethnologue). 

While my research has to do with only one Popoloca language, SM Ngigua, some 

Popolocas speak more than one variant, and many also speak Nahuatl and/or Spanish. 

"Popoloca" is a pejorative term from Nahuat, and many people prefer to use their own 

language name "Ngigua"36. From respect for the native name for the language, I use this 

name in my research, now that I have introduced the language by the name most 

academic and political outsiders still use to refer to it. I chose the abbreviated SM Ngigua, 

because the largest town in this community is San Marcos Tlacoyalco, and is often just 

called San Marcos. This language is often referred to by SM Ngiguas when 

distinguishing it from other Ngigua languages as "San Marcos Ngigua" so I have 

abbreviated it here to "SM Ngigua" and elsewhere in this paper to make the reading of 

the language name a little easier.  

SM Ngigua is a tonal language, with three tones: mid, high and low. "…tone is 

usually the main distinction to indicate person in verbs and in possessed nouns." (SIL 

Mexico Popoloca website). The SIL fieldworker in San Marcos who first devised a way 

to write SM Ngigua chose not to mark the tone because people could read the language 

                                                 
36 Popoloca is often confused with Popoluca, a language of the Mixe-Zoquean family, spoken in southern 
Veracruz and entirely unrelated to Popoloca. Yet it too suffers from the same historical experience of being 
labeled pejoratively by the formerly dominant Náhuat people. The Spaniards perpetuated the labels. As 
mentioned in chapter one, the Popolucas call their language "Nuntajþyi" (True speech). 
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well without tonemarking. And when the bilingual teachers developed an alphabet over 

15 years later, they decided not to mark tone. Currently other SM Ngigua speakers who 

are not in the bilingual education system are considering marking tone once again, 

because at times minimal pairs differ only by tone, and because the context is not always 

enough to ascertain the meaning when the tone is unmarked (Verónica Luna Villanueva: 

personal communication). Other distinctives of the SM Ngigua language are the two 

distinct kinds of /t/: one is a dental stop, the other an alveolar stop. Also SM Ngigua 

combines consonants in ways very unlike Spanish, such as chrjuin – nthi'i – tsje – nchrii 

– ndatsjexin (Stark & Villanueva 2006). 

History 

The Coxcatlán cave and San Marcos cave in the Tehuacán valley were 

documented by archeologists as first being occupied over 10,000 years ago. The San 

Marcos cave was until recently the undisputed site of the earliest evidence of human use 

of domesticated corn and squash – with radiocarbon dating the earliest corn at 2600 BC 

and the earliest recorded gourd at 5960 BC (Smith, Bruce 2005). In the early 1960's 

Richard S MacNeish directed excavations in this and many other caves in the Tehuacán 

valley, and was credited for finding "the oldest maize, the oldest squash and bottle 

gourds, the oldest chile peppers and beans, the oldest tomatoes and avocados, the oldest 

New World cotton, the oldest domestic dogs and turkeys, and the oldest Mexican honey 

bees." (Coxcotlán website) 
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However, in 2009, evidence was published from newer research pushing the date 

of domestication of corn back to at least 7,000 BC, from findings at a rockshelter called 

Xihuatoxtla in the state of Guerrero (Piperno, et al: 2009). 

Nevertheless, the Tehuacán Valley matorral is known today as an "ecological 

island of extraordinary diversity. It is rich in species of plants restricted to just this 

valley… The semi-dry, hot climate, with summer rains and slight temperature variation, 

supports over 2,700 plant species, of which 30 percent are endemic" (National 

Geographic Tehuacán Valley website). Many kinds of cactus are grown for their fruit, 

including the pitayo and nopal. 

The amaranth plant, a very old grain, may also be native to the Tehuacán Valley. 

Research has shown it was cultivated over 6,000 years ago in the Tehuacán Valley 

(Bermejo 1994). It was one of the five essential food plants for Meso-american peoples 

before the Spaniards arrived. Its grain is high in protein and its leaves eaten like spinach. 

But because its use was connected in part with religious rituals, it was banned by the 

Spanish colonists for a time (Bermejo 1994). It is used widely today in the form of wafers 

made from the popped grain, and considered a native food by the SM Ngiguas. 

The basic food crops of the SM Ngiguas is corn, black beans, chile peppers, and 

squash. From corn they make their daily tortillas, usually eaten with black bean soup, and 

chile peppers. When food is scarce, a meal is often made of hot tortillas and a very spicy 

sauce made of dried chiles and garlic.  

Although many Indigenous communities still recount suffering from the Spanish 

conquest, SM Ngiguas recall that in their SM Ngigua history they suffered conquest not 
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once but twice: not only from the Spanish conquest, but long before, from the conquest 

by the Náhuat (Aztec) people. The earliest record of an Aztec Lord conquering the 

Tehuacán valley was 960 AD. In 1455 the Aztec Lord Moctezuma Ilhuicamnina 

conquered the cities of Tehuacán and Tecamachalco. Another old document relates a 

bloody battle between the Mixtecs and the "warriors of Tehuacán". One community 

called Cuthá and its neighbors effectively fought off the Nahuatl invasion from the north 

and the Mixtec invasions from the south. Cuthá had control of salt mines which added to 

its power, noted by Abell (Veeman-Leishenring 1991:11). 

The town of Tlacoyalco was founded in 1148, and was originally located in the 

Soltepec mountains. During the Spanish colonial era it was relocated down the slopes of 

this mountain to its present location, and the name San Marcos was added. Tlacoyalco 

comes from the Náhuat language and probably means "In the middle of the sand" (San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco website). 

The Catholic church in San Marcos was established by the Franciscan order in the 

16th century, who named the town in honor of Saint Mark the Evangelist. For some 

reason their patron saint has a second representation, called San Marcos Papa. Both 

figures are honored and each has a special day, one in April, the other in October. 

(Gámez Espinoza:2003) While Catholicism continues to be the majority religion of the 

area, other religious groups are recognized today and are part of the community (San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco website). 
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Principal Participants, SM Ngigua Community 

Why they were asked to participate 

When I heard about how Verónica and Jacob were working to promote their 

language in written form, I wanted to learn more. I had gotten to know Vero (as she is 

usually called) when she attended the 2006 CÓMELE literacy course in Oaxaca, which I 

directed. I was impressed then, and even more so later, when I heard of her innovative 

activities and her example of doing things no one had ever done in her community. When 

I asked her to go with me (and Plácido from Tatahuicapan) to Costa Rica to present a 90 

minute symposium at the World Congress on Reading, I was eager to give her a chance 

to share in an international venue what she is doing in her language on the local level. 

And when I asked her to come to Peru to help me teach the CÓMELE literacy course 

there to speakers of seven Peruvian languages, it was because I knew she had experience 

and insights to offer that I didn't have.  

I have known Jacob since 2006, when he attended the same CÓMELE literacy 

course as his aunt Verónica, and was equally impressed with him, and the way he could 

work with his aunt. I knew he was continuing to get training with SIL workshops in 

language development tools, and could see he was as eager as Vero to promote reading 

and writing in his language, and creation of more SM Ngigua literature. His perspective 

as a younger SM Ngigua man would be helpful in my research. 

Emilo I met on my second visit to San Marcos Tlacoyalco. His recent attitude 

change toward his language and sudden conviction of the worthiness of his language for 
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use in the church or with sacred Scripture was something that impressed me. And he has 

a history of being a town leader and would be a great resource about the community. 

Interviews With Verónica, Jacob and Emilio 

The information from the interviews conducted for this study, and presented in 

this chapter, reflect the manner they were conducted. I did not have a rigid set of 

questions, but allowed for freedom to listen to what the interviewees wanted to tell me 

about their experiences and knowledge around reading and writing in their language. 

Further interpretation and/or relevant background knowledge in these conversations have 

been added where deemed necessary, in brackets [  ]. 

Verónica Luna Villanueva is unmarried and has no children. Although she is the 

youngest of 13 [10 now living] children, she is a leader in her large family and has earned 

their respect for her initiative and confidence to do things no one else has done in her 

community. She works parttime as a promotora, project manager, for the government 

development agency CDI, Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos 

Indígenas, National Commission for the Development of Indigenous Peoples. She 

oversees nine women's groups developing microbusinesses in, and near, her town of San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco. She also teaches a Saturday morning class at the Pedagogical 

University in the city of Puebla to bilingual SM Ngigua teachers who are furthering their 

education with week-end courses. Her specialty is her own language, and she trains SM 

Ngigua bilingual teachers to read and write in their language, and how to teach others to 

read and write SM Ngigua. Verónica was invited by SIL fieldworker Jeanne Austin in 
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2005 to help in the revision work on the New Testament in SM Ngigua. Verónica is a 

member of the National Union of Indigenous Translators (UNTI). 

Verónica learned to read and write in Spanish when she was seven. She went to a 

Spanish speaking school because her parents wanted her to learn Spanish. When Vero 

was 11 she attended a class at church to learn to read SM Ngigua but the class was boring 

and she didn't continue. She wasn’t interested. She would throw away the (SIL produced) 

books because she couldn't read them. But then she gathered them and saved them for a 

long time. She had decided it wasn't the books' fault she couldn’t read them. Much later 

she pulled them out and could read them, and has now keyboarded some of the songs in 

those books into her computer.  

Vero learned to read in SM Ngigua, thanks to the help of Jeanne Austin. [Jeanne 

has lived in the Tehuacán valley for about 40 years, is a fluent speaker of San Juan 

Atzingo Ngiva and familiar with all of the Ngigua languages.] Jeanne came to visit one 

day and asked Vero in the "other Ngigua language" if she'd like to work with her on 

language projects. Vero didn’t understand what Jeanne was asking but just said "yes" to 

be agreeable, not realizing she had just made a commitment to help Jeanne start revision 

work on the first edition of the New Testament in her Ngigua language [published first in 

1985]. Jeanne had come to look for her brother but he wasn’t home so she asked Vero. 

Two weeks later Jeanne returned with a laptop computer to loan her and showed her how 

to use it in writing her language. 

The SIL workshops were what really got Verónica into writing and reading her 

language, beginning in 2005. The first workshop was four weeks long, a writers' 
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workshop. She went with her uncle, and her nephew Jacob. Sharon Stark [SIL 

fieldworker] helped a lot correcting her writing and persisting in improving her writing. 

The aspirated consonants were especially hard to be aware of for writing, for example: 

tsjo vs. tso. Also they had to learn how to write the eight vowels of SM Ngigua along 

with nasalization, length, and glottalization. Vero also learned to read in public at that 

first workshop. At first "with a lot of sweat and basically memorizing and repeating 

something. Then learning to read aloud with confidence". 

That is when she really learned to read. And at the end of the workshop they were 

to list their dreams or visions for promoting their language. She just filled it out, not 

sincerely. She filled it out with impossibilities. She still has the list, about 10 objectives. 

When it was her turn, she said she hadn't put anything down in writing because she didn't 

want to read it. But her paper was read to the class and everyone laughed. These are some 

of the obectives she put down. 

1. travel a lot 

2. plan public events 

3. teach teachers 

4. make 10 books in one year 

5. do an airplane drop in her region of pamphlets in SM Ngigua 

6. a huge sign in SM Ngigua be pulled by an airplane 

7. make signs all over her town in SM Ngigua 
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As it turns out she has already accomplished many of these things. She has made 

many (small) books, more than 10! She now loves writing and can distinguish all the 

sounds to write them correctly. 

In 2006 Verónica and her nephew Jacob attended a literacy workshop I directed in 

Oaxaca where they learned the CÓMELE model for teaching reading and writing. They 

applied it to their language and produced reading-writing lessons for SM Ngigua. 

Verónica recounted to me that she was lazy at this workshop, but Jacob was working 

hard. He got exasperated with her. Then they found a way to split the work and she 

stopped being lazy and they wrote all 56 primer lessons and 18 preprimer lessons during 

that three-week workshop. She got excited when she realized how they themselves could 

teach the lessons and help people in her community learn to read in SM Ngigua.  

 At their request, Jeanne Austin later helped with some of the revision of these 

lessons, and getting them keyboarded for printing test copies. I heard from Jeanne how 

Verónica and Jacob had taken initiative to teach some literacy classes in their community. 

And that Verónica had taken a job with the National Pedagogical Univerisity in Puebla to 

train bilingual SM Ngigua teachers. So I invited Verónica to join another colleague, 

Plácido [referred to in chapter three] and myself to travel to Costa Rica in the summer of 

2008 to give a ninety minute seminar on the CÓMELE method and it's application in 

Mexico's Indigenous languages, at the 22nd International World Congress on Reading. 

First we met in Mexico City, and made a practice presentation in the office of 

Mexico's National Institute of Indigenous Languages (INALI) at the invitation of the 

director. I was impressed with her candor and poise in handling a difficult question from 
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a native speaker of Spanish. I was also impressed with her confidence at the World 

Congress on Reading in Costa Rica, when she suggested we personally invite a keynote 

speaker to hear our 90 minute seminar. She and Plácido met this Stanford professor and 

invited him to our seminar. He and his wife came to listen to our entire presentation, and 

asked good questions afterwards. 

In the summer of 2009, I asked Verónica to be my teaching assistant for a 

CÓMELE workshop to be held in Lima, Perú. She flew by herself from Mexico City, as I 

was coming from the US. This is an example of this young woman's spirit. It was her 

second time to travel outside her country. The only time previously she had flown was 

the year before when she and Plácido and I flew together to Costa Rica. 

In October of 2009 Verónica and Jacob organized and led a community event to 

celebrate their language in written form, with the focus being the presentation of their 

CÓMELE books in SM Ngigua, published by CDI. Over 400 school children and many 

teachers attended this event which was held in the town ramada. Packets of SM Ngigua 

books were given to every teacher who attended the book presentation. Many school 

children bought SM Ngigua books at this event. The teachers were truly impressed. The 

community also was impressed. Vero and Jacob heard later that many people were 

looking over their books, and reading them, and excited to see their language written.  

From this point onwards it seems Vero and Jacob have found a new level of 

friendship and trust with the bilingual teachers in the community. Two years before Vero 

and Jacob had delivered some books in SM Ngigua to every school, but they were not 

well received. Now the teachers are complimenting them on getting their books made, 
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and the man in charge of teacher education asked them to help train teachers in reading 

and writing SM Ngigua, at "a workshop or something".  

In the summer of 2010 Verónica took the Diplomado en Lingüística Aplicada y 

Empatía Cultural at the University of San Luis Potosí, an intensive four week course. She 

passed with high grades. 

A few years back Vero gained an important personal lesson at a devotional given 

one morning at an SIL workshop on advanced translation. Her attitude of looking down 

on others, and pride towards the teachers had been a problem [because she can read and 

write SM Ngigua now, but most of the teachers can't]. This devotional focused on the 

need for humility and accepting correction from others, and how we can learn from each 

other. She learned that "the more we learn, the more humble we should be in order to 

effectively teach others". Before she would not accept correction to her work, and would 

feel angry. And she was unwilling to try to work with the teachers since they criticized 

her efforts. Since that time she has learned to accept criticism as a gift, and her pride has 

been less in the way. 

Vero has been giving classes at the National Pedagogical University (UPN) in 

Puebla since August of 2007. Her first class had 20 teachers.When I asked Vero how she 

got a job training bilingual SM Ngigua teachers at the UPN, she said one of her brothers 

[spiritually speaking, that is, who shares her faith in God] was attending the UPN, taking 

the Saturday pedagogical course. As a speaker of SM Ngigua he was automatically given 

a grant to study there. And he heard of the need for a teacher of SM Ngigua literacy.  
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He recommended she apply for the job. She competed for the job with a person 

who had a MA, but had no experience in reading or writing Ngigua. So they each turned 

in their samples of their work. The other person had her master's thesis on education to 

present, but nothing in Ngigua. Vero turned in reports and materials from all the SIL 

workshops she had been to, including her set of CÓMELE lessons, and the book on SM 

Ngigua grammar with her name as an assistant author. She didn't think she could get the 

job, because the other person had higher education. But she was asked to take the job, 

and started the next week! 

They asked her first to evaluate if the students in her class could speak Ngigua. 

And many couldn't speak it. She had 42 students from the San Marcos Tlacoyalco Ngigua 

variant, including outlying communities of San Francisco, La Reforma, la Colonia 

Guadalupe, and San Jose Buenavista. Other Ngigua variants were represented by: two 

from San Felipe Ocaltepec, two from Santa Inez Aguatempan, two from San Luis 

Temalacayuca, and eight from San Juan Atzingo.  

She accepted all of them. One of the things she has learned from the SIL 

workshops is to value her language and encourage others to do the same, and not to allow 

people to discriminar la lengua, be negative about their language. When those bilingual 

teachers who don't speak her SM Ngigua variant offered to try to adapt to her variant, she 

instead encouraged them to use their own variants, saying she would learn how to 

understand them. She realized if they were to learn in the SM Ngigua variant, that variant 

won't work back in their own communities. Thus each student has to prepare materials in 

their own variant. "Each of you will do all your homework in your own language". This 
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has made it a lot more work for Vero, but she was able to do that, thanks especially to 

Jeanne Austin's help [Jeanne speaks four of the six Ngigua languages and has studied all 

of them], and thanks to a teacher from San Felipe who had some materials in his Ngigua 

variant that he was happy to share with her. 

By the end of the year, the class had dropped to less than half its original 

numbers. The first semester the students thought the class obligatory and came faithfully, 

but then when they saw they didn't get the grade or certification they wanted, less of them 

came the second semester.  

The director of the bilingual teacher training courses at the UPN in Puebla wasn't 

as supportive as he could've been. The Nahuatl teacher, Professor Misael, who 

established the Saturday language classes at UPN for bilingual teachers who speak 

Ngigua, Mixteco, Nahuatl, and Totonac, is really motivated about the importance of 

bilingual teachers getting training to use their languages in the classroom. The director, at 

that time, agreed that it is pointless to train bilingual teachers without giving them tools 

for using their own languages. Prof. Misael was the one who talked the previous director 

into finding a way to train the bilingual teachers in the use of their own languages. Also 

the students had to pay 100 pesos each for the Saturday morning language course for one 

semester. But when the directorship changed hands, the new director said the student 

teachers shouldn't need to pay this, and it wasn't worth their time either. So he wanted to 

cancel it. 

So the new director was not supportive of the language program. Prof. Misael 

encourage the other teachers [of the Indigenous language classes] not to leave their posts, 
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but to keep working regardless of the lack of administrative support. This was in the 

second year Vero taught at the UPN. They were only getting half of the small amount of 

money they had been paid previously. And the food at the UPN cafeteria was very 

limited too. The "pay" scarcely paid for Vero's weekly roundtrip bus travel from San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco to the UPN in Puebla. 

But they all decided to stay in support of Prof Misael, because they believe it is an 

important part of the program. So Prof Misael pushed for help from outside the UPN 

through SEP, the Secretary of Public Education, and the students were evaluated to see if 

they could read and write their language after coming through the language classes. Then 

SEP sent an order to UPN that the classes had to continue. And UPN dropped four 

students who couldn’t pass the Indigenous language tests. So now Vero finds there the 

students have more motivation to attend her classes. 

But the Indigenous language teachers still don't get any more pay. Vero said it is a 

test for them to see if they value the class. The other teachers teaching other subjects are 

paid every two weeks like real teachers. Just the Indigenous language courses are not 

recognized. Misael is looking for support for them, "knocking on doors", and has made 

demands to the university, so the university gives some money every four months, but it 

is not much. One can choose to despair and give up, or say, "No, this is worth it, for the 

teachers to truly gain the help they need". 

Verónica's growing reputation as a person who can read and write SM Ngigua 

was the reason the town president recommended her when CDI came looking for a 

promotora for women's microbusiness development. She began working with CDI in 
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January of 2007. In the first two years she supervised two women's groups, one in San 

FranciscoEsperillas, and the other in San Jose Buenavista. In the second year, 2008, 

working with CDI, she won a grant for five more projects, this time from Colonia 

Reforma, Monte de Oro, Col. Gavilan, El Mirador, and Col Guadalupe. In her third year, 

2009, CDI allowed her to add two more projects: in Col. Reforma and Col Gavilan. It 

was unprecedented that they have created their own names in SM Ngigua for each of 

their groups. Some examples of the names of the women's businesses: Star – Grass – 

Flower petal – Sunflower – Rainbow. In 2010 these nine women's microbusinesses 

continued to function, with the support of CDI and under the careful supervision of 

Verónica. 

Jacob Luna Hernandez is a nephew of Verónica. He is married and has a 

daughter and two sons. When I asked him if his wife speaks Ngigua he said: 

My wife is beginning to speak Ngigua again, she grew up outside the area, but we 

are now speaking Ngigua to our youngest son who is one year-old. Our five and 

eight year-old children, we are teaching them too. And I am helping my wife to 

speak it again. 

Jacob has been collaborating with his aunt Verónica on language development projects in 

their community since he attended his first SIL workshop in Oaxaca in 2005. When he 

was small and the New Testament was published in his language, his parents used it, and 

he studied it some then. But he didn't stay interested in his language, he used Spanish 

more. 
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When SIL linguist Sharon Stark came back to his community to see if the New 

Testament in SM Ngigua was being used, she invited Jacob and others in his family, 

including Verónica, to go over the New Testament and improve it. He attended an SIL 

writers' workshop with Verónica, although he could already read and write SM Ngigua 

somewhat, because of the SM Ngigua primer and other story booklets in his language 

[produced with SIL personnel]. At that first workshop in 2005 he learned the importance 

of revision and how to improve his writing. Through other workshops his writing and 

reading skills in SM Ngigua have increased. He now has a room in his home set up for 

his literature production. He uses a laptop computer and printer and creates story books 

and calendars with SM Ngigua texts. 

Jacob said it is hard because some people who talk SM Ngigua still say "Why are 

you wasting your time doing this work, our language is worth nothing!" "No," we say, 

"We understand our language is worth much. El que habla dos lenguas, vale por dos… 

The one who speaks two languages is double the value…" 

But there has been a lot of change in language attitude the past few years. He said, 

"Now people say we should open a school to teach SM Ngigua!" He also mentioned the 

fact that the government is more supportive now of the use of SM Ngigua and that there 

is actually financial aid available to people who are bilingual. He gave the example of the 

funding of nine women's groups developing small businesses and the fact that each group 

must have a SM Ngigua name! When Vero first asked Jacob to go with her to the town 

office, regarding the nine women's projects, they listed the names of the nine small 
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businesses, written in SM Ngigua. The town officers were really surprised, this had an 

impact in the community.  

Jacob wants to see more people in his church get excited about their language. 

He is encouraged that his Uncle Emilio's church has a growing interest in the New 

Testament in SM Ngigua. Jacob spends three days a week working on the revision of the 

New Testament, along with several other SM Ngiguas. 

In November 2010 while visiting in Jacob's home, he told me of further plans to 

promote the use of SM Ngigua in written form. He was preparing more SM Ngigua 

materials to have a book table with SM Ngigua books for sale during a community 

gathering in the center of San Marcos Tlacoyalco, a Christian music concert to be held 

that Saturday, with choirs and bands from the city of Puebla and some other places37. He 

was also preparing more SM Ngigua materials for second event – his own birthday party, 

which was a few days hence. He and his uncle Emilio invited the entire neighborhood to 

a feast. Although in his family Jacob was never given an example of celebrating 

birthdays, he and Emilio were looking for a way to "share the Good News [of the Bible] 

with all their neighbors", so they invited the whole neighborhood, and Emilio was 

preparing an SM Ngigua sermon. He had already given Jacob the texts [Biblical] he 

planned to use in his sermon and Jacob was preparing a powerpoint with those texts to 

show during the sermon. Additionally he planned to have a book table with SM Ngigua 

materials available for sale. They sell the items for the cost of production only, not for 

profit. 

                                                 
37 Jacob and others dream of having an SM Ngigua music concert, but there are few songs as yet in SM 
Ngigua. 
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He showed me samples of the SM Ngigua booklets. The materials he is reprinting 

are twelve small booklets each one focusing on a different sound or consonant clusters, 

such as dígrafos, trígrafos…digraphs, trigraphs. Jacob said he was asking Mary [Mary 

Hopkins – an SIL literacy consulant] at the writers' workshop in Oaxaca, "And how do I 

say it, cuadrígrafos?! quadrigraphs?! He explained that the handout she used only taught 

up to three consonants in a cluster. And SM Ngigua has at least one four-consonant 

cluster: chrj as in kuchrji, mushroom. 

Jacob and Vero and Emilio had just finished the Diccionario illustrado, a small 

picture-dictionary, and were preparing to make 50 –100 copies of it and of each literacy 

piece. They also had a new alphabet book, and he described it to me. It introduces in the 

following order: simple vowels, long vowels, short vowels, nasalized vowels, simple 

consonants and consonant clusters, along with a section on the three tones and how they 

are marked on the vowels.  

Another book they had just prepared for reprinting, was a newly edited and 

republished book done by Sharon Stark over 25 years ago, about corn and beans. Jacob 

mentioned that in the evenings Emilio, and two young women eager to work with Vero 

and them, were helping get all the books produced for the Saturday and Sunday events, 

and for the school libraries. They were planning to make up a package of all their SM 

Ngigua materials for each SM Ngigua school, for their libraries. But he told me it was a 

secret and he wanted to surprise them with the materials! (I told him I would be careful 

not to mention it.) 
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Despite Jacob's enthusiasm and confidence about sharing their SM Ngigua 

materials with the bilingual teachers, later that same day during a conversation with Jacob 

about relating to the local bilingual school teachers he said with some frustration: 

Piensan que somos muy inferiores para darles material a ellos. They think that we are 

too inferior to give materials to them." And yet, there are some who are open to learning 

from Jacob and Vero. For example, Elías, the ATP, technology and pedagogy supervisor, 

organized the two-day training event in May regarding the use of the CÓMELE materials 

in SM Ngigua. And Jacob related how Directora Minerva of Octavio Paz School in San 

Marcos invited him and Vero to continue the training for two days in her school. So they 

modeled the teaching steps and then had the them practice-teach and follow the steps. 

They taught in two classrooms, Jacob was in one class with Directora Minerva, and Vero 

was with in another class with Teacher Claudia, each one teaching a classroom of 

children. Jacob recalled, "They liked it, they said, 'We need this CÓMELE', and even 

though we are nothing [in their eyes, as non-teachers], it seemed they were encouraged 

by our visit." 

On another conversation with Jacob I mentioned that the teachers don't seem to 

think of them because when I asked them if anyone else is making materials in SM 

Ngigua, they just say no, no one. Jacob responded, "Well, that is because for them, we 

don't exist." I added that I didn't want to be rude and point out that they didn't mention 

Jacob and Vero. He answered, "Yes, we desire to earn the friendship of the teachers, we 

don’t want to 'fight' with them – and yes, there are times they offend us, but it's not 

important. Some of them have congratulated us, for our efforts. And in the cultural event 
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[Oct 2009] many of them came up to us and congratulated us, and said it was a great 

event.  

Emilio Joaquin López Gonzalez is married to one of Verónica's older sisters. He 

and his wife have 9 children and many grandchildren. Emilio is a community leader who 

has served a term as town president. He worked hard to get water systems and electricity 

into some of the more remote SM Ngigua towns that were without. Emilio runs a bakery 

and produce store in his home. He is a creatively gifted man who built his own large 

electric bread dough mixer and a gas oven that fills half a room. Emilio only began to 

take interest in the use of his language in written form in early 2009, when he was asked 

to take a major part in the reading of Luke's Gospel for the dubbing of a video into his 

language. He practiced reading SM Ngigua for three weeks, and the recording was done 

in February of 2009. His voice is the narrator's part. 

SIL linguists arrived in San Marcos Tlacoyalco in 1970 when Emilio was 13 

years old. The two SIL women attended his family's church at times and he understood 

they were were translating the New Testament into his language, but he wasn't interested. 

Also he was not able to read it so wasn’t interested. Emilio did not convert to 

Cristiánismo until he was 20 years old, then he began to attend a church in SMTl. But 

then for various reasons he left that church and is now part of a church that has about 75 

adults attending regularly. 

A recent workshop, led by UNTI, the National Union of Indigenous Translators, 

that Emilio attended in another state, has convinced him of the importance of using his 

own language in his church, and making use of his language in written form. He is now 
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excited to teach the adults in his church reading and writing of SM Ngigua. He realizes 

this will be at great personal cost of his time and energy but he believes it is deeply 

important to strengthen the use of his language, now that he understands how worthy his 

language is. For himself, reading SM Ngigua is no longer hard, but writing in SM Ngigua 

is his current challenge. 

Emilio remembers first seeing his language written about 1980 when the first 

edition of the New Testament was published in his language, but he didn't pay attention 

to it. And the translation wasn't too good, he felt sometimes meaning was missing and 

that the translators didn’t use adequate vocabulary. So he wasn't interested. But now 

Emilio is excited about the revision work being done on the SM Ngigua New Testament. 

He feels the current version is really clear. 

In 2010 Emilio attended with Jacob, two SIL-sponsored workshops in Mitla, 

Oaxaca. In October they attended a three-week translation workshop on the book of 

Revelation [from the New Testament], also in Oaxaca. 

Both Emilio and Jacob have leadership positions in their churches in San Marcos. 

In an interview with both of them they told me about recent changes toward the use of 

SM Ngigua in their churches. The year 2010 was perhaps key in opening new doors to 

the use of SM Ngigua in the church. Traditionally, Spanish is considered the language of 

the church, and the Bible. But Jacob and Emilio have vivid examples of the effect of SM 

Ngigua preaching and the use of SM Ngigua Scripture portions. When I made the 

comparison between schools and churches that some people are in favor of using SM 

Ngigua, and some aren’t, Emilio corrected me, saying that in his church, everyone now is 
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in favor of using SM Ngigua. He tells me about two young women from their church who 

have gotten some training from Jacob and Vero, and they even attended the SIL-

sponsored writers' workshop in September [2010] in Oaxaca. And now they are going to 

teach the children in the church to read and write SM Ngigua.  

Jacob said he would like to prepare some Sunday School materials in SM Ngigua 

too. He has observed that some of their books they have produced have texts that are too 

long in SM Ngigua, people hesitate to read try reading them, it seems too hard. He said 

he would like to make more "big books" [large books with pictures and short, repetitive 

texts, which are especially useful for new readers]. He also mentioned concern that now 

they are out of copies of the Ngigua grammar book.  

Emilio mentioned his study of the Spanish word 'grana" in Isaiah 1:18, about our 

sins being that color [scarlet]. In his Spanish dictionary it is defined as escarlata and that 

is like the cochineal insect whose color is that deep red. So he translated it in SM Ngigua 

as the color of cochineal found on the nopal. But that God will make us "white like 

snow." He continued to explain how he said it in SM Ngigua, and how he checked the 

word for cochineal from his mom, and how it really got her interest and shook her up too, 

because she understood what he meant. 

Jacob recounted a similar reaction at his church, that the SM Ngigua has the same 

effect on people, they really understand! But in his church the church leadership does not 

favor SM Ngigua [although they are SM Ngigua speakers]. Still, Vero and Jacob share in 

their church twice a month, and during the past month, Jacob has taken his turn and 

spoken in SM Ngigua. Jacob said: 
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I have seen how people respond when it is in Spanish, they are yawning or falling 

asleep, everyone seems tired – and I thought, well, they are going to understand it 

in SM Ngigua. So I got up and began to read, just two verses from Romans 12:1-

2, the focus on renewing of our thoughts, transformation… and I began to speak, 

there was some humor in it, and everyone was responding "That is right!" and I 

gave more examples that they could relate to, about dealing with sin, and our lack 

of forgiveness one to another, etc., all in SM Ngigua. When I first got up I asked 

everyone how they were doing, in SM Ngigua. And they all responded in SM 

Ngigua! And because we had visitors, I first asked their pardon but explained I 

would be speaking in SM Ngigua, so they sat and listened - about five of them. 

But the [other] people were laughing and responding, according to the topic… 

they were obviously understanding everything, so I could see how effective SM 

Ngigua is, the power of it, and that the mother tongue works better. 

Emilio said his brother Luis is the head of the church Emilio is part of, he himself 

was for a time its head, but due to problems his brother took over. Emilio respects the 

decision of the church leaders about that. But since Emilio helped with the dubbing of the 

Luke video, Luis has begun to say 'I think it is important for us all to speak SM Ngigua, 

our mother tongue'.  

Emilio goes on to tell about how this brother, Luis, responded when Emilio 

preached on chapter three of Genesis [from the Old Testament]. When he finished, 

people really responded and agreed with him. Luis got up and asked "Did you all 
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understand this well?" "Yes", they said. And Luis said, "I am sorry I cannot preach like 

my brother, in SM Ngigua, because they really understood."  

And so Luis gave Emilio the chance to continue to preach in SM Ngigua every 

Thursday evening in SM Ngigua and his brother Luis preaches on Sunday mornings in 

Spanish.. One of the sisters, Lupita, said: "When you were speaking, I could feel the big 

rocks raining down on me, I felt like putting my arms up to protect myself!"  

"Well, it wasn't really big rocks," Emilio clarified, "it was just that she understood 

clearly." The problem is, none of Emilio's brothers (nor Emilio himself) spoke SM 

Ngigua as children. Emilio did not speak SM Ngigua until he was 16 years old. His father 

did not want them to speak SM Ngigua, as Emilio explained: 

 Because those in Tlacotepec speak Spanish and here in San Marcos we didn’t, 

they discriminated against us, they called us indios, chochos and in those days 

many people [ SM Ngiguas] didn’t speak Spanish hardly at all – they [the 

Spanish-speaking mestizos] made fun of us, so my father said, "Don't learn SM 

Ngigua, so that those in Tlacotepec don't make fun of you". This is why I did not 

speak it. However, my mother and father always talked to each other in SM 

Ngigua so I could understand it perfectly. 

When I was in school I was challenged about speaking SM Ngigua. If I didn't 

speak my language, I would be evicted. Because it was a school supported by INI 

and we all had to speak an Indigenous language. So some of my fellow students 

said "Emilio doesn't speak SM Ngigua." So I and my accuser were called to a 

meeting with at the principal's office that next day. I wasn’t worried because I 
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could understand SM Ngigua completely, I just didn’t speak it. So the principal 

said in Spanish, "Ask when is he going to go home?" – to the accuser – "And he 

has to answer in SM Ngigua."  

So Emilio responded in SM Ngigua. For the first time in his life he spoke SM 

Ngigua. The principal said to the accuser, "Ask him the name of his grandmother." The 

accuser used the word abuelito, Spanish for grandmother, in asking the question, but 

Emilio used the proper SM Ngigua term when he answered. The principal said, "How 

could you accuse him? He speaks it better than you." And so Emilio stayed in school, and 

has spoken SM Ngigua since then. And now his brothers are beginning to speak a little 

SM Ngigua especially after seeing him read and write it now. He has seven siblings – 

only three in this area – and in his church there 65-70 members.  

Research Setting and Data, SM Ngigua Community 

The 2005 government census (INEGI) lists a population for San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco at 9,411. However, this is quite low compared to the SIL website reference 

which says "The population of all the towns speaking the San Marcos variety of SM 

Ngigua is about 30,000 with the vast majority living in San Marcos itself." It is not clear 

if the government census of 2005 included the smaller towns that are part of the same 

language community, since they are not on the census. These towns (mentioned earlier) 

are Piedra Hincada, Palo Verde, San Juan Sacabasco, San Martín Esperillas, Sopantle y 

San FranciscoEsperillas.  

In my data collection efforts in the SM Ngigua area, I interviewed 10 individuals 

apart from the three principal participants of my study. I also interviewed two members 
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of SIL with years of experience and friendships in the area, who have studied and speak 

SM Ngigua. 

In San Marcos Tlacoyalco, I interviewed three teachers from the Octavio Paz 

bilingual primary school, and one preschool teacher from the Nexahuacoyotl bilingual 

preschool, and one teacher from the JM Morelos y Pavón bilingual primary school. I also 

interviewed the ATP, technology and pedagogy supervisor, for School Zone 408 which 

includes all the bilingual schools of San Marcos Tlacoyalco and the smaller towns 

previously mentioned. From the smaller towns in the mountains above San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco, I interviewed one teacher from a bilingual primary school in San Martín 

Esperillas, the teacher for the one-room bilingual primary school in Piedra Hincada, and 

one of two teachers in the two-room bilingual primary school in San FranciscoEsperillas. 

Finally, I interviewed a local historian, who is not a native speaker of SM Ngigua, but 

whose grandfather was. This historian is well known in the area, he hosts a radio cultural 

hour each week day, and is very supportive of SM Ngigua language and culture.  

  
  Name of 

School 
Teaches grade… Has taught 

for… 
Date interviewed

 San Marcos Tlacoyalco 
Minerva Flores 
Gomez 

Octavio Paz Director 14 years Nov 2010 

Teresa Damian 
Jara 

Octavio Paz 2nd grade 10 years May 2010 

Claudia Juárez 
Varillas 

Octavio Paz 2nd grade 10 years Nov 2010 

Anonymous, 
Teacher X 

Nexahuacoyotl 
Preschool 

preschool 3 years May 2010 

Fortunata 
Varillas López 

JM Morelos y 
Pavón 

6th 14 years  Nov 2010 
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Elías Luna 
Lopez 

Zona 408 Asesor Técnico 
Pedagógico 

11 years Nov 2010 

San Martín Esperillas 

Cristián Garcia 
Lopez 

Xikuxikjna  4th 3 years May 2010 

Piedra Hincada  
Rafael Flores 
Melchor 

Octavio Paz All 6 grades 
(one-teacher 
school) 

11 years May 2010 

San FranciscoEsperillas 
Alvaro Maceda 
Juárez 

Josefa Ortíz de 
Dominguez 

Director and 
teacher Grades 
1-3 

5 years Nov 2010 

City of Tehuacán  
Marco Antonio Historian, President of Popoloca Cultural Center 

in Tehuacán, Radio Cultural Hour host  
Nov 2010 

 
Interviews with Ten Educators 

Minerva 

Minerva Flores Gómez is the director of Octavio Paz School, in Colonia 

Cuauhtémoc in San Marcos Tlacoyalco. She has been a teacher for 14 years. She first 

worked in a Nahuatl area for four years, then came back to her home area of San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco, and has taught for eight years at Octavio Paz. She went to high school in 

Tecamachalco, and later the National Pedagogical University in Tehuacán. She first 

taught at a federal school donde no hablan ninguna lengua, where they don't speak any 

language, [that is, oher than Spanish]. Then she got a job with the bilingual school 

system. Although she earned a specialty in Spanish when attending Normal school, she 

prefers to teach now where she can focus more on her own language because it interests 

her. She was involved in the alphabet formation for her language and that is how she got 

interested, and since it is her language she wants to help "rescue it". 
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Minerva learn to write and read SM Ngigua starting about 10 years ago. She 

figured it out on her own. No one taught her. She told me the sixth graders nowadays 

have it much better because they are interested in writing their language and "we have the 

resources based on what Juanita [Jeanne Austin] has done. And our alphabet is now 

established. We have a foundation now." She also said the bilingual schools did not used 

to focus on writing SM Ngigua because "there was no alphabet, no standards, there was 

nothing". She said there were people who made books in their own way, but eight years 

ago the alphabet was decided on. "And now we are working, and continuing to learn." 

She has always taught first, second, fifth or sixth grades, never third or fourth. 

Because she is currently serving as school director she does not have responsibility for 

teaching a class. However, it is a temporary position, and she expects to go back to 

teaching soon. Minerva has been director for about a year. They had recently been given 

the new curriculum, which pushes working with the language, called Parametros 

Curriculares. The previous school director was not supportive of promoting SM Ngigua 

in the classroom. Minerva said: 

For example, we would suggest doing something in SM Ngigua and he would say 

'no', because there was no project for that, no … whatever, a thousand excuses. So 

I got the job [of director] and I began to work with my compañeros. I went with 

the idea of taking what they wanted to do. And so they told me, 'Let's start with 

something easy – like the names of the classrooms'. So they each chose a name 

they wanted for their classrooms. That is how we began. Each one chose a name 

and explained the reason for their choice (see photo Figure 15, p.265). 
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Minerva explained several of the classroom names, the SM Ngigua word and its 

meaning. One teacher chose the SM Ngigua word for "orange" because for her the 

oranges are her students, and she is the tree, and from her all the students can learn what 

she teaches them. Another teacher chose the SM Ngigua word for "rainbow" because at 

this young age, the children see everything in color, everything is beautiful for them. 

Another teacher chose the SM Ngigua word for "world", "which is important to all of us, 

but we need to take care of it". As school director, Minerva chose the SM Ngigua word 

for "fruit" in a basket, because she sees all the teachers together with her as one team – 

and "we all depend on each other, no one is alone". 

But before I could get too excited about the use of SM Ngigua in written form in 

this school, Minerva began to explain the challenge she faces of having teachers in her 

school who only speak Nahuatl [and Spanish]. The day before my visit she had let one 

teacher go, who only spoke Nahuatl (and Spanish), she was anticipating a replacement 

who is SM Ngigua. Two others of her teachers are SM Ngigua but don't speak SM 

Ngigua. She also told me she was currently lacking two teachers, one for first grade, one 

for third. She can ask her supervisors (in the Secretary of Public Education – SEP) for 

SM Ngigua teachers but there is no guarantee she will get any. There is a scarcity of SM 

Ngigua teachers: "For example SEP had 12 jobs to offer this year (for SM Ngigua 

schools) but there were only six new teachers to fill the spots. They got jobs but the 

others were given to Nahuats." One of her teachers, currently, is from San Luis 

Temalacayuca (the Tepexi region) and struggles to understand the San Marcos 
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Tlacoyalco SM Ngigua. Minerva said she insists that teacher needs to learn how to speak 

the SM Ngigua of her community. 

Regarding the Secretary of Public Education requirements for bilingual teachers, 

Minerva explained that it is required that teachers know how to speak and write their 

languages, and that after taking a qualifying exam to train as teachers, they also take a 

bilingual exam, and that people who pass the first test but cannot pass the second one 

simply don’t get a job. So it is a requirement that they speak the language. She gave the 

example of her two teachers who don't speak it but when she speaks to them in SM 

Ngigua, they understand her, entonces yo digo que no es porque no sepan, sino como que 

no quieren, so I think that it is not that they don't know how, rather that they don't want to 

[speak SM Ngigua]. 

In explaining to me who decides where teachers are assigned, she said the 

teacher's sindicato, union, only comes into the picture if the teacher is having problems, 

the teacher's union does not decide who goes where, to work. But when teachers are off 

working in more remote schools, they will ask the teacher's union to intervene on their 

behalf to get them a location change. And she added that originally the SEP had said that 

only SM Ngigua teachers would be in SM Ngigua schools [ideally speaking], but now, 

with the new focus on multiculturalism and pluriculturalidad –now the door is open for 

SEP to send bilingual teachers anywhere.  

But for myself, I am thinking, if they send compañeros from other languages, we 

will not be able to achieve our goals – because they are not working with their 
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own languages, and they will be all the less able to help the children. So there are 

these things… but they are not my decision, they come from there [SEP]. 

When asking her about written materials available in SM Ngigua to use in the 

classrooms, she mentioned the Parametros Curriculares [which is written in Spanish and 

actually has nothing written in SM Ngigua, but refers to using the language in written 

form], the SM Ngigua alphabet, and some textbooks [not in her SM Ngigua variant], and 

the SM Ngigua materials made by Jacob and Vero. Minerva and other teachers currently 

have a project where they are making Big books for Grade 1, to catch the children' 

interest, all in SM Ngigua [an idea she got from Vero].  

The Parametros Curriculares is taught 2.5 hours a week she said, but then goes on 

to explain that it is three hours a week for first and second grades, two hours a week for 

third and fourth grades, and one hour a week for fifth and sixth grades. And thus they are 

giving greater priority to the mother tongue for the younger children. About the textbook 

that the government provided them, from another SM Ngigua variant: "If the children try 

to read them, they cannot understand them, just a word here and there." Minerva was one 

of the San Marcos Tlacoyalco SM Ngigua teachers who took part in one of the 

workgroups for the textbook writing project in Tepexi de Rodríguez,  

…me tocó estar en una de ellas, y es tan grande el conflicto que se dan con los 

compañeros de allá, por la variante, porque nosotros decimos "tenemos que buscar una 

variante que les sirva a uds. Pero también a nosotros". I was selected to be in one of 

them, and it is a big conflict we had with our compañeros there, because of the variant, 

because we were saying "we have to find a variant that works for you. But also for us." 
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The outcome, to Minerva's regret, was that the Tepexi teachers who spoke that 

other variant got the textbook published in only one variant, their own. She obviously 

feels a sense of betrayal about her work in Tepexi which was for nothing. Later four of 

Minerva's fellow teachers spent some time in Mexico City at the Department of 

Indigenous Education (DGEI) writing a first grade level book in their San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco SM Ngigua variant. She is not sure what happened but it has been eight 

months now, and nothing has been published. 

When I asked Minerva about the CÓMELE reading writing books in SM Ngigua, 

she said she is interested in having her teachers use it fully but she has had some 

problems: lack of teachers, or teachers who came late in the year – so it was impossible to 

start using it in the whole school, but the second grade teacher is using it. The CÓMELE 

materials are meant for children (and adults) who are speakers of SM Ngigua, but 

Minerva said she has many students who do not speak SM Ngigua: 

Here very few speak the language, and this is the fault of the parents who are 

ashamed of their language and that many parents do not want to send their 

children to bilingual schools because they cannot succeed that way, they are 

"stuck". So their children go to the school whose teachers come from the outside, 

because they "know more than we do". (I feel that they are mistaken – Minerva 

added). And so there are many children who no longer speak the language, so we 

have to treat them as children for whom Spanish is their first language, and the 

second is the language [ SM Ngigua]. But the day will come for these here that 

they will need it and see that it is important. 
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Minerva said there is a great lack of motivation in the overall community, so her 

idea is to work by colonias [neighborhood groups] – start with conferences on the 

language, to give it importance. "We are doing some things already, and want to continue 

to give our language the importance it deserves." I asked about the government attitude 

toward the SM Ngigua. Has she seen much change much over the 14 years she has been 

teaching?  

She has seen a big difference. She tells about how they were mistreated for being 

SM Ngigua when attending the school in Tlacotepec, the secondaria. "The teachers and 

fellow students made it really hard for us there." But when the goverment began to stress 

the importance of the languages, and the students of her own community have gone out to 

various activities, there began to be an increase in the sense of value. The government has 

had an influence. 

She added that the problem is all the teachers who refuse to write their own 

language. She thinks the best solution is to find among the teachers those who really do 

care about promoting SM Ngigua, and form a team. And make more materials in their 

language. And she said they need to put more of their language in visual form, like at the 

clinic, on public places… a welcome sign at the entrance of the town. "Poner mas a la 

gente en contacto con textos SM Ngigua! Bombardear a la comunidad! Get people more 

in contact with SM Ngigua texts. Bombard the community!" Minerva also made a point 

that the presidente auxiliar (town leader) should be providing funds for making this 

happen – but the authorities are not currently interested. 

Teresa  
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Teresa Damian Jara has been a teacher for 10 years, and has taught in four 

schools, all in her SM Ngigua region. At the time of the interview, May 2011, she was 

teaching second grade at Octavio Paz bilingual primary school, and has 33 students in her 

class. 

Only in this past year has she begun to teach reading and writing of SM Ngigua to 

her students. Beginning with when SEP gave them Parámetros Curriculares, they have 

begun to create some projects, i.e. an Album of Letters. The students make them, the 

letter and a word with the letter, in SM Ngigua. The teachers start them and they do it. 

Regarding other materials available in her language, she said they have one book of 

materials, it is stories and poems in SM Ngigua, "but not our kind, so if we study it we 

can figure it out, but we havent had time to do that". (She is referring to the SM Ngigua 

textbook from Tepexi de Rodríguez.) 

She also recalled there was an SM Ngigua book made in 1980, during a different 

education reform movement, but beginning with the new education movement of 1993 

(El programa de 1993), that book fell into disuse. It was a book made by a teacher from 

San Marcos Tlacoyalco. 

In Teresa's second grade class about five of her 33 students were born outside the 

community (one or both parents are SM Ngigua) but are now back in the community, but 

don't speak SM Ngigua. Two of her students were born in the US and speak Spanish. One 

of the two born in the US can read and write English, and is learning to read SM Ngigua 

and Spanish. This student gets the /h/ and /j/ mixed up. 
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I asked Teresa for examples of the use of written SM Ngigua in the community. 

She knew of three: one is a poster in the community center. Another is a health message 

on the kiosko – in the center of town. And some street names are now in SM Ngigua in 

Colonia Reforma. She also mentioned there are some businesses who have their names in 

SM Ngigua. In only SM Ngigua. These are the women's businesses that Vero has helped 

develop. 

Regarding community attitude toward written SM Ngigua, Teresa said it depends 

on the situation parents have lived. If they have suffered for speaking SM Ngigua, they 

want to keep their children from speaking the language. But other parents, perhaps whose 

identity is more established, well, they keep right on speaking the language. "So I think it 

is according to how they were shaped, and what experiences they had to go through.  

But up to this point, not one parent has asked me why I am teaching SM Ngigua. 

I let them know at the beginning that there is a grade requirement for the SM Ngigua 

subject". Teresa said it is hard to know how to grade children for SM Ngigua, because 

"How do we grade a child who speaks it but doesn't write it? So I have to give 

assignments in order to have something to grade about their language." And Teresa gives 

them homework, like making a book. Their parents help sew them, each child has one 

book of their own. At the point of this interview[May], she told me the children hoped to 

finish their books in June [the end of the school year]. 

Claudia 

Claudia Juárez Varillas has taught school for 10 years. At the time of the 

interview, November 2010, she was teaching second grade at Octavio Paz bilingual 
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primary school in San Marcos Tlacoyalco. In her community, she said, people speak SM 

Ngigua. But of her 28 students, only about five to eight really speak SM Ngigua. The rest 

speak Spanish more than SM Ngigua. Claudia is from San Marcos Tlacoyalco. She 

learned to speak SM Ngigua as a child, but her parents did not speak it to her in public, 

only at home. They had felt the rejection of people from Tlacotepec against them as a 

family for speaking SM Ngigua. Claudia said this rejection is not like that now, as much.  

She attended a federal school in the center of San Marcos where in first and 

second grade, the children were all speaking Spanish. She felt rejected because she spoke 

SM Ngigua. The teachers could only speak Spanish. She got really discouraged and quit 

school after a few months – so her parents enrolled her in the bilingual school Lazaro 

Cardenas, where she completed primary school. "And since my teachers there spoke SM 

Ngigua, I could trust them more." She attended secondary school in Tlacotepec, and there 

she felt the same rejection, but as she said, "I knew how to handle it by then; SM Ngigua 

only in my home, and in Tlacotepec only Spanish." 

Claudia was one of the first teachers at Octavio Paz School, when it was just 

beginning, it had no structures, no buildings, they taught in a private home. And the 

teacher who was starting this school asked for people like her who needed a place to do 

her teaching internship. Then she got a scholarship from SEP to teach, and went to the 

Lazaro Cardenas bilingual primary school for about 3 months, then to San Martín 

Esperillas bilingual primary school for several years, while she was earning her 

bachelor's degree. Every weekend she went to study in Tehuacán at the UPN. When she 
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finished, she got a teaching job at Octavio Paz as there was a spot open. She asked the 

school district supevisor for the change. 

When I asked Claudia about materials in SM Ngigua for use in her classroom, she 

told me when she got came to work in this school district they had no [ SM Ngigua] 

materials and no standardized alphabet. They asked for a linguist [from DGEI in Mexico 

City] and one arrived. They took a course in the town of San Juan Atzingo and all the SM 

Ngigua variants were represented. "From that we began to speak our language more, and 

figure out the alphabet, of our variant. Then three months later the linguist came back, 

this time we met at San Luis Temalacayuca, to see how we were all doing. We made 

decisions on the alphabet, and the linguist gave his input. We made an alphabet sheet and 

decided a standard form for writing our language." 

At the time of this SEP-sponsored course to encourage teachers in the use of the 

SM Ngigua variants in written form, Claudia was teaching in the school in San Martín 

Esperillas. The community atttitude toward the language was negative. The parents of 

that community were not in favor of the teachers using SM Ngigua. As Claudia was told: 

"I am sending my child to school to learn to read and write Spanish, not SM Ngigua. I 

don't want you to speak to my child in SM Ngigua!" 

Claudia and the other teachers wondered what to do, to get people to understand 

what they were doing and why. They held a meeting for the parents, and the parents said, 

"If you want to begin by speaking SM Ngigua [in the early grades] then it would be better 

for you to go to another school, but here we will not allow that. Tell the supervisora to 

come and we will talk with her." So they asked the supervisora to come, and she said she 
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would help them and bring a linguist to talk with the parents. This school had previously 

been a federal school which explains why the parents were unhappy with the new 

teachers' emphasis on SM Ngigua. Claudia added, "And we had begun to insist that this 

child and that needed to do the work according to our 'plan y programa' [the curriculum 

for a bilingual primary school] so while the people were rejecting us, what I wanted was 

the children to do the work, because the children had an exam coming up which would 

show how the students and the teachers were doing. What could we do?"  

They decided to diminish their efforts toward use of SM Ngigua. Then a linguist 

was sent to them, from México City directly to the community – and this linguist began 

to speak directly to the people. He did a lot of activities with the people so they could 

understand the reason for the Indigenous language, and that happened over a period of 

about four to five years. But meanwhile Claudia and the other teachers focused on the 

SEP curriculum, and laid aside the Indigenous language focus. At the very end of 

Claudia's time teaching at San Martín Esperillas, the people began to accept the idea of 

using SM Ngigua in the classroom. 

The people began to accept us, and we were finally able to use the language, to 

speak it. Not to write it, just speak it, in the classroom. But there were some 

children who completely did not speak Spanish! But their mother or father wanted 

them to speak Spanish [in school]. They would tell me, 'I will teach my child SM 

Ngigua at home, that is why we have them with us.' But we told them otherwise, 

and the linguist's visit also helped, and finally they began to change their attitude 

about the end of my time of service there. They were accepting only the speaking 
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of SM Ngigua in school, not the writing of it. Now there are other teachers there, 

and the community is more open to the use of SM Ngigua in the school, but really 

Spanish is much more in use still. 

The community around Octavio Paz School, where Claudia now teaches, has a 

less negative attitude about SM Ngigua, she said. They are more resigned to it, 

understanding that because it is a bilingual school, their children have to learn both 

languages. 

However despite a difference in parental attitudes toward SM Ngigua, Claudia 

arrived at Octavio Paz with no materials in SM Ngigua – since she had not been working 

with SM Ngigua in written form during her years at San Martín Esperillas. She did have a 

list of the alphabet, but the then director at Octavio Paz [who just left] did not support his 

teachers regarding teaching reading and writing of SM Ngigua. Claudia specified, "He 

said, 'If you want to do it, help yourself'. But he did not help us, and only checked to see 

if we were doing the Spanish requirements of the plan y programa." 

Claudia did participate in the two half-day training sessions for use of the SM 

Ngigua CÓMELE materials, led by Vero and Jacob in May 2010. She told me the 

method seems easy to use, and she tried it out with the first grade students. But parents 

raised the concern that their children should be learning to read Spanish too [there are no 

CÓMELE materials for Spanish]. And with the upheaval of a school director change, and 

the new requirements and new curriculum with the introduction of the nueva reforma the 

teachers "have another kind of work to do" and "the nueva reforma takes all our time 

right now." 
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Parametros curriculares covers all the subject matter of the school, and there is 

also time allotted for lengua adicional, additional language. Claudia said the the teachers 

are to focus on SM Ngigua with the children for 2 hours a day, all week long for first and 

second grades. Then third and fourth grades are given "less time"38. 

I did not ask her if she was teaching SM Ngigua ten hours a week with her second 

grade class. She had already said the new curriculum and requirements were taking all 

her time, and that only five to eight of her 28 students speak SM Ngigua well. 

Teacher X 

Teacher X is a young woman who chose to keep her name anonymous while still 

allowing me to interview her. At the time of the interview, May 2010, she was teaching at 

a preschool in the San Marcos Tlacoyalco area. Her home town, an SM Ngigua village, is 

over an hour's drive from San Marcos. In the two years since she had begun teaching, she 

had taught in four preschools in four SM Ngigua communities. 

Teacher X has a strong and positive sense of identity as an SM Ngigua speaker. 

When I asked how she became a bilingual teacher she replied that her great-grandparents, 

grandparents, and parents all speak/spoke SM Ngigua and this was their gift to her. Then 

she was offered the chance to study and she took it. She attended preschool and 

elementary school in her hometown. She emphasized that she learned to not only speak 

SM Ngigua before speaking Spanish, but that she also learned to read and write SM 

Ngigua before Spanish! Her parents and older family members always spoke to her in 

                                                 
38 That would make 10 hours a week which would be a major commitment. Every other bilingual teacher I 
interviewed who spoke about the time allotted by Parametros curriculares for the L1, said 2-2.5 or 2-3 
hours total each week for the lower grades, not daily. 
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SM Ngigua. In preschool her teacher spoke SM Ngigua. And in primary school her 

teachers spoke SM Ngigua. She said learned to read and write first in SM Ngigua. I asked 

further about this, wondering how she could learn to read and write SM Ngigua with no 

SM Ngigua materials in the classroom. When did she write her language? She explained 

it was when she labeled her drawings that were assignments for school. She wrote her 

own way, because the teacher could also only write SM Ngigua his own way. I asked if 

there were there any books in her language back then. She said she doesn't remember 

seeing any SM Ngigua books, but thinks the teacher had some books in SM Ngigua. 

Teacher X attended secondary school in Mexico City, living with an aunt for three 

years, and said it was not until she moved to Mexico City that she began learning to 

speak Spanish. I asked for clarification on this and she insisted again that she paid no 

attention to any Spanish in her six years of primary school in her village. The teacher 

explained everything in SM Ngigua, and they just "filled it out or copied it" [the Spanish 

materials]. Upon moving to Mexico City she began to pay attention to learning Spanish. 

She was happy with SM Ngigua. 

I asked Teacher X if she knows of books in SM Ngigua available currently in the 

schools. She said she had seen one, but it isn't really nuestra lengua, our language. She 

said it seems to be SM Ngigua of some kind, but not the kind spoken in San Marcos 

Tlaoyalco. It is from some other region, a variant. She can understand about three words. 

She said the book had been produced by SEP, at the state level, but sent to SM Ngigua 

communities. She has seen that book in other places too. And she wonders what it is 

doing in a Nahuatl school, in a Totonac school, and in a Mazatec school. When I asked 
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about the push from SEP for teachers to produce materials in their languages, she agreed 

that SEP wants teachers to work with their students in their language, "but how to do it, 

they do not say". 

Teacher X attended high school and then studied accounting for a year at the 

University of Chapingo for a year, then did six months of 'internship' with Comercial 

Mexicana (a large chain of stores). She has passed her entry exam to UNAM in Mexico 

City, to study law, but she most wants to study pedagogy. "I am working and studying. 

My work is not really work yet, it is my social service to pay for my schooling. Even 

when one is an official bilingual teacher you have to go where you are told." 

Regarding the preschool class she is currently teaching, Teacher X said she has 20 

students of whom 12 speak SM Ngigua and some Spanish, but eight do not understand 

SM Ngigua no matter how much she speaks it to them. She explained that not all of the 

parents of those children are from San Marcos. One of her students is from Nayarit, the 

father is from San Marcos and the mother from outside. Both parents have been in the 

US, and the family recently moved back to San Marcos. This child tries to speak English 

and insists on eating bread and milk. He is beginning to speak Spanish now. Although 

Teacher X uses letters and words in both SM Ngigua and Spanish in the classroom. But 

the children [the above-mentioned non- SM Ngigua speaking students] are not interested 

in SM Ngigua, even if she shouts at them! They respond only to Spanish. 

Fortunata 

Fortunata Varillas Lopez teaches sixth grade at José Maria Morelos y Pavón 

bilingual primary school, in San Marcos Tlacoyalco. When I visited this school, she 
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agreed to meet with me. [I had come looking for her husband who is the school director 

but he was gone on business.] 

Fortunata has been teaching for 14 years. She is from San Marcos Tlacoyalco. 

She first taught in Tepexi de Rodríguez, then taught four years in San Juan Atzingo, 

[each community another SM Ngigua language variant] then she transferred here to this 

school zona. She has put down roots here, enjoys being here and is most invested here. 

She studied secondary school in Tepango de López, then high school in Tecamachalco, 

and from there to a curso de inducción, teacher training course, for six months in 

Guadalupe Victoria in Puebla. Then she did six months of social service in Santa Inez 

Ahuatempan, but before she began really teaching she also did three three-month 

internships substituting for teachers. This is how she got into teaching.  

I asked Fortunata when she learned to read and write SM Ngigua. She said it was 

when she attended her Catholic church in the early 1990's, before she began training to be 

a teacher, the priest was pushing for the people to give importance to their language. 

When I asked if there is still that interest, she replied that lamentablemente, recently she 

hasn't been there very much, so she doesn't know. It is a different dynamic now. Back 

then she helped translate some songs into SM Ngigua, and wrote up the church 

'celebraciones' for the services in SM Ngigua, and they would wear their traditional 

clothing. So that was when she began figuring out how to write her language and this 

continued to interest her when she started training to be a bilingual teacher. 

Fortunata's husband (current director of this school) was first a teacher in San 

Francisco Esperillas, when it was a one-teacher school, then it became bi-docente, two-
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teacher, then tri-docente, three-teacher, school, and then he left and came to José Maria 

Morelos y Pavón, in San Marcos Tlacoyalco, to work. He had served in San Francisco 

Esperillas for 13 or 14 years. When he left SFE another teacher led the school for about 3 

years, and then another, and now Alvaro Macedo Juárez is the director there (whom I had 

interviewed earlier the same day). 

José Maria Morelos y Pavón primary school is the largest school I visited in the 

San Marcos Tlacoyalco area. They have three classes for each grade level – 18 classes 

and 18 teachers, plus the school director. The student population is 617 children. Of the 

18 teachers in Fortunata's school, two are Nahuat, the rest are SM Ngigua. Of these SM 

Ngigua, one is from San Luis Temalacayuca, another from Tepexi de Rodríguez, the rest 

are from the San Marcos area. Fortunata said that all 14 of the local SM Ngigua teachers 

speak SM Ngigua. I asked if the children in this school all speak SM Ngigua. She said the 

children in fourth to sixth grades speak more SM Ngigua than the children in the lower 

grades. And it surprises her that now very few of the first graders speak SM Ngigua when 

they come to school. Of about 35 children, maybe five would be speaking SM Ngigua, 

the others say "No, I don't speak it." 

In Fortunata's sixth grade class she has 16 students who speak SM Ngigua. She 

added, "The funny thing is, they say 'I don't speak SM Ngigua' but when you begin to tell 

them about the importance of speaking it, and the value of being SM Ngigua, of being 

'doubly developed' and seeing the world from two perspectives, how rich this is… they 

begin to like it, and as time goes on, more of them are speaking it. So it is a little blessing 
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to see, from thinking 'We are less if we speak SM Ngigua', to thinking, 'We are all SM 

Ngigua!'"  

I mentioned to Fortunata that I noticed the written SM Ngigua on the walls in the 

school yard – the mission and vision of José Maria Morelos y Pavón primary school. I 

asked Fortunata if they are teaching reading and writing in SM Ngigua at this school. Her 

reply: 

TraTAmos [emphasis on second syllable] de escribir como maestros... muy poco, 

casi nada [rueful laugh]. El enseñar, está muy limitado. La modalidad de 

educación indígena, su propósito general es fortalecer mas el uso de las lenguas 

– que el aprendizaje sea apartir de la lengua, estar enfocado, y esta es la razón 

porque se buscan a los jovenes, precisamente, que sean de esta lengua. 

Lamentablemente, la realidad, yo la veo, no es así, no, la realidad es que 

adoptamos el programa general, nacional, con muchas limitaciones... la 

curricula general de educación primaria. We TRY to write as teachers, but 

really, very little, practically nothing. Teaching it, is very limited. The Indigenous 

education track, its main purpose is to strengthen the use of the Indigenous 

languages, that learning should be by means of the language, be focused on that 

and that is the reason they are looking for young people, exactly, who are 

[speakers] of this language. Sadly, the reality, that I see, is not like that. No, the 

reality I see is that we adopt the general national program with many limitations, 

the general national program for primary education. [I clarify that she not 
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referring to Parametros curriculares but the larger national curriculum for all the 

government primary schools.]  

Fortunata further explained how the integrated New Reform of 2009 is a change 

from using the Plan of 1993, and that the teaching now focuses on developing 

competencies – in knowledge, social skills, and aprendizaje permanente (long-term 

learning?). She said they haven't gotten it all figured out yet, they just began last school 

year and are still taking training to know how to implement the current curriculum. In 

fact, it seems to her that they have just changed names for the former curriculum, that it 

isn't that different. However, the teachers have been taking classes and it is a three-year 

process to apply the reform in the school: Last year they began applying the new 

curriculum to first and sixth grade, this year it is being applied in the second and fifth 

grades, and next year it will be applied to the third and fourth grades. 

She explained that the Parámetros curriculares [which many teachers have 

mentioned in their interviews with me] is used for the time slot dedicated to the 

Indigenous language subject. She added, "However, the Plan y Programa of the New 

Reform allots 20 hours a week for all the subjects, and indicates how many hours for 

math, for Spanish, etc. And we see no time for working with the Indigenous language – 

so we adapt and fit in an hour, an hour and a half. Now the ideal would be, and we are 

told, we should use the Indigenous language when teaching everything, as in, we should 

teach math in the Indigenous language, Spanish in the Indigenous language…"  

She continued: 
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…lamentablemente, no estamos capacitados, ni estamos preparados para 

hacerlo! Nos hace falta herramientas para hacerlo, [falta] materiales, 

mucho....todo lo que se tiene...si se puede adaptar pero necesitamos el tiempo 

completo, en este caso, y la verdad, pues es difícil. 

…sadly, we are not trained, nor are we prepared to do this. We are lacking tools 

for this, we are lacking materials, we are lacking a lot… all that is needed… yes 

one can adapt but it would take all our time in this case, and the truth it, it is really 

difficult. 

When I asked about training they get as teachers, she confirmed that all the 

training is done in Spanish. She spoke about the state level courses offered to teachers. 

She has wondered how she and other teachers can find training to be able to do what the 

Nueva Reforma says to do – to teach all day long in SM Ngigua. Then she saw last year a 

new option in the annual courses offered to teachers in her state, among many choices 

was the one called Parametros Curriculares whose focus is on teaching the Indigenous 

language as a subject matter. Only 12 SM Ngigua teachers signed up for that from the 

whole state. The rest of them went with other courses such as Spanish, mathematics, 

history, fine arts, physical education, all of which come with a national focus without 

teaching anything about Parametros de Popoloca  as she termed it. So she sees the 

successful implementation of education reform and Parametros Curriculares as very 

distant at this point. But the fact that there is now a state level course for teachers on 

teaching the Indigenous language as a subject matter is a first small step toward change. 
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As far as teaching reading and writing SM Ngigua in school, she and other 

teachers are motivated but they have time constraints. She said it is so beautiful to teach 

reading and writing [in SM Ngigua] ideally, but they have to teach to the standard exams 

– which is completely apart from the SM Ngigua. And since they feel the pull that way, 

to show results, they have to follow that. 

I asked about the Indigenous language exam now given in the schools, a result of 

the government focus on the importance of the Indigenous languages. She said there is no 

strict checking up on how the evaluations are made in the schools, no guidelines. There is 

a subject, SM Ngigua, each teacher handles it in their own way: 

For example, the teacher may test the students with a simple sheet of paper where 

they have to list the names of parts of the body, or write ask the students to write 

their biography in SM Ngigua… something in SM Ngigua. But then there are 

others [teachers] who simply say: "This child half-speaks it, give him a 7, this one 

doesn't speak it, (give him) a 6… [grading system based on 1-10 with 10 as the 

highest score]. But there are those who are designing their own ways of testing… 

There is no standard test… there is freedom for each teacher to do their own 

thing. 

I comment that at least the government says the Indigenous language is important, 

and important for children to speak it. Fortunata replied, "Yes, the official position is this: 

'Here is the official subject, Indigenous Language'." 

I asked Fortunata what would be the most important factors for bringing change 

to bilingual education and the use of the SM Ngigua in written form. She said, "Teacher 
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training, and the design and creation of materials in SM Ngigua". Specifically training 

teachers to value and strengthen their language and situate themselves in all that is 

Indigenous. "That we live what we preach, believe what we teach, and not show up to 

class and promote English over SM Ngigua, for example." Regarding materials in SM 

Ngigua she said: "I cannot teach and also design curriculum and make materials, it is not 

possible. We should have those who teach, and those who design materials for us to use." 

When I asked about materials currently available in SM Ngigua, in or out of 

schools, she mentioned the textbook that was prepared in the Tepexi de Rodríguez SM 

Ngigua variant, copies of that book are in all the San Marcos Tlacoyalco schools for a 

textbook, but no one can use it. When I asked her about the book in SM Ngigua that I had 

heard about that SM Ngigua teachers of San Marcos had put together but never got 

printed, she confirmed this and added that it was never completed. "Not that book, nor 

subsequent projects… they are in some process, who knows… The point is there are a 

thousand things going on, and things get stopped, and stay there. … I would really like 

for us to have a linguist to help us out.."  

Fortunata is aware of and appreciates very much the SM Ngigua materials made 

by Jacob and Verónica. She said it is painful to her that she and her fellow teachers have 

not produced anything yet in SM Ngigua but she is really happy that Vero and Jacob have 

and she hopes they keep it up. 

Regarding parental attitudes or community attitude toward use of SM Ngigua, 

Fortunata said she thinks some of the parents are getting a more positive attitude toward 

their language now than before. Also since other goverment programs are reinforcing the 
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importance of Indigenous languages, they are agreeing more with the idea, and valuing 

their language more. 

Elías 

Elías Luna Lopez is the ATP, technology and pedagogy supervisor, for School 

Zone 408. I met up with him for an interview after a meeting he had with teachers at the 

Octavio Paz bilingual primary school in San Marcos Tlacoyalco. He has taught various 

grades, he taught first through fourth grades during his first five years in education and 

the last six years he has served as ATP for his school district. He taught for a year in a 

Nahuatl school and then taught in schools where SM Ngigua is spoken. In discussing his 

training to be a bilingual teacher, he said he first took the curso de induccion, a five-

month course. That is what he had to do before he could teach a class. He volunteers that 

the course was about 80% theory – studying the planes y programas, the teacher books, 

the textbooks, and about 20% practice. Then he corrects himself to say, "Well, really only 

about 5% practice", because of the five months they were in Zacatlán de las Manzanas, 

taking the training course, they only practice-taught two days. Then he taught a year in a 

Nahuatl school in the Sierra Negra. And then he taught at the school in San Martín 

Esperillas, whose school didn’t even have a name at first. It was just called 'Indigenous 

school' but now it is called Xikuxikjna which means Deer Man in SM Ngigua. 

About his current responsibility as an ATP, he explained that there is one ATP 

assigned per primary school zone. In Zona 408 where Elías works there are seven 

primary schools, two have only one teacher (due to the size of the community and 

number of children). One of these is Xikuxikjna School in San Martín Esperillas, the 
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other is in the La Virgen community [I did not get the name of this school nor did I have 

a chance to visit it]. There is one primary school that has just two teachers, Josefa Ortíz 

de Dominguez School in San Francisco Esperillas. The other primary schools in Zona 

408 are in San Marcos Tlacoyalco: José Maria Morelos School, Lázaro Cardenas School, 

and Octavio Paz School in Colonia Cuahtémoc.  

Elías' responsibilities as ATP are to encourage and help the teachers in their 

ongoing professional development and work as teachers. Sometimes he attends 

workshops, at the Sector level, or at the state level, or sometimes at the national level. He 

takes courses as an ATP, and his responsibility is to pass what he learns on to the teachers 

here in his zona. Elías was the person who organized the two half-days of teacher training 

in May 2010, at which Jacob and Verónica introduced the CÓMELE method and 

materials in SM Ngigua to bilingual SM Ngigua teachers [and at which I participated the 

first day]. 

Regarding his use of SM Ngigua personally, Elías grew up hearing it but not 

speaking it. He has always understood it, but is sorry to say he did not practice speaking 

it. I take this to mean he still does not speak it [confirmed later by Verónica] He told me 

his father always spoke to him in Spanish from the time he was very little – and his 

mother always spoke to him in SM Ngigua, as well as his grandparents. Elías added, "But 

I haven't figured out why it is that Spanish is what stuck with me more strongly than SM 

Ngigua (laughing). I should try to analyze that." He related a lot to his uncles and other 

relatives and they all spoke SM Ngigua. He recalled that he tried to speak SM Ngigua but 

it was hard. He could understand everything just fine but had a difficult time speaking it. 
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Elías also believes that another strong influence on him toward Spanish was that when he 

was in primary school all his teachers could only speak Spanish. 

I mentioned others have told me about teachers punishing children for speaking 

SM Ngigua – in the past. He agreed, he has heard many similar stories. But since he 

didn’t speak SM Ngigua he didn’t suffer punishment. He did see how those who spoke 

SM Ngigua in school always tried to speak Spanish to the teacher, but among themselves 

they spoke SM Ngigua. He didn't really observe anyone get punished for speaking SM 

Ngigua when he was in school [the implication here is that it happened in previous years 

but not when he was in school]. What he did see was in secondary school [in Tlacotepec] 

how among students there was the issue of some students mocking those who spoke SM 

Ngigua. But he doesn’t remember teachers punishing anyone for speaking SM Ngigua, 

they did punish students for other reasons, however!  

I asked Elías [perhaps with a false assumption that he can read and write SM 

Ngigua], when did he start to read and write it SM Ngigua. He sidestepped the question 

and referred to the lack of materials in SM Ngigua throughout his time of service in 

bilingual education. He told me that when he began to work in education there was a 

book in his SM Ngigua language, but the guy who made it then went to work in Oaxaca. 

He had done some research about writing the language. But his materials were not paid 

much attention. Each teacher just wrote as they wanted or could figure out. Then in 2003 

a linguist was sent from DGEI to help them initiate writing standards of SM Ngigua. 

Elías took an active part in this effort, attending various meetings over a period of a year 
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in various towns, he listed them: San Marcos Tlacoyalco, San Luis Temalacayuca, 

Tepexi de Rodríguez, Molonga, and San Juan Atzingo. 

I asked, "That is when the teachers began to focus more on writing SM Ngigua? 

Although bilingual education had existed since the 70's?" 

"Since 1964", he corrects me [citing the date bilingual education formally began 

in the country of Mexico]. Although he is not sure when bilingual education began in the 

San Marcos area. He also points out that for many years it was all about castellanizando 

(promoting Spanish and reducing the use Indigenous language) when the teacher used the 

SM Ngigua language but just for instruction, not for a subject matter. 

Regarding current policies, Elías sees the government policy and the education 

policy, as more supportive toward the use of SM Ngigua, but insufficient. The teachers 

don’t have the skills or resources to teach the language yet as a subject matter, the 

government support has not been enough for teacher-training. "There are state level 

courses that are given each year, that are not obligatory, but you aren't supposed to miss 

them. They help you pass your state exams. In these state courses you study a variety of 

topics." Last year was the first time that there was an option to sign up for a course called 

Parámetros curriculares for the Indigenous language as subject. But this is recent. I had 

thought using Parametros curriculares was not optional for the bilingual schools, but 

Elías clarified for me that every teacher in the bilingual schools has the Parametros 

curriculares book, but the annual state course is not obligatory. Each teacher picks one 

course a year to take for further training, and the Parametros curriculares is one of the 

options [for the first time last year]. 
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Elías explained more fully to me what the Parámetros curriculares is. It is not a 

method, it is just an introduction, a justification, the historical references as in the 1969 

accord of the OTI organización de trabajo (?), of the Law of Linguistic Rights of 

Indigenous People, the Accord of San Andrés, the UNESCO Declaration of the 

Indigenous peoples rights – it has all the fragments of the most important parts of these 

documents that sustain the reason for having Indigenous language as a subject matter for 

school. And it also then offers some titles, of some projects – to draw on, teaching 

projects, suggestions for all the grades. Just the titles of projects, not all the instructions.  

Elías also explained about the instruction books which accompany the Parámetros 

curriculares book, called Proyectos didacticos, Didactic Projects. A Didactic Project 

book is already available for the Nahuat, and Totonac39. But SM Ngigua version is still 

lacking. These aren't extensive planning books, the projects are for developing language 

competency in the children, skills and knowledge, developing abilities and attitudes. So 

to gain knowledge of something, one studies theory, but to develop abilities, cognitive as 

well as motor skills, one has to do something concrete, palpable. So the Didactic Projects 

books are not anything more than to visualize a product and the way of getting there, the 

child is learning to read and write, and do math, to achieve the product. Elías gave me 

some examples: A kite, a book of stories, a book of rhymes, a drama, or anything can 

become a project. 

                                                 
39 When visiting DGEI offices in Mexico City in October 2009 I was given a copy of the Didactic Project 
book for Totonac. And I also saw the Nahuatl version. These books are designated for use in all the 
languages variants of the Totonac language group, and the Nahuatl language group, and include a 
standardized alphabet for use by all the languages in that group. 
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I question Elías further regarding teaching the Indigenous language as a subject, 

whether it will include a specific focus on teaching reading and writing of SM Ngigua. 

His answer was a rambling explanation in general terms about teaching the Indigenous 

language as a subject includes a panorama of social practices of the language, and how as 

one learns to walk by walking, so also one learns to speak by speaking, and to write by 

writing. He goes on to add: "So what we have now for teaching, the suggestions they are 

giving us now, even for Spanish, is teaching and strategies by means of didactic projects. 

So in these didactic projects, there can be immersed the sequences of steps for achieving 

even the reading and writing of the Indigenous language." This teaching sequence, Elías 

explained, would be, for example, "Do this, and this, and this, and go into the 

community, interview someone, for example, the baker, or the combi driver, and then you 

come and systematize [organize?] the interview, and try to write it, and that is where the 

writing gets corrected – more or less that is the process for carrying out a project." 

I comment that perhaps the CÓMELE materials will not be usable in this context 

of Parámetros curriculares. Elías responded that regarding methods for teaching the 

Indigenous language, such as this one[CÓMELE] there have been none (previously). 

"This is the first we have had – before we had nothing. How did we teach then, Maestra? 

[speaking to the school director who was at her desk in the same room at this moment] 

We just grabbed whatever ideas we could find, like the syllabic method, phonetic, as with 

Spanish. And without any materials (in SM Ngigua)." Elías views the CÓMELE 

materials as well able to fit into the projects, because he feels the teaching sequence of 
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the didactic projects can accommodate and include the use of CÓMELE for teaching 

reading and writing in SM Ngigua. 

Elías had just returned from a week-long training, as ATP, for developing didactic 

projects for the Indigenous language as a subject of study in school. It was held in the city 

of Puebla – and was for for Nahuatl and Totonac teachers [who already have their 

Didactic Project books]. But all the Ngigua ATPs were also invited to attend and work on 

ideas for their own book. Elías and an Ngigua teacher from Tepexi went. "That Tepexi 

teacher does not even speak his language any more," Elías told me. When I asked how he 

can prepare didactic projects for Ngigua if he does not speak it, Elías replied: "Well, that 

will be interesting to see how he is going to do it! I have no idea how!" [And for Elías as 

well it will take the input and help of Ngigua teachers who speak the language well to 

work with Elías to create this supplement book for Ngigua projects]. 

He told me about the textbook in Ngigua created in Tepexi de Rodríguez that did 

not have participation from his area. The book is supposed to be literature for the students 

but it isn't because there are very few words they understand, and here in San Marcos 

there are a lot more Ngigua speakers – way more than any other area where Ngigua is 

spoken. He estimates there are about 30,000 Ngigua speakers in Tlacotepec county. 

Whereas in San Juan Atzingo in Chilac county – and Ngigua [called Ngiva there] is only 

spoken in that one town of Atzingo – he estimates it would be a quarter of that, i.e. about 

5,000. [Jeanne Austin who was sitting nearby, having accompanied me to this interview, 

added her observation that the population in Atzingo is about 4,000 – she lives there]. 

And in Tepexi de Rodríguez he guesses there are about 20 or 30 speakers of Ngigua 
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because it is only the abuelitos, the grandparents, who speak it. Fíjense lo que pasó! "Just 

look at what happened!" Elías exclaimed in exasperation [that that town got the one 

Ngigua book for all the schools produced in their variant]. He admitted that the initiative 

for that Ngigua textbook came from the teachers of that community. "Lamentablemente, 

there in Tepexi there are teachers who don't speak it anymore but they are restless about 

their language." Elías agreed with my observation that maybe they understand more 

keenly the fear of losing their language, and that San Marcos the teachers don't feel it yet. 

He agreed wholeheartedly. 

I asked him about a schoolbook I had heard about, written in San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco Ngigua, that never got published. Elías told me he was at the head of that 

effort, asking teachers to contribute to that book, with their writings to make a book like 

the one from Tepexi. Elías was told [by DGEI]:  

For first grade send us 60 texts: stories, refrains, tongue-twisters, simple texts, so 

we can put together your book. And we sent materials for first through sixth 

grade. And they said, "We will make it, we will need someone to come check it, 

and let's look for a teacher who can help us with the artwork and everything the 

book needs. And afterward we will edit it." Oh God, it has been about seven or 

maybe six years since this happened and who knows where it is now – because it 

was sent to SEP, and there it is. [to DEI which is DGEI at the state level, he 

explains to me]. So they never sent us any results nor any follow-up on this, there 

was no follow-through regarding this, so that’s where it stayed… yes, these are 

things that happen. 
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I commented that even though bilingual education has existed in Mexico for more 

than 40 years, children still do not learn to read and write in their language. Elías agreed 

that lamentablemente sadly, that is the case. While work has increased for teachers, there 

has been no truly Indigenous education. He said he is not the only one making such a 

comment, it is also the general commentary of the teachers in meetings he has attended at 

national level meetings. Although he doesn't think it true of 100% of the teachers, 

because there are teachers who really try, but they are few, and there are others who half-

try, and others who do not try at all, there is everything. But the actual work really done 

well in schools on behalf of the subject of Indigenous language is minimal. 

I asked for Elías' thoughts on what is necessary to change the current reality. He 

replied, "Let's see, let me put my neurons to work!" Then he said he feels what is most 

needed is una verdadera disposición de los maestros, a true willingness on the part of the 

teachers [i.e. motivation], because if that existed, then with the little that they have, 

including CÓMELE, the didactic projects, Parámetros curriculares, and some other 

materials available already in the Indigenous language, counting those by CDI and Vero, 

all of those – well if the teacher has real initiative, as in "Now I am going to teach!", well 

they could. "Lamentablemente, sadly, it is something that not many have, this kind of 

initiative. It does not exist. So the issue is to work with the teachers. 'You know what, 

teachers? You must work!' That is one. Two, they need acompañamiento, help. This is 

easily said but not easy for the one responsible to give it, such as the school director, the 

ATP (that’s me!), or the school zone supervisor." 
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In my interview with Elías he explained to me what is meant by the Nueva 

Reforma and gave me some background to the history of education in Mexico. The 

Nueva Reforma is simply "the new design of themes and content for teaching in primary 

schools, for all the schools of the country.. Indigenous and non Indigenous… they 

consider the inter-culturality of all schools." The first school reform was done in 1973 – it 

was a new plan and program which included some changes from the previous education 

plan. Then in 1993, there was another reform of that plan and program. He explained: 

In 1993 until 2000 there was only one reform, it was about the subject of Spanish. 

Then nothing more until last year 2009, the new Education Reform was 

introduced: the reform of the following subjects: history, geography, mathematics 

and all the rest. But regarding the Indigenous language, it seems to me that they 

did not give enough importance to the Indigenous languages. This Reform of 

2009 does include a specific time for teaching the Indigenous language – but that 

is all that is considered [addressed] regarding the Indigenous languages. It does 

not consider themes to work with in Indigenous languages, it simply says "time 

for Indigenous language" and how much per grade… but no specific ideas. It 

simply says in the first grades the Indigenous language should be used 73%. But 

in the national curriculum it just says include the Indigenous language if you can, 

"its not a bad idea to use it too".. And since it is a new document, from just last 

year… it was a pilot project last year, there are contradictions in the system. 

Regarding teacher development to apply the New Reform in their classes, he said 

there is training being offered but it takes a lot of time and dedication over about a year: 
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 …so even though I would like to push for the Indigenous language use in the 

classroom, for study of it and learning of it, it is tiring and the time would take 

double the effort, and not only that, there are also other projects within the 

education system in the community, not required, but for those who take those up 

– it is one more thing to do to keep a project going. Lots of requirements are 

made, everyone just drowns. It does not allow for everything to turn out 

successfully. And this is how things are with respect to the "Reforma". 

I asked Elías if there is anyone else in the community promoting the use of SM 

Ngigua in written form (I had in mind Jacob and Vero and several others). He replied: 

Casi no hay. There pretty much is no one. No one else interested in saying "Let's 

use, and rescue, and value our language". Except for the prioritizing of this a little 

in some bilingual schools… and this is minimal I tell you, because so far there is 

not enough strength among the teachers regarding this, here. 

Yet Elías expresses hope that the local teachers may begin to give the language 

more importance. As we spoke, he had plans to meet with them the following Monday to 

share the information he just got last week at the workshop he attended as ATP. The 

meeting would be with all the primary and preschool teachers, about 90 teachers. He 

planned to ask them to analyze what they think of it. He is planning a whole day to pass 

on to them the information, because the course he took was a week long. 

Despite the rather bleak assessment Elías shared, he did say at the end he has hope 

for his community if the teachers take seriously the need to teach the language in school. 
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He seemed to feel the language's ongoing use is dependent on what happens in the 

school.  

Sadly, the bombardment of Spanish through the television, radio, more written 

materials – Spanish is everywhere… the SM Ngigua is beginning to disappear, 

though I don't want to say that. Nevertheless, it is happening. Thus it is a huge, 

huge, huge assignment that the school has. Because it is a space where the 

language can be given great value – while in other spaces it can be too, but if in 

the school it is difficult (where we are paid to do it) then in other places it is even 

less valued where it might be used just for the enjoyment of it, for personal 

reasons of valuing it. I didn't want to say this, but it does appear that it is tending 

towards disappearing. But I have confidence that if in the school we take it 

seriously, while it might yet disappear, but it will last a lot longer. 

While Elías spoke candidly about the growing use of Spanish and lessening use of 

SM Ngigua, he continues to believe in the importance of the SM Ngigua language, and 

that it needs to be taken seriously in the education system. He closed with this simple yet 

powerful observation: 

The things in the Indigenous communities that are valued are reflected in the 

Indigenous language so they should keep it. And these values should be taken into 

account in Indigenous education. 

Cristián 

Cristián Garcia López teaches fourth grade, at Xikuxikjna School, in San Martín 

Esperillas. He has been at this school three years. He explains this is the only school 
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among the eight bilingual primary schools of San Marcos Tlacoyalco Ngigua that has a 

Ngigua name. The word means Deer Man.  

Regarding his 37 students, he said about 40% speak SM Ngigua as their first 

language. He further said about 20 of the 37 speak SM Ngigua as their first language 

[which isn't 40%]. The others speak Spanish and understand SM Ngigua but don't speak 

it. In Xikuxikjna school, four of the eight teachers are SM Ngiguas. The teachers who 

don't speak SM Ngigua don't really place much importance on it. They are bilingual but 

not SM Ngigua. The SM Ngigua teachers do speak it and write it, and they value it.  

He was invited by the school director to take this job, because he is from San 

Martín Esperillas. Cristián attended primary school in his village, then secondary and 

high school in Comalpan, then studied at UPN in Puebla (Saturday classes), including 

attending for a time the class Vero teaches there. 

He does not consider himself a 100% speaker of SM Ngigua because his father is 

not SM Ngigua. And he only lived here in San Martín during primary school. His parents 

only talked to each other in Spanish, and his mother did not speak to him in SM Ngigua, 

but he heard her talk it to other SM Ngiguas who came to visit in their home. Also his 

grandparents spoke to him in SM Ngigua and his playmates also spoke to him in SM 

Ngigua, so he learned quite a bit that way. However, his speaking ability in SM Ngigua 

further deteriorated when he was studying away from his village, he forgot vocabulary 

and understood less than before. He would come home sometimes on weekends but over 

a period of six years he was out of his community primarily. He now lives in San Martín 
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Esperillas, and pays more attention to his language, and is aware of the discrimination 

against it.  

Regarding materials in SM Ngigua to use in his class he said they have nothing 

currently but are working on making some materials themselves, for example an alphabet 

book with pictures and whole words, and word games. He was aware of the SM Ngigua 

materials Vero and Jacob have made and has used some of them, and copied them, and 

finds them truly helpful – especially with the children who speak SM Ngigua. He feels 

they are important for even the Spanish-speaking children, to motivate them to use their 

language. About the CÓMELE materials in SM Ngigua he is using part of them, not 

wholly. He gave as his reason, it is because his other co-teachers are not really using SM 

Ngigua materials. I asked about national requirements to give specific time to the SM 

Ngigua language in this bilingual school and he said: 

It is required to give an hour daily to focus on the language, according to SEP 

[Secretary of Public Education], in the schedule, to give one hour, or two, daily. 

But sometimes one doesn’t carry that out, because sometimes we have to explain 

things to the children, so for example, if I am teaching about math, and I am 

supposed to be doing a subject called Indigenous Language, well I don't see it that 

way, because if a child is clueless about math and I have to explain it in the 

language, then there is where the Indigenous Language enters in. It’s the same 

with the subject matter for Spanish Language with the materials that DGEI sends 

us. So the reading-writing and the speaking of the Indigenous language is being 

fomented but perhaps as far as the writing part, we need to focus on that the 
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during the time allotted for that subject. To explain "this is how to write such and 

such", etc. But as far as using the language, well, that has always been done. 

In further discussion Cristián explained that during the designated hour for SM 

Ngigua he focuses on words with sounds of SM Ngigua, that is, teaching the sounds that 

are distinctive to SM Ngigua from Spanish, the importance of the order of the sounds, 

and how to write them, and the order of the words which is different from Spanish (i.e. 

grammar). 

I asked about the community attitude regarding use of SM Ngigua. He said some 

parents are interested, those he has talked to about the importance of it. For example, he 

gives children homework to do in their languages, and the parents have to translate 

stories from Spanish to their language. And the parents were struggling to help, and he 

insisted they make it really good SM Ngigua, as in coming up with a term for ventana, 

window, that wasn't Spanish. He also stated his perspective that the old people really 

speak SM Ngigua perfectly, because they don't put in Spanish words. And some parents 

really think its important. He has observed, interestingly, that some of the parents in the 

community who don't speak SM Ngigua, now think it is important, more than those who 

do speak it. 

Rafael 

Rafael Flores Melchor teaches at Octavio Paz bilingual primary school in the 

community of Piedra Hincada, located in the mountains north of San Marcos Tlacoyalco. 

It is a one-room, one-teacher school. He tells me that about 20 students attend, although 

he has 18 girls and 12 boys registered. The interview with Rafael took place in the Lazaro 
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Cardenas School in San Marcos where I had been attending a meeting of teachers. The 

day before when I had visited his school in Piedra Hincada there were only four boys and 

16 girls in class. He said that more girls attend than boys. So I asked him about the 

"gender disparity" in class attendance. He explained that the community is isolated and 

parents give the boys too much work to do, like caring for the goat herds, or hauling 

firewood, or if something is needed the boys are sent for it. For example, if the parents 

need to buy some corn, they send the boys over to the far side of the mountain to get it to 

Susutil [a town name I do not recognize]. Or if the local community grinder isn't working 

they send the boy to the next community to get the corn ground, so they get home late 

and don’t want to come to school then. 

Rafael has taught for about 10 years. He first taught at Jose María Morelos y 

Pavon in San Marcos for a year and a half, then he was moved to Octavio Paz in Piedra 

Hincada and has taught here for nine years. He first began to read and write SM Ngigua 

when he took the course to become a bilingual teacher. Back while he was still in primary 

school, in 1985 or so, they were given a book in SM Ngigua (published by SEP) that they 

more or less were taught from, and he looked at on his own. That helped him but when he 

went to secondary, there was nothing in SM Ngigua, and of course not at the high school 

level either.  

Then he took the curso de inducción, training course, in Zacatlán to become a 

bilingual teacher. And since they were required to make materials and recordings in SM 

Ngigua, well, they got busy and made what was required. Since then he has taken other 

courses, and studied at the Saturday courses (including Vero's Ngigua language class) in 
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UPN in Puebla to earn his degree. Rafael added that the program is open to any bilingual 

teacher to attend. 

Asking Rafael about the teaching of reading and writing SM Ngigua in his 

classroom also raised issues of language attitude. He said he teaches reading and writing 

of SM Ngigua but not necessarily well, or with a correct manner or with a method "but 

we work on it". One reason this is so hard is because about 90% of the children don't 

speak SM Ngigua anymore. They understand it but out of 30 children only about four 

speak SM Ngigua. Even though they understand they are perhaps embarrassed to speak 

it. Or others don't speak it because their parents haven't taught them, they don't want their 

children to speak it because of experiences they themselves had being of being 

discriminated against for speaking SM Ngigua. Their attitude toward the language is 

negative, because of their history and they have stopped valuing their language. So the 

big challenge Rafael faces is to encourage them and make them aware and get them to 

take their language back, and teach it to their children. He also said when he meets with 

the parents he has at times encouraged them to speak to their children in SM Ngigua, and 

because he insists so much and "because they don't want to contradict me, they say 'yes', 

but in reality, at home, they do not teach them". 

I expressed surprise that this is contrary to my expectation that the people of 

Piedra Hincada would speak SM Ngigua more since this community is far from any big 

town. But he explained that this community is not very old, maybe 35-40 years. It is 

made up of those who came from San Marcos and San Juan [Sacabasco] to live there in 

Piedra Hincada, and that they took their discriminación with them. 
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Alvaro 

Alvaro Maceda Juárez is director of Josefa Ortíz de Dominguez bilingual primary 

school in the community of San Francisco Esperillas. Alvaro is from San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco. He has been a teacher for five years, two years in the Sierra Negra where 

they speak Mazateco, and now three years here in San Francisco Esperillas, an SM 

Ngigua community. There are only two teachers in this school, apart from the preschool 

teacher. They have 70 primary students: he teaches first through third grade with 36 

students in his class and serves as the school director, the other teacher teaches fourth 

through sixth grade and has 34 students in his class. 

This interview proved my most challenging linguistically. Alvaro speaks Spanish 

with a strong SM Ngigua accent. Also his choice of vocabulary at times seems to be a 

somewhat random sprinkling of educational 'rhetoric' in our conversation, along with an 

occasional misuse of a Spanish term. For example, speaking of his tactic of using SM 

Ngigua in his classroom, he told me that all the children understand SM Ngigua, but there 

are about four who don't speak it, and others who are embarrassed to speak it. So Alvaro 

teaches "by the hour". Everyone has to speak SM Ngigua for one hour, then the next hour 

all in Spanish, all throughout the day, interactuando los dos lenguas." He added, "And I 

stress the importance of speaking both languages properly."  

I think Alvaro means something like intercambiando los dos lenguas which 

would mean interchanging or swapping or trading back and forth, the two languages. 

When speaking of a lack of materials in SM Ngigua he used the word cadecemos, which 

I took to mean padecemos, "we lack". He used this word more than once in our 
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conversation. Other examples of the linguistic challenges will appear in the interview 

summary below.  

To become a teacher he completed high school, and then entered the UPN in 

Puebla, where he attended every Saturday for three years and earned his degree in 

primary education for Indigenous medium. He taught school during the week. I asked 

about the UPN in Tehuacán, why did he not study there since it is much closer. He shared 

what other teachers had mentioned, "There are few bilingual teachers who study there, 

they (at that UPN) are somewhat more discriminating against Indigenous education, they 

don't allow us to enter there, without certain keys [I didn’t ask for clarification on this], 

and this makes it very difficult to succeed there – and this makes one want to go to a 

different school where the discrimination isn't so racist." While there are bilingual 

teachers who study at the UPN in Tehuacán, they are very discriminated against, abused, 

he said. Some of his compañeros there deserted in mid-career, they couldn't finish, or 

they switched to the UPN in Puebla. The teachers in Puebla are more accessible 'mas 

adsesibles" and not so discriminatory. [Alvaro's Spanish is heavily affected by his SM 

Ngigua in certain consonant clusters.]  

Alvaro tells me that Vero taught him at the UPN, when it was her first year, his 

fifth semester. It was the first time that UPN offered a class in his Indigenous language. 

He said they learned quite a bit from her about how to express themselves better in the 

language. He had never learned about writing SM Ngigua, or dramatica [he apparently 

meant gramatica but I didn't immediately catch that]. Vero was the first person to teach 

him anything about his language. There was one other language teacher but he was 
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Nahuatl and he talked his language with Alvaro's other compañeros who spoke Nahuatl, 

but the Ngigua student teachers didn't understand him. So when the [Ngigua] Indigenous 

language [class] was implemented and Alvaro's compañera Vero came to teach, she was 

the first to focus on the Ngigua language, and what the dramatica is [again here he has to 

mean gramatica]. He explains what he means: "The way to pronounce a word correctly, 

and that if you don't pronounce it right it won't make sense… the dramatica is 

complicated." [I want to confirm he is referring to grammar and not drama, so I asked 

"Like verbs and nouns?"] "Yes", he agrees.  

Alvaro said he knew previously that his language has a grammar, but he hadn't 

had a course to explain it and put the knowledge into practice: 

And although books had been made in SM Ngigua [in the past], they were made 

by people not from here and so there were some words we could understand and 

some we couldn’t. We wondered why they wrote words the way they did, and 

then it was explained to us that it was because they had to do a census of all the 

communities where the language is spoken, and then they chose the way it is 

spoken in reality, perhaps we say it one way, and in other communities, no. That 

there should be coherence between them.. and they take lo mas asartada 

[acertada, the most correct.] 

We discussed for a bit the staffing at his school and if his fellow teachers are SM 

Ngigua. He mentioned the preschool teacher who has just arrived is lamentablemente, 

sadly, from another language, she speaks Nahuatl – "that is how the system works". The 

previous preschool teacher who returned to her community also was Nahuatl. Alvaro said 
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that all those who come to teach at his school leave as soon as they can, "because we are 

the farthest-away school" [from San Marcos Tlacoyalco]. I asked if this just happens 

randomly or at the end of the year, and he said, "This one happened at the end of the 

school year". And in fact, his fellow teacher who is teaching the upper three grades had 

just arrived the week before our conversation and is Nahuatl. Alvaro said the one who left 

was SM Ngigua and got an assignment back in San Marcos. 

In talking about community attitude toward SM Ngigua, Alvaro told me there is 

strong community support for both SM Ngigua and Spanish. The national representative 

for the SM Ngigua language, Ignacio Martínez Flores who works with CDI, lives in San 

Francisco Esperillas and "he has battled much with the supervisora that she send us 

teachers who speak SM Ngigua – but lamentablemente, sadly, since last school year he 

has been asking [with no results]." 

The supervisora is the one who decides who teaches where. One can ask, but it is 

up to her. Alvaro said Ignacio is a strong support for the school to use SM Ngigua and 

promote it in the community. And the children are willing, "but lamentablemente, sadly, 

we teachers are not always in a position to be of help, as with the two new teachers here 

who have to use Spanish to communicate with the children." Although the children can 

use "the language" among themselves, they have to use Spanish with their teacher. 

The community of San Francisco Esperillas has been developing a unique 

relationship with some outsiders who are encouraging the use of SM Ngigua. Alvaro 

explained that the government has established a bio-reserve in the mountains which 

borders on their town "People come here from all over to learn about the importance of 
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taking care of the environment, and all that, and they had an event here in San Francisco, 

and we participated with an escolta, march with the flag, since they said, 'Well this is an 

Indigenous community, the children need to go and they should say the salute to the flag 

in their own language'. So we have helped them, and they have helped us, with supplies 

and all." And the bio-reserve reforestation engineers gave Alvaro and another teacher-

student attending the UPN some materials to translate into SM Ngigua for them, "and it 

was all digitalized, this is how they wanted it." Alvaro said he has a copy but at home, 

and agrees to email me a copy. [This didn't happen, but I later found references to 

agricultural research and Ngigua plant knowledge, in Spanish (Guízar Nolazco, et al. 

2005).] 

I asked Alvaro about his use of materials in SM Ngigua in his school. He spoke of 

the importance of "rescuing" all the materials available in SM Ngigua for use. [This is 

another collocational clash as the word in Spanish rescatar, rescue, is used in Indigenous 

education to talk about saving a language, rescuing a language, not materials.] I believe 

he means 'make use' of all the materials in SM Ngigua available. But then he mentioned 

only two things: the Parámetros curriculares for promoting SM Ngigua (which is all in 

Spanish) and the Multigrade Proposal (also in Spanish) with its focus on making use of 

local knowledges. [The latter is the manual that guides his teaching.]  

I asked him about his experience in using SM Ngigua in written form and what 

are they doing in the school here. He replied, "We have been working with the students 

but not with an official language [sic], since we don't have an official alphabet yet, so we 

just write it as we hear it. Working with short words, then sentences and then with 
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pronouns, how to say all the pronouns in SM Ngigua, because we have pronouns as does 

Spanish. We write as we understand how to do it, and little by little the children 

understand and write it too. There is no official writing system yet." 

I questioned this comment since I know there is an SM Ngigua alphabet. He 

clarified that there is an alphabet, "but then they change it and say, well this is not 

[written] like that now, and now we are using another letter instead of that one, and one 

thing and another, and that is why in most of the schools, we are still lacking [he said 

cadecemos which I again took to mean padecemos, we lack] these materials. [any SM 

Ngigua materials.] And lamentablemente, sadly, we don't know where to look for them. 

Because there were some materials that were published in their times, but no longer." He 

was referring to the book made by a group of SM Ngigua teachers [from Tepexi de 

Rodríguez]. They gave this book to the school children but it "doesn’t work for them, 

perhaps it is good for the people there (where it was made) but it doesn't work here". 

Alvaro also referred to the book made in the San Marcos Ngigua variant [not 

recent] but said only the teachers who made it have their own copy. He said that in the 

Supervisión (district office) they don't have the book. Cadecemos [Padecemos] de este 

libro que se hizo aquí, we are lacking the book they made here. He told me he is getting 

the children to write texts in his school and mentioned the need for a traductor, translator, 

[I think he means linguist] who knows well the dramatica, i.e. grammar, to edit the texts 

so it can become official. He continued: 

"Because we work with writing but never transcend [I am not sure what word 

Alvaro may be reaching for here – perhaps the idea of 'succeeding'] it just goes so far, 
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and we work with the children. The only work we have done that has transcended is the 

idmo. [Himno – his pronunciation confuses me again, then I realize he is referring to the 

himno nacional – national anthem.] They gave it to us in SM Ngigua – it is officialized, it 

was sent from SEP and on big posters, and the children say, 'Oh truly, now they 

recognize it [ SM Ngigua] as a language.'" 

When I asked if it the national anthem is understandable like they speak here, he 

said yes, it is understandable, and the children like it. I asked about copies, and 

apparently he has received one copy of this national anthem, in poster size. He didn't 

offer to show it to me. He said he is in the process of getting the poster framed but hadn't 

quite got to that yet. It has the logotype of SEP and "this is proof that the government 

recognizes it". 

And he repeated "cadecemos mucho [sic]we are really lacking" materials in SM 

Ngigua, and added that he and his fellow teachers have not worked as they should so that 

their language tenga transendencia, might have transcendence [?]. He told me he made 

various materials in SM Ngigua with Vero when taking her class at the UPN, but now he 

doesn't have those materials any more. When he attended the CÓMELE orientation 

course in June, Alvaro said that he had to leave early and missed the handout of 

CÓMELE materials, and that his other fellow teacher got only a set for himself. And 

when this fellow teacher left San Francisco Esperillas to go teach in San Marcos, 

"lamentablemente, sadly, he took his SM Ngigua materials with him", he even took the 

"Plan y programa" materials, although those belong to Alvaro's school.  
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Alvaro reflected that sometimes teachers don't attend courses or workshops, and 

that is where materials are handed out, and "lamentablemente, sadly, we get nothing if we 

don't attend." He also said he could have been a little more proactive and could have gone 

to ask [Vero and Jacob in San Marcos] for some SM Ngigua materials for himself. [And 

as it turned out, during the interview with Alvaro, Jacob – who had driven me up the 

mountain to this school – came over and invited Alvaro specifically to come to his home 

for some SM Ngigua materials]. 

When I asked him about the new focus on the Indigenous language as a subject he 

replied that they have always had it as a subject [which is not true, so perhaps he 

misunderstood me]. He told me how they grade the children for SM Ngigua language 

skills, to see if they pronounce it well, know the words. They don't focus on writing. 

They ask questions. He said the exam forms are bought, and one just adds the SM Ngigua 

part. Just random sentences. There is a sample test for SM Ngigua that comes from 

Supervisión but it is exceedingly easy. For example, "How do you say pig?", "How do 

you say maguey?" They are really easy questions. Or "Describe this animal…" I offer 

that perhaps it is easy for the children because they really speak the SM Ngigua language. 

He replied: 

Perhaps so. Maybe. But the thing they [the children] don’t understand, is the 

dramatica. Here we use a dramatica and the [ SM Ngigua language] exams sent 

us by the Supervisión uses a different one which according to them is the correct 

one, and that is where the children get confused a little. 
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I asked if he has a copy of the grammar, and he said he didn’t. He has asked 

fellow teachers who were around when the grammar was done but they say they don't 

have it. [He was referring to an unpublished grammar drafted a few years ago by 

teachers,– I had been referring to the published grammar that Vero helped Sharon Stark 

of SIL revise, which was published as a second edition about five years ago.] I explain 

about the SM Ngigua grammar book produced by SIL. He said he has tried to get it, I told 

him he will not find it in the education system, but he should ask Vero.  

Alvaro's closing observations to me was about the fact that they [the teachers] are 

still needing to work hard and that there is still a great need for materials, to be able to 

make their language resaltar, stand out, so that their language will be known. 

Marco Antonio 

In this interview, Marco Antonio Carrillo Mendez referrs to the Ngigua as 

Popoloca and I have preserved that in my translation of our conversation. Marco Antonio 

has been an architect by profession for over thirty years, he graduated from the National 

Polytechnic Institute in Mexico City. He has in a sense had two careers, architecture and 

history. He currently teaches architecture at a private university called Leonardo de la 

Vinci in Tehuacán. He has always had a great interest in history – it is very important to 

him, to discover the origins of his cultural group, the Popolocas, and to understand what 

is happening in his country and contribute in some practical way. He also hosts a weekly 

cultural hour on a local radio station, and has helped produce cultural programs for 

television. And in another local university he has taught a course on pre-Hispanic cultures 
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for a major in tourism. He also teaches a practical skills course at a NGO-sponsored 

private institution in Tehuacán called Aldeas Infantiles SOS. 

He is also the president of the Casa de Cultura Etnica Popoloca, Popoloca Ethnic 

Culture House, founded in 1998 by his father, Don Sabino Carrillo Navarro. It was 

informally organized at first, but is now more formally organized, although they do not 

have sponsors. They are recognized by the government and have an ethical code and 

internal rules of order. The members work as volunteers. Marco Antonio is the current 

president, as they haven't wanted to create a new director since his father's death nine 

years ago. Marco Antonio is heading up the Casa de Cultura, but he is planning 

eventually to turn it over to his daughter who has taken an interest in this responsibility. 

She is just ten years old right now. He said in the "Indigenous world" time doesn't exist 

and he doesn’t mind the wait. She didn't know her grandpa, he died when she was a baby, 

but "the genetic memory is there". Marco Antonio's older son is "more interested in the 

technology part, getting rid of viruses, etc, and helping us with software." His son's friend 

also helps with this. 

Don Sabino's father was Popoloca from Los Reyes Mezontla. Don Sabino was 

born in Tehuacán however, because during the Revolutionary War, his father migrated to 

Tehuacán and married there and so he quit speaking Popoloca. Although Don Sabino did 

not learn SM Ngigua as a child, he learned to speak it as an adult, as well as Nahuatl. 

Marco Antonio has a similar desire to learn to speak Popoloca but so far it hasn't worked 

out. He reiterates that in the "Indigenous world" time doesn’t exist. 
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 The Casa de Cultura has drawn in people for all the ethnic groups and worlds 

represented here in the Tehuacán Valley: 

We have won their confidence as recuperators of culture, and they allow us to 

present their own worlds, their worldviews, their ideologies, ways of life. I think 

this is more important than speaking each one of their languages. We understand 

each other, they see us as recuperators, they come looking for us and we look for 

them. I am speaking of people who are: Mazatec, Totonac, Ixcateco, Zapotec, 

Mixtec, Mixe, who are here in the city. This is a city of immigrants. There are no 

less than 10 Indigenous groups in this city, and no less than ten international 

ethnic groups – Korean, Hebrew, Italian, French, German, Japanese, there are 

ten…[also including English speakers] We are a polycultural city. 

I asked if the Casa de Cultura supports the writing of SM Ngigua, specifically. He 

replied that the pre-Hispanic languages were not formerly written. So what has happened 

in Mexico is that they have adopted the Spanish alphabet to write these languages, to 

represent these sounds by letters. And it is possible to record them and write them this 

way. He mentioned examples of documents they have in the Casa de Cultura of writing, 

that is brought to them by the native speakers and writers. One way the Casa de Cultura 

helps is by encouraging their writing, helping them find sponsors and funding. There are 

government programs, for example, PADMYC, but "only if you are lucky will they help 

you, and only to print a work, not to do the research or cover the cost of developing the 

materials". The other kind of help the Casa de Cultura offers is when the Indigenous 

artisan wants to sell their product, the Casa de Cultura looks for venues to sell their 
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materials. There is not a big market for these things, Marco Antonio observed. He 

showed me an a CD of songs in Sierra Nahuatl and Spanish. They have another one in 

Mazateco, he said and he showed me a book in Mixtec of San Pedro Atzumba. He 

watches for forums and gatherings of local institutions to see if the artisans can hold a 

performance or share/show/sell artisanry. He gave me the example of a display of local 

native artisanry being prepared for display at the ADO bus station there in Tehuacán, on 

Dec. 16. He also has plans for a Casa de Cultura anniversary of its founding, to be 

celebrated at an upcoming public event at the county headquarters in Tehuacán. 

Another thing the Casa de Cultura has accomplished: This year the local phone 

book company gave six color pages to the Casa Cultura for advertising – at no charge – 

to advertise cultural venues in Tehuacán. Marco Antonio commented, "A lot of what we 

do is without money. It is the challenge of doing things without much funding." I asked 

about Casa de Cultura's distribution of written materials within the communities where 

the languages are spoken. He said, like SIL, they look for ways to give materials to the 

native speakers if they cannot afford the cost of buying. He repeated his reference to the 

"Indigenous world" here in Mexico, stating there is no way to easily recover their origins. 

He added, "This is why from the Popoloca world, the first books that are being made 

from within, are those that you guys are making" [speaking to Jeanne Austin who had 

accompanied me to this interview]. Another thing the Casa de Cultura does is give 

certificates of recognition to people working inside and outside the Popoluca culture and 

other cultures, to preserve and rescue them. Later in the interview he said he wants to 

give one to Jeanne for her work with the Popoloca. 
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I asked for his insights on the comments I have heard about SM Ngigua history, 

that they were "conquered twice". He gave me a brief summary of the history of 

humankind in the "New World" and the early cultivation of crops in the Tehuacán Valley 

– not just maiz, corn, but also amaranth, cotton, aguacate, squash among others. He 

mentioned also the growth of technological skills, like irrigation systems, and dams, and 

included the example of a 3,000 year-old dam near the border with Oaxaca state. And the 

use of fire and creating tools of stone, and then metals… basketry and ceramics. This was 

before and up to about 500 years BC. He also told of the language developing and 

changing, beginning with Proto-otomanguean to the present day language communities. 

Marco Antonio said Popoloca has been spoken for over 2000 years now, since 110 AD. 

Due to the geography the Popolocas were spread out throughout the Valley of 

Tehuacán. The first incursion from outsiders came at the fall of Teotihuacan and 

later the fall of Tule. This is when the city of La Mesa here in San Diego…[?] is 

founded, an all –Nahuatl town. These people came from the high central plains. 

When those cultures fell, they arrived here to a splendid place that already had its 

own culture and development. They came and enriched the cultures here, with 

new technologies and another cosmovision and knowledges of the natural world. 

They found a splendid culture here. Then later there was another invasion, when 

the Zapotecs and Mixtecs began to relate to the Aztecs, about 1450… due to 

warring from the Aztecs against them. And they were not able to win, but we [the 

Popolocas] were left in the middle, and they did conquer us. 
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The immediate effect of that first conquest according to Marco Antonio was the 

"loss of the Popoloca language", due to dispersement of the people who spoke the 

language – "because the conqueror imposes their language, its uses and customs, their 

traditions, their gods, their money, and they demand tribute in order to let you live. Those 

were the effects." He said the Popolocas were miners of salt and lime. They were 

required by their Nahuatl rulers to pay tribute with both salt and lime. They also had to 

bring manta, woven cotton cloth. In those days cotton was grown all over the valley.  

The Popoloca lord called Cutha was one who resisted the Nahuatl invasion. And 

there was a Popoloca lord in Coxcotlán, and one in Tehuacán. They were ultimately 

conquered by the Nahuatl nation who had a very strong army. The option the Nahuatl 

army offered was to become an ally, "I will protect you and help market your goods, but 

you have to give tributes," or the other option was, "We will destroy you".  

Regarding Marco Antonio's reference to the Popoloca's "loss of language" he 

gave the example that since the Nahuatl arrived, all the topographical terms are Nahuatl. 

Even the name Popoloca is a Nahuatl word. Current-day Popolocas don’t like this term 

and want to be called Ngigua. "But we don’t have a historical memory to know what that 

actually means". Marco Antonio believes it means "pueblo antiguo". And since "We don't 

know our roots for certain, we have no internal history or memory of our origins, it is 

only the outside historians who tell us these things. This is due to the conquest by the 

Nahuatl. 

The second conquest was not so much military as ideological, according to Marco 

Antonio, the arrival of "evangelization" – about 1540-1560 – soon after the conquest of 
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Teotihuacan [by the Spaniards] some friars arrived here to Old Tehuacán, (there are ruins 

out there…he said it is not open to public and it is hard to get to). Marco Antonio also 

mentioned the contemporary forces against the Ngigua culture, that come from the 

Spanish-speaking culture. He said the arrival of maquiladoras assembly plants, to the 

Tehuacán Valley has been a brutal blow to the Ngigua language, because in order to work 

there you have to be able to speak Spanish. And the bosses do not allow the employees to 

speak Ngigua to each other, because they demand to know what is being said at all times. 

The loss of Ngigua knowledge and history seems irreparable to Marco Antonio. 

He said none of the Ngigua communities of today know how they got there. All they 

know is they were here when the Nahuatl arrived. He believes that was when the 

historical memory got lost, it was eradicated by the Nahuatl conquerors. Marco Antonio 

repeated that the principal factor was loss of language and gave the example that the 

oldest existing documents about land disputes, or legal disputes in the colonial times, all 

those documents were prepared in Nahuatl, but in other Indigenous languages, nothing. 

They lost out. The oldest chronologers, evangelized ones specifically, wrote in Nahuatl. 

If there is anything about Tehuacán, such as the Annals of Tehuacán, they are written in 

Nahuatl although they came from a Popoloca town. And about 100 years after the Annals 

were written, when Evangelists [Catholic Church] arrived with the Spanish conquest, 

then the Nahuatl loses and the Spanish wins, but Popoloca is still the loser. 

Marco Antonio explained another historical fact, that when the Spanish 

conquerors arrived in the Tehuacán Valley, they forced the Popolocas to move down 

from the mountains to the valley. They had fled to the mountains to live, to get away 
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from the Nahuatl rulers. The Spaniards made them come down to the valleys where they 

could keep an eye on them and rule over them. They also wanted them in places they 

could evangelize them as a group, then use them as slaves while they were at it. The 

outcome he said was, "The Popoloca philosophy, language, technology, etc. is lost. They 

are reduced to an even lower state than when the Nahuatl ruled them." 

In studying the history of his grandfather's people, the Popolocas, Marco Antonio 

has a theory from studying the layout of the Ngigua towns of today, in the Tehuacán 

Valley. He has observed that the Ngigua towns still in existence are located according to 

a historic political strategy of having a 'slave town' near to and ruled by a larger Spanish 

or criollo town (a formerly Nahuatl town). For example, San Marcos Tlacoyalco has 

Tlacotepec as its "minor capital". Tlacotepec is a Spanish-speaking town but in the past it 

was a creole town and before that a Nahuatl town. The prominent hill in Tlacotepec was a 

sacred place to the Nahuatl in pre-Hispanic times. Then "evangelization" came and the 

Spanish built a church right there. He gave also the example of Apolinar Salinas, which 

was a creole town. It has Los Reyes Mezontla as its Ngigua satellite town. San Felipe 

Otlaltepec is a Ngigua satellite of San Juan Ixcaquistla, a formerly creole town. 

Curiously, a Nahuatl town called Chilac [still Nahuatl today] has San Juan Atzingo as 

their Ngigua (Ngiva) satelite, but nevertheless, it is their servant. Always has been and 

still is, Marco Antonio said. [Jeanne agreed.] He specified, "In San Juan Atzingo the 

people suffer discrimination today from the Nahuatl of Chilac. [Jeanne agreed.] Marco 

Antonio further mentioned that San Lucas Temalacayuca is the Ngigua satellite of 

Tepanco, another formerly creole town, now Spanish-speaking. 
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"It is a very interesting pattern," Marco Antonio said. "I think this could be, these 

principal towns I have mentioned, may have been given in the Encomienda, these 

Popoloca towns. That is, 'You live here, next to me! But apart.'" He added that in every 

one of these five cases he mentioned, Ngigua towns are in the very worst locations 

possible, the driest areas. "They were stuck off in the corners". He continued to talk: 

I suppose it was the motivation of the Encomienda, and this Encomienda also 

allowed each Popoloca town to have their own church. But as you have seen, they 

are all small churches. Almost like chapels in contrast to the other towns. Unlike 

Zapotitlan, that is a huge church! It has a great organ from the 1700's, it has one 

of the oldest parishes, dating from the 1550s.  

Tehuacán was a thriving center of commerce for products from the 

Mixteca even before the Revolution, and all the mule trains came through 

Zapotitlan. They had to stop over there. And another interesting thing. Today all 

the principal towns [mentioned above] are about 30-40 minutes drive from the 

Ngigua towns, on foot that would be about one day travel. That’s how far apart 

they kept them. They were a half-day to one-day's journey away and were poor. 

They kept themselves very closed off as a survival tactic from the destruction by 

other cultures.  

Marco Antonio commented on the additional pressures against Indigenous culture 

and languages caused by the present-day migrations to the north. Some people come back 

wealthy, but there is a lot of social breakdown as a result of this migration. He concluded 

"I think we were better off when we had nothing." But the biggest problem, in his 
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opinion, caused by this migration, is the loss of identity. "The Ngigua comes back with 

money, and now looks down on his poor Ngigua brothers". He continued, "You know 

better than I that money has its rules, and money is not happiness and a society that bases 

its prosperity in the economy will inevitably have social problems". He gave other 

contemporary examples from other countries of the world.  

His final comments were that the mestizo pueblos seem the most likely to survive, 

and his concern is that the Indigenous communities cannot keep their identities. 

"Diversity enriches us, in reality. It would be such a boring world if we were all the 

same." 

Marco Antonio gave me some good tips on books regarding Tehuacán and its 

history and cultures. He also gave us good directions to two pre-Hispanic caves on the 

edge of Tehuacán that we were able to find and visit the next day. 

Interviews with Two SIL fieldworkers 

I was able to interview the two principal SIL linguists who have served in the San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco language community, Sharon Stark and Jeanne Austin. 

Sharon 

Sharon Stark has been a member of SIL over 42 years – since 1968. She was 

assigned to work in San Marcos Tlacoyalco in January of 1971. She and her colleague 

Polly Machin (now Polly Prior) also an SIL member, rented a house in the center of 

town. Later they moved to another house where they stayed for the next 12-14 years. This 

Ngigua language was first written in 1972, by Sharon and her colleague. At that time 

there was no bilingual education offered in the community. She thinks the federal school 
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"was maybe up to sixth grade". Later the bilingual schools came in. By the early 1980's 

there was a secondary school in San Marcos. 

Natividad Gómez was their language teacher, and she taught them monolingually. 

She was "absolutely fantastic". Got them talking baby talk in six weeks to get across their 

ideas. She worked with them an hour a day for two years. Sharon and Polly worked 

together with SM Ngigua speakers and with the help of SIL consultants made the 

alphabet. She mentioned that their alphabet was effective, and that when the teachers 

began to take an interest in writing SM Ngigua, they based their alphabet on the SIL one, 

with few changes. They chose the /k/ over the /c/qu/ and wrote the glottal as /h/ instead of 

the /'/ mark. Sharon and Polly chose not to write the tone. Everyone they worked with 

could read it without tone. Sharon mentioned that now Vero and Jacob feel a need to 

mark tone on specific words. SM Ngigua is a three-tone language.  

I asked Sharon what she finds to be the specific challenges for reading SM 

Ngigua. She said the glottal stop and that there are two kinds of /t/. But most SM Ngiguas 

"get that quickly once it is explained to them". As non-native speakers of SM Ngigua it 

was much harder for Sharon and Polly. Sharon described the 'aha' moment: 

We saw it before we heard it! I said to Polly: "Sometimes when he makes the /t/, 

his tongue comes out between his teeth, and sometimes it doesn't!" This was not 

true of everyone but it was true of that man and that was nine months into 

learning the language. 

They first became aware of the two kinds of /t/, thanks to a word pair with high 

tone and low tone that also had the two kinds of /t/ (fronted and backed). They chose to 
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write them as /t/ and /tt/, the school teachers are now using /t/ and /th/. Another challenge 

for Sharon and Polly was learning to pronounce the retroflexes, /xr/ and /chr/.  

When I asked Sharon if she taught her Ngigua co-workers to read their language 

she said, "Some could read in a basic way, even with just a third grade education. They 

picked up on their own language quickly". Sharon's practical grammar of SM Ngigua was 

published in the 70's and was revised and republished several years ago. She was 

motivated to help the native speakers see that their language is a real language, and that it 

has a proper grammar just like Spanish. She hopes it will give them some pride in their 

language. A lot of school teachers have a copy. She only printed 50 copies and thinks 

they are almost gone now. This book is only available in hard copy and is not on the web 

(yet). She noted that the cover for the second edition of the grammar is a photo of the 

Catholic church which stands in the center of San Marcos Tlacoyalco, and that it was the 

idea of some Protestant SMNgiguas to use that photo on the grammar book.  

The Catholic church building does hold a prominent place in San Marcos history 

and present. Sharon thinks it was built early to mid-seventeenth century. Local people say 

the date was marked on the church as to when it was constructed but that this was "taken 

off the church" so that "the Catholics would not come and take the church back" (citing 

the local people). She told a story she heard from Ann Williams, a fellow SIL member, 

who lived in the Ngigua region beginning in the 1940's (Williams 1946). Ann told Sharon 

the story of a visit she made about 50 years ago to San Marcos Tlacoyalco. Against some 

people's wishes, someone brought out of the Catholic church a parchment with picture 

writing on it. Ann said it was obvious a lot of people didn't want her to see it, so she 
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didn't even touch it. But she said the SM Ngiguas asked her if there was any indication on 

it that it said if there was water anywhere [in their land], they were desperate for water. 

Sharon has asked about this manuscript indirectly at different times, as in, "Do you have 

anything written down from long ago…" but she never got a positive answer. It was 

picture writing, Ann said, probably extremely old. 

Sharon is not aware of any interest on the part of the Catholic church currently in 

the use of SM Ngigua in written or oral form. The Spanish speaking priest has been 

friendly when she talked to him. He is an outsider. But she has heard him at least greet 

people in SM Ngigua. Sharon and Polly translated the whole NT into San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco Ngigua but there was not much interest on the part of the SM Ngigua 

community. The Protestant church members were not interested in the project. She 

worked with someone who turned out to be a "scoundrel" and that affected the 

acceptance of the New Testament. Sharon also worked with someone who had a good 

reputation, but she couldn’t get help from the church leaders. Although she related to 

everyone, she didn’t ask the Catholics for help because of the division in the community 

between Catholics and Protestants. The New Testament in San Marcos Tlacoyalco 

Ngigua was published in 1985.  

Now Veronica and Jacob and Emilio are working on a revision, with Jeanne 

Austin serving as consultant. And Sharon is working on it with them (long-distance via 

Skype). She feels they are doing a good job, and recognizes that the language has 

changed. She said they feel she "kinda speaks 'Elizbethan' Popoloca" [Ngigua]. 
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Interestingly, Vero and Jacob and Emilio are also working on reducing the amount of 

Spanish words in the first version of the SM Ngigua New Testament. 

About language attitude in the 1970's, Sharon gave the example of one day when 

she was in Tehuacán with a man from San Marcos, and a stranger asked him if he was 

speaking English. Pedro said: "No, she speaks our language!" The SM Ngiguas spoke 

Ngigua with each other even though they knew they that as Ngigua they weren't thought 

of highly by surrounding Spanish speakers. But they would speak SM Ngigua in public 

places if they wanted to. They weren't really proud of their language, but they weren't 

really ashamed of it either. 

Sharon feels that in recent years, there has been a shift in language attitude 

because the SM Ngiguas are moving more to Spanish. They are not appreciating their 

own language as much as they did. More people are teaching their children Spanish. 

When Sharon lived there she only knew of two families that were teaching their children 

Spanish. She has observed that in the center of town there was/is much more teaching of 

Spanish than on the edges of town. Sharon mentioned all the communities that speak the 

San Marcos Tlacoyalco variant of Ngigua. She commented that "Western Popoloca" [San 

Felipe Otlaltepec] is not much used any more [where Ann Williams worked beginning 

the 1940's]. She believes San Juan Atzingo [Ngiva]is the place where the use of Ngigua 

is the strongest, out of all of the Ngigua language variants spoken today. San Luis 

Temalacayuca is the closest to San Marcos, linguistically and distance-wise, they are only 

six to seven miles apart, but there is not much communication between the two towns. 
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She thinks they are about 80% compatible linguistically. [A later check with the 

Ethnologue report confirms this, 84%.] 

Regarding the use of San Marcos Tlacoyalco Ngigua today in written form, 

Sharon points out that the bilingual schools are promoting it, and Vero is teaching 

bilingual teachers to read and write SM Ngigua. Sharon also mentioned the two young 

women from Emilio's church who, at the time of my interview with Sharon, were 

attending an SIL sponsored writer's workshop in Mitla, Oaxaca along with Emilio and 

Jacob. They are learning to make materials in their language. I asked if all those actually 

making materials right now in San Marcos Tlacoyalco Ngigua are in some way supported 

through SIL and Sharon confirmed this. As far as other resources for producing materials 

in SM Ngigua, Sharon said that Emilio's church might do some on their own. He has 

asked Jacob's help in translating some Sunday School lessons, for example, which is an 

activity outside of SIL responsibility. 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Austin has spent 40 years in San Juan Atzingo where the language is 

called Ngiva, not Ngigua. Jeanne began living in Atzingo in 1970, Marge [Kalstrom] had 

begun there three years before that in 196740. They began working on literacy right away. 

Jeanne has studied all of the of the six Ngigua/Ngiva languages in existence today, and 

speaks three of them well. [When speaking in English Jeanne generally refers to the 

languages simply as Popoloca]. She is currently serving as a consultant and trainer for 

three SIL-related language projects ongoing in San Juan Atzingo, San Lucas 

                                                 
40 Marge died of cancer in Arizona a few years ago. 
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Temalacayuca and San Marcos Tlacoyalco. Each week finds her in various Ngigua/Ngiva 

communities, I think of her as a hummingbird who never seems to rest, who delights in 

each flower it finds. She is well-known in the Ngigua/Ngiva communities and greatly 

respected and appreciated. 

Jeanne said they had "pretty good success in literacy there [Atzingo] because 

could read them, but now they are quite popular. Of the people who know how to read, 

75% can read well in Popoloca." In the schools in San Juan Atzingo, the children all 

speak Popoloca. There are 12 teachers. One of the teachers knows some Popoloca, he 

was born in Atzingo but grew up and was educated in Tehuacán. And one teacher in 

Atzingo is from San Marcos Tlacoyalco, the rest are Nahuatl. Jeanne describes further the 

challenge for the Ngiva children of Aztingo: 

The school children in Atzingo consider it their job to teach the teachers how to 

speak Popoloca, especially the first and second graders. They try to teach them 

main (key) nouns, animal names, etc. And the teachers do try to write them down 

for them, quite a few of the walls have something written in Popoloca. But there 

is no actual teaching of Popoloca since the teachers are not native speakers. In the 

past couple years there have been interschool contests for Popoloca writing. So 

the children are told to write but the teachers can't show them how. It’s a real 

problem.  

The children are writing, the ones who have been to Jeanne's house and had some 

lessons in writing Ngiva, or have been in classes Jeanne teaches now and then in the 

schools, do pretty well. "The ones that haven't had anything use sometimes an /f/ for an 
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/x/ sound, all kinds of strange things." Jeanne was asked a year ago to help the San 

Marcos teacher (who works at the school in Atzingo) to judge these written materials, 

because they had to send the best samples to the state. There were a number she couldn't 

read at all. They didn't make sense, one couldn't tell what they'd written. 

Jeanne told me that there is one native speaker of Ngiva in Atzingo who is really 

excited about creating more materials in his language, and has high motivation. He is 

Emmanuel. He started school at 12, because his father moved the family away from the 

village for work, and was an alcoholic, so did not have money to send his son to school. 

Then his dad "came back to the Lord", and they returned to their village, and Emmanuel 

began first grade as a 12 year-old. He was very eager to learn. He went through all six 

grades. He told Jeanne the teachers put him in a corner on his own and gave him his own 

assignments because he was learning so quickly. Then when he was about in fourth 

grade, when a teacher would be absent, they would have Emmanuel take over his class. 

And also they started using him to translate things, poetry and such, to teach the other 

classes – because he was writing his own language. 

Emmanuel learned to read and write Ngiva because he came over to Jeanne and 

Marge's house all the time. When he started first grade [at age 12] he and his three 

younger siblings came over to their house almost every day. They helped make books, 

and they did all kinds of things with Jeanne and Marge. By the time he was in third grade, 

Jeanne's cousin was visiting, and they had a small writing workshop for the children. 

When they tested them with a list of some of the hardest Ngiva words, Emmanuel was 

the one that got a 100%. So from that time on he could write anything, perfectly. 
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Emanuel learned to use a computer in fourth grade when he had a lot of stories he 

said he really wanted to write down, but doing it by hand was a lot of work. So he asked 

Jeanne and Marge, "Did they have an old typewriter he could borrow?" They only had an 

old laptop computer, they loaned it to him. They didn't expect him to go far with it. Other 

children had asked for a lesson and lost interest. So Jeanne showed him a few basics, left 

it with him, and a few days later he had a whole manuscript written, he'd figured out 

himself how to bold it and center it, and everything else! It looked like a term paper!  

From that time on he was addicted to computers. "He just figures out what to do, he's 

learned all kinds of programs on his own," Jeanne said. 

Emmanuel has taken various SIL workshops in Oaxaca and while he found them 

easy, he loved the chance to learn more. He finished sixth grade in Atzingo, and then 

went to school in Tehuacán for secondary and has almost finished high school. He got 

discouraged about his chemistry and math classes and still needs to finish those. Jeanne 

added: 

Emmanuel is also a good teacher. He has a good understanding of the linguistic 

part of his language. A very good ear for sounds. This is why he writes so 

perfectly. He even found a sound we didn’t even know was there, we had never 

identified after 40 years of working in his language. We had one pair we had 

never figured out the difference between. It is the difference between a dental 't' 

and the alveolar 't', on one pair, only, like the difference over in San Marcos. 

Sharon Stark confirmed this analysis. 
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Returning to the general history of the Ngigua region and the writing of the 

Ngigua/Ngiva language variants, I asked Jeanne which of the Ngigua/Ngiva languages 

was first written. She told me the first was where Ann Williams worked, in San Felipe 

[Otlaltepec], she went there in 1940. But today there are hardly any speakers of that 

Ngigua variant left. Marge Kalstrom came in 1967, and Jeanne Austin in 1970 to San 

Juan Atzingo – it was the second Ngigua/Ngiva variant to be written. Then San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco Ngigua in 1972. In San Luis Temalacayuca Ngigua, Jeanne Austin helped 

develop the writing system beginning in the 1990's. Currently she is supervising a native 

speaker who is revising an adaptation into her Ngigua of the New Testament from two 

other Ngigua/Ngiva languages. Kalstrom and Austin went to Aguatempan in the 1980s, 

and then to San Felipe to try to finish up some of Ann William's projects but it didn't 

work out due to lack of interest in the community. 

In discussing with Jeanne the differences between San Marcos Tlacoyalco and 

San Juan Atzingo, she feels the potential for increased use of Ngigua is higher in San 

Marcos, because "there are over 40 bilingual teachers, we don't have that in other 

communities." And I add that the majority of those teachers speak SM Ngigua. Jeanne 

explained to me her analysis of why more of the San Marcos Tlacoyalco teachers actually 

teach in their language community, as contrasted with teachers in San Juan Atzingo who 

are almost all Nahuatl speakers. She said, comparatively, Atzingo was always behind in 

their education. At first bilingual teachers could become teachers after only completing 

sixth grade. And San Marcos Tlacoyalco had a primary school. Atzingo didn't. So San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco could produce bilingual teachers from the beginning of the bilingual 
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education system. Thus they got a head start on developing their own teachers that 

Atzingo did not and still does not have. Then SEP raised the requirement for a bilingual 

teacher to have secondary education, just after Atzingo got a full primary school but 

didn't have a secondary school yet. However, San Marcos by then already had a 

secondary school so they could keep developing their own teachers. And then SEP upped 

the requirements for bilingual teachers to completion of high school, and San Marcos had 

that too by then (after a high school was established in Tlacotepec, the nearby market 

town). By that time Atzingo only had a secondary school. And now SEP requires 

university level training to be a bilingual teacher, but somehow people from San Marcos 

are getting that either in Tehuacán or Puebla. For Atzingo the nearest high school is in the 

market town, Tlacotepec.  

Jeanne provided me with a list of the Ngigua/Ngiva language communities and an 

estimate of their population: 

1. San Juan Atzingo 4-5,000 (one town with a few barrios) Jeanne has been told 

Atzingo came out of Zapotitlán (on the old road from Tehuacán to Huajuapan). 

There was a headquarters for the Popoloca out there. They had a big fight and 

were divided. Some went to Los Reyes Misontla, some to Atzingo. Ann Williams 

said she met old people in Zapotitlan who still spoke Ngiva. 

2. San Luis Temalacayuca 3-4,000 (one town) 

3. San Marcos Tlacoyalco 30,000 (seven towns, the largest is San Marcos)  

People in San Marcos used to make blankets from wool. One man still does. Also 

they still make the woven belts. 
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4. San Felipe Otlaltepec 5,000 (two towns – only the older people speak it, one 

won't hear it much on the streets) 

5. Aguatempan 5,000 (One town basically, but one barrio is Spanish only, one 

barrio is Náhua, and three barrios are Ngigua.) People say the Spaniards came and 

gathered a bunch of people from the hillsides and made them come down and 

become one town – for government purposes. Maybe 5,000 of them today are 

Ngigua but they are not using their language much. 

6. Los Reyes Mezontla – 3,000 The poorest of the Ngigua communities, it is 

nearest to Atzingo, but way out in the mountains. Walking from Los Reyes to 

Atzingo is about a five hour walk.They have been ashamed of their language for 

years, yet there are still speakers. They make clay jugs. Jeanne went with Marge 

and studied their variant but decided not to stay, because they thought it was too 

bilingual, and also had decided to concentrate their efforts in Atzingo. Los Reyes 

won first place in all of Mexico for their handmade comales (clay griddles). It is 

the only artisanry in the area.  

Of the six Ngigua/Ngiva communities, Jeanne said that Atzingo is the strongest 

for actually using their language today, and San Marcos is second. I returned to the topic 

of the bilingual teachers in a community; "Does having teachers who speak the local 

Ngigua affect positively language attitude and strength of the use of the language in the 

community?" Interestingly, Jeanne told me, in the Atzingo bilingual primary school there 

is only one SM Ngigua teacher but he is from San Marcos. All the other teachers are 
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Nahuatl. (There was one Atzingo teacher for a time.) But in San Marcos Tlacoyalco there 

are a lot of local Ngigua teachers and yet the language use isn't as strong. 

Jeanne believes the sense of pride and valuing of their own Ngiva language in 

Atzingo has to do with the history of the area – she had two comments regarding her 

understanding of why this is so, first: 

They never went through what most of the other towns went through of having 

teachers that criticized the language and told them not to use it. The early teachers 

in Atzingo were from Chilac and were Náhuat speakers, So they couldn't hardly 

come up to Atzingo and tell them they couldn't speak their language because they 

spoke theirs [the Nahuatl teachers spoke Nahuat, along with Spanish]. So the 

teachers never bawled out the children or whipped them or anything like that for 

speaking Ngiva, and that's one reason [so the parents don't have a history of being 

mistreated for speaking Ngiva – they never went through that]. The second reason 

is there were people, even today there are probably some women, who never go to 

Tehuacán. Its forty minutes away, but they do all their trading in Chilac. And so 

the second language of the women over 40, is Náhuat. We have many [bilingual], 

almost everybody is bilingual, but the ones over 40 are bilingual in Náhuat, not 

Spanish. So Spanish hasn't been that useful to them, because they could do their 

trading in Náhuat. All the women, – like Miguel, the pastor, Miguel is 73, and his 

wife is my age. She speaks real good Náhuat, but her Spanish grammar is terrible. 

So this is true of a lot of the older women. Especially the women. Now, the men 

are more likely to have learned Spanish, although a lot of them also know Náhuat. 
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Well, in the '70's when we went up to the school, we'd ask somebody what 

something meant in Spanish, they'd give us the Náhuat word, the children would. 

They would know the words for common things in Náhuat. 

My interview with Jeanne ended talking about the history of the Ngigua/Ngiva. 

She said in the past the whole Tehuacán valley belonged to the Ngigua/Ngiva. A few 

years ago she was able to visit an archeological site near Tehuacán, what was the "old 

Tehuacán" in a place called San Diego. The Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City is 

in charge of the excavation of pyramids. An anthropologist, Dr. Castillo, had gotten a 

copy of Jeanne's Popoloca (Ngiva) dictionary and was interested in it and invited them to 

visit the site. It is not open to the public yet, the project was lacking funding. Dr. Castillo 

confirmed the site is all Popoloca. In fact during her visit, Jeanne watched them dig out a 

little jug and it looked exactly like the kind made in Los Reyes still today. And there was 

some kind of writing on a wall in color. 

The whole Tehuacán valley was once Popoloca, but then the Aztecs came in and 

they were fighters, and the Popoloca people weren't fighters. The Aztecs conquered and 

they pushed them ( Popolocas) up in the hills where the land wasn't as good, and they 

took the rich land in the valley for themselves. 

Regarding sustainability of Ngigua/Ngiva, or its ongoing and increasing use in 

written form, Jeanne is pleased about two recent very public events. One was the October 

2009 public presentation of the CÓMELE books in SM Ngigua, printed by CDI. Vero 

and Jacob organized this event. The teachers who attended were very positive about it, 

about 400 school children attended, and it was open to the general public and held in the 
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community public space. (This event is discussed more during my interview with Vero. 

earlier in this chapter.) 

A second public event was held in Atzingo, it was the presentation of Manuel's 

own book, In November of 2009. It is self-authored but printed by CDI. They had to set 

up a big tarp/tent for the meeting in the center of Atzingo and all the school children and 

teachers attended. About 25 children from the secondary school got up and read from 

Manuel's book. Jeanne said it was like they were reading on the radio, they read 

beautifully, with meaning and fluently. Jeanne doesn't know how their teacher got them 

to do that because she doesn't even speak Popoloca! She had them trained to use the 

microphone right, etc. Manuel did not teach or help them ahead of time. Many of these 

children' parents were taught to read by Jeanne and Marge, so she wonders if somehow 

that got passed on to their children. They had each chosen a story to read, and really 

enjoyed it obviously. 

I asked Jeanne how big a part she had financially, in making possible the two 

events just mentioned, since they were neither organized through the schools, or 

churches, or other local institution. She used SIL funding to support each event. She paid 

for the cost of the presentation of Emanuel's Ngiva book in Atzingo in November 2009. I 

did not get the amount she spent for that. 

For the event in San Marcos in October, 2009, Vero and Jacob sold 3,000 pesos 

worth of SM Ngigua books that day, and Vero's nine women's groups made food for free, 

and the local transportation company donated 400 pesos for toys for prizes, but Jeanne 

estimates the event still cost her 700 dollars US. That would include the days of work 
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ahead of time for Vero and Jacob in preparing materials made and printing them. [Only 

the CÓMELE literacy books were printed by CDI, everything else Jacob and Vero 

printed and collated and stapled themselves, with volunteer help too.] And they paid a 

couple artisans to come the day of the book presentation. They were paid a day's wage 

each, just to be there with their wares. If they earned something from sales that was their 

bonus. (And they did sell quite a bit, and were very happy with the arrangement.) Part of 

the event cost was also the building of a platform in the community hall, and the special 

meal afterwards for the guests of honor. A selection of SM Ngigua materials were 

packaged and tied in ribbons and given at no charge to each teacher who attended this 

event. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: TWO COMMUNITIES — IN SCHOOL AND OUT 
 
 
 
La tipificación exhaustiva de las maneras en que una lengua puede vivir rebasa las 
intenciones de este texto. Por ahora, sólo interesa destacar que la vida de un idioma se 
halla inserta en la dinámica social, y que en territorios multiétnicos dicha dinámica es 
harto compleja; por lo tanto, todo proyecto educativo y legislativo debe ser sensible a 
ello. 
An exhaustive list of the ways a language can survive is beyond the limits of this text. For 
now, it is worth mentioning that the life of a language is found in its social dynamic, and 
in multi-ethnic territories this dynamic is extremely complex; all education and legal 
projects, should at least, be aware of this.  

Fernando Nava 2003:35 

 
 
 

What's Going On In the Two Communities of Study? 
 

In the context of education, Gilmore (2003) has stated "All students must be 

allowed access to literacy. Without that access they will not have what is needed for 

existence in our society." (p.11). I would agree with Gilmore that everyone must be 

allowed access to literacy, and further emphasize that must include people from lesser-

known language communities of the world41. As stated in chapter one, this ethnographic 

study of literacy practices in two languages of Mexico includes data collection and 

observations in two language communities. The Mela'tajtol Community is located in 

southern Veracruz, Mexico. The SM Ngigua Community is located in the Tehuacán 

Valley in the state of Puebla, Mexico. Within each of the two communities the 

government education system holds a significant place, and consumes a great deal of 

                                                 
41 SIL, the organization I serve with, states: "Literacy and education in SIL distinctively focuses on 
developing programs in lesser-known and endangered languages and emphasizes using the mother tongue 
as the gateway to basic literacy. SIL's vision for language programs is to see literacy become a sustainable 
community value with the ownership of literacy goals and activities in the hands of the people" (SIL 2009). 
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time, energy and resources. Teachers are respected for the level of education they have 

attained, for their wider knowledge as result of their "outside" experience, their position 

as interpreters of what is required by the government, their power as deciders of a child's 

academic fate (and therefore possible future economic success), and their connection to 

academics and sometimes politics at the state level or even perhaps national level. 

One of the things teachers do is teach children to read and write. In Mexico, in 

2003, the government issued the Ley General de los Derechos Lingüísticos de los 

Pueblos Indígenas, Law of Linguistic Rights of the Indigenous Peoples. Among many 

rights recognized in this law, is the right of children to be educated in their own language. 

Additionally, Mexico was among the initial endorsers of the UNESCO Declaration of the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples42. Article 14 of this Declaration sets the ideal for 

Indigenous education as it declares: 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational 

systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner 

appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning. 

2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and 

forms of education of the State without discrimination. 

3. States shall, in conjunction with Indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in 

order for Indigenous individuals, particularly children, including those living 

outside their communities, to have access, when possible, to an education in their 

                                                 
42 Created by UNESCO in September 2007 but not endorsed by the United States until December 16, 2010. 
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own culture and provided in their own language. [Italics mine.] (Direct quotation 

from UN DRIP 2007.)  

The Mexican bilingual education system established schools in the Mela'tajtol 

Community thirty-five years ago, and in the SM Ngigua Community nearly thirty years 

ago. I visited the bilingual schools in the communities of study to find out what is 

happening regarding the writing and reading of the two languages spoken in these 

communities. Chapters three and four include much of the data gleaned from interviews 

with educators in bilingual schools in these communities. 

In this chapter I summarize my findings, using the categories of "in school" and 

"out of school" to talk about what I have observed and documented regarding these 

languages in written form in the two communities of study. In the following sections I 

will first present the findings about the local language literacy practices in both the 

Mela'tajtol Community and the SM Ngigua Community, within the context of the 

established bilingual education system. Then I will present the findings regarding the 

local language literacy practices outside of school, for both communities. The lines 

between "in school" and "out of school" can be fuzzy, but this distinction serves as a way 

to synthesize data from both communities. Finally, this chapter concludes with a further 

analysis of the findings which offer a clear example of the positive effect possible in a 

language community when even minimal resources in that language are available and 

combined with even minimal teacher training.  
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Local Language Literacy Practices in School 

 

FIGURE 9: The context for bilingual education in Indigenous communities of 
Mexico  

 
In What Ways Are Teachers Writing Their Language? 

Who is writing? Of necessity, only the teachers who speak the languages of the 

communities in my study were included in my interviews. It is possible that a non-

Mela'tajtol or a non-Ngigua might be able to copy down something for their students, but 

they would not be able to create anything in these languages not their own. Jeanne Austin 

(SIL fieldworker) did mention the Ngigua school children of another Ngigua language 

community teach their Nahuatl teachers basic Ngigua, but I did not hear of teachers 

learning to write a language not their own. Also, I was told in Tatahuicapan that one of 

the Mela'tajtol teachers I interviewed had learned to speak some Nuntajɨ̱yi  when he 

taught for some years in Nuntajɨ̱yi schools on the edge of the Mela'tajol area. The head of 

the school zone in Tatahuicapan said "It might take five, six, seven or eight years to begin 

to learn it", but, "the recommendation is that the teachers should learn the language of the 
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community they are working in so they can work with the children" (chapter three, 

p.113). This helps confirm that only teachers who are native speakers can really write 

these languages. The non-native speaking teachers could at best copy materials already 

available.  

The Indigenous teachers who do speak and write their languages, seem to be 

motivated to write it for one main reason: they are ordered to by the government. It is the 

law. The Department of Indigenous Education has in recent years required teachers to 

produce materials by the end of each school year to show that their students are indeed 

learning to read and write their own languages, not just Spanish. The terrific challenge 

faced in both communities of study is the lack of training for the teachers to carry out this 

task. 

When asking teachers how they learned to read and write in their own languages, 

no one described having learned to read and write by being specifically taught these skills 

in school by a bilingual teacher. They learned to read and write Spanish first, in school 

(whether in a bilingual or a Spanish-only school), and simply figured out on their own 

how to read and write their own language, or they figured it out with peers in school. One 

bilingual Mela'tajtol teacher recalled learning to read and write his language in a class in 

primary school, but it was a monolingual Spanish school in his community, and the 

teacher was an SIL fieldworker who was invited by the non-Mela'tajtol school teacher to 

teach reading and writing in Mela'tajtol. 
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FIGURE 10: Principal institutions for training bilingual teachers 

The effect of the uncertain trajectory upon which learning to read and write in 

their own language has taken, leaves these bilingual teachers today with little foundation 

for confident reading and writing in their language. All their training to become teachers 

in bilingual schools is given in Spanish, so they have no means to develop reading and 

writing skills in their language except, as before, via their own initiative and learning 

perhaps from peers. When a linguist is sent from the Department of Indigenous Education 

to these communities, as various teachers mentioned in the interviews, they are not 

speakers of the languages. They come with the ideologies of standardizing writing 

systems and unifying (and purifying) language variants in order to produce textbooks that 

will serve a greater number of communities and schools. The actual effect, as I heard 
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over and over in the San Marcos Tlacoyalco Ngigua community was a book that could be 

understood only by a very few people in another part of the wider Ngigua region. And as 

Terborg and Garcia (2006) have observed, when reporting on Mexican Indigenous 

language academies and standardization efforts:  

While the work carried out by these academies is admirable, standardisation 

efforts, in particular, experience severe difficulties in practice. Dialectal 

fragmentation is considerable within the languages, and hostile attitudes are 

frequently encountered in the defense of local varieties, making widespread 

consensus improbable. (2006:450) 

For the Ngigua bilingual teachers currently in training at the National Pedagogical 

University in Puebla (UPN) they do have the opportunity to study the reading and writing 

their own language. For three years now an optional Ngigua language class for bilingual 

Ngigua teachers in training has been offered at this UPN. It is taught by a native speaker 

who is skilled in reading and writing Ngigua, and has made her own materials to teach in 

Ngigua. However, the fact that she is given only one hour a week to teach, and that it is 

the first hour on Saturday mornings, and that the class is optional among other required 

courses, means that not all Ngigua teachers in training take advantage of this rare 

opportunity to learn from a highly qualified and motivated Ngigua teacher. (See 

interview with Verónica, chapter four.) Additionally she, as a teacher who is a native 

speaker of only one Ngigua language, faces the challenge of teacher-students 

representing at least four different Ngigua languages. To teach this one class for one hour 

on Saturday morning each week, she has to travel about four hours each way on 
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dangerous roads and stay overnight (in the home of generous non-Ngigua friends) in 

order to be at the UPN early on Saturday mornings. The pay barely covers her cost of 

travel. The fact that she has done this consistently for three years is a monumental 

achievement and reflects her high and selfless commitment to sharing her experience and 

knowledge in reading and writing Ngigua with Ngigua bilingual teachers. But it should 

not cost one person this much to keep a window of opportunity open for Ngigua teachers-

in-training? 

For the Mela'tajtol bilingual teachers, they have no training option in their 

language via the current system, which includes a branch of an UPN (National 

Pedagogical University) in the nearby city of Acayucan. It was referred to as a place of 

study by a few of the younger teachers I interviewed. It should be mentioned that some 

future bilingual Mela'tajtol teachers may come from the southern Veracruz branch of the 

Universidad Veracruzana Intercultural, Intercultural University of Veracruz (UVI) 

established just a few years ago and located right in a Mela'tajtol town, Huazuntlán. At 

the UVI there is a focus on Mela'tajtol for those students who choose to specifically study 

the language (chapter three, p. 137). One bilingual primary school teacher I interviewed 

told me the students at UVI do not write their language (chapter three, p. 115).  However, 

as also noted in chapter three, the principal participants of my study told me the Nahuatl 

students from this UVI are being taught to write Mela'tajtol in a slightly different way 

than the local bilingual teachers in the bilingual school system have chosen. This decision 

was influenced by outside linguist experts who are interested in standardizing Nahuatl-

writing across the nation, and who appear unwilling to recognize the established alphabet 
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already accepted and in use in the local Mela'tajtol schools. This has resulted in an 

unfortunate rift between the new local university and the educators in the bilingual 

primary schools – when using the Mela'tajtol language in written form. From chapter 

three, p. 77: 

Plácido said that some students came from UVI to share some of their work in 

Mela'tajtol, but it was written with the /h/. And the school director noticed and 

said "Do you know what? We would like you to please leave, we have just 

realized that you came here to confuse us. Please, you all from UVI, go 

somewhere else, because we do not want you to come back here." They were very 

firm, Plácido said, adding, "I think that was the only thing the director could do, 

to defend his language." And Plácido further added, "It would have been great if 

the students from UVI had come with a willingness to learn from the bilingual 

teachers as to how they are writing their language. It was a mistake on their part 

not to learn from this." 

And recently Plácido met up with someone from UVI who asked, "How is it you 

have such rapport with the teachers? You go up to them and they don't chase you 

off?" Plácido explained that he told this person, "Well it is because we have been 

helping the teachers for years. And instead of confusing them, we help them." 

In summary it is clear from the data, that the teachers in both the Mela'tajtol and 

SM Ngigua Communities continue to suffer from lack of training in reading and writing 

their languages. Yet most of them are at least minimally using the Mela'tajtol or SM 

Ngigua languages in written form in some way in their classrooms, thanks to pressure 
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from national policies and the inclusion of the Indigenous language as a subject in the 

school curriculum. 

In What Ways Are Students Writing Their Language? 

The students at all levels in the bilingual schools in both the Mela'tajtol and SM 

Ngigua communities are required to write in their languages, or at least copy words in 

their languages. At the end of the school year, the teachers must give a grade to each 

student for the subject: Indigenous Language. The means by which teachers determine 

this grade is wildly subjective as there apparently is no standard for them to draw on. The 

test seems to address the use of the language in oral form, though some teachers 

apparently focus on the written form as well. Some Mela'tajtol teachers said they use a 

100-word list for a test, some make up their own tests, some reported simply giving 

grades from their observations of how much the child uses the language in the classroom. 

Juan GH, a Mela'tajtol teacher, said about his fourth-grade students. 

They get it mixed up and write various ways. But, yes, we are teaching them 

writing. They have to learn a list of 100 words. But the grading of their Nahuatl 

[Indigenous Language component] is rather subjective, I have to just figure it out. 

If they speak it pretty well and write it well, I give them a 10. If they are medium 

good speakers and writers, they get a lower grade. Which is why we use the list of 

100 words (chapter three, p. 129) 

In the SM Ngigua Community, one teacher mentioned a sample test for Ngigua 

available from the school district office but he felt the questions were far too easy. 

Another SM Ngigua teacher reported that no one checks up on how the evaluations are 
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made in the schools and that they have no guidelines. There is a subject called Ngigua 

and each teacher handles it in their own way: 

For example, the teacher may test the students with a simple sheet of paper where 

they have to list the names of parts of the body, or ask the students to write their 

biography in Ngigua… something in Ngigua. But then there are other [teachers] 

who simply say: "This child half-speaks it, give him a 7, this one doesn't speak it, 

[give him] a 6… [The grading system is based on 1-10 with 10 as the highest 

score]. But there are those who are designing their own ways of testing… There is 

no standard test… there is freedom for each teacher to do their own thing. 

(Chapter four, p. 194). 

Throughout the year, the teachers assign students homework to collect texts 

written in their languages. This homework is often done by a relative or neighbor who 

has some experience in writing the language. One of the principal participants of my 

study from the Mela'tajtol Community mentioned school children often come to him for 

help with their homework when they are supposed to write a text in their language. Two 

of the principal participants of my study from the SM Ngigua Community are part of a 

large family and their younger relatives often come to them for help in school writing 

assignments in their language. In the Mela'tajtol Community, teachers in four different 

schools told me of the all-school writing efforts in Mela'tajtol. I was shown the thick, 

bound collections of materials written in Mela'tajtol and illustrated by the students. This 

is a recent phenomenon, for the students to produce written texts, and they are now kept 

for references for a future year. Several teachers recounted compiling students' writings 
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in their language to send to the state education offices, in previous years. They weren't 

sure what happened to these texts, but think it was a way to show they had been teaching 

the Indigenous language in class.  

 

FIGURE 11: L1 Materials for use in education 

What About Textbooks? 

Figure 11 shows how the national and international policies on Indigenous 

Peoples and their languages are an underlying support for education opportunity for 

Indigenous children in their own language. Both Spanish-only federal schools and the 

bilingual-intercultural schools in the Indigenous communities use curriculum and 

materials provided through the Secretary of Education. In the communities of my study, 

materials in L1 (Indigenous language) are potential rather than actual. In the SM Ngigua 
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Community, there are no adult education materials in Ngigua. In the Mela'tajtol 

Community, there is one Mela'tajtol book that was used in adult education, now being 

used in at least one bilingual primary school. There are no Mela'tajtol textbooks for use in 

the bilingual primary schools except for perhaps a few personally-owned copies of a very 

poor quality produced years ago. There are many current copies of one useless Ngigua 

textbook (a different Ngigua variant) in the SM Ngigua bilingual primary schools. The 

Parametros Curriculares, produced by DGEI for all the bilingual schools and available 

currently to teachers, is a manual/guide for developing "didactic projects" involving the 

use of the Indigenous language in oral form, and ideally, written form. This manual is 

written in Spanish. In both Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua Communities, I found non-school 

produced L1 materials available through local authors trained and sponsored by SIL. 

These are being used in growing ways in the schools. Regarding teacher-training 

institutions, I found they do not produce teachers who can read and write their own 

language, but only Spanish43. Following this summary paragraph, we now explore the 

scene further. 

In the Mela'tajtol Community, one book was created and printed for use in the 

schools several years ago. This book is comprised of short texts compiled by teachers and 

their students. There was no determined alphabet, nor guidelines for writing the 

Mela'tajtol language. The book was published at the national level, with little 

involvement in the production process by teachers at the local level. I am told that enough 

copies were made for one per teacher who participated. I actually did not get to see a 

                                                 
43 As explained earlier, from the data I found one current exception, the Saturday morning Ngigua language 
course (chapter three, p. 140). 
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copy of this book. Not one teacher I spoke to had a copy available. One of the principal 

participants of my study thought he had a copy, but could not find it. My conclusion is 

that even if this book was useful, it is not in use now. Every comment I heard about this 

book was that it was not well written, and that even the original authors had a hard time 

reading what they wrote when they saw it in print. Hilario reported about this book, 

"They themselves have trouble reading it. They say, 'Oh this book is bad, badly written. 

Because where it does not need a j, one has been written. And instead of a glottal mark, 

they put a j.'"(Chapter three, p. 82) 

In the Mela'tajtol Community, for adult education, one 8.5 x 11 size book was 

produced in 2000. It is titled Pewi tajtoltia', iwan ni kihkuilowa pan no mela'tahtol tani 

altepe'tajtolis Mecayapan, Empiezo a leer y escribir en mi lengua. Nahua del Sur, 

Variante Mecayapan, I Begin to Read and Write in My Language, Southern Nahuat, 

Mecayapan Variant. This book never came up in conversation when I asked teachers if 

there were any books in their language available probably because the ones I interviewed 

are not involved in adult education. Yet I happened upon it by chance, in a fourth-grade 

classroom. The teacher in that classroom explained that some copies of that book had 

been given to the school director and distributed. It was obvious some of the workbook 

pages had been filled in by the students and the teacher was using it. But another teacher 

mentioned this book should be only used for adults. 

I remain puzzled as to its appearance in the primary school 10 years after its 

publication when it had been used apparently in the adult education classes only. The 

Mela'tajtol text in this book is written with the hotly debated /h/ instead of the /j/. The 
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linguistic consultants for this book are Andrés Hasler (the linguist at the state level who 

promotes the h for use in all Nahuatl languages, including Mela'tajtol). The other 

linguistic consultant is the former head of the local Intercultural University of Veracruz 

(UVI) located in Huazuntlán. The "Pedagogical and Linguistic Coordinator" for this book 

is Felíx Antonio Jauregui, current head of UVI. Felíx is also listed under the Content 

Development, along with two names whom I assume are native Nahuatl speakers like he 

is: Leonicio Bautista Salas and Jorge López Morales. This book was published by 

MEVyT Modelo de Educación para la Vida y el Trabajo Education Model for Life and 

Work. 

In the SM Ngigua Community the only Ngigua textbook in existence in the 

classroom was produced in 2003 by the Department of Indigenous Education, by native 

Ngigua authors. From what teachers told me, there was a lot of initial collaboration 

among bilingual Ngigua teachers across at least four Ngigua language variants. There 

were many meetings to work out a way to write a standardized Ngigua that all could use. 

However, somehow, the final version of the materials that appeared in the published 

book, were actually in only one Ngigua variant, that of the teachers from the Tepexi de 

Rodríguez area. This variant is not understandable in the San Marcos Ngigua community, 

whether written or oral. This Ngigua language variant is spoken by only a few old people 

in San Felipe Otlatepec and Santa Inez Aguatempan, and a few people in other very small 

towns in the county of Tepexi (Jeanne Austin, personal communication).When Jeanne 

Austin, local SIL linguist with over 40 years experience in studying and speaking as 

many as four of the Ngigua languages, looked at this textbook with me, she pointed out 
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spelling inconsistencies and errors on any page I turned to. Not all of those who helped 

write that book are actually speakers of Ngigua, she observed (she knows the authors). 

However, this textbook was well distributed, I saw it in every Ngigua school I visited. 

And every Ngigua teacher I asked about it in the San Marcos Tlacoyalco area said the 

book was not usable. The book has been reprinted twice, in 2004 and 2005. 

Several teachers in the SM Ngigua Community spoke of collaborating on another 

book, specifically for their Ngigua language. The material was compiled and sent off. But 

no one knows if or when a book might be coming for them. 

In one SM Ngigua bilingual school, two teachers told me of a project they have 

underway to make "big books" with easy stories and illustrations for teaching reading to 

children. They had asked local authors Verónica Luna and her nephew Jacob Luna 

permission to use some of their SM Ngigua story booklets and this permission was 

readily granted. 

 

FIGURE 12: Mela’tajtol preschool entrance in Tatahuicapan, Veracruz 
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FIGURE 13: School Rules in Mela'tajtol (posted on classroom wall in 
Benito Juárez School in Mecayapan) 

 

FIGURE 14: Instructions About Keeping the School Clean (posted on classroom 
wall in Benito Juárez School in Mecayapan) 
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Within the physical area of the bilingual schools I visited in both communities of 

study, I found examples of writing in their languages in various locations. In the 

Mela'tajtol Community, outside the frontgate area of the preschool next to the 

Cuauhtémoc bilingual primary school in Tatahuicapan, was a sign with the name of the 

school in Spanish and a phrase in Mela'tajtol in large clear letters (Figure 12). And in that 

same school in Tatatuicapan, I observed examples of Ngigua writing posted on the walls. 

One was the Mela'tajtol alphabet, another a chart about School Rules and Attendance 

(Figure 13), another was about cleaning up trash and putting it in its place and signed by 

Moisés Bautista Revilla, a Mela'tajtol speaker of Tatahuicapan with years of experience 

in the bilingual education system and the local representative for AVELI, the Veracruz 

Indigenous Language Academy (Figure 14). In a classroom in Agustín Melgar bilingual 

primary school in Mecayapan, I observed a 8.5 x 11 size paper posted on the wall, with 

the Veracruz state anthem in Nahuatl. It was dwarfed by two large colorful posters 

written all in Spanish, one about classroom rules, the other about synonyms. One of the 

Mela'tajtol bilingual schools has a Mela'tajtol name, that is the school located in 

Huazuntlán, called Axayacatl. 
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FIGURE 15 : Mission and Vision Statements of José María Morelos School in SM 
Ngigua and Spanish, San Marcos Tlacoyalco 
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FIGURE 16: SM Ngigua school name and classroom names 

In the SM Ngigua Community, I observed the Ngigua language in written form in 

several schools. In José María Morelos School, a large wall area in the school yard was 

filled with the vision statement and mission statement of the school, in a prominent 

location. It is written in Ngigua with a Spanish rendition below the Ngigua texts. In 

Octavio Paz School each teacher chose a Ngigua name for their class. These names were 

written on the wall outside their classrooms, along with a colorful illustration of the class 

name. Just outside the main gate into the schoolyard for this same school, written on a 

wall, are words of welcome in Ngigua. The bilingual primary school in San Martín 

Esperillas is the only SM Ngigua bilingual school with an Ngigua name, Xikuxikjna. I 

. 
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was given two interpretations for this name, Deer Man and Ngigua Lord. Apart from the 

school name in Ngigua which is written in large letters on an outside wall of the school, I 

saw no Ngigua written elsewhere on school walls. However, I didn’t step into all the 

classrooms in the schools I visited.  

Local Language Literacy Practices Out of School 

When interviewing bilingual teachers in the bilingual schools in both 

communities of study, I would ask: "Is there anyone outside of school that you know of 

who is writing your language?" Most responded, with "No." Some mentioned the 

literature production efforts of the individuals in the community who are collaborators 

with SIL linguists. Not one bilingual teacher interviewed in the Mela'tajtol community 

thought of the book produced through the adult education effort which I found out about 

by chance (chapter three, p. 95). Some did mention the places in their communities where 

their language is displayed on public signs. In the Mela'tajtol Community, it was the 

principal participants in my study who mentioned the town authorities' decision, in 

Tatahuicapan, to label the public restrooms in Mela'tajtol. Then, between my first and 

second visit to their community, a large welcome sign at the town entrance to 

Tatahuicapan was completed, in Spanish and Mela'tajtol (Figure 17).  
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FIGURE 17:  Welcome sign in Mela'tajtol and Spanish, Tatahuicapan. 
San Martin mountain is in the background on the right 

 
However, these are the only two examples I have from the Mela'tajtol Community of 

their language in written form in public spaces, apart from the schools. Two teachers in 

the Mela'tajtol community told how their language is now much more in use in public 

spaces, at least orally, in the local clinic, during civic acts, and end of school programs, 

they said the latter are carried out completely in Mela'tajtol. Both the National Anthem 

and the Veracruz State Anthem are written in Mela'tajtol and sung in civic events in the 

community (chapter three, p. 103). 
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FIGURE 18: Health event announcement in SM Ngigua, in San Marcos Tlacoyalco, 
on the kiosk in the center of town. 

 
In the SM Ngigua Community, each of the nine women's groups running micro-

businesses (funded by CDI and managed by a principal participant in my study) have 

selected Ngigua names, and registered their businesses in the town hall under Ngigua 

names, and posted these names on their business locations within their community. 

Additionally, the local clinic asked two of the principal participants of my study to help 

with the composition in SM Ngigua of a large sign about an upcoming community health 

event, painted prominently on the sides of the kiosk in the middle of San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco (See Figure 18). The actual text was edited by Verónica, one of the principal 

participants of my study, but it was painted on the kiosk by a hired sign-writer. Another 

principal participant, Jacob, mentioned to me his dream to see a welcome sign to his town 
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of San Marcos Tlacoyalco written in Ngigua, but it takes convincing the town president, 

and persuading him to allocate the funds for it. San Francisco Esperillas, however, a 

small SM Ngigua town I visited in the mountains outside San Marcos, has had a 

community welcome sign for some time (Figure 19) perhaps due to the collaboration of 

that community with outside researchers who work in the nearby biosphere reserve 

(chapter four, p. 216). 

 

FIGURE 19: Town welcome sign in SM Ngigua, San Francisco Esperillas 

Without doubt, in both communities of study, it is the principal participants of my 

study who are contributing most heavily to the use of their languages in written form, not 

only in terms of actual production of written materials, but also in terms of promotion of 

the language in written form and in sharing of writing and reading skills with other 

speakers of their languages. Although none of them hold positions within the local 
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bilingual education system in their communities, they all have experienced growing 

recognition as local experts in their languages, and all have found opportunities as 

volunteers building capacity for the use of their language in written form both in and out 

of schools44.  

In the Mela'tajtol Community, Esteban, Plácido and now Hilario (since 2005) 

have taught reading and writing of Mela'tajtol to students and to bilingual teachers 

(separately) in schools in five schools in three towns, Tatahuicapan, Mecayapan and 

Huazuntlán. With training from various SIL consultants, they designed their own book of 

reading and writing lessons using the CÓMELE model. The book contains 34 lessons. An 

intial printing of 300 copies was funded through SIL. In 2010, the government institution 

CDI, Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas, the National 

Comission for the Development of the Indigenous Peoples, funded the printing of an 

additional 2,000 copies of the Mela'tajtol CÓMELE book. Esteban, Plácido and Hilario 

continue to offer teacher training for use of this book in bilingual schools, when invited 

by school directors. They have also helped carry out community-wide events, such as 

celebrations of the International Day of the Mother Tongue, on February 21, for the past 

three years. They have had a part in authoring and producing various story booklets. They 

also promote the use of Mela'tajtol in their local churches, and use it in their emails and 

cellphone texting with others who speak and write Mela'tajtol.  

                                                 
44 One of the SM Ngigua principal participants has not yet helped directly in a school, since he is new to the 
team and gaining skill in writing Ngigua at this point. He has helped with production of materials used by 
at least some of the teachers, however. And he is very actively promoting the written form of his language 
in his church, through the reading and teaching of translated portions of the Bible in his language. 
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Chris Hurst mentioned, too, the growing use of written Mela'tajtol at the local 

level, for cellphone communication. "One fun thing… is those who text on their cell 

phones using Nahuatl. Esteban and Plácido and Hilario all do it, and many teachers and 

young people too. It is heartwarming to see that happening, a practical application of their 

language in written form" (chapter three, p.137). 

One more use of Mela'tajtol in written form, outside of school contexts, should 

not be overlooked. The bilingual Mela'tajtol – Spanish dictionary was published in 2000. 

The 1,000 copies have run out. But through SIL an online version is available to anyone 

with internet access anywhere in the world. Chris Hurst said the online version is 

downloaded 6,000 times a month. (http://www.sil.org/mexico/nahuatl/istmo/G020a-

DiccNahIst-nhx.htm). 

In the SM Ngigua Community, Verónica, Jacob and now Emilio (since December 

of 2009), have been actively promoting their language in written form. They began less 

than five years ago, and have just begun to find ways to share their training and materials 

within the school context. In 2006 Verónica and Jacob took an SIL sponsored workshop 

in Oaxaca to learn about the CÓMELE literacy method. They created a three-book set of 

lessons to teach reading and writing in SM Ngigua, 56 primer lessons and 18 pre-primer 

lessons. Thanks to Verónica's connection at the regional level with CDI, as program 

manager for developing microbusinesses with now nine women's groups in her 

community, she was able to win funding for publication of 250 copies of the SM Ngigua 

CÓMELE three-book sets. In October 2009, Verónica and Jacob led the organizing of a 

public presentation of the newly published books in San Marcos Tlacoyalco (chapter 
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four, p. 156). This included two book tables loaded with books they had prepared or 

recently reprinted, one table of secular books in SM Ngigua, and one table for 

audio,video and printed portions of the Bible in SM Ngigua. Each teacher who attended 

was given a bundle of native-authored books in SM Ngigua and a set of the SM Ngigua 

CÓMELE reading-writing books. Over four hundred school children and many teachers 

attended the public event, held in the town ramada. Many children bought SM Ngigua 

books at this event.  

The nine women's groups Verónica leads each had a booth decorated to represent 

their business, and had prepared large quantities of local favorite dishes. They shared this 

food without charge at the end of the book presentation to all who attended. The teachers 

were truly impressed with the entire event, as was the CDI regional director who was a 

guest of honor for arranging the funding for the publication of the CÓMELE books. The 

community also was impressed, Verónica and Jacob heard later that many people were 

looking over their books, and reading them, and excited to see their language written. 

From this point onwards it seems Verónica and Jacob have found a new level of 

friendship and trust with the bilingual teachers in the community. Two years before 

Verónica and Jacob had delivered some books in Ngigua to every school but they were 

not well received. Now some of the teachers are complimenting them on getting their 

books made. The teacher in charge of teacher training, the ATP, technical and pedagogy 

supervisor, asked them to help train teachers in reading and writing Ngigua. A first stage 

of this training took place in 2010, led by Verónica and Jacob. 
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Another example is Emilio, who told about attending a workshop in September, 

2010 in Oaxaca where he learned about figures of speech and wrote a poem of reflection 

full of figures of speech. He quoted it to me when I was having a meal with him and 

Jacob and other family members. Emilio said, "What I like about it is that I had never 

heard about or applied the idea of figures of speech to my language. And my Ngigua has 

a lot, it is rich in them… I like my poem. I am going to make more!" (See Appendix B 

for a copy of Emilio's poem and his back-translation of it into Spanish.) 

As a further example of ways the principal participants of my study from the SM 

Ngigua Community are using their language in written form, I draw from chapter four, p. 

163: 

In November 2010 while visiting in Jacob's home, he told me … he was preparing 

more Ngigua materials to have a book table with SM Ngigua books for sale 

during a community gathering in the center of San Marcos Tlacoyalco, a Christian 

music concert to be held that Saturday, with choirs and bands from Puebla city 

and some other places45. A second event Jacob was preparing more Ngigua 

materials for, was his own birthday party, which was a few days hence. He and 

his uncle Emilio invited the entire neighborhood to a feast. Although in his family 

Jacob was never given an example of celebrating birthdays, he and Emilio were 

looking for a way to "share the Good News [of the Bible] with all their 

neighbors", so they invited the whole neighborhood, and Emilio was preparing an 

Ngigua sermon. He had already given Jacob the texts [biblical] he planned to use 

                                                 
45 Jacob and others dream of having an Ngigua music concert, but there are few songs as yet in Ngigua. 
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in his sermon and Jacob was preparing a powerpoint with those texts to show 

during the sermon. Additionally he planned to have a book table with Ngigua 

materials available for sale.  

I received an informal report later from SIL linguist Jeanne Austin (to Sharon 

Stark) about this event Jacob and Emilio and Verónica had been planning. She said they 

felt the party was a great success. About 200 people came and stayed about three hours. 

There was music and singing in SM Ngigua, a sermon delivered by Emilio in SM Ngigua 

and he read the Bible passages in SM Ngigua fluently. Jacob presented a power point 

showing some of the earlier [SIL]workshops they attended in Mitla, Oaxaca up to the 

most recent, and talked about the history of the work with SM Ngigua in his community, 

and explained about what he and Verónica and Emilio and others are doing. Jeanne 

added: 

Then he also showed pictures of the dubbing [into SM Ngigua] of the Luke video 

[a video about the life of Christ as recounted by Luke in Luke's Gospel] and 

explained about it and then at the end showed several episodes from the video. 

Everyone seemed to be paying really good attention. Jacob also told the folks that 

any who wanted to learn to read and write SM Ngigua should tell them and they 

would set up classes and also told them that they would show the video at 

anyone's home if they would request it. (Jeanne Austin, personal communication) 

While I was making a site visit in November 2010, before Jacob's birthday party, 

he took time one day to show me samples of the SM Ngigua booklets they were making. 

With SIL funding through the local SIL fieldworker, Jeanne Austin, Jacob has built an 
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office onto his home, and has a laptop computer and a printer for literature production. 

The materials he was reprinting that day were twelve small booklets, each one focusing 

on a different sound or consonant clusters. SM Ngigua has many consonant clusters very 

unlike Spanish, and at least one orthographic four-consonant cluster: chrj as in kuchrji, 

mushroom. Jacob and Verónica and Emilio had just finished the "Diccionario illustrado", 

a small picture-dictionary, and were preparing to make 50 – 100 copies of it and more 

reprints of every other literacy piece. They also had a new alphabet book which he 

explained to me. It introduces in the following order: simple vowels, long vowels, short 

vowels, nasalized vowels, simple consonants and consonant clusters in SM Ngigua, along 

with a section on the three tones and how they are marked on the vowels. Another book 

they had just prepared for reprinting, is a newly edited and republished book done by 

Sharon Stark over 25 years ago, about corn and beans, staple foods for the SM Ngigua. 

Jacob mentioned that in the evenings Emilio, and two young women eager to work with 

them and Verónica, were helping get all the books produced for the upcoming events, and 

for the school libraries. They were planning to make up a package of all their SM Ngigua 

materials for each SM Ngigua school, for their libraries (chapter four, p. 164). 

Concluding Thoughts On an In and Out of School Combo 

A further observation should be made regarding the connection between the 

bilingual teachers and the principal participants of my study in both the Mela'tajtol and 

SM Ngigua communities. In the Mela'tajtol bilingual schools I saw or was told of many 

examples of children's writing. In the past two years the Mela'tajtol teachers in three 

schools specifically, have all their students writing Mela'tajtol. In the Agustín Melgar and 
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Benito Juárez schools, I was shown thick books of bound hand illustrated and written 

texts. For children from the lower grades, their texts were simply a hand-drawn picture 

and a word in Mela'tajtol. For the older grades, the text was a sentence and some were 

short stories. And, as mentioned earlier, in one school alone (Agustín Melgar in 

Mecayapan) the teachers were proud to say they had collected 1,000 texts from their 

children the year before. At least three Mela'tajtol schools I visited told me of plans to 

participate in a community-wide exposition of these examples of their students' writing in 

Mela'tajtol (which happened a few days after my visit to their community). 

Contrast this with the bilingual schools in the SM Ngigua community. I was not 

offered one example of children's writing, although the idea is obviously something the 

teachers feel should be happening. The teachers said the government is pushing them to 

teach reading and writing, but so far as I could tell, nothing is actually happening yet. 

My conclusion is to consider the time frame for both communities, and the 

introduction of reading-writing materials in their languages that can be used in the 

schools, and the training of teachers to use those materials. As it turns out the two 

communities of my study offer a clear example of the effect of resources in their 

language and even minimal teacher training. In the Mela'tajtol community, Plácido, 

Esteban and Hilario began visiting the bilingual teachers in various schools about six 

years ago. They offered free of charge materials they had made in Mela'tajtol. 

They began promoting their literacy materials by visiting the director of Agustín 

Melgar School in Mecayapan, and offering to teach a class of students to show how the 

CÓMELE materials can be used. They began teaching children reading and writing in 
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Mela'tajtol in Benito Juárez School also in Mecayapan, with their CÓMELE lessons. 

Then the school director of Benito Juárez asked them to train the teachers how to use the 

CÓMELE materials, so the teachers could teach their own students. Then they were 

asked to do the same by the director of the Agustín Melgar School. As Plácido told me: 

Ellos mismos mandaron una carta de que fueramos allá a darles un taller de 

CÓMELE. Y allí nos damos cuenta de que si hay interés porque ellos solicitan 

este taller, y a la vez ellos están muy agradecidos por, porque nosotros estamos 

disponibles a darles este taller de este método CÓMELE. Se les ha despertado 

bastante el interés.  

They themselves sent a letter that we should go there to give them a workshop on 

CÓMELE. And so we recognized there was real interest because they asked for 

the workshop, and also they are at the same time very grateful, because we are 

willing to give them this workshop about this CÓMELE method. Their interest 

has been really awakened. 

 These efforts by these principal participants in giving demonstration classes in 

the schools for teaching children reading and writing, which then evolved into teacher 

training for use of these materials, was initiated about 2005. Two years ago 300 copies of 

these Mela'tajtol reading-writing books were distributed among the bilingual teachers, 

and the principal participants of my study continued with training classes for teachers in 

other bilingual schools. In the fall of 2010, a further printing of 2,000 copies of the 

Mela'tajtol CÓMELE reading writing books were delivered to the school system. I did 

not find that any Mela'tajtol teacher is teaching systematically through the CÓMELE 
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reading writing book (applying all the steps of the method). However, I did find in each 

school that at least some Mela'tajtol teachers are teaching reading and writing of 

Mela'tajtol with the CÓMELE books, using some of the teaching steps. Other teachers 

simply use the book as a rich resource for stories to write on the board for the students, 

and as a resource to know how to write the language well. 

The Mela'tajtol schools with the longest period of direct influence from the 

principal participants of my study are the schools that are now generating students who 

are writing and reading Mela'tajtol.  

In the SM Ngigua community, for the first time a short teacher-training course 

was offered in the summer of 2010, for the SM Ngigua bilingual teachers. It was 

organized by the ATP of the school zone, who had invited two of the principal 

participants of my study from that community to teach the teachers. These two 

individuals, beginning in 2006, learned the CÓMELE method and prepared a set of four 

reading-writing books in SM Ngigua. They offered their training free of charge. Later a 

school director, and one of her teachers, invited the same two principal participants to 

come offer further training in their school, in September of 2010. 

I anticipate that in a year or two, if acceptance grows towards use of the SM 

Ngigua CÓMELE materials, and more teachers acquire the skills for using them (and 

improve their own reading-writing skills in the process), that more children will be 

reading and writing SM Ngigua, and producing stacks of texts as well. On a timeline, it 

would seem that the SM Ngigua principal participants are just a few years behind the 
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Mel'atajtol principal participants in seeing the fruit of their efforts to promote the use of 

their language in written form through their local bilingual schools.  

It is important to mention also the impact of recent bilingual education policies 

which come from the national level, stressing the importance of children learning to read 

and write in their own language, and the need for teachers to 'prove' their children's 

progress by carrying out projects in their language. This combination of pressure from the 

Department of Indigenous Education (DGEI) on the bilingual teachers, plus the 

introduction of materials and training in their language (albeit from without the school 

system) seems to be producing some striking results for both teachers and students in 

Mela'tajtol bilingual schools. It appears that this same combination of factors is just 

beginning to take place in the SM Ngigua schools and has the potential to produce similar 

outcomes. 
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CHAPTER SIX: TWO COMMUNITIES — HUMAN AGENCY AND POWER 
 
 
 
Any view of literacy is inherently political, in the sense of involving relations of power 
among people.  

James Gee 1996:22 
 
 
"Languages do not kill each other. It is the power relations between the speakers of the 
languages that are the decisive factors behind the unequal relations between the 
languages which then cause people from dominated groups to learn other languages 
subtractively, at the cost of their own. 

Tove Skutnabb-Kangas 2003 
 
 
…peasants are learning to read and write about their faith in their Indigenous languages 
as well as Spanish, and literacy is coming to be seen as something that is their own, not as 
something that signifies the ladino world. As literacy is freed from its repressive political 
context, Mexican politics become more accessible because peasants no longer fear that it 
will destroy their traditions. 

George A. Collier 1999:59 
 
 
 

A Brief History of Language Planning Frameworks 

Having now presented my findings about the local language literacy practices in 

both the Mela'tajtol Community and the SM Ngigua Community, within the context of 

the established bilingual education system, and in the larger community outside of 

schools, I offer a second look at my data. I will focus on three themes identified within 

my research to allow for a deeper understanding of what is going on with these languages 

in their written form, in the two communities of study. First it will be important to take a 

look back at language planning history and the various key language planning 

frameworks that have been developed over the years, in order to see where the three 

themes I have identified fit into the field.  
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Ricento has divided the history of language planning into three phases (Ricento 

2000). Beginning in the 1960s language planning began to emerge as a subfield of 

sociolinguistics. Frameworks of language planning were developed due to the need for 

new ways of handling language issues at national and international levels. There was a 

"need for new policies for new nations" (Pennycook 2004). Ricento's overview of the 

history of language planning and policy approaches the topic from three viewpoints: the 

macro sociopolitical, the epistemological and the strategic (Ricento 2000). Initiated by 

decolonization and with a structuralism orientation, this first phase of language planning 

tended to abstract languages from their contexts, and saw language as a problem to be 

solved, and sometimes as a resource to be planned (Pennycook 2004; Ruiz 1984). 

Language planning was divided into two principal activities at this time – status planning 

and corpus planning. Status planning has to do with modifying the environment of a 

language; corpus planning is any activity which modifies the actual language (Kaplan and 

Baldauf 2007).  

The second phase of LP began in the 1970's, and was motivated by "ongoing 

inequality issues" (Pennycook 2004). Rather than focusing on issues connected to 

modernization, standardizing of languages, and developing writing systems, now 

attention was given to the sociocultural effects on languages and their use. 

Deconstruction was embraced, and the concern over the failure of modernization to 

alleviate inequality led to renewed questioning of assumptions. "Sociolinguists focused 

on the status and relations of speech communities in defined contexts…. Linguistic 

behavior was social behavior, motivated and influenced by attitudes and beliefs of 
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speakers and speech communities, as well as by macro economic and political forces" 

(Ricento 2000, p.202-3). 

The third phase of LP, according to Ricento, began in the mid 1980's and 

continues today. This phase has been marked by postmodernism and critical theory 

applied to education, ideology, economics, history and public life. This phase is marked 

by a growing concern regarding direct and indirect marginalization of Indigenous 

languages, inequality of power structures, language rights and language loss. With 

increasing globalization and transnational migration, efforts for language planning have 

only grown more complex. Also there now is wider consensus that language planning can 

never be a neutral activity. 

A key point in the first phase, Ricento says, and carried well into the second 

phase, and still referred to today, is the model of language planning developed by Einar 

Haugen in 1966 and revised in 1983. Haugen's 1983 language planning model focused on 

status and corpus planning, the two components he used to address the twin issues of 

form (language selection and standardization procedures) along with function (issues of 

implementation and development or 'cultivation' of languages) (Haugen 1966, 1983). Not 

long after, Cooper (1989) introduced the notion of acquisition planning, or the deliberate 

promotion of the learning of a language, as in language-in-education (Baldauf 2004:377). 

Cooper offered a language planning framework from a multidisciplinary perspective that 

had eight components: I What actors II attempt to influence what behaviors III of which 

people IV for what ends V under what conditions VI by what means VII through what 

decision-making process VIII with what effect. To Haugen's corpus and status planning 
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Haarman (1990:120) proposed adding prestige planning. Haarman further divided the 

form (language selection and standardization procedures) of Haugen's model into 

"activities of government" and "activities of agencies". He also broke Haugen's function 

or language cultivation into activities of groups and activities of individuals. Baldauf 

(2008) recognizes that language planning may be overt (explicit, planned): or covert 

(implicit, unplanned), and offers a language planning goal-oriented framework in the 

context of micro language planning studies.  

Another LP framework which Ricento (2000) includes in the third phase is the 

language ecology framework. At the time of that paper, he withheld a verdict on the 

ecology of languages paradigm, saying it remained to be seen if it would become the 

most important framework for LP. Ricento ends his review of the history of language 

planning cautioning that it may take a long time for a "new paradigm of the 

sociolinguistics of society to evolve, a paradigm that would account for the political and 

economic dimension no less than for the social and cognitive correlates in explaining 

language behavior" (Ricento 2000, p.207). He points out agency as the key variable 

between the earlier work on language planning and the present approaches. He also called 

for micro-level research to be integrated with macro-level sociopolitical forces, saying 

that a new conceptual framework must link both the micro and the macro. 

Recognizing the part human agency plays across the landscape of literacy in the 

two communities of my study is paramount. My findings show that at the local, regional 

and national and international levels, decisions and actions are realized for the flourishing 

or for the "failure to thrive" of a language, whether oral or written. These decisions and 
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actions depend on human agency. And as McCarty, et al has said "…language choices 

are never unfettered, but rather play out within larger power regimes that structure 

individual agency and institutional constraints" (2011:9). 

It is precisely the need I see to focus on human agency and power that renders 

ineffective for me the current popular ecological framework of language planning. But let 

me trace its beginnings, mention three of its proponents and four opponents, before 

moving on to my analysis. This look backward is important for understanding the lenses I 

have chosen.  

Haugen (1972) was perhaps the first to talk about language ecology, and saw it as 

a useful model for understanding the contexts in which a language is situated, and the 

effect of those contexts on the language. May (2000) has observed an increasing use of 

the ecological metaphor in language rights. Kaplan and Baldauf (2008) use the term 

ecology in a very general sense to simply keep in focus the reality that "languages exist in 

the context of other languages, dialects, ways of speaking and so on…" (Kaplan and 

Baldauf 2008:44). This broader reference is how many use the language ecology 

metaphor (Baldauf 2008, Liddicoat and Bauldauf 2008). 

Three well-known proponents of the ecology metaphor for language planning are 

Mühlhaüsler (2000), Hornberger (2008) and Skuttnab-Kangas & Phillipson (2008). 

Mühlhaüsler has provided an excellent effort to define and defend the ecological 

language planning (ELP) approach. This he contrasts with what he calls the conventional 

or traditional or structuralist approach to LP. Conventional LP, in Mühlhaüsler's opinion, 

is a deficit-based perspective which seeks justification for the "interference into linguistic 
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and other cultural systems" as it seeks to remedy a problem (Mühlhaüsler 2000, p.347). 

He says ELP promotes diversity while conventional approaches favor standardization 

which is a deliberate attempt to constrain or reduce diversity. ELP aims to find what 

sustains linguistic diversity and sees linguistic diversity as a "pre-condition for 

maintaining cultural and biological diversity" (Mühlhaüsler 2000:306). Conventional LP 

as described by Mühlhaüsler deals with language in an abstract context, independent of 

the ecology in which languages exist (Mühlhaüsler 2000:352).  

Nancy Hornberger (2008) is another individual who readily uses the ecology 

framework in her education and language planning work. She is well known for her 

"continua of biliteracy model" which she says "offers an ecological framework in which 

to situate research, teaching and language planning in linguistically diverse settings" 

(Hornberger 2008:275). But while Mühlhaüsler focuses on his ecology framework as the 

basis for his work in LP, Hornberger seems to use it as simply a way to explain her own 

theoretical model of biliterate (or multiliterate) education. It is worth mentioning that in 

Hornberger's 1996 article with Ricento, "Unpeeling the Onion: Language Planning and 

Policy and the ELT Professional" the framework used is international, with two LP 

approaches – the policy planning (macroscopic level) and cultivation planning 

(microscopic level) (Hornberger and Ricento 1996:401-402). They discuss the historical-

structural framework (Mühlhaüsler's "conventional LP") along with pros and cons but 

offer no alternatives. No mention is made then of the ecology framework for LP that is 

popular today.  
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The third example of one who enthusiastically embraces the ecology framework 

did not at first do so overtly. In her Linguistic Genocide in Education (2000) Skutnabb-

Kangas makes a strong case for our biological, linguistic and cultural environments, their 

correlations and causal connections. At that time she stated "linguistic and cultural 

diversity may be decisive mediating variables in sustaining biodiversity itself, and vice 

versa, as long as humans are on the earth" (Skutnabb-Kangas 2000, p.91) although she 

does not make an explicit connection to the "ecology" metaphor. Eight years later Tove 

Skutnabb-Kangas, (with Robert Phillipson 2008) uses the metaphor explicitly and single-

mindedly. In her intense way she uses the ecology framework of LP to speak to the 

overwhelming speed at which the world's languages are seriously endangered or heading 

for extinction within this century. Like Mühlhaüsler she calls for an ecology that provides 

balance where some languages do not spread at the cost of others, and where humanity's 

survival is recognized as dependent on diversity of culture and languages. Biological 

diversity must include people and their environments and their languages. Skutnabb sees 

language rights in education as critical to maintaining the diversity necessary to human 

survival, because education can "confirm their linguistic and cultural identity as well as 

equip them to operate in languages of the wider community" (Skutnabb-Kangas and 

Phillipson 2008:10). However while she calls for education to help save the linguistic 

diversity of the world in one breath, with the other she is blasting schools for their past 

and present "major role in annihilating languages and identities" (Skutnabb-Kangas and 

Phillipson 2008:3). In Skutnabb's energetic use of the ecology framework for stating her 

position and calling for action, it is clear that unlike Mühlhaüsler's paper of eight years 
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previous, she at this time finds no need to explain or defend the validity of the ecology 

metaphor. 

To sum up these three individuals and their use of the ecological framework, 

Mühlhaüsler makes a thorough presentation on behalf of the use of the ecological 

metaphor in language planning – finding it the most useful model for our post-modern, 

post-structuralist times; Hornberger uses the ecology framework only lately, as a general 

context in which to express her theory of continua of biliteracy and language planning 

within educational contexts; and Skutnabb-Kangas now applies it as an almost default or 

unmarked way to address the even broader topic of human rights and their linguistic 

rights, although it is clear that this present use evolved through a process of years. These 

three contributors to the field of language planning represent a current wide consensus for 

use of the ecology metaphor. Yet there are some coherent thinkers and writers who voice 

caution. I will briefly mention the perspectives of four of them: Pennycook (2004); May 

(2000) Blackledge (2008) and Edwards (2008). 

Alistair Pennycook (2004) is ready to recognize the productivity and popularity of 

the ecology framework for LP – as a way to relate languages to their complex contexts of 

"social, cultural, economic and physical ecologies" (2004:214) and the possibility of 

pulling together both macro and micro perspectives for addressing issues. Yet Pennycook 

cites Crawford (Crawford 1998) in warning about semantic traps that biomorphic 

metaphors can take us into. He compares the naturalization of the 'natural' metaphor used 

in language acquisition which resulted in excluding political and social perspectives from 

language learning and studies of language. 
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A key concern regarding the current biomorphic metaphor of language ecology is 

that it may also exclude the role of politics in language diversity (Pennycook 2004:216). 

Some have used the ecology metaphor within the field of language with care, and define 

their usage deliberately, distinguishing between the metaphor of ecology and real 

ecologies. Pennycook admits that these distinctions are seldom made clear and most 

simply use the ecological metaphor without considering carefully the consequences. 

What does this metaphor and its popularity tell us about the times from whence it has 

emerged?  

Quite remarkably, it is almost as if the scientific and romanticist spirit of 

comparative philology that was adopted into evolutionary theory has been 

preserved in aspic to be reborrowed for a language politics that seeks both 

the hard aura of science and the soft feel of environmentalism, both the 

appeal of environmental politics and the romanticism of language revival. 

(Pennycook 2004:220) 

If in fact nothing matters but matter, it would seem everything can be 

explained by biology which leads to negation of the social, cultural and political. 

This is not the direction the ecology LP proponents (discussed above) would want 

to go because they are in fact strongly in favor of diversity. May (2001) also 

warns that the metaphor obscures social and political factors in LP. A biological 

explanation implies 'natural selection' and therefore language loss could be seen 

as merely 'survival of the fittest', with no need for human concern or sense of 

responsibility or obligation to intercede. Mühlhaüsler saw this logical outcome of 
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the ecology metaphor and baldfacedly offers no solution except for a change or 

'reevaluation' of the notion of the 'struggle for existence'. He explains, 

"Functioning ecologies are nowadays characterized by predominantly mutually 

beneficial links and only to a small degree by competitive relationships" 

(Mühlhaüsler 2000:8). This comment seems unduly optimistic from my 

perspective. He says further, "the metaphors of struggle of life and survival of the 

fittest should be replaced by the appreciation of natural kinds and their ability to 

co-exist and cooperate in complex relationships, rather than the ability to kill, 

exploit and suppress" (Mühlhaüsler 2000:308). He does not say why or how this 

mutual appreciation and nice behavior will be generated. Pennycook picks up on 

this very point, for if language ecologists do not accept the "dangerous doctrines 

of evolutionary struggle between languages" they are left with a "utopian vision 

of ecological harmony that is ultimately anathema to critical theory" (Pennycook 

2004:222). And as Edwards (2008) points out, the key word in Mühlhaüsler's 

utopian description is "should".46 

Pennycook further points out the weakness of tying language planning to a 

metaphor that goes hand in hand with 'green politics'. "The sad irony for language 

ecology is that while singing the song of diversity and the environment, it unwittingly 

reproduces the discourse of the natural that have long served to dominate articulations of 

                                                 
46 "We have a view of a world in which there is room for all languages, where the goodness of diversity is a 
given, where 'the wolf also shall dwell with the lamb'. This is certainly a kinder and gentler picture, but 
surely the key word here is 'should', surely the key question is whether the desire is also the reality. We 
could remember Woody Allen's reworking of the passage from Isaiah: 'the lion and the calf shall lie down 
together, but the calf won't get much sleep'." (Edwards 2008:17) 
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the world" (Pennycook 2004:222). To sum up this issue, language ecology minimizes the 

role of humans and their ability to create language. 

This leads to a second major objection to the ecology metaphor, that of comparing 

languages to species. For example, Skutnabb-Kangas states: "The number of languages 

(or species) can, then, be used as a proxy for linguistic (or biological) diversity" 

(Skutnabb-Kangas 2000:70). However, she goes on to list some 'unresolved concerns' one 

of which is how to define language and species, and includes a warning from Harmon 

(1995:2) that the major difference between a language and a species is the issue of 

volition. 

Pennycook warns against the dangerous analogy of language and species, because 

it "downplays human agency and linguistic creativity" reducing "languages to reflections 

of the environment rather than a key locus of human creativity" (2008:223). Blackledge, 

citing Freeland and Patrick (2004:34) argues that the focus should be on the people who 

speak the languages, "and the complex social, political and cultural practices for which 

they use them" rather than the language itself. 

Kibbee (2004) also rejects equating language to species, and comparing language 

loss to loss of a species. He points out that this argument has been offered and rejected 

since debates in the late 1860's and 1870's regarding language and the theory of 

evolution. He specifically attacks Mühlhaüsler's use of the ecology metaphor and 

language, calling it "misleading" and "a serious error" ( pp. 51-53)47.  

                                                 
47 "A very grave danger on the part of geostrategists from both camps – the free-market language capitalists 
and the ecolinguists – is that they perceive influences between languages as degradation of those 
languages." (Kibbee 2004:51) 
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Edwards (2008) speaks too against this basic assumption of the language ecology 

metaphor which compares languages to species, because as he says "language is not 

organic…. The fortunes of language are bound up with those of its users, and if 

languages decline or 'die' it is because the circumstances of their speakers have altered" 

(p.16). And while biological diversity may be arguably "good" for humanity's survival, 

linguistic diversity is part of human cultural diversity that includes human behavior and 

activity that is not inherently good and needs to change (Pennycook 2004, pp. 224-225).  

It is worth including also the comment from Tonkin (2004) who is concerned with 

the ecological comparison, he states: 

…there is a tendency to assume that language shift is a 'natural' 

phenomenon, and hence to eschew intervention. While it is true that 

language shift, like language change, is everywhere observable, and in this 

sense naturally occurring, it does not follow that a given instance of 

language shift is somehow ineluctable: a particular manifestation of 

language shift always has its social, economic or political causes, and it 

thus always caused by human intervention. One might therefore say that, 

while language shift is natural, each of its manifestations is the product of 

artifice. (Tonkin 2004:324) [italics mine] 

A further detraction from the language ecology framework is the 'romantic 

perspective' discussed by Edwards (2008, pp. 22-23). This "special regard for 'small' 

cultures and local knowledge ' can be rightly motivated by concern for their survival, but 

can lead to claims that those smaller and less-known cultures and languages are somehow 
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superior to the dominant, mass culture. This attitude coincides with a perhaps subtle and 

related putting down of 'the contemporary world' and its scientific culture which is 

similarly unjustifiable. Blackledge concurs that "inequalities are fundamentally social 

rather than linguistic" and discrimination is a powerful process that assumes some 

languages/cultures are of greater value than others" (Blackledge 2008:36). Where there is 

discrimination of people or their languages "it is about more than the diversity of the 

inhabitants of an ecological system, it is a matter of social justice" (Blackledge 2008:36).  

Yet another problem that results from application of a language ecology metaphor 

is that of preservationism (Pennycook 2008). If we treat language as an organism, in need 

of protection and preservation, we quickly encounter three problems according to 

Pennycook. One, preservation precludes change, yet languages must change in order to 

continue, as those who speak them are continuously adapting and changing them. (A 

simple example of this change is the constant demand for updated dictionaries and 

grammars to reflect current language use). Secondly, the demand to preserve can 

preclude change such that it stultifies language change and closes domains of use. Issues 

of linguistic purism and its crippling effect on language use can be included in this 

point48. Thirdly, who decides what should be preserved and what should be left to 'die'? 

(Pennycook 2008, pp. 231-32). 

A Framework of Human Agency and Power 

In short, having shown some of the key reasons proponents of the ecology 

metaphor for language planning reject conventional or structuralist language planning 

                                                 
48 Spolsky mentions another danger of linguistic purism, "The path from linguistic purity to ethnic 
cleansing may not be inevitable, but it is regrettably only too common" (Spolsky 2004:38). 
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approaches, and having also presented some strong reasons by a number of scholars 

against the ecology metaphor for language planning, it would appear there is as yet no 

satisfactory framework for these times in which I am now writing. To repeat Pennycook 

(above), the ecological metaphor "downplays human agency and linguistic creativity" 

reducing "languages to reflections of the environment rather than a key locus of human 

creativity" (2008:223). In my readings, I continue to find references to "agency" and 

"power", "issues of power" and the question, "who has the power to influence change?" 

McCarty (2011) states, "LPP is an integrated and dynamic whole that operates 

within intersecting planes of local, regional, national and global influence."49 (2011:8). 

She describes the important place of ethnographic research in understanding "connections 

between micro, meso and macro processes by critically inspecting the web of social 

meaning as their interface (2011:10)." In Ethnography and Language Policy, Collins 

(2011) analyzes some of the ethnographic studies in that work, and offers a suggestion 

that resonates with my efforts to talk about my research, "I suggest that we can do better 

ethnography if we ask fundamental questions about language, the contemporary world, 

and power" (p. 134). And as Collins and Blot (2003) have also said: "…the question of 

text and practice cannot be separated from considerations of history and power" (p. 33). 

As I sifted through the rich, funny, moving, irritating, sad, inspiring, and 

compelling stories in my interview data, I felt a kind of reverential awe that so many 

people had been willing to be so forthright with me, knowing I came as a researcher, 

asking questions perhaps no one had asked them before. I strive to share here, with deep 

                                                 
49 This is one paragraph before she refers to the ecology metaphor of language planning without hesitation. 
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respect, their insights and experiences around the use of their languages in written form. 

This includes the sometimes harsh differences between the ideal and the real. I found the 

concept of human agency and power to be the most helpful way to discuss these 

differences.  

As noted, others have referred to power and agency in discussions of language 

planning and policy, and to levels from which power and agency come and are applied. 

The idea of various levels in the LPP frameworks is also well-known. Kaplan (1989) was 

perhaps the first to refer to the notion of "top-down" language planning. Kaplan and 

Baldauf (1997) defined it as "people with power and authority who make language 

related decisions for groups, often with little or no consultation with the ultimate 

language learners and users." (1997:196). As Jaffe (2011) describes LPP, it operates 

within (and contributes to) complex fields of practice in which there are multiple and 

competing ideologies" (p. 206). 

Luke, McHoul and Mey (1990) wrote about three important issues of language 

planning that were not being attended to. They called these issues class, state and power. 

Their way of defining power is more limited than the range I include when looking at 

power in the context of LPP, for them it is "the agency use of language planning for 

social, economic and political ends as opposed to the social aspects of discourse, the 

condition of language in actual use" (Luke, et al in Kaplan and Baldauf 1997:195-196).  

Baldauf (2008), talking about language planning, mentions the standard four 

aspects: status planning, corpus planning, language-in-education (acquisition) planning, 

and prestige planning, and the "overt" and "covert" means by which such planning is put 
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into action. He says language planning occurs "at different levels", labeling them "the 

macro, meso and micro", and added "this shift in focus has led to a re-thinking of agency 

– who [my emphasis] has the power to influence change…" He further questions, "is this 

developing notion of micro language planning and local agency actually language 

planning? (2008:18) In discussing the issue of agency, he admits it "has traditionally not 

been very important in language policy and planning" (2008:25). He also refers to the 

many studies of micro support of macro level LPP, as "implementation studies", which is 

the "traditional top-down approach where language policy decisions are implemented via 

good professional development models" but he contrasts this with LPP initiated at the 

local level, which is "not directly the result of some macro-policy, but a response to their 

own needs" (2008:26). After giving examples of micro implementation of macro policy, 

and micro resistance to macro policy, he brings up the lack of literature on micro 

language policy that is initiated at the micro level (instead of the macro level). He says 

there are not many studies of this type, but does include some examples, adding that there 

is a growing interest in this type of study, "motivated by the local context where agency 

is located at the local or micro level" (2008:30). 

Tulloch (2008) also contrasts top-down policies with micro-level language 

planning or grassroots, bottom-up approaches, "where speakers are primary agents of the 

planning", while recognizing the fact that they may influence each other (2008:95). 

Collins observes "thinking about language 'in the world' requires an account of the world 

organized into tiered, hierarchical relations as well as laterally-related 'local' speech 

communities"(2011:132). 
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I see in the above comments a growing need for recognizing the importance of 

human agency and power when speaking of language planning: who has power, and how 

and where is it being used – in the context of language planning at all levels, both top-

down and bottom-up, macro, meso or micro, any way you slice it. This concern coincides 

with my own observations from the two communities of my study. It drives the current 

analysis of my data, from which I have identified three aspects of power and human 

agency: power imposed, power negotiated and power invested. I find these categories the 

most productive way to understand what is happening with these languages in their 

written form. However, this framework of power and human agency could be applied for 

analysis of other sociocultural or sociolinguistic data. 

Power imposed is reflected in the top-down decisions of language policies, 

standardization of languages, normalization of writing systems, establishment of national 

educational curriculum, teacher-training programs, and materials production for schools. 

In the data I found this typically is a progression from the national to regional to the local 

levels. 

Power negotiated involves respect for the capacity and gifts of others. It can 

involve an exchange of skills and knowledge, a give and take, mutual support, or lack of 

it. It involves collaboration for language cultivation (or as in some cases, non-

collaboration) between local and regional, national or international levels, any 

combination of these levels that includes the local level. 

Power invested has to do specifically with individual human agency and power. It 

includes their language attitudes, language choices, language spaces, stance, identity and 
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motivation, all of which reflect individual or community differentiation and autonomy in 

the ways people cultivate or neglect their language. This power invested is effected 

primarily at the local level, because it involves local agency, but may reverberate to 

regional, national and even international levels. 

Power imposed 

In my research I have focused on members of the SM Ngigua and the Mela'tajtol 

language communities, and in the data I collected, I have found multiple examples of all 

three aspects of power, as described above. I find my understanding of the data has 

deepened as I applied this framework of power and human agency to the data.  

First I present my findings regarding the effects of power imposed through top-

down decisions (including national language policies, and national curriculum) from the 

national and regional levels to the local levels, and the impact of power imposed on 

language use in written form in both the Mela'tajtol Community and the SM Ngigua 

Community. A prominent issue in both communities is the effect of standardization. 

Other issues include teacher-training, job assignments, and materials production.  

Standardization 

Standardization is very much a top-down effort, driven by economy and 

efficiency, and applied to orthography and language itself. In the Mela'tajtol Community 

standardization is being pushed for in two ways: a small change in the alphabet, and a 

push to produce a state-wide standardized Nahuatl language. As regards the alphabet, 

although there is strong local consensus for an alphabet, some outside experts have made 

a different choice regarding one symbol. As Hilario explained to me, "Here we have a 
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problem with the /h/ and the /j/." The local bilingual teachers and the principal 

participants of my study in the Mela'tajtol Community are strongly in favor of the use of 

/j/, but from the outside has come an effort to change the alphabet by using an /h/ instead 

of a /j/. 

The influence of those who are promoting the /h/, comes from the regional 

representative of AVELI, the Veracruz Academy of Indigenous Languages, who has 

participated in national level discussions of the Nahuatl languages, and through the local 

UVI, Intercultural Veracruz University (Huazuntlán branch). However the idea for this 

change is credited to a linguist, a Nahuatl specialist, at the state level, in Jalapa, Veracruz. 

I arranged an appointment with Dr. Andrés Hasler through a mutual friend who is a 

colleague of his, and traveled to Jalapa to meet with him at his office at the CIESAS 

Golfo campus. I waited four hours but he did not show up. I left him a note with my 

email address but he did not follow up on my effort to meet with him. (I was told he has 

no phone and doesn't usually answer emails.) I had hoped to get his perspective and his 

reasons for pushing for a change in writing of a language he doesn't speak. But instead I 

have only the perspectives of those who are opposed to this change, and these I will 

share. 

At the local level, I was told that Hasler and his collaborators wish to change to an 

/h/ because of a decision to standardize the writing of all Nahuatl languages. It has been 

explained (in meetings held by AVELI regarding the Mela'tajtol alphabet) as a move to 

make their alphabet more "scientific", while the use of /j/ is simply "practical". Also as 

Plácido understands it, those of UVI and AVELI prefer /h/ because it will be more readily 
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understood by an international audience, such as those who speak Japanese, Chinese, and 

English. However, one of the teachers in Mecayapan responded to that notion with 

"When I am writing my text or my story, I am not thinking about foreigners. I am 

thinking about the people of my region!" (chapter three, p. 78). 

Also as mentioned in chapter two, Plácido has turned the argument of "scientific" 

vs. "practical" back on the proponents of /h/ over /j/. He has observed that in their 

alphabet they use digraphs (ch, ts) even though they are not "scientific",  (that is, it is not 

the symbol found in the International Phonetic Alphabet). Plácido points out various 

other inconsistencies as well, where the Nahuatl alphabet of UVI and AVELI is clearly 

practical and coincides with the local choice. Although these institutions have organized 

meetings of Mela'tajtol teachers to decide on the alphabet, the difference continues to be 

an emotional issue. And the sense of a struggle against outside power comes through 

clearly in their account of the meetings for alphabet decisions run by those representing 

AVELI and UVI. In chapter three, p. 73, Plácido tells of defending his language when he 

challenged a person who was voting in favor of the /h/ over the /j/ for their alphabet: 

I said to him, "Do you speak Nahuat?" He says to me, "More or less." [Hilario 

echoes with irony] "More or less". [Plácido continues…] I said, "I will ask you a 

question," and I asked him a question. He says, "I don't understand you." "Oh, 

well," I said. "Then, you don't speak Nahuat, you have no right to defend [argue 

for] Nahuat! You have no right to defend my Nahuatl. You should defend your 

Spanish!" I didn't know that he was a university professor! I really got myself in 

trouble there, but that's how it was!" 
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Plácido and Esteban and Hilario have all had opportunities in various ways to 

defend their language. And the local bilingual teachers continue to use the alphabet with 

/j/. Hilario told me his perspective on standardization, recounting his part at one of the 

various meetings to talk about the alphabet: 

Well, I told them also that it is not a good idea to standardize our writing, because 

if it is our alphabet, it is still ours. And to standardize the writing, we have more 

than one way to write [our Nahuatl languages], although we pronounce it 

differently than English which is written differently and has another 

pronunciation. It is because they want to get involved with how other countries 

understand us. I told them, "Well, our language is in a critical situation. Perhaps 

our language has some big problems, [but] we need to strengthen our language, 

we need it to grow, develop," I told them, "But with this – you all think we are 

helping?" I told them, "I don't think so." (Chapter three, p. 75) 

When talking to Moisés, the regional representative for AVELI, he told me the 

alphabet still isn't finalized. And when Moisés recently asked Plácido to help edit some of 

his writing, Plácido saw it had been written with the locally-favored /j/. 

How can one small letter choice stir up such strong feelings? I believe it has to do 

with power imposed: the top-down decision made without including local preference or 

experience, without considering local history. Plácido compares the process to the 

political world he knows about, and the typical process for selection of political 

candidates. As he said he told Moisés when disagreeing with the process for "choosing" 

the alphabet: 
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What we are doing here, is like the politicians do. They make an agreement in 

private with two or three people, the politicians choose their candidate, first they 

go behind closed doors with three or four people, the biggest leaders… then 

finally when they have their candidate selected they take him before the people, 

but they have already chosen him. This is what you [plural] want to do with our 

alphabet. (Chapter three, p. 74) 

The bilingual teachers have asked Plácido specifically to speak for them at these 

kinds of meetings, and "tell them that we use the /j/, because we don't want to create 

confusion [for the school children] because we want to move ahead in our work, instead 

of going backwards." 

The second example of standardization in the Mela'tajtol community has to do 

with a decision made at the state level, to create materials that will serve all the Nahuatl 

languages of the state in one book. Hilario and Plácido were invited to attend a recent 

meeting with an outside linguist at a school in Pajapan where the topic was not just 

promoting the h, but supporting a standardizing of the Nahuatl language. Mela'tajtol is 

one of three major Nahuatl languages in Veracruz, and it is the most divergent Nahuatl 

language of all the Nahuatl languages across Mexico. They add:  

We let him give his talk, and seeing that what he was writing was not like we 

write, we began to offer our arguments as well. He would say, 'In Nahuat… thus 

and thus' and we would say, 'Not in our Nahuat!' [The linguist] was talking about 

stress and its predictable pattern, and Plácido explained the unique stress patterns 

in his Nahuatl language, to the surprise of the outside linguists and the visiting 
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university students from UVI. Hilario and Plácido voiced strong sentiment about 

those who come from the outside to push their opinion on how their local Nahuatl 

should be written, and are not themselves Nahuatl writers, or authors [or even 

necessarily speakers]. As Plácido says "We have been writing Nahuatl for over 18 

years." (Chapter three, p. 81) 

This lack of recognition of linguistic variants by some outsiders may simply be a 

choice to overlook the differences in the name of standardization. A recent book 

produced in a standardized Nahuat, through AVELI, was apparently prepared in the three 

Nahuatl languages of Veracruz recognized by AVELI, the southern (Isthmus), the central 

(Zongolica) and the northern (Huasteca) Nahuatl. The problem Hilario and Plácido 

quickly spotted is that the text does not indicate which words are from which variant. It is 

"standardized", Plácido said. There are many words Plácido and Hilario do not recognize, 

even if they substitute a /j/ for an /h/. Regarding the issue of standardizing of Nahuatl 

languages, Hilario recounted a discussion at another meeting on the topic:  

I said, "With [this notion] that we should write one way only and just pronounce it 

differently, do you think we are not going to get used to that? Our children will 

read it and will learn it the way it is written, and then with the passage of time, I 

think that each of your towns speak differently than us, we do not understand each 

other, who knows what will happen in other generations." It is, for me, a problem, 

a snare, I don't know if we are going to end up a long ways from [helping] our 

languages to endure, flourish – look, we will be causing them to disappear. 

(Chapter three, p. 77) 
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I asked Hilario for alternatives to standardizing the Nahuatl alphabet. He said they 

must look for other options, anything but standardization, that would be a huge error. 

And referring to their linguistic rights as native speakers, he added: 

Yes, we consider that we have a freedom. And so this freedom, we would like for 

them to respect us, we don't want the government, or the institutions it creates, 

supposedly to work with the Indigenous languages, they want to globalize. They 

want to make them… one single thing. I at least, am not in agreement. And the 

teachers with whom we are working in the schools of Mecayapan, they also are 

against this. (Chapter three, p. 77) 

In discussing standardization with Pedro, the ATP for the Mela'tajtol schools, he 

told me the Mela'tajtol school teachers are now using the alphabet authorized at the 

national-level Nahuatl meeting in Patzcuaro, Michoacán, all except for those who are 

holding out for /j/ over /h/. (I did not ask how many are 'hold-outs', although Plácido had 

previously stated that all the local teachers are using the /j/ and not the /h/.) Pedro also 

mentioned that the Department of Indigenous Education, DGEI, will not hold anymore 

meetings regarding the alphabet, since now DGEI is no longer responsible for the 

standardization of writing systems of Mexico' Indigenous languages, it has now become, 

throughout the country, the responsibility of the National Institute for Indigenous 

Languages, INALI, an eight year-old institution founded by the enactment of the 

LGDLPI, the Law of Linguistic Rights of the Indigenous Peoples (chapter three, p. 120). 

Despite Pedro's statement about the teachers using /h/, he also mentioned how 

useful the teachers are finding the Mela'tajtol CÓMELE literacy book now available to 
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the schools, created by Plácido, Esteban and Hilario – and that book is written using the 

/j/ instead of /h/. Pedro's comment about the CÓMELE books reveals his perspective on 

the efforts for standardization: "It is not like those books we get from Mexico [City] as if 

there can be one Nahuatl for the whole country, or for the whole continent! …This book 

that was made here with knowledge clearly from this region, well, everyone identifies 

with it, and feel a part of it, and are making use of these materials" (chapter three, p. 119). 

In the SM Ngigua Community, standardization has also had an effect, although 

the alphabet appears not to be not a point of contention at this time. Sharon Stark (SIL 

linguist in the Ngigua area from 1971-1985) recounted that she and her colleague worked 

together with Ngigua speakers and with the help of SIL consultants to make the first SM 

Ngigua alphabet in 1972. She mentioned that their alphabet was effective, and that when 

the teachers began to take an interest in writing Ngigua many years later, they based their 

alphabet on the SIL one, with few changes. They chose the /k/ over the /c/qu/50 and wrote 

the glottal as /h/ instead of the glottal mark (chapter four, p. 231). 

As Verónica recounts the process, the SM Ngigua teachers had a linguist come 

(from DGEI) to help them and they began to create their own alphabet, as they said the 

SIL-developed alphabet was "for the Bible translation". A total of 50 teachers worked on 

the alphabet with the linguist. Then when Verónica began to work with Jeanne Austin 

                                                 
50 This reflects a historic Mexican national level policy change regarding Indigenous languages in the 
1970's to move away from anything that could be construed as castellanización, the early Indigenous 
language education policy which promoted the use of alphabets as similar to Spanish as possible, to aid in 
the transfer of reading skills to Spanish and move the student away from the Indigenous language as 
quickly as possible. The new priority was to make Indigenous language alphabets distinctive from Spanish, 
since they are, in fact, not related linguistically. If a current Indigenous alphabet uses /c/qu/ instead of /k/, 
this is a clear indicator that alphabet was created at least forty years ago and for whatever reason did not 
undergo the policy shift. 
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(SIL fieldworker) in about 2005, she and Jeanne were confused as to which way to write 

it. The bilingual teachers at that time had a half-finished grammar book they were 

working on [a project that was dropped eventually51]. In 2005 Verónica went to 

investigate the grammar she'd heard the teachers had made. One of her cousins was one 

of the teachers involved. They had a draft only, but they gave her a copy, not really a 

book. There were a few differences between their alphabet and the older SIL-developed 

alphabet52. Verónica and Jeanne asked the teachers if they could work together to make 

one SM Ngigua alphabet, and the teachers agreed to discuss it. And Sharon Stark was 

able to help them. Sharon had come back to visit all the SM Ngigua towns to make 

people aware of the newly published SIL book on SM Ngigua grammar in 2006 (Stark & 

Villanueva 2006). Verónica and Jeanne and Sharon changed the SIL-developed SM 

Ngigua alphabet from using /c/qu/ to /k/ and from /v/ to /b/, along with some digraph 

changes. The SM Ngigua bilingual teachers also use the /u/ along with the /o/, even 

though it is an allophone in Ngigua and not necessary to write it. The teachers made an 

arbitrary rule about when to write /u/ instead of /o/, that is positionally decided, although 

it is not phonologically-based. So the materials produced today by SIL-sponsored efforts 

share very nearly the same alphabet as approved by the SM Ngigua teachers for their 

schools. However, the teachers have to date been unable to complete a writing project or 

get one published. 

                                                 
51 This failure to complete the grammar book, according to Verónica, was a lack of cooperation among the 
teachers due to rivalry, lack of consensus and not getting along well together. Three of the better trained 
and older teachers were fighting for a leadership position of school district supervisor. The oldest was 
chosen and the younger ones were in disagreement, and all the language development work stopped. 
52 From our experience, a "grammar" to bilingual teachers means simply the way to write a language, not 
an analysis of the syntax and morphology of that language. 
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One teacher, Alvaro, stated the SM Ngigua alphabet was not yet "official" 

(chapter four, p. 218). In contrast, Minerva, a school director who was part of the 

alphabet committee told me "Our alphabet is now established. ...eight years ago the 

alphabet was decided on" (chapter four, p. 174). Claudia, a teacher, was also part of the 

alphabet committee, and spoke about the input of an outside linguist, "We made decisions 

on the alphabet, and the linguist gave his input. We made an alphabet sheet and decided a 

standard form for writing our language" (chapter four, p. 183). Nowhere did I pick up a 

concern regarding the current SM Ngigua alphabet. 

There is a clear awareness, however, of the effect of standardization on their 

community. This has to do with the only Ngigua school textbook in existence, which has 

been reprinted twice and distributed to all the Ngigua language communities as their one 

Ngigua school textbook (chapter four, p. 261). The SM Ngigua teachers I spoke to, who 

participated in the meetings to prepare materials for this book, believe they were betrayed 

since the textbook was published in only one Ngigua language variant, that of Tepexi de 

Rodríguez, an Ngigua language which has fallen into nearly complete disuse. They do 

not know what happened to their contributions to the textbook project, in their own SM 

Ngigua language. There is a distinct sense of loss of power in this decision that was made 

without their knowledge. 

I heard about this book from everyone I talked to about materials available in 

Ngigua. Fortunata said, "…copies of that book are in all the San Marcos Tlacoyalco 

schools for a textbook, but no one can use it." Another teacher said, "If the children try to 

read them, they cannot understand them, just a word here and there." Another said, "They 
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have one book of materials, it is stories and poems in SM Ngigua, but not our kind, so if 

we study it we can figure it out, but we haven't had time to do that." Elías told me, "The 

book is supposed to be literature for the student but it isn't because there are very few 

words they understand, and here in San Marcos there are a lot more Ngigua speakers – 

way more than any other area where Ngigua is spoken" (chapter four, p. 202). 

Teacher X had plenty to say about this book, even though as a preschool teacher it 

wasn’t in her classroom. She said "…but it isn't really nuestra lengua, our language". She 

said it seems to be Ngigua of some kind, but not the kind spoken in San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco. "It is from some other region, a variant." She said she can understand about 

three words. She said the book had been produced by SEP, at the state level, but sent to 

Ngigua communities. She has seen that book in other places too. And she wonders what 

it is doing in a Nahuatl school, in a Totonac school, and in a Mazatec school (chapter 

four, p. 187). 

Apparently the initial effort for creating this Ngigua textbook for the bilingual 

schools was for a standardized Ngigua language that speakers from at least four of the 

Ngigua languages could understand. As Minerva explains, "I was selected to be in one of 

them, and it is a big conflict we had with our compañeros there, because of the variant, 

because we were saying, 'we have to find a variant that works for you. But also for us'" 

(chapter four, p. 177). The end result was actually not standardized Ngigua, but a failed 

attempt at standardization with the outcome a textbook written in only one Ngigua 

language, excluding all the other Ngigua language variants. Elías told me he guesses that 

in Tepexi de Rodríguez there are about 20 or 30 speakers of Ngigua because it is only the 
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abuelitos, the grandparents, who speak it. Fíjense lo que pasó! "Just look at what 

happened!" Elías exclaimed in exasperation (chapter four, p. 203). 

The aborted attempt at standardization of Ngigua for a "pan-Ngigua" school 

textbook still resulted in a nearly useless and unused book, although it is found in every 

Ngigua bilingual school. The top-down decisions that were made outside the power of 

local bilingual teachers have only deepened their frustration and discouraged their efforts 

to work with their language in written form.  

Teacher training 

Other effects of power imposed, which I found sprinkled throughout my data, 

have do with teacher-training, the implementation of the New Education Reform of 2009, 

the new national curriculum for Indigenous Language, and the assigning of teachers to 

jobs. Perhaps even greater than the issue of alphabet decisions and textbooks in 

Indigenous languages, was the lack of adequate preparation to work with their language, 

felt by many of the bilingual teachers who talked to me. 

It was the younger teachers who expressed most strongly a need for more training. 

Pedro, the ATP, technical and pedagogy supervisor, in the Mela'tajtol Community 

described the divide between older teachers trained in one system who don't want to 

change now, and younger teachers. He said the older teachers are either dying or 

retiring…"and those of the rest of us are a little more academic now, and pay more 

attention to linguistics and to the social context above all." Interestingly, the sense of 

need for more training has not diminished even though the education requirements for 

bilingual teachers has gone from having completed primary school plus a short teacher-
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training course of long ago, to today's requirements that teachers must obtain a college 

degree (which they can earn while they are already holding a teaching position). 

However, this training, with one recent exception in the Ngigua area, is entirely in 

Spanish and with Spanish materials. So when the bilingual teachers find themselves 

teaching a class, they do not feel sufficiently prepared. Especially since they have had no 

training in how to teach in their language, how to read and write their language, much 

less how to teach reading and writing to their students (or anything else) with no 

materials provided in their language.  

A partial answer to further training for Ngigua bilingual teachers is being 

implemented currently at the National Pedagogical University, UPN, in Puebla where 

Verónica has been teaching an optional course on the Ngigua language every Saturday 

for three years. She had no formal training for this role, or any help in curriculum 

planning for her course. She is not a bilingual teacher. But she is skilled in reading and 

writing her language, has materials in her language to teach with, and has students make 

materials in their language as part of the course. 

In the Mela'tajtol area there is no optional class at the nearby UPN for the student-

teachers to study their own language, or learn how to teach in their language. However, 

many Mela'tajtol teachers have had a series of lessons regarding teaching reading and 

writing in their language, held in their schools where they are teachers, led by Esteban, 

Plácido and Hilario, using materials they created in Mela'tajtol. But not all Mela'tajtol 

school directors have taken advantage of this free service. 
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One reason perhaps that the younger teachers are feeling more sharply the need 

for training in actually working with their language in the classroom, is due to the 

changes from the national level which now require the Indigenous Language to be taught 

as a subject, and everyone is supposed to be applying in some way the new standard 

curriculum called Parámetros Curriculares. Some of the older teachers did not appear to 

be taking this change in curriculum as seriously. They anticipate retiring in a few years, 

and have lived through various education reforms and not seen real change.  

Fortunata mentioned the need for new teachers in the same breath with describing 

the struggle to work in Ngigua while dealing with the obligations of the national 

curriculum: 

We TRY to write as teachers, but really, very little, practically nothing. Teaching 

it is very limited. The Indigenous education track, its main purpose is to 

strengthen the use of the Indigenous languages, that learning should be by means 

of the language, be focused on that and that is the reason they are looking for 

young people, exactly, who are [speakers] of this language. Sadly, the reality, that 

I see, is not like that. No, the reality I see is that we adopt the general national 

program with many limitations, the general national program for primary 

education. (Chapter four, p. 191) 

Fortunata said they haven't gotten it all figured out yet, they just began last school 

year and are still taking training to know how to implement the current curriculum. In 

fact, it seems to her that they have just changed names for the former curriculum, that it 
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isn't that different. However, they have been taking classes and it is a three-year process 

to apply the New Reform of 2009 in the school. She added, 

However, the Plan y Programa of the New Reform allots 20 hours a week for all 

the subjects, and indicates how many hours for math, for Spanish, etc. And we see 

no time for working with the Indigenous language – so we adapt and fit in an 

hour, an hour and a half. Now the ideal would be, and we are told, we should use 

the Indigenous language when teaching everything, as in, we should teach math in 

the Indigenous language, Spanish in the Indigenous language…(Chapter four, p. 

192) 

Some of the newer Mela'tajtol teachers I spoke with are studying on weekends at 

the UPN in a nearby city. I asked one if he was being taught anything about his own 

language at the UPN. He replied, "No. It is pure theory. Nothing about how to teach a 

class. It is pure theory" (chapter three, p. 96). Another Mela'tajtol teacher, Oscar, spoke 

of the lack of commitment from the government, and that bilingual teachers need an 

institution which will train teachers as they should be trained, and that they feel deeply 

the lack of support. Oscar said further: 

Would that our voices could reach far [that it would be known afar]… that we as 

bilingual teachers need… well, schools so we could get training… that would be 

so good… because the truth is, the great majority of us bilingual teachers need 

teaching methods… We want to be good teachers… we have the idea, the 

initiative, but we lack other resources. (Chapter three, p. 133) 
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When I asked Fortunata about training they get as teachers, she confirmed that all 

the training is done in Spanish. She spoke about the state level courses offered to 

teachers. She has wondered how she and other teachers can find training to be able to do 

what the Nueva Reforma says to do – to teach all day long in Ngigua. Her voice: 

…sadly, we are not trained, nor are we prepared to do this [implement the new 

curriculum for Indigenous Language]. We are lacking tools for this, we are 

lacking materials, we are lacking a lot… all that is needed… yes one can adapt 

but it would take all our time in this case, and the truth it, it is really difficult. 

(Chapter four, p. 193) 

When I asked Fortunata what would be the most important factors for bringing 

change to bilingual education and the use of the Ngigua in written form, she replied: 

…teacher training, and design and creation of materials in Ngigua. Training 

teachers to value and strengthen their language and situate themselves in all that is 

Indigenous. That we live what we preach, believe what we teach, and not show up 

to class and promote English over Ngigua, for example. (Chapter four, p. 195). 

Elías is the ATP, Technical Pedagogy Asessor, for the SM Ngigua schools. As 

such he attends regional and national level training events to bring back knowledge and 

skills to share with the bilingual teachers in his district. He gave further insight into the 

issue of teacher training and sees it connected directly to policy decisions (top-down). 

Regarding current policies, Elías sees the government policy and the education policy, as 

more supportive toward the use of Ngigua, but insufficient. The teachers don’t have the 

skills or resources to teach the language yet as a subject matter, the government support 
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has not been enough for teacher-training. There are state level courses that are given each 

year, that are not obligatory, but you aren't supposed to miss them. They help you pass 

your state exams. In these state courses you study a variety of topics. Last year was the 

first time that there was an option to sign up for a course called Parámetros curriculares 

for the Indigenous language as subject. Elías clarified for me that every teacher in the 

bilingual schools has the Parámetros curriculares book, but the annual state course to 

learn how to apply it in the classroom is not obligatory. Each teacher picks one course a 

year for further training to take, and the Parámetros curriculares is one of the options – 

beginning in 2009 for the first time (chapter four, p. 199). 

Allocation of teachers  

Another issue having to do with power imposed, power being in the hands of 

those above is the allocation of teachers to schools in communities where they do not 

speak the local language, along with the issue of teachers who may be from the 

appropriate corresponding language community, but may not actually be speakers of the 

language. 

Cristián, a SM Ngigua teacher, said in his school, four of the eight teachers are 

Ngiguas. "The teachers who don't speak Ngigua don't really place much importance on it" 

(chapter four, p. 208). By contrast, of the 18 teachers in the SM Ngigua school where 

Fortunata teaches, two teachers are Nahuat, the rest are Ngigua. Of these Ngigua, two are 

from other Ngigua language communities – San Luis Temalacayuca and Tepexi de 

Rodríguez, the rest are from the San Marcos area. 
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Gonzalo, school district supervisor in the Mela'tajtol Community and Pedro, the 

ATP for that district, talked with me about this issue. They agreed the problem used to be 

much more common. And regarding the fact that there is still no complete correlation of 

bilingual teachers' languages to the language of the community in which they serve, 

Gonzalo simply said "Right, so the teachers have to learn to understand." And Gonzalo 

gave me the example of Pedro, who learned to understand Popoluca (but does not speak 

it). He gave a further example of Nahuatl teachers sent to the Sayula Popoluca area and 

Nahuatl teachers who are in the Chinantec language area. He concluded, "So the 

recommendation is that the teachers should learn the language of the community they are 

working in so they can work with the children." (Chapter three, p.113). 

Minerva, SM Ngigua school director, in talking about the effect of not having 

teachers in her school that speak Ngigua, explained the challenge she faces of having 

teachers in her school who only speak Nahuatl (and Spanish). The day before my visit 

she had let one teacher go, who only spoke Nahuatl (and Spanish); she was anticipating a 

replacement who is SM Ngigua. Two others of her teachers are SM Ngigua but don't 

speak it. She also told me she was currently lacking two teachers, one for first grade, and 

one for third. She can ask her supervisor (in the Secretary of Public Education – SEP) for 

SM Ngigua teachers but there is no guarantee she will get any. There is a scarcity of SM 

Ngigua teachers: "For example, SEP had 12 jobs to offer this year (for SM Ngigua 

schools) but there were only six new teachers to fill the spots. They got jobs but the 

others were given to Nahuatl teachers." She also said, "Originally the SEP had said that 

only SM Ngigua teachers would be in SM Ngigua schools [ideally speaking], but now, 
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with the new focus on multiculturalism and pluriculturalidad –now the door is open for 

SEP to send bilingual teachers anywhere" (chapter four, p. 176).  

Materials production 

Finally, another area in which I found a deep sense of loss of power, was in 

materials production, the teachers' efforts to produce materials in their own languages, by 

order from the Indigenous Education Department, DGEI, at the state and national level. 

Elías, the ATP for the SM Ngigua schools, was told by the state Indigenous education 

institution: 

'For first grade send us 60 texts: stories, refrains, tongue-twisters, simple texts, so 

we can put together your book.' And we sent materials for first through sixth 

grade. And they said, 'We will make it, we will need someone to come check it, 

and let's look for a teacher who can help us with the artwork and everything the 

book needs. And afterward we will edit it'. Oh God, it has been about seven or 

maybe six years since this happened and who knows where it is now – because it 

was sent to SEP, and there it is. So they never sent us any results nor any follow-

up on this, there was no follow-through regarding this, so that’s where it stayed… 

yes, these are things that happen. (Chapter four, p. 203) 

This vivid account was retold by every other Ngigua teacher I happened to 

interview who has in the past been involved in assignments to make materials in their 

language. Their response indicates a strong feeling of having no control over the process. 

When I asked Fortunata about the book in SM Ngigua that I had heard about, that Ngigua 

teachers of San Marcos had put together but had never got printed, she confirmed this and 
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added that it was never completed. "Not that book, nor subsequent projects… they are in 

some process, who knows… The point is there are a thousand things going on, and things 

get stopped, and stay there." And she had an alternative solution, "I cannot teach and also 

design curriculum and make materials, it is not possible. We should have those who 

teach, and those who design materials for us to use" (chapter four, p. 195). 

José, a Mela'tajtol teacher, told me about a book they (the teachers) made that 

they (the teachers) presented in a previous event, which was taken to Jalapa. "For 

printing?" I asked. "Who knows?" José answered. "If they didn't just throw it away. 

Because remember they don't value them. We don't have books from the state, from the 

Secretary, we don’t have books. We are the only ones working at this in the way it should 

be. We did the work" (chapter three, p. 100). 

A possible alternative to the endless problem of textbook production being in the 

control of those at the regional or national levels could be production at the local level. In 

the Mela'tajtol Community Esteban, Plácido and Hilario are leading the example of 

making books in their language locally. And in my interview with Moisés, the regional 

representative for the Veracruz Academy of Indigenous Languages in the Mela'tajtol 

Community, he said he is pushing teachers to produce texts in Nahuatl. He said they want 

to start a local publishing office to print written texts in Nahuatl and distribute them to the 

teachers. He feels the ATPs need to set the example and get started producing, and the 

teachers too, and they can then plan a regional or local exposition of materials written in 

Nahuatl which would be a good way to let people know there are materials available in 

Náhuat.  
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Another recent development in the Mela'tajtol language is the production of many 

simple texts by school children over the past two years. Interestingly, the motivation for 

this project came from "above" but the process and product in the language is staying in 

the community to be reused, as is: one original copy, hand-illustrated and hand-printed by 

students, for the particular school in which the materials were created. In both Agustín 

Melgar School and Benito Juárez School in Mecayapan I was shown extensive samples 

of school children's writing and artwork. The first year, the texts were compiled into one 

book. In the 2009-2010 school year, the books were assembled by grade levels. In 

Agustín Melgar, over 1,000 texts were collected, handwritten by the students. These 

original works are kept in the school office, or by the individual teachers to use the 

following year as a resource. An obvious problem with these wonderful texts is the 

misspelling and punctuation errors, which keep them from serving as models for accurate 

writing. However, the creativity and naturalness of the texts created by Mela'tajtol 

students should qualify them as important resources in the classroom. (For photos of 

some of these materials see Appendix A).  

Power negotiated 

Having addressed various ways Power imposed has impacted the communities of 

my study in the uses of their languages in written form, I will now offer examples I found 

of Power negotiated within these communities. This involves a collaboration for 

language cultivation between local and regional, national or international levels – any 

combination of these levels that includes the local level, as mentioned above. Both sides 

have something to "bring to the table". It requires a mutual respect for what the other 
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contributes and a need for collaboration. These examples all are found in my data and in 

my previous discussions in this or other chapters. So I offer here succinct summaries of 

these examples. 

Local  Regional. Bilingual teachers in both communities of study responded 

to the regional (and national) orders to create materials in their languages. The teachers 

produced texts, with input from linguists sent by state education offices, and the materials 

were sent by the teachers to the state or national level, for printing.  

Local  National. The training at the national (and regional) levels that is 

prepared for bilingual teachers is part of the equation, but teachers can choose to attend 

the training provided, or not. And having attended and taken the courses, it is in their 

hands how they apply it in their classroom. 

Local  Local. When bilingual teachers in the Mela'tajtol Communities accept 

Esteban and Plácido's initial offers to teach them how to read and write in their language, 

this is power negotiation at the local level. The motivation for Esteban and Plácido and 

Hilario is to see more people learning to read and write in Mela'tajtol, to strengthen the 

use of the language. They offered materials and training to the bilingual teachers who can 

then pass that knowledge and materials to their students, so the power negotiation 

continues to have effect locally. 

Local  Local. Sometimes a school director actually discourages motivated 

teachers from efforts to teach reading and writing of their language. Another example 

was a community that refused to allow bilingual teachers to teach in or about their 

language, and demanded Spanish only. However, through power negotiation, the 
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community now allows teaching in the school in their language, and the school's name is 

written in their language. 

 National  Local. The Mexican government funds the cost of the bilingual 

education system, and the government policies direct it, but the local Indigenous 

community has a part in contributing teachers and students. 

Regional  Local. The Veracruz Academy of Indigenous Languages is a state 

level institution, but it has a representative who is a member of the Mela'tajtol 

community. He negotiates between the two regarding issues of language cultivation, 

especially the disagreement over /h/ and /j/. In the SM Ngigua area, Verónica lives in her 

community but works part time for the state level CDI, and also teaches once a week at 

her state branch of the National Pedagogical University. She has to follow guidelines 

from both institutions but has power in how to carry out those expectations. 

Local  International  National  Regional  Local. In the 

Mela'tajtol community, three men (Plácido, Esteban and Hilario) created a set of reading-

writing lessons in their language, with the training they got from SIL fieldworkers. Three 

hundred copies of this book were first published with funds through SIL. A subsequent 

publication of 2,000 copies for the bilingual Mela'tajtol schools was provided with funds 

from CDI, a Mexican institution for Indigenous language development. This funding 

through CDI was applied for on three occasions, from the local level to the state level, 

and rejected three times even though it included community-wide support with signatures 

from dozens and dozens of teachers and parents. But when an international NGO 

representative took the application (with all its local signatures), to the national office of 
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CDI in Mexico City, the request was immediately granted. The 2,000 copies were printed 

and shipped to the Mela'tajtol community in a matter of weeks. 

International  Local. An international NGO provides training in linguistics, 

translation and literacy to native speakers from Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua Communities. 

These individuals choose to collaborate with the goals of the NGO for language 

cultivation in their own communities, through using their language in written form. 

Local  International. In 2008, two of the principal participants in my study, 

Verónica (SM Ngigua) and Plácido (Mela'tajtol) took their experiences with their 

languages at the local level, and shared them at a 90 minute symposium at the 

International Reading Association Congress on Reading in Costa Rica. Power negotiation 

in this case had to do with the IRA's decision to invite us to participate, and the resources 

that Verónica and Plácido had from their personal work at the local level with their 

languages to enable them to contribute to the symposium at the international level. 

Local  International  Local. In 2009, Verónica joined me as a teaching 

assistant for a three-week training course in Peru, using her experience gained from 

training she in 2006 to benefit others. She was part of a training team to teach speakers of 

seven Peruvian languages and one Bolivian language; the participants accepted and 

applied the teaching in Spanish to prepare materials in their own languages, for teaching 

reading and writing to members of their own language communities. 

Power invested 

Continuing to look at the role of human agency and power, I now explore the 

third aspect, Power invested. This is not about top-down delegation of decisions, rules, 
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policies, funds, expectations or demands described above as Power imposed. Nor is it 

about the collaboration or sharing of strengths and mutual meeting of needs, across local, 

regional, national and international levels, which I have termed Power negotiation. 

Power invested is about the speakers of a language in a community and their 

power to decide, to choose, to say yes or no, I care or I don't care. It is about stance and 

identity, language attitude, and motivation and reflects individual or community 

differentiation and autonomy. As Collins and Blot point out: "Practices of reading and 

writing often become acts of self-making…" (2003:97). In this study, I consider these 

specifically as they affect the processes of language cultivation and the writing of the SM 

Ngigua and Mela'tajtol languages. As mentioned earlier, power invested is effected 

primarily at the local level, because it involves local agency, but may reverberate to 

regional and national and even international levels. 

When individuals or groups make a choice for their language, this is Power 

invested. For example, Hilario and Plácido stating "Not in our Nahuat!" They have just 

made a declaration of difference, of recognizing their language as unique from any other 

Nahuatl language. They are speaking for its place in the world. When Hilario speaks of 

his right to write his language the way he sees best, as a native speaker, he is declaring 

against decisions being pushed from outside academics: "I at least, am not in agreement. 

And the teachers with whom we are working in the schools of Mecayapan, they also are 

against this." This is a courageous comment, a statement of strength. The sense of unity 

among the local teachers' choices in the Mela'tajtol schools to use their familiar alphabet 

and not accept a demand from outside power to conform to a national level decision to 
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standardize the writing of Nahuatl is also a remarkable display of power invested at the 

local level. 

The teachers in SM Ngigua schools who reject materials prepared in their 

language by others in their community are declaring their protected places as holders of 

educational power. The teachers in SM Ngigua schools who accept and use materials 

prepared in their language by others in their community are declaring their willingness to 

share power, and acknowledge the credible work of non-teachers. Likewise in the 

Mela'tajtol community, at least five school directors have invited local non-teachers 

skilled in reading and writing Mela'tajtol, with materials in their language, to come and 

share their skills in training teachers. Two school directors have to date, chosen not to 

accept the offer of shared knowledge and materials. Both the choice for and the choice 

against are about power and how it is invested at the local level.  

Opening new spaces for the use of the language in writing is about power 

invested, a declaration of being unique from the rest of the world, for example: Nahuatl 

people texting in Nahuat, and sending emails in Nahuat, and accessing Nahuatl materials 

online; SM Ngigua church members reading Scripture in Ngigua in their church, and 

producing Sunday School materials in Ngigua; SM Ngigua teachers naming their school 

an Ngigua name, SM Ngigua women naming their microbusinesses with Ngigua names. 

These seemingly small decisions reverberate into the community, and potentially even 

farther as their choice becomes noticed and known. It is as much about whom they are 

including with these choices as who they are excluding. Spanish-only speakers coming 

into, or living in, San Marcos Tlacoyalco, will not understand the names on the women's 
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microbusiness signs, for example, and will have to ask for an interpretation from an 

Ngigua person. A Spanish-only speaker listening to an SM Ngigua sermon will not 

understand, and will have to remain clueless, or ask for interpretation. 

Following are some of the great quantity of examples I found regarding power 

invested at the local level, choices made by individuals for or against their own language 

in writing, in the realm of education primarily, but also in the general community. 

Following these various examples I will close this section focusing on power invested 

with a final in-depth look at one woman's perspectives and how her story reflects the 

theme of power invested at the local level. 

In my study the persons who appear to have the strongest sense of identity as 

Ngigua or Mela'tajtol also are those who are most actively engaged with their language, 

and hold a strong position regarding its value and their rights to use it. They have a 

positive attitude toward their language, and are confident and definite about its rightful 

place in their community and in the world. This appears to come from family attitudes 

and personal experience, as well as from exposure to ideas and workshops attended 

outside their own community. The power they have gained from their outside experience 

is being invested locally.  

Minerva told me of her involvement as a bilingual teacher in the alphabet 

formation for her language. This is what got her interested in her language, and now she 

wants to help 'rescue it' (chapter four, p. 173). 

Jacob was aware of his language in written form, and had learned to read and 

write Ngigua when he was a child. But not until he began to attend Indigenous language 
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workshops about five years ago did he get excited about his own language. He struggles 

at times with criticism in his community from bilingual SM Ngigua teachers who reject 

his efforts because he is not professionally trained as they are, and from fellow SM 

Ngigua speakers who tell him, "Why are you wasting your time doing this work, our 

language is worth nothing!" "No," we say, "We understand our language is worth much. 

El que habla dos lenguas, vale por dos…" The one who speaks two languages is double 

the value. But Jacob also has seen some positive changes, as he said, "Now people say we 

should open a school to teach SM Ngigua!" He also mentioned the fact that the 

government is more supportive now of the use of SM Ngigua and that there is actually 

aid available to people who are bilingual. Jacob is now so confident about the worth of 

his language and its importance that he is directly challenging his church (a bastion of 

Spanish-only) to give space for SM Ngigua. He has had some positive response (chapter 

four, p. 162-3). 

Another example of power invested is seen in the choices made by Emilio, who 

until two years ago had little interest in his language, especially not his written language. 

This community leader and father of nine children and grandfather of many 

grandchildren didn't even speak his language until he was 16 years old because of 

negative community attitudes (chapter four, p. 170). Yet now he has become a fluent 

reader of SM Ngigua, and is eagerly writing it. It was his choice to accept the invitation 

to help with the dubbing (into his language) of a movie on the Life of Christ that got him 

started reading it. This was followed by a workshop held by the National Union of 
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Indigenous Translators in another state that convinced him of the importance of using his 

own language in his church, and making use of his language in written form. 

In a recent writers' workshop in another state, Emilio learned for the first time 

about figures of speech and wrote a poem in Ngigua full of figures of speech. As 

mentioned in chapter four, Emilio commented on the experience, "What I like about it is 

that I had never heard about or applied the idea of figures of speech to my language. And 

my Ngigua has a lot, it is rich in them… I like my poem. I am going to make more!" 

(chapter four, p. 273). When I attempted to make a comparison between schools and 

churches that some people are in favor of using Ngigua, and some aren’t, Emilio 

corrected me, saying that in his church, everyone now is in favor of using Ngigua. 

Emilio's brother, Luis, has begun to say. "I think it is important for us all to speak SM 

Ngigua, our mother tongue". Emilio said when he preached on Genesis 3, people really 

responded and agreed with him. Luis got up and asked, "Did you all understand this 

well?" "Yes", they said. And Luis said, "I am sorry I cannot preach like my brother, in 

SM Ngigua, because they really understood" (chapter four, p. 170). 

Teresa, an SM Ngigua teacher, commented on the differences in community 

attitude toward Ngigua, saying it depends on the situation parents have lived. "If they 

have suffered for speaking Ngigua, they want to keep their children from speaking the 

language. But other parents, perhaps whose identity is more established, well, they keep 

right on speaking the language" (chapter four, p. 181). This is also about the power to say 

yes or no, and how it affects the succeeding generations. An example of this choice to say 

yes to maintaining one's language is Teacher X, who told me she became a bilingual 
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teacher because her great-grandparents, grandparents, and parents all speak/spoke SM 

Ngigua and this was their gift to her (chapter four, p. 186). 

When I asked Sidroneo, a bilingual Mela'tajtol teacher, what he thinks is causing 

a decline in the use of Mela'tajtol (oral or written) his explanation is also about language 

use being connected to identity: "Well, a lot of people have migrated, to other states 

looking for work, and they take their children, and there they learn other ways of living, 

and they come back, they no longer speak Nahuatl. They are ashamed of it. So sometimes 

the error is on the parents' part, they don't encourage the children to speak Nahuatl. In my 

case, in our home, we speak Nahuatl; I talk to my children in Nahuatl. In a meeting, we 

speak Nahuatl. The goal we are pursuing is that we not lose our national [sic] identity" 

(chapter three, p. 127).  

Marco Antonio, local historian of Ngigua descent (the one non-Ngigua speaker I 

interviewed for this community of study apart from the SIL fieldworkers), commented on 

the additional pressures against Indigenous culture and languages caused by the 

migrations to the north. Some people come back wealthy, but there is a lot of social 

breakdown as a result of this migration. He concludes "I think we were better off when 

we had nothing." But the biggest problem, in his opinion, caused by this migration, is the 

loss of identity. His final comments are that the mestizo pueblos seem the most likely to 

survive, and his concern that the Indigenous communities cannot keep their identities. 

"Diversity enriches us, in reality. It would be such a boring world if we were all the 

same" (chapter four, p. 230). 
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Materials that are made in the local languages by native authors speak directly to 

the local identity and power invested at the local level. Pedro, the Mela'tajtol ATP, 

technology and pedagogy supervisor, told me about the Mela'tajtol CÓMELE book, "This 

book that was made here with knowledge clearly from this region, well, everyone 

identifies with it, and feels a part of it, and are making use of these materials. For us, the 

way that Plácido, Esteban y Hilario have collaborated with us, it has been a great support 

for Indigenous education" (chapter three, p. 119). 

I saw in both communities both the power of motivation, and the lack of 

motivation that comes from a sense of powerlessness. A number of bilingual teachers in 

the SM Ngigua Community expressed a strong sense of powerlessness, I heard two words 

repeatedly in the context of the use of their language in written form: "lack" and 

"sadly"53. These words reflect their sense of helplessness and inability to make a 

difference although clearly aware of a need for change. For example, …lacking teachers, 

lack of motivation, lack of tools, lacking materials, we are lacking a lot, lacking 

materials, still lacking (a Didactic Projects book in our language), we are still lacking, 

lacking the book they made here, we are really lacking materials in our language, lack of 

interest in the community, lacking funding, lack of the culture in writing, lack of 

commitment from the government, lack of support, lacking knowledge, we lack other 

resources. All of these phrases came from the SM Ngigua data. Additionally the word 

                                                 
53 In an attempt to understand the possible factors for this sense of helplessness being much stronger in the 
SM Ngigua community than in the Mela'tajtol community, I refer to the Ngigua history as summarized in 
chapter four, beginning at p.148. 
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"sadly", or as I sometimes left it stand in my data in Spanish, lamentablemente, was a 

recurring theme that reflects powerlessness:  

Sadly, the reality, that I see, is not like that. 

…sadly, we are not trained, nor are we prepared to do this. 

"Lamentablemente, there in Tepexi there are teachers who don't speak it anymore 

…children still do not learn to read and write in their language. The [teacher] 

agrees that lamentablemente, sadly, that is the case. 

…well, if the teacher has real initiative, as in "Now I am going to teach!", well 

they could. "Sadly, it is something that not many have, this kind of initiative. It 

does not exist. 

One SM Ngigua teacher who seemed especially discouraged and powerless about 

the use of his language used the word "sadly" at least six times. And it seemed sad to me 

too, because he was the one who seemed to struggle most in communicating with me in 

Spanish, his second language. 

He mentioned the preschool teacher who had just arrived but lamentablemente, 

sadly, she speaks Nahuatl not SM Ngigua. He spoke of the local person struggling to get 

Ngigua teachers for his school, but lamentablemente, sadly, since last school year he has 

been asking [with no results]. He spoke of the community interest in the school use of 

SM Ngigua, and that the children are willing but "Lamentablemente, sadly, we teachers 

are not always in a position to be of help, as with the two new teachers here who have to 

use Spanish to communicate with the children". Finally speaking of a dearth of any SM 

Ngigua materials to use in school, he said, "Lamentablemente, sadly, we don't know 
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where to look for them. Because there were some materials that were published in their 

times, but no longer". Of a fellow teacher who moved on to another community, who had 

had some SM Ngigua materials: lamentablemente, "sadly, he took his SM Ngigua 

materials with him". And mentioning the teacher meetings where materials are 

sometimes handed out, lamentablemente, "sadly, we get nothing if we don't attend". 

One SM Ngigua teacher described the pressure from the education system that 

works against their teaching SM Ngigua. She said she and other teachers are motivated to 

teach reading and writing SM Ngigua in school, but they have time constraints. She said 

it is so beautiful to teach reading and writing [in SM Ngigua], ideally, but they have to 

teach to the standard exams – which is completely apart from the SM Ngigua. And since 

they feel the pull that way, to show results, they have to follow that (chapter four, p. 194). 

Despite the preceding examples there are many examples as well, from my 

interviews, of individuals who are choosing to invest power in favor of their language, 

despite great pressures. 

A SM Ngigua school director said there is a great lack of motivation in the overall 

community, so her idea is to work by neighborhood groups – start with conferences on 

the language, to "give it importance. We are doing some things already, and want to 

continue to give our language the importance it deserves" (chapter four, p. 179). 

This same SM Ngigua school director is taking steps to motivate her Ngigua 

teachers by giving them the power to help make decisions: "I began to work with my 

compañeros. I went with the idea of taking what they wanted to do. And so they told me, 

'Let's start with something easy – like the names of the classrooms'. So they each chose a 
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name they wanted for their classrooms. That is how we began. Each one chose a name 

and explained the reason for their choice" (chapter four, p. 174). She also commented on 

the problem of those teachers who refuse to write their own language. She thinks the best 

solution is to find among the teachers those who really do care about promoting SM 

Ngigua, and form a team. And make more materials in their language. And she said they 

need to put more of their language in visual form, like at the clinic, on public places… a 

welcome sign at the entrance of the town. "Get people in contact with SM Ngigua texts. 

Bombard the community!" (chapter four, p. 179). She also made a point that the 

presidente auxiliar (town leader) should be providing funds for making this happen – but 

the authorities are not currently interested. The latter is an example of choosing not to 

invest power in favor of the local language.  

Pedro, the ATP, technology and pedagogy supervisor, in the Mela'tajtol schools, 

when referring to use of the 2,000 copies of the Mela'tajtol CÓMELE books in the 

schools, spoke also of the importance of identifying those teachers who are choosing to 

"work with their language". As he said, "Right now we are identifying those who are 

more committed to this, to train them to provide the continuity. Because in each zone 

there are compañeros very committed" (chapter three, p. 118). 

Elías, the ATP, technology and pedagogy supervisor, in the SM Ngigua schools, 

said he feels what is most needed is a true willingness on the part of the teachers [i.e. 

motivation], because if that existed, then with the little that they have, including 

CÓMELE, the didactic projects, Parámetros curriculares, and some other materials 

available already in the Indigenous language, counting those by CDI and Verónica, all of 
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those, "Well, if the teacher has real initiative, as in, "Now I am going to teach!", well, 

they could. Lamentablemente, sadly, it is something that not many have, this kind of 

initiative. It does not exist. So the issue is to work with the teachers. 'You know what, 

teachers? You must work!' That is one. Two, they need acompañamiento, help. This is 

easily said but not easy for the one responsible to give it, such as the school director, the 

ATP (that’s me!), and the school zone supervisor" (chapter four, p. 204). 

Cristián, an SM Ngigua teacher, mentioned the Ngigua materials Verónica and 

Jacob have made and said he has used some of them, and finds them truly helpful – 

especially with the children who speak Ngigua. He feels they are important for even the 

Spanish-speaking children, to motivate them to use their language (chapter four, p. 209). 

Sharon (SIL fieldworker) talked about her motivation in revising the practical 

grammar of SM Ngigua (first published in the 70's and republished a couple years ago). 

She wanted to help the native speakers of SM Ngigua see that their language is a real 

language, and that it has a proper grammar just like Spanish. She hopes it will give them 

some pride in their language (chapter four, p. 232). 

Verónica showed remarkable motivation to stick with her teaching job at UPN, 

the National Pedagogical University, because she feels it is an important part of the 

teacher-training program. The head of the Indigenous Language classes pushed for help 

from the outside support when the local UPN wanted to close them down. So SEP 

evaluated the students to see if they could read and write their language after coming 

through their Indigenous Language classes. Then SEP sent an order to UPN that the 

classes had to continue. And UPN expelled four student-teachers who couldn’t pass the 
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Indigenous language tests. That increased motivation on the part of the student-teachers 

for these non-mandatory classes. But Verónica and the other Indigenous language 

teachers still don't get any more pay. Verónica said it is a test for them (as teachers) to see 

if they value their classes. The other teachers teaching other subjects are paid every two 

weeks like real teachers. Just the Indigenous language courses are not recognized 

(chapter four, p.160). 

An SM Ngigua bilingual teacher has seen a big change in government policy 

toward the Ngigua language over the 14 years she has been a teacher. She tells about how 

they were mistreated for being Ngigua when attending the secondary school in 

Tlacotepec. "The teachers and fellow students made it really hard for us there." But when 

the government began to stress the importance of the languages, and students of her own 

community have gone out [of the community] to various activities, the sense of value 

began to increase. The government has had an influence (chapter four, p. 179). 

Plácido and Hilario talked about a poetry workshop they attended, sponsored by 

AVELI, at the state capital. It was a motivating event for them, inspiring them to write 

more in their language, and to attempt more poetry. 

Well, listening to the poetry of others motivated us, too! Yes, I tell you that it was 

something very important for us. Because there arose in our minds many little 

things [ideas]. I thought about a word "cradle". In our language it is maata. I 

thought about the cradle and how to put maata into a poem and I began to write 

down "maata, my mother swung me in it, when I cried, when I was sick"... and it 

[the cradle] also has its own song! When it says 'geets, geets, geets". [this sound is 
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an imitation of the sound of the rope on the house-beam when the hanging cradle 

is being swayed back and forth by a mother]... So I began to… well I have a draft, 

it is still a draft. (Chapter three, p. 71) 

Moisés, who is the regional representative for AVELI in the Mela'tajtol 

community, was one of the organizers of that poetry workshop. He used to be a bilingual 

teacher but was reassigned to focus on working with AVELI and to motivate teachers to 

write more (chapter three, p. 72). Moisés said when he became a teacher he had even 

more motivation to figure out how to write his language, and the more he writes the 

better he gets at it (chapter three, p. 120). 

When the now-school director Crisóforo was a student, on a three year 

grant/scholarship from the Instituto Nacional Indigenista (INI), he had to keep using his 

language and keep his grades up in order to keep his scholarship. So that was a positive 

motivator for his use of his language in written form (chapter three, p. 88). 

I have presented many short examples from my data of power invested, pulled 

from larger stories, examples of people in the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities 

standing up for the use of their language in written form, with various motivations and 

numerous challenges. The diversity of opinions and commitment to this notion is 

enriched by the many stories. However, in these final pages of this chapter I include a 

look at one woman's story, to see how it speaks for itself about the notion of power 

invested at the local level. 

Verónica's story is told in part in chapter four, pp. 152-161. where I introduced 

her as one of principal participants of my study in the SM Ngigua Community. But the 
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following additional part of her story has especially clear examples of the power she is 

investing for the flourishing of her language in her community, including its written 

form. To begin with, Verónica told me she felt even as a child that her language would 

become important in the future. Her parents always talked SM Ngigua to her, and of her 

13 siblings (10 now living), only one speaks only Spanish. The others all speak SM 

Ngigua (and Spanish). 

Verónica began to work directly with an SIL linguist in 2005. When the bilingual 

teachers realized that she and her nephew Jacob were beginning to work on SM Ngigua 

materials production, some of them indicated skepticism, saying "You can't do anything". 

She and Jacob felt keenly the lack of acceptance from teachers. Then a new ATP, 

technology and pedagogy supervisor, was assigned to work in their area. He is actively 

pushing for use pushing the use of the language in all the schools. Verónica noted that 

this push comes from Secretary of Public Education (SEP), that Ngigua be used in the 

schools. She added that this new ATP doesn't speak much Ngigua, he speaks more 

Spanish. She added that this is a problem of all the teachers. I appreciate the fact that 

Verónica, as a native speaker of Ngigua and a member of the community, is able to add 

to the information and perspectives I collected when talking to the bilingual teachers. She 

is providing a fuller picture for me. Her words: 

La mayoria hablan la lengua pero no entendemos porque discriminan ellos la 

lengua como profesores. Porque todos sus hijos de ellos no lo hablan la lengua. 

No enseñan ni a sus hijos. Y otros niños bien que hablan la lengua, pero menos 

sus hijos de ellos. Entonces una vez les pregunté: "¿Porque sus hijos no hablan la 
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lengua?" Y dice: "Ay, es que ya, como que no tiene porqué los niños aprender la 

lengua", dice, "ya no tiene mucha popularidad." Entonces ellos se baja a eso! Y 

le dije: "Pero que bárbaro, Uds. son maestros bilingues! Y sería un orgullo para 

Uds. que sus hijos lo hablaran, porque Uds. deben ser ejemplos, porque son 

maestros! Si nosotros somos maestros, debemos enseñar que nuestros hijos, por 

lo menos nuestros hijos, que no se pierda la cultura." Y quedaron así diciendo: 

"¡Ay! y a ti, ¿Que te importa?! 

Most of them speak the language but we don't understand why they discriminate 

against the language, being teachers. Because all their children, they don't speak 

the language. They [the teachers] don't teach their [own] children. And other 

children speak the language well, but not their children. So one time I asked them, 

"Why do your children not speak the language?" And they said, "Well, it's just 

that no longer, well, it seems like there is no reason any more for them to learn the 

language," they said, "our language isn't that popular any more." And I said, 

"Amazing! You are bilingual teachers! And it would be something to be proud of, 

if your children would speak it, because you all should be examples, because you 

are teachers! Those of us who are teachers should teach our children, at least our 

own children, so our culture will not be lost." And they just were just saying, "Oh, 

you! What's it to you!?" 

But maybe Verónica's challenge had some effect. She went on to give me an 

example of a teacher friend of hers whose child is speaking Ngigua. When Verónica 

noticed it and mentioned it, her friend said, "Yes, that is so later no one can accuse me of 
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not teaching my child, since I am a bilingual teacher." But Verónica also said the same 

child has a sense of shame and doesn’t want to speak the language, and has missed a 

number of opportunities to win prizes in school at SM Ngigua language competitions. 

The teacher friend said her son speaks SM Ngigua just fine at home but in public is 

ashamed to speak it. Verónica didn't have much time at that moment to respond but she 

did tell her, "Well this attitude starts somewhere, and it started with you all. This child 

picked up this attitude from something he saw or heard from you." She volunteered to 

come any time and visit with the child to speak about the value and importance of their 

language.  

Verónica said "Many teachers have this damage in them, of devaluing their 

language and not really working as bilingual teachers. And of passing this on." So 

Verónica tried working with the new ATP, technology and pedagogy supervisor, to 

organize a community event around the value of the Ngigua language. "If it doesn’t start 

with us, who will it start with?" she challenged him. The ATP said, "Well, that would 

take a lot of money. If you have money, go right ahead and do something. But if not, then 

don’t try to start anything."  

This was really discouraging to Verónica. She had thought since the ATP has a lot 

of influence on the teachers, he would be a good person to work with, but since he wasn't 

interested she felt very sad and helpless too. But she told him, "One day I will show you 

it isn't that hard. For example if each of the 50 teachers were to give 100 pesos that would 

be 5,000 pesos (which was the amount he said we would have to have)". 
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Verónica continued, "So I determined that somehow we would do this, and show 

him!" This conversation was in 2008. That same year Verónica applied to CDI for funds, 

to publish 250 copies of the four-book set of CÓMELE literacy books she and Jacob had 

made in SM Ngigua. They had had a goal of getting the CÓMELE books into the hands 

of the teachers. They knew if they only had their names (Verónica's and Jacob's) in the 

CÓMELE books, the teachers would not value the book. But since Verónica was working 

for CDI with the local women's microbusiness groups, she had gotten acquainted with the 

head of the department of culture, in the regional office of CDI. So she applied. 

At first CDI turned them down, because some time before teachers from San 

Marcos Tlacoyalco had applied for project funding to CDI, and had received the money, 

but didn’t complete their project, thus giving San Marcos Tlacoyalco a "bad name". So 

CDI didn't want that to happen again. But then Verónica and Jacob explained they 

already had their book completed, and just needed money to print it 250 copies of each 

book, 1000 books. Verónica and Jacob also had to explain how they would use the books 

in the community. The proposal was sent to CDI in Mexico City. And it was accepted. 

And the books had CDI's name on it, so it was more acceptable to the teachers. 

Part of the deal with CDI publishing the CÓMELE books was a requirement for 

some kind of public presentation of the book, such as at the office of the town president. 

But as Verónica stated earlier, she and Jacob already had the vision to have a community 

event around their language, so they planned a CÓMELE book dedication day for 

October 6, 2009. A month before that date they began to prepare.  
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Verónica and Jacob and various family members (and Jeanne54) worked a week to 

reprint many booklets and made some new ones. They made fifty copies of each of 

fifteen Ngigua books, plus they had copies of the new edition of grammar, and a 

transition primer, and the first edition of the New Testament (in the original 

orthography), and a new edition of the Gospel of John, book and audio, and the Luke 

video in Ngigua (completed in May 2009) and smaller Scripture portions for beginning 

readers. (Verónica explained these are less intimidating for new readers than bigger 

books.) They put secular books on one table and the Scripture portions on another.  

Verónica asked her nine women's microbusiness groups to help her out. They had 

confidence in her; because she is the first person they have met who does not charge them 

for her work (she doesn’t take a cut from their funds). So she asked them to do a favor of 

making local food to share at the event, not expensive food, food like they all eat every 

day: frijoles quebrado, cracked beans, frijoles con pata de puerco, beans with pigs' feet, 

frijoles con pata de borrego,beans with goat's feet, etc. They were happy to help and did 

a super job. Each of the nine groups picked one dish to prepare, and each group decorated 

their stands according to their group names. 

Verónica was so surprised by the eagerness of these women to help. They showed 

up early the day of the event and said, "How can we help?" The town office had given 

permission for them to use the big open meeting hall, but didn't offer any help to get it 

ready. The women came early and cleaned it all up, and then set up their nine stands. 

Verónica was relaxed, saying she knew "God would help and provide". The women came 

                                                 
54 Besides contributing her skills as an editor for the books made that week, Jeanne also personally 
contributed financially for this event, as mentioned in chapter four, p.244. 
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early offering their help. She was amazed when she went over later and the meeting hall 

was all clean and ready, and the women's groups had their stands all decorated and ready 

to go. One stand was decorated with grass, another with a big rainbow. These women all 

embroider and they had made their stands so pretty. Each women's group is really proud 

of their name and what they are accomplishing. The group with the name of Sunflower 

had lots of sunflowers. The Rose Petal group pulled petals off of roses and decorated 

their stand with those. The Bird group put pictures of birds on their stand, and so on. And 

they contributed enough food and stacks of tortillas to provide for the four hundred 

people who came to the event. 

Of the 19 schools (bilingual and federal) in the SM Ngigua area, Verónica and 

Jacob were really pleased that students and teachers came from 12 of the schools. Marco 

Antonio Carrillos, head of the Casa de Culturas in Tehuacán, and host of a cultural hour 

on a local radio station, came to the book presentation, along with about 30 of his non-

Ngigua students from the Universidad del Valle de Puebla. He brought them to observe 

what is happening with a local Indigenous culture. This was a positive thing to have 

Spanish-speaking outsiders come to observe, his students were to give a report to their 

families later. This made a big impression55. Marco Antonio agreed to emcee the book 

presentation ceremony, which was a great help to Verónica and Jacob. 

The event was also supported by the local transportation company in San Marcos 

Tlacoyalco whose drivers contributed money to buy toys for prizes for the children 

                                                 
55 He also graciously invited Verónica and Jacob and Jeanne and myself to join him during his radio show 
the day before the event to let the Tehuacán Valley know about it. Verónica and Jacob talked in Spanish 
and Ngigua. 
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during the event, which turned out to be a great hit. Prizes of toys were given to the 

younger children for speaking SM Ngigua (answering questions from Verónica and 

Jacob) in front of the crowd, and for the older children, they got prizes of a book for 

successfully reading SM Ngigua aloud in front of the crowd. 

At the end of the presentation, all the secular books they'd made were sold! Many 

children bought books as well as parents and teachers. Also each teacher who attended 

was given a stack of booklets in SM Ngigua, tied in colorful ribbons. It was gratifying to 

Verónica and Jacob when, right there afterward, the teachers complimented them. And 

the ATP who had been so discouraging about the possibility of having a community 

event around their language, told Verónica and Jacob: 

Siempre hemos querido hacer algo así, y nunca lo hemos podido hacer. Y eso que 

somos bastante, dice, y no hemos podido hacerlo como maestros. Estamos 

sorprendidos, dice, este evento que hicieron, dice, porque no es fácil, y uds lo 

hicieron en grande, y todavía estan dando la comida grátis! Los felicitamos a uds 

que realmente están poniendo el empeño....  

"We have always wanted to do something like this, and we have never been able 

to do it. And this even though there are many of us," he said, "and we have not 

been able to do it, as teachers. We are surprised," he said, "this event that you 

pulled off," he said, "because it is not easy, and you guys did it up big, and you 

even provided free food! We congratulate you, because you really put out the 

effort…" 

Verónica added: 
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Pues agradecemos a Dios, que es Él que nos apoyó en todo momento, en que 

estabamos pasando, porque en un momento sin que deciamos, si deveras vadría 

la pena lo que estamos haciendo. Well, we are really grateful to God, for He is 

the one who helped us every moment, in everything we were going through, 

because in one moment, without us even saying it, what we were doing was really 

worth the trouble. 

So there is a new level of friendship and trust with the bilingual teachers in the 

community. As mentioned previously in this chapter, a couple years ago Verónica and 

Jacob delivered some books in SM Ngigua to every school, but they were not well 

received. Now the teachers are complimenting them on getting their books made, and 

they have already had two opportunities to offer training directly to SM Ngigua bilingual 

teachers. 

 Back in 2008, the year Verónica applied for funding for the CÓMELE books, 

Verónica and Jacob attended a workshop in Oaxaca about "the importance of our 

languages". Later she helped lead a similar workshop in 2009 in Oaxaca on the Pacific 

coast. She also used the materials sent her for that, in her class at the University in 

Puebla. And she got good responses from the student-teachers. 

Verónica taught her class of Ngigua student-teachers at the UPN about the 

importance of speaking one's own language without shame. The first year she taught 

there, the enrollment of student-teachers started at 25, but during the year dropped to 10. 

She said it was because she didn't know yet how to teach the importance of valuing of 
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your language (it was during this first year she taught that she got this information at the 

workshop in Oaxaca).  

Early in her second year of teaching at the UPN she used that information. She 

organized a short play about a person leaving the community and coming back unable to 

speak their language, a play titled: No niego mi idioma, (I do not reject my language). 

She said it was very well done by three of her students. And it really got a good 

discussion going regarding using their Ngigua language and not being ashamed of it. 

She told how she gave these student-teachers an honest talk about her motivation 

and purpose for teaching this class, because of her passion for the value of her/their 

language. She explained to them their failure to study in this class means they are 

choosing to discrimar, discriminate against, their own language. And she warned them 

that the damage caused to children who are not encouraged to use their own language is 

damage to the whole community. This drama and talk really changed the student-

teachers' attitude in her second year of teaching. She started off with 35 student-teachers 

and the student numbers stayed up, and "they are much more motivated and involved". 

They speak to Verónica in Ngigua in class. She has seen big changes in this class. 

On another occasion she also used some of those ideas with a young woman, her 

neighbor, who "forgot" her own language after working for a short period outside the 

Ngigua area. Verónica exhorted that woman to change her attitude and use both 

languages. She explained it should be a point of pride to be able to operate well in both 

cultures, and even teach her children Ngigua. She told her friend of all the opportunities 

she herself has had, gracias a la lengua, thanks to the language: She has traveled to other 
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countries, got a job at a university, and is working with CDI leading nine women's 

groups. She clinched her argument with the challenge, "Wouldn’t YOU like to do some 

of these things?" Her friend answered vehemently, "YES!" And she switched 

immediately to SM Ngigua and has continued since that day to use SM Ngigua with all 

her fellow SM Ngiguas. 

Although mentioned previously in chapter four and earlier this chapter, it is 

important to repeat here Verónica's experiences outside her community, and how she has 

invested power at different levels, beyond her work at the National Pedagogical 

University in the state capital. In the summer of 2008, Verónica joined another colleague 

(Plácido, from the Mela'tajtol community) and me to travel to Costa Rica to present a 

ninety-minute seminar on the CÓMELE method and its application in Mexico's 

Indigenous languages, at the 22nd International World Congress on Reading. This 

included first a visit to the offices of the National Institute of Indigenous Languages 

(INALI) in Mexico City for a practice-presentation, to the staff, by personal invitation of 

the director of INALI. 

In the summer of 2009, Verónica joined me in Lima, Perú to be my teaching 

assistant for a three-week CÓMELE workshop, helping train speakers of seven of Peru's 

language communities, and also from one of Bolivia's language communties. She flew by 

herself from Mexico City; it was her second time to travel outside her country, and the 

second time in her life to travel by air. 

Hearing these portions of Veronica's growing and changing experiences around 

the use of her language has not been without effect on me personally. She is an inspiring 
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example to me of Power invested, and one whose story of courage and humility, 

confidence and humor continues in her community today, even as you read this. Each 

aspect of power I have described is part of her own personal experience, as she relates to 

people within her community, and in her region, state, country and the world. 

In summary, the framework of human agency and power provides an insightful 

analysis of the data, at the various levels of power, from international and national to 

regional and local. These individual glimpses into people's lives through their own stories 

they chose to share with me reveal clearly the importance of power and human agency 

regarding the use of the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua languages in written form. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: TWO COMMUNITIES— 
UNESCO'S CHALLENGES TO LITERACY 

 
 
 
In evaluating the conditions that permit and encourage small-group languages to survive 
and prosper, globalism seems to be an irresistible force shaping current language, 
language rights, and ideologies. Literacy, the rending and writing of Indigenous 
languages, is the probable bottom-line for survival, and those other technologizations of 
the word, such as radio, television, and the Internet, are probably going to be at least 
equally important, along with the classroom and the archive. 

Whiteley 2003:719 
 
 
Native languages are under assault in Mexico. Education appears to be the 'villain', and 
bilingualism its weapon. Paradoxically, if native languages are to thrive in the next 
millennium, their salvation likewise will be education and bilingualism their hope. 

 
McCaa and Mills 1998:117 

 
 
 

UNESCO and Literacy 

Since the beginning of the new millennium, UNESCO has promoted ever more 

vigorously the need for multilingual education, and the primacy of mother-tongue 

education as a way of validating our global linguistic and ethnic diversity and the right of 

each person to education in their own language. UNESCO's 2006 Global Monitoring 

report for adult literacy in the world indicates nearly 25% of the world's adults are 

illiterate. Latin America and the Caribbean average 10% illiteracy rate for the adult 

population (Global Monitoring Report 2006). In Mexico, illiteracy among native speakers 
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of Spanish was measured at 7.5% in 2006, but among native speakers of Mexico's other 

national languages (Indigenous) it was measured at 33.3%.56 

Literacy57, or lack of it, is a global issue, and every country in the world is in 

some way addressing it58. UNESCO provides a look into the world context in which my 

research is embedded. Since 1990 the Education For All (EFA) movement has been "a 

global commitment to provide quality basic education for all children, youth and adults" 

(EFA–UNESCO, n.d.). This movement found its beginning in 1990 at the World 

Conference on Education For All in Thailand sponsored by UNESCO, the World Bank, 

and others. One of their key goals was to "universalize primary education and massively 

reduce illiteracy by the end of the decade" (EFA-UNESCO, n.d.). After ten years, this 

goal had not been achieved by many countries, so a second gathering was held, this time 

in Senegal. They "affirmed their commitment to achieving Education For All by the year 

2015"; and they agreed on six key education goals to "meet the learning needs of all 

children, youth and adults by 2015". (EFA Goals-UNESCO, n.d.). 

1. Expand and improve comprehensive early childhood care and education, 

especially for the most vulnerable and disadvantaged children. 

2. Ensure that by 2015 all children, particularly girls, those in difficult circumstances 

and those belonging to ethnic minorities, have access to and complete, free and 

compulsory primary education of good quality.  

                                                 
56 Un análisis más fino nos daba que el analfabetismo de los hispanohablantes se encontraba en un 7.5% y 
alcanzaba a 4.3 millones de personas, versus el analfabetismo indígena del 33.3% que abarcaba a cerca de 
1.6 millones de personas. (INEA 2006:8) 
57 See Chapter 1:15 for a discussion of the term "literacy" 
58 See Appendix D for map of worldwide illiteracy rates 1995-2004 from the UNESCO website. 
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3. Ensure that the learning needs of all young people and adults are met through 

equitable access to appropriate learning and life-skills programs. 

4. Achieve a 50 per cent improvement in levels of adult literacy by 2015, especially 

for women, and equitable access to basic and continuing education for all adults. 

5. Eliminate gender disparities in primary and secondary education by 2005, and 

achieve gender equality in education by 2015, with a focus on ensuring girls' full 

and equal access to and achievement in basic education of good quality. 

6. Improve all aspects of the quality of education and ensure excellence of all so that 

recognized and measurable learning outcomes are achieved by all, especially in 

literacy, numeracy and essential life skills. (Direct quotations taken from EFA-

UNESCO, n.d.) 

EFA is truly a world-wide movement. However it became apparent to UNESCO 

and its partner organizations that ethnno-linguistic minorities are disadvantaged within a 

national education system because they "face the challenge of gaining a basic education, 

including the introduction of reading and writing, in a language other than their mother 

tongue. As a result, ethno-linguistic minorities often have a higher rate of illiteracy, a 

higher level of poverty and a poorer quality of life" (UNESCO: Bangkok 2007). 

Therefore UNESCO has provided an additional focus on and support for Education in a 

Multilingual World stating "UNESCO supports mother-tongue instruction as a means of 

improving educational quality by building upon the knowledge and experience of the 

learners and the teachers" (UNESCO: Bangkok 2007). 
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UNESCO's support of mother-tongue education is significant when we consider 

that perhaps as many as 2,000 of the approximately 6,900 languages spoken in the world 

today are still without a written form (Ethnologue 2009). Most of these languages are 

spoken by minoritized59 language communities. In 2007 the United Nations signed into 

being the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Article 14 of this Declaration 

sets the ideal for Indigenous education as it declares: 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational 

systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner 

appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning. 

2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and 

forms of education of the State without discrimination. 

3. States shall, in conjunction with Indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in 

order for Indigenous individuals, particularly children, including those living 

outside their communities, to have access, when possible, to an education in their 

own culture and provided in their own language. (Italics mine.) (Direct quotation 

from UN DRIP 2007.)  

Local Language Literacy in Mexico 

In Mexico, the focus of my research interest, there are four key governmental 

institutions that focus on Mexico's Indigenous peoples and Indigenous education. These 

are INALI, the Instituto Nacional de Lenguas Indígenas, National Institute of Indigenous 

                                                 
59 As Lewis and Trudell (2008) point out, all but "a handful" of the worlds' thousands of languages are 
minoritized. Minoritized peoples are those from whom sovereignty was forcibly taken (Skutnabb-Kangas 
2000:488). 
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Languages; CDI, the abbreviation of CONADEPI, Comisión Nacional para el 

Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas, the National Commission for the Development of 

Indigenous Peoples; DGEI, Dirección General de Educación Indígena, the Indigenous 

Education Department; and CGEIB, Coordinación General de Educación Intercultural 

Bilingüe, General Coordination of Intercultural and Bilingual Education.  

 

FIGURE 20: Location of study populations within language and education spheres 

Before describing these four institutions, I refer to the above figure to show how 

these institutions and their focus on local (Indigenous) languages are located within the 

wider context of Mexico's dominant Spanish-language community. It has already been 

mentioned that SIL is a part of the picture, not as a Mexican institution, but as an 

international NGO serving Mexico's local language communities. 
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The seven-year-old INALI, the National Institute of Indigenous Languages, 

recognizes over 350 linguistic variants spoken today (Catálogo 2007). Mexico's 2003 

law, the Ley General de Derechos Lingüísticos de los Pueblos Indígenas, General Law of 

the Linguistic Rights of Indigenous Peoples, not only created the National Institute of 

Indigenous Languages, but also declared sweeping new linguistic rights and language 

policy for the nation regarding recognition of the local languages and the rights of those 

who speak them (INALI 2007). In Articles 2, 3 and 4 of this Law, the nation of Mexico 

grants national status to all its languages, along with Spanish; it also recognizes the 

pluricultural and multilingual composition of the nation, and establishes the right of 

education for Indigenous people in their own language, and the right to use their 

Indigenous language anywhere, in any context, public or private60 (INALI 2007). 

Another important department of government which focuses on Mexico's 

Indigenous peoples is CDI, the National Commission for the Development of Indigenous 

Peoples, which promotes the Indigenous languages and cultural awareness of them in the 

larger society; their focus is not limited to education. They also serve as an interface 

between the Indigenous communities and the federal government actions that could 

impact them directly. They give specific attention to the rights of Indigenous women 
                                                 
60 ARTÍCULO 2. Las lenguas indígenas son aquellas que proceden de los pueblos existentes en el 
territorio nacional antes del establecimiento del Estado Mexicano, además de aquellas provenientes de 
otros pueblos indoamericanos, igualmente preexistentes que se han arraigado en el territorio nacional con 
posterioridad y que se reconocen por poseer un conjunto ordenado y sistemático de formas orales 
funcionales y simbólicas de comunicación.  
ARTÍCULO 3. Las lenguas indígenas son parte integrante del patrimonio cultural y lingüístico nacional. 
La pluralidad de lenguas indígenas es una de las principales expresiones de la composición pluricultural de 
la Nación Mexicana.  
ARTÍCULO 4. Las lenguas indígenas que se reconozcan en los términos de la presente Ley y el español 
son lenguas nacionales por su origen histórico, y tienen la misma validez en su territorio, localización y 
contexto en que se hablen. (http://www.inali.gob.mx/pdf/LGDLPI.pdf) 
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(CDI 2009). This department was created in 2003 (the same year as INALI) to take the 

place of the former INI, Instituto Nacional Indigenista, National Indigenist Institute, 

established in 1948 (DGEI 2009).  

But to understand what led to the establishment of INI in 1948, it is worth making 

a side step further back into Mexico's history, to show how the needs of the Indigenous 

population for education has been an ongoing issue for the government of Mexico since 

the Revolution. In 1921,  

…more than 1 million out of 14 million Mexicans knew no Spanish. They were 

monolinguals, speaking one of fifty or more Indian languages: Nahuatl, Trique 

Mixtec, Otomí, Tarascan, Totonac, and others. Another million or so spoke 

Spanish but were more at home in their native tongues. There were hundreds of 

local dialects….Two decades later the picture had not changed perceptibly, 

despite 12,000 rural schools built since 1921. There were still 2.5 million people 

who spoke an Indian tongue, half of whom knew no Spanish whatsoever. Rural 

education had failed to meet its language challenge; this was a national tragedy. 

Until newspapers, books and laws had meaning in the village, there could be no 

nation and no democracy. (Ruiz 1963:158) 

Two views developed through the years: those who wished to eradicate the 

Indigenous languages and those who felt there was value in developing bilingualism by 

maintaining the use of the Indigenous languages while also teaching Indigenous people 

Spanish. Of those in favor of bilingualism as an educational approach, one group saw it 

simply as a step in the process of becoming a monolingual nation. However, another 
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group of bilingualists, although a minority, believed the Indian languages should be seen 

as an asset. These bilingualists "generally supported a leftist political program. Thus, 

since the conservatives endorsed the direct approach, language goals assumed political 

implications that transcended the problems of education." (Ruiz 1963:160) 

In the late 1920s educators and politicians began to face the fact that the direct 

method of language instruction in rural schools was failing. Indian children were learning 

neither to read nor speak Spanish. In 1931, Moisés Saenz, Undersecretary of Education, 

met William Cameron Townsend in Guatemala and learned of his effective method of 

teaching Cakchiquel children to read in both Cakchiquel and Spanish. This chance 

meeting opened the door for Townsend to try his methods of Indian education in Mexico. 

Because the Indian integration program would require many more linguists, he decided to 

recruit and train more individuals to help him. The international non-profit organization 

which came to be called The Summer Institute of Linguistics, and later simply "SIL", 

started when Townsend held his first training course in the summer of 1934 in the US. 

Yet Townsend and his linguists were just part of the solution, and in fact, their 

contribution would be limited to preparation of materials in Indian languages and training 

of Indian teachers.61 The Mexican government has always taken responsibility for the 

education of its citizens: "Education has been considered a central instrument for the 

                                                 
61 SIL work among Indigenous people in Mexico has always been carried out with permission of the 
Mexican government. However, at no time has SIL had responsibility for the education of Mexico's 
Indigenous people. The relationship between the Mexican government and SIL has often been 
misunderstood by the academic world, for example: "After the expulsion of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics, which presumably used BE for religious conversion, all programs are now directed by 
government-sponsored and government-directed institutions." (Hidalgo 1994:185) SIL work, under the 
sponsorship of the Mexican government has existed in Mexico since Townsend was invited to Mexico by 
Moisés Sáenz in 1931. 
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homogenization of the nation and the building of a nation-state after the Mexican 

Revolution (1910-1920), the federal government has kept a tight control over all domains 

of public elementary and secondary education" (Hamel 1997:115). Many governmental 

programs on behalf of Indian education were initiated in the first half of the 20th century, 

some failing due to lack of funding or materials or personnel, or presidential backing, 

others evolving into new organizations. After the National Literacy Campaign of the 

1940s failed to achieve literacy for the Indigenous people, the Institute of Literacy for 

Monolingual Indians was founded. President Cárdenas, who firmly supported reform 

programs for the Indians, established a Department of Indian Education, followed by the 

Department of Indian Affairs to "handle all Indian problems." (Ruiz 1963:139) This 

department was replaced in 1948 by the National Indigenist Institute (INI) of Mexico. It 

was to be "a direct line between local change agents and decision-makers around the 

President." (Heath 1972:134) 

The leaders of the National Indigenist Institute were the spiritual sons of the 

bilingual education movement, but they were sons who now placed language 

policy deep in the ideology of the reborn integrated regional approach of Manuel 

Gamio. From this point on in Mexico's history, discussion of language policy for 

the Indians was impossible without placing the topic in the context of the 

indigenism movement. (Heath 1972:135) 

In spite of the far reaching influence of INI in the 1950s and '60s, and its diverse 

activities among Indian communities through its regional centers promoting economics, 

education and sanitation, the rural school system run by SEP continued to use the direct 
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method of Spanish only and was outside the Indigenist movement (Heath 1972). The 

UNESCO session in 1951 however, debated the direct method versus the bilingual 

method and the latter was overwhelmingly favored. In 1956 INI reevaluated the bilingual 

method and declared the worth of the mother tongue, the need for relevant reading 

materials, and the gradual introduction of the national language 62 (Heath 1972).  

INI was eventually relieved of its responsibility for education for Mexico's 

Indigenous people in 1978 when the government institution, DGEI, the Department of 

Indigenous Education, was formed. As of 2008, DGEI had nearly 58,000 teachers serving 

21,600 preschool, kindergarten, and primary schools attended by over 1,280,000 children 

(DGEI statistics 2009). In the last year or so, the decision was made that Indigenous 

languages are to be taught as subject matter in all Indigenous bilingual schools. DGEI is 

responsible for pedagogical tools, including curriculum and school textbooks in 

Indigenous languages (DGEI 2009).  

A fourth government institution, CGEIB, General Coordination of Intercultural 

and Bilingual Education, was established in 2001. Its aim is to strengthen the Indigenous 

education program in Indigenous communities, primarily through helping with literature 

production. It also exists to promote the awareness of Indigenous languages and cultures 

through intercultural education in non-Indigenous schools, including higher education. 

There are other governmental organizations, such as INEA, Instituto Nacional de 

Educación para Adultos, the National Institute for Adult Education, which has branches 

                                                 
62 Interestingly, the argument for bilingual education has been proposed by those who favored the 
Indigenous languages (an early example being Ignacio Ramirez, governor of the state of Mexico in 1857) 
and those who wished them destroyed (such as Justo Sierra, Minister of Education at the turn of the 19th 
century) (Heath 1972). This paradox is still observed in our times.  
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at the state level that seek to provide Indigenous language adult education. CONAFE, 

Comisión Nacional de Fomento Educativo, the National Comission for the Fostering of 

Education, founded in 1976, is a program for providing basic elementary education in 

rural areas with no other schools. These schools do not have an Indigenous language 

component, but often are located in Indigenous language communities (CONAFE). 

Although SIL was mentioned earlier in this chapter when discussing the history of 

education in Indigenous languages of Mexico, it should be mentioned that the presence of 

this organization continues in Mexico today, by permission of the Mexican government.63 

SIL has been responsible for creating more writing systems for previously unwritten 

languages world-wide than any other organization (SIL 2009). Originally known as the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics, SIL has grown from "a small summer linguistics training 

program with two students in 1934 to a staff of over 6,000 coming from over 60 

countries. SIL’s linguistic investigation exceeds 2,550 languages spoken by over 1.2 

billion people in more than 70 countries" (SIL 2009).  

Included in SIL's long term goals is to partner with native speakers of these 

language communities to "increase their capacity to carry out increased language 

development for the benefit of those communities," working in cooperation with other 

like-minded organizations64. For the majority of these languages this includes developing 

a way to write these languages. 

                                                 
63 "Founded 75 years ago, SIL International is a faith-based organization that studies, documents, and 
assists in developing the world’s lesser-known languages. SIL’s staff shares a Christian commitment to 
service, academic excellence, and professional engagement through literacy, linguistics, translation, and 
other academic disciplines. SIL makes its services available to all without regard to religious belief, 
political ideology, gender, race, or ethnic background."(from SIL website 2009). 
64 This is a summary of SIL's End B of SIL's End Statement. 
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 The history of SIL's beginnings in Mexico has been documented from within the 

organization (Wallis et al. 1960) and from without, by Heath (1972) in her classic book 

of Mexico's language policy, and more recently by Hartch (2006) who addresses SIL 

work in Mexico from its beginnings in 1935 up through 1985. Since its inception 75 

years ago, SIL, or as it is known in Spanish, el Instituto Lingüístico de Verano (ILV) has 

been an international non-profit, non-governmental organization that studies the 

Indigenous languages of Mexico and has produced dictionaries, grammars, literacy 

materials, traditional stories, and translated biblical texts in over 150 of Mexico's 

languages (SIL Mexico 2009). Tracing the history of SIL's work in Mexico, Terborg and 

Garcia (2006) mention, "The SIL has produced dictionaries and grammars of Indigenous 

languages as well as pamphlets and books to promote the preservation of oral literature 

and to encourage literacy in Indigenous languages" (2006:450). 

Six Current Challenges of UNESCO and Local Language Literacy 

Having given a brief summary of language development in Mexico's Indigenous 

languages, by introducing the institutions responsible and currently active in this 

promoting the use of these languages in oral and written form, we can now look more 

closely at the second of my two research questions for this ethnographic study of local 

language literacy practices in two rural communities of Mexico. 

2. In what ways do local language literacy practices in the target communities 

address the six Current Challenges for literacy as found in UNESCO's report on 

Education For All (UNESCO 2011) when they are applied by mother tongue 

speakers in their local language contexts?  (Chapter one, p. 27) 
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The question reflects my desire to compare UNESCO's list of challenges to 

literacy with what I might find in my research, in the local communities of my study. The 

Education For All Goals of UNESCO for the International Decade of Literacy 2005-2015 

contains six internationally agreed upon education goals which aim to "meet the learning 

needs of all children, youth and adults by 2015" (UNESCO 2011). Goal Four is stated: 

"Increase adult literacy by 50 per cent, especially for women, and equitable access to 

basic and continuing education for all adults." For Goal 4, UNESCO (2011) listed the 

following current challenges (my summary from chapter one, p. 29):  

1) Lack of purpose or motivation 

2) Standardized programs vs. flexible programs for varied contexts, need for lots 

of local input 

3) People learn best in their own language 

4) Lack of literature and resources for L1 

5) Insufficient training or support of teachers or facilitators 

6) Lack of innovative and appropriate literacy methods 

Although these challenges are listed in the EFA Goal 4, having to do with adult 

literacy specifically, I find these challenges similar to those faced in developing readers 

and writers in Indigenous languages. I respond to UNESCO's list of challenges to 

literacy, in summary form in Figure 21 below. The second column indicates how strongly 

present these issues are in the Mela'tajtol Community and the SM Ngigua Community 
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FIGURE 21: Global issues compared to local literacy challenges  

Global issues identified by UNESCO as 
current challenges to Goal 4 of EFA and 
increasing literacy: 

How these current challenges are 
reflected in both Mela'tajtol and SM 
Ngigua Communities: 
 

11  LLaacckk  ooff  ppuurrppoossee  oorr  mmoottiivvaattiioonn  
 

1 Strong issue in both Mela'tajtol and SM 
Ngigua Communities 

22..  SSttaannddaarrddiizzeedd  vvss..  fflleexxiibbllee  pprrooggrraammss  ffoorr  
vvaarriieedd  ccoonntteexxttss, need for local input  
 

22..  SSttrroonngg  iissssuuee  iinn  bbiilliinngguuaall  sscchhoooollss  in both 
Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua Communities 

3. People learn best in their own language 3. Not an issue people in Mela'tajtol and 
SM Ngigua Communities are used to 
thinking about 
 

4. Lack of literature and resources for L1 
 

4. Severe issue in both Mela'tajtol and SM 
Ngigua Communities 
 

55..  IInnssuuffffiicciieenntt  ttrraaiinniinngg  ooff  tteeaacchheerrss  oorr  
ffaacciilliittaattoorrss  
 

55..  SSeevveerree  iissssuuee  iinn  bbootthh  Mela'tajtol and SM 
Ngigua Communities  
 

6. Lack of innovative and appropriate 
literacy methods 

6. Moderate issue in both Mela'tajtol and 
SM Ngigua Communities 

 

Drawing on data from the communities of my study, specific findings are 

summarized (Figure 22) that relate to these six challenges to literacy identified by 

UNESCO. This summary is followed by detailed examples from each community of my 

study, comparing for all six challenges. As will be seen, the details are different for each 

community of study. 

FIGURE 22: Comparisons  

UNESCO's current 
challenges to literacy 

Mela'tajtol Community SM Ngigua Community 

11  LLaacckk  ooff  ppuurrppoossee  oorr  
mmoottiivvaattiioonn 

1 Local level valuing of L1 in 
written form varies 
 
Outside influence on value of 
L1 in written form + and - 

1. Local level valuing of L1 
in written form varies 
 
Outside influence on value of 
L1 in written form + and - 
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Little sense of need of L1 in 
written form 

 
Little sense of need of L1 in 
written form 

22..  SSttaannddaarrddiizzeedd  vvss..  
fflleexxiibbllee  pprrooggrraammss  ffoorr  
vvaarriieedd  ccoonntteexxttss, need for 
local input  
 

2 National educ. plan now 
includes L1 as subject matter 
Lack of flexibility in program 
key issue to teachers 
interviewed 
Bilingual schools must follow 
national curriculum and teach 
to standardized tests 
Parental support of L1 
reading/writing varies, but is 
stronger in Mecayapan 
Town entrance sign written in 
Mela'tajtol in Tatahui 

2. National educ. plan now 
includes L1 as subject matter 
Lack of flexibility in program 
key issue to teachers 
interviewed 
Bilingual schools must follow 
national curriculum and teach 
to standardized tests 
Parental support of L1 
reading/writing is minimal/ 
Clinic announcement on 
kiosk in town square/ CDI 
women's groups – names 
written in SM Ngigua 

3. People learn best in 
their own language 

3. In the same classrooms are 
children whose L1 is Spanish 
and children whose L1 is 
Mela'tajtol 

3. In the same classrooms are 
children whose L1 is Spanish 
and children whose L1 is SM 
Ngigua 

4. Lack of literature and 
resources for L1 
 

4. NO textbooks in 
Mela'tajtol, except for 
(08/2010) the reading-writing 
book, through SIL 2000 
copies printed by CDI. Also 
one textbk in L1 for adult ed.  
 
AVELI person hopes to get a 
grant to start publishing 
office in Mela'tajtol area/ 
Severe challenges to recvg. 
funding from Govt 
programs/(Mis)distribution of 
materials that are available 

4. NO textbooks in SM 
Ngigua, except for (08/2009) 
the reading-writing book 
provided through SIL 250 
copies printed by CDI.  
 
Severe challenges to recvg. 
funding from Govt programs 
 
Failure of govt programs to 
publish works prepared by 
teachers in SM Ngigua 

55..  IInnssuuffffiicciieenntt  ttrraaiinniinngg  
ooff  tteeaacchheerrss  oorr  ffaacciilliittaattoorrss  
 

5. Bilingual teachers who do 
not speak Mela'tajtol 
Bilingual teachers who do not 
write Mela'tajtol  
Minimal training before 
becoming a bilingual teacher 
Theory vs. practice 
Sole native-speaker experts in 

5. Bilingual teachers who do 
not speak SM Ngigua 
Bilingual teachers who do not 
write SM Ngigua  
Minimal training before 
becoming a bilingual teacher 
Theory vs. practice 
Sole native-speaker experts in 
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writing Mela'tajtol are SIL 
trained people not part of the 
bilingual education system 

writing SM Ngigua are SIL 
trained people not part of the 
bilingual edu. System 

6. Lack of innovative 
and appropriate literacy 
methods 

6. One multistrategy method 
available in Mela'tajtol, 
CÓMELE, as of 2010, due to 
SIL presence and training 
No specific literacy method 
or lesson plans used in L2 in 
bilingual schools 

6. One multistrategy method 
available in SM Ngigua, 
CÓMELE, as of 2009, due to 
SIL presence and training 
No specific literacy method 
or lesson plans used in L2 in 
bilingual schools 

 

1. Lack of Motivation or Purpose 

I have found this a strong issue in both Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua Communities. 

Due to government policy and bilingual education in the communities, the Mela'tajtol and 

SM Ngigua languages do clearly hold a prominent place in the schools65 – at least in 

policy, but in practice many teachers choose to speak only Spanish, the language in 

which they themselves were educated and trained to be teachers. Language attitude plays 

a big part in motivation, as does identity. I found a few members in each community who 

have high motivation to use and encourage others to use their language. They believe in 

the intrinsic worth of their language and enjoy using it and are teaching it to their 

children. These individuals each have a personal history which includes a favorable 

influence or experience of some kind from non-Mela'tajtol/SM Ngigua speakers, 

outsiders to the community. 

 However, a contrast between the two communities was found in the collective 

history of each community. I heard no story of mistreatment by outsiders from the 

Mela'tajtol speakers I interviewed in the Mela'tajtol community (apart from the attempt 

                                                 
65 Several teachers told me: "Thanks to my language, I have a job." A school director said to me when 
talking of the importance of his language, "Thanks to my language, I have shoes to wear, and food to eat!" 
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by some outsiders to control orthography decisions). But in the SM Ngigua communities 

I heard many anecdotes of mistreatment for simply being SM Ngigua. I heard repeated 

references to being oppressed and mocked and denigrated by Spanish speaking non-

Ngiguas in the nearby county seat town of Tlacotepec. Most of the comments had to do 

with negative experiences in the secondary school in Tlacotepec, and peer to peer 

behaviors. However, some referred simply to the negative treatment generally of Spanish 

speakers in the town of Tlacotepec, not necessarily in the school contexts. Other SM 

Ngiguas spoke of being treated badly by non-Ngiguas in the larger city of Tehuacán and 

of having to leave the National Pedagogical University in Tehuacán due to not being able 

to tolerate the biases against them as Ngiguas. As mentioned earlier in this study (chapter 

four, p. 149) the Ngigua nation was twice conquered, first by the Nahuatl nation in the 

1400's66, and then a few decades later by the Spanish conquistadores. I propose that this 

collective experience of mistreatment by most outsiders has done great damage to 

individual and community motivation to promote their language, in oral or written form. 

It is an awesome credit to the SM Ngigua people's tenacity and spirit and will to survive 

as a people, that thousands of Ngiguas survive today, the majority of whom speak their 

language. 

Furthermore, demographically speaking, the SM Ngigua are more "outnumbered" 

by non-Ngigua speakers if you compare the population statistics for the county in which 

they reside, and the two counties in which the Mela'tajtol community resides. According 

to the INEGI census of 2005, just over 30% of Tlacotepec county's population is Ngigua. 

                                                 
66 Even today in another Ngigua language community (San Juan Atzingo) the Nahuatl of nearby Chilac 
continue a centuries-old domination of the Ngigua speakers. 
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But for the Mela'tajtol people, who live principally in two counties, 86% of the 

population in Mecayapan county is Indigenous, and over 55% are in Tatahuicapan county 

(INEGI: 2005 Government Census). Additionally, just next to the Mela'tajtol community, 

is the even larger Sierra Popoluca Indigenous community, a peer-community if you will, 

that is not dominating in the way a Spanish-speaking community could be. 

But concerning the motivation and lack of purpose for writing these languages, 

the situation is very similar between the two communities. Actual use of the language in 

written form is minimal, but is not diminishing, rather it is slowly increasing. The idea of 

writing Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua is being promoted more through the bilingual school 

system than ever before, thanks to the 2003 Law of Linguistic Rights of the Indigenous 

Peoples, and the efforts by DGEI to establish the Indigenous language as a school subject 

in the bilingual schools. Children are actually being required to pass a language exam in 

their home language in order to proceed to the next grade. This has heightened 

motivation for using the language in both oral and written form. And in some contexts, as 

in the Mela'tajtol cellphone users texting in Mela'jtol, written Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua 

is gaining new space. 

2. Standardized vs. Flexible Programs for Varied Contexts, 
and the Need for Local Input 

The new educational curriculum for the Indigenous language as a subject, 

Parametros curriculares, has affected bilingual schools in both Mela'tajtol and SM 

Ngigua communities. The teachers are in a three-year training period until all six grades 

are covered by teachers trained to use the Parametro curriculares model. While the 

national curriculum requires 20 hours a week of classtime, the Parametro curriculares is 
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supposed to be incorporated somehow into that time. Beginning with the lower grades, 

the teachers are supposed to use up to 3 hours a week for focus on the Indigenous 

language, this is changed until by sixth grade there is only one hour a week to be 

dedicated to the Indigenous language. 

From what teachers told me, on the one hand the weekly focus on Indigenous 

language in the classroom was being carried out in haphazard ways; yet their comments 

on the requirements indicated they felt the Indigenous language curriculum was too 

inflexible and not realistic. They were simply not able to give the hours required from 

DGEI, the Department of Indigenous Education, to focus on the Indigenous language. 

Some explained they didn't teach about the language so much as simply use it as a tool to 

teach about subjects to help some children who don't speak much Spanish. There were 

complaints from several SM Ngigua teachers about having to teach to a standardized test 

of the national curriculum, and not being free to work with the students as they would 

like to, to encourage reading and writing of SM Ngigua. 

The national ideology of standardizing Indigenous languages has been misapplied 

in the SM Ngigua community regarding production of textbooks for the schools, which 

resulted in a sole textbook in a related Ngigua too different to use in the SM Ngigua 

schools. A textbook in SM Ngigua was apparently in process but lost in the making 

somewhere at the state or national level. In the Mela'tajtol community one book was 

made by teachers, a collection of texts prepared by teachers, not well edited and produced 

in a limited manner through DGEI and has long ago gone out of circulation. 

Standardization of the Nahuatl alphabet at the national level has led some outsider 
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linguists to impose an orthography change on the written form of the Mela'tajtol language 

(the most distinct of the more than a dozen Nahuatl languages in use today). The resulting 

division caused has kept the majority of Mela'tajtol teachers from collaborating with 

university students from UVI, Veracruz Intercultural University, who wish to carry out 

language development projects in their schools, since UVI students have been guided to 

use the national standardized orthography. 

Regarding parental support for use of the Indigenous language in schools, an SM 

Ngigua teacher told of the struggle her school went through when the community (of less 

than 1,000 population) united to ban the teachers from using SM Ngigua in the bilingual 

school. The teachers asked for support from the state education department to bring in 

someone to work with the community. Over time the parents decided to allow speaking 

of SM Ngigua in school, but to date they are not interested in their children learning to 

read SM Ngigua. By contrast, the Mela'tajtol bilingual school teachers did not mention 

negative parental attitude toward use of Mela'tajtol in the schools, except to say that 

many parents are speaking only Spanish to their children. The principal participants of 

my study from both communities referred to the bilingual teachers' own lack of 

motivation in teaching their own children their own languages. 

In the Mela'tajtol community, one town has a new very large welcome sign in 

Spanish and Mela'tajtol, and in the same town the local authorities had the public 

restrooms labeled in Mela'tajtol. In another Mela'tajtol town I was told that all the civic 

events are now done bilingually, including the singing of the national and state anthems, 
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and the salute to the national flag. So there is growing community-wide support for use of 

Mela'tajtol in both oral and written form. 

In the SM Ngigua community, in the center of San Marcos, a clinic sign was 

posted on the kiosk in SM Ngigua. Nine government-sponsored women's 

microbusinesses have been registered with SM Ngigua names in the town hall.  

These changes in both the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities may seem 

minimal but they are a striking change that has come about in just the past two years. 

3. People Learn Best in Their Own Languages 

In both the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities it is not yet a common idea 

that children should first learn reading and writing in their own language. The Spanish 

language is so dominant in the bilingual school classroom that children first learn to read 

Spanish and then adapt to reading in their own language. In all my conversations with 

adults in both communities about when individuals learned to read in their own language, 

all reported learning to read Spanish first, and then later adapting the skills for their own 

language67. While it might be that some children now are learning to read both languages 

at about the same time, in both communities the nearly complete absence of written 

materials in the Indigenous languages would limit the actual reading a child could do in 

their language68. Instead of acceptance of the notion that a child should learn first in their 

own language, the parental attitude seems to be that school is the space for learning 

                                                 
67 There was one exception, but I hesitate to include her as a counter-story since there seemed to be some 
credibility gaps. 
68 The bilingual schools are well supplied with materials in Spanish, and most schools even have a small 
library. 
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Spanish, and the child can learn Mela'tajtol or SM Ngigua in the community. Reading 

and writing of the local language is not yet valued widely. 

An additional issue is that in one classroom children speak different languages as 

their first language: either Spanish or the Indigenous language. One SM Ngigua teacher 

also reported students who returned with their parents from the US, who only spoke 

English (and were struggling with both Spanish and the Indigenous language). 

4. Lack of Literature and Resources for the Indigenous Language 

As mentioned above under point 2, neither the Mela'tajtol nor the SM Ngigua 

bilingual schools have any materials in their languages from the Department of 

Indigenous Education. However last year, in the Mela'tajtol bilingual schools, school 

children prepared hundreds of pages of simple Mela'tajtol texts with illustrations for their 

classrooms, which were displayed in a community event69. Since 2005 some of the 

Mela'tajtol teachers have had access to materials made at the local level by other native 

speakers for use in their classrooms, including a reading-writing lesson book. In August 

2010 the Mela'tajtol bilingual school system received 2,000 copies of this Mela'tajtol 

reading-writing book. And in the SM Ngigua bilingual schools a similar book is 

beginning to be used by some teachers; it also was created at the local level by other 

native speakers for use in the community. Two hundren fifty copies of the Ngigua lesson 

books have been published. Also in both Communities there is a slowly growing interest 

in the idea of using translated portions of the Bible in their languages in church contexts. 

Some Mela'tajtol speakers have written songs in their language. In the past two years, SM 

                                                 
69 One school alone collected over 1,000 pages total from their students. 
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Ngigua speakers have produced and distributed hundreds of booklets in their language in 

their community. 

In the Mela'tajtol Community, the regional representative for the Veracruz 

Indigenous Academy (a state institution) is hoping to win a grant to begin a local level 

publishing office to produce local reading material. 

Apart from an adult education manual in Mela'tajtol, there are no textbooks in 

either the Mela'tajtol or SM Ngigua bilingual primary schools. However, with funding 

from CDI, local level authors trained by SIL, who have produced literacy books in their 

languages, have been able to print copies of their books and shared them all with the 

bilingual schools in their communities. Some of these literacy books have been or are 

being used to teach non-school informal literacy classes in church contexts. Severe 

challenges continue to face would-be authors and publishers in both communities, since 

the process for winning government funding is filled with almost insurmountable 

roadblocks, and the SM Ngigua and the Mela'tajtol teachers or other local authors have 

little or no experience with applying for funding. 

5. Insufficient Training of Teachers or Facilitators 

Many of the teachers I interviewed expressed a strong desire for more training 

and further preparation to be effective teachers. They confirmed that all their training was 

through Spanish (with the recent exception in the SM Ngigua area where a SM Ngigua 

language class is now offered through the State Pedagogical University in Puebla.) Some 

teachers mentioned the lack of practical teaching skills and the heavy emphasis on theory. 

Most of the teachers began teaching in a classroom after an introductory teacher's course 
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of four to six months. None of the teachers who actually can read and write their 

language with some confidence acquired the skill during their training to be bilingual 

teachers. 

 Spanish is the dominant language in the bilingual schools, since the Indigenous 

language is only granted one to three hours classtime per week. One exception was the 

teacher who told me he teaches in SM Ngigua and Spanish all week long, alternating one 

hour at a time for each. And a Mela'tajtol teacher said he uses his language anytime the 

children don't understand what he is teaching in Spanish. Teachers in both communities 

spoke of other teachers who don't actually speak their own Indigenous language. In the 

SM Ngigua schools there was a strong presence of Nahuatl teachers, who don't speak SM 

Ngigua, so they can only teach in Spanish. The SM Ngigua bilingual school that had 

100% SM Ngigua teacher representation was the one-teacher school whose teacher is a 

SM Ngigua speaker. While the Mela'tajtol schools also had some non-Mela'tajtol 

teachers, they have a gradually increasing number of Mela'tajtol teachers. 

Language attitude even among the Mela'tajtol speaking teachers and the SM 

Ngigua speaking teachers is not always in favor of their own languages. They have found 

greater prestige working in Spanish, and many choose to stop speaking their own first 

language sometime during their training to become bilingual teachers. Obviously, for 

them the training did not reinforce or create a positive attitude toward their own 

language. 
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6. Lack of Innovative and Appropriate Literacy Methods 

When asking bilingual teachers how they teach reading and writing in Spanish in 

their classrooms, most said they don't have any method, but a few mentioned the syllabic 

method and the onomatopoeiac method. However the teachers who mentioned these 

methods didn't actually have any books or lessons devised with these methods, it seemed 

rather to be something spontaneously applied.  

As mentioned earlier, there are no school materials in the SM Ngigua or 

Mela'tajtol languages. Despite the dearth of materials in the classrooms for teaching 

reading and writing in Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua, each bilingual school now does have 

access to literacy books in their own languages, but no thanks to the education system. 

The multistrategy literacy model known in Spanish as CÓMELE was applied by SIL-

trained native speakers in each community to produce literacy lesson books in Mela'tajtol 

and SM Ngigua. These were printed by CDI and are now being made available to 

interested bilingual teachers in each community of study. This multistrategy model is 

written in the local language by native authors who have learned the method, and the 

stories are full of local cultural knowledge and information. The same authors have 

offered, and have led, teacher-training classes to give the teachers practical tips on how to 

best utilize the CÓMELE materials in their language. In the Mela'tajtol community these 

native authors have offered training in reading and writing Mela'tajtol to teachers since 

2005, in the SM Ngigua community initial training of bilingual teachers to use these 

materials was begun in 2010. In the Mela'tajtol community, the Mela'tajtol authors even 
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adapted their materials into a digitalized version for use on the electronic blackboards 

that the government installed in many classrooms. 

In closing this discussion on the findings that relate to each of the six challenges 

to literacy identified by UNESCO, I would like to point out an important challenge that is 

not included or addressed, yet is a real issue for any language development project in any 

community: sustainability. Currently in the communities of my study, favorable factors 

exist for the increasing use of Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua in oral and written form. But 

where will these communities be two years from now? Or five? Or ten? Their languages 

in written form have a very short history so far; literature currently available is minimal. 

Furthermore, a minimal percentage of the population of these communities can read, 

much less write, in Mela'tajtol or SM Ngigua. Is it possible to ensure sustainability, to 

provide a continuity of power investment at the local level?  

One recent study (King and Habaud 2011) has shown that sometimes even the 

best language policy and national government support for language revitalization, as in a 

specific Quichua community in Ecuador – cannot succeed in supporting the Indigenous 

language against the large-scale global forces and developments that are out of their 

control, such as an international marketplace of labor, destabilization of currency and 

changing visa requirements (2011:155). And as mentioned in chapter one, Paciotto 

(2010) has documented in Mexico the demise of what had seemed might become a 

successful bilingual bicultural education program in the Rarámuri community of 

Curárare, Chihuahua – this due in large part to efforts of standardization of the Rarámuri 

language, insufficient teacher training, and creation of curriculum that competed with the 
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national curriculum. Paciotto cites Hornberger (1988) and Modiano (1973) who "show 

that the lack of dialogue between the community and the educational agencies played a 

significant role in program failure." (Paciotto 2010:163). 

It is not hard to point out what went wrong, but who can decide what factors are 

obligatory for reaching the tipping point for a community for their ongoing use, 

sustainability, of their language in oral and written form into yet another generation? 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
Literacy must, then, become incorporated into people's cultures in order to be successful. 
This means implicitly that while literacy has been introduced from outside, successful 
literacy becomes indigenised. 

Terry Crowley 2007:175 
 
 
 

Ants, Caterpillars and Brushfires 

Let us return to the scene described at the beginning of chapter one, the rain-

forested volcano called Grandfather Mountain in southeastern Mexico, on whose pine-

clad slopes the Nuntajɨypáppɨc70, the True Speakers, have lived longer than anyone can 

remember. In the pine forests on grassy ridges below the village I grew up in, a small 

grey-green plant thrives. It is easier to spot in the late spring after the True Speakers set 

fires and burn off old brush and dry grass, to allow for fresh growth of the grass to feed 

their livestock. This seemingly unimportant scraggly plant with white flowers grows 

everywhere under the pine trees, and is the host plant to a unique butterfly, called the 

Anatoli Rossi in the scientific world, or Ross's Metalmark (Ross 1964, 2010). It is a small 

brown-gray butterfly with white and black spots. The female butterfly lays her eggs on 

the underside of the plant's leaves, and when the caterpillar hatches, it feeds nocturnally 

on the leaves. Yet the caterpillar does not feed in solitude, for it is watched over carefully 

by a specific kind of ant, the Camponotus ants. 

The caterpillar attracts the ants with pheromones and rewards the ants' care with 

'honeydew' secreted from its glands when stroked by the ants. It also makes a sound with 

                                                 
70 Also known as Sierra Popoluca or Zoque-Popoluca (terms derived from the Nahuatl name). 
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the pappilae on its head that attracts the ants. The ants not only keep guard over the 

caterpillar while it feeds all night long, they herd it down the plant before dawn and into a 

special chamber underground, which they seal shut during daylight hours to protect the 

caterpillar from enemy ants or other dangers. When the caterpillar matures into a 

chrysalis in the chamber underground, the ants stay on in attendance. Although the 

chysalis no longer produces 'honeydew', it continues to produce pheromones and the 

sounds that attract the ants. Two days before the butterfly emerges, the ants exit the 

chamber and leave the "door" open, so the butterfly can find its way to the surface and fly 

away to begin another cycle of life in the pine forests. 

The symbiotic relationship of the metalmark butterfly "cattle" and their 

"cowherding" ants also includes a third partner (mentioned above), the humans who set 

the fires that clear the brush that allow for new growth of the very plant needed by the 

metalmark butterfly. Thanks to Gary Noel Ross's careful research in the 1960's71 (Ross 

1964, 2010), this fascinating story of interweaving life cycles was first revealed.  

I find this example of symbiotic relationships a good one to apply as a metaphor 

for what I have found in my research in the two communities of my study, as I collected 

data on how these languages are being used in written form. It appears there are three 

major players in the production and use of materials in both Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua 

communities. I found the heavyweight influence of the Mexican government's language 

policies and bilingual education efforts to be a clear player in the both communities. The 

local representatives, the bilingual teachers, are expected to implement policy decided at 

                                                 
71 My family had the privilege of hosting Gary in our home while he carried out his doctoral research. The 
True Speakers still remember him as Jém Meme Pɨxiñ – The Butterfly Man. 
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the national levels (especially the article of the Law of Linguistic Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples that pertains to the right to education in their own languages), and follow the 

national standard curriculum provided by the Secretary of Public Education, and also 

apply the curriculum provided by the Department of Indigenous Education for teaching 

the Indigenous Language as a subject. Another, much smaller player, but with clear 

impact on the community of study, is the presence of an international NGO (SIL), whose 

fieldworkers have carried out linguistic research on the local languages, with the native 

speakers, learning to speak these languages, and promoting the use of these languages in 

written form, by training native speakers to be authors – collaborating with them in 

production of published materials in these languages. The principal player in this 

symbiotic relationship is the community of speakers, the true cultivators of these 

languages, who have the power to choose to continue using their language or not. Among 

them are the bilingual teachers and personnel of the local bilingual primary schools. 

Among them also are community members who work directly with SIL field personnel 

and who through this relationship have become members of a national Indigenous 

organization (UNTI) promoting Mexico's Indigenous languages. The data is clear that 

each of these players have a critical role in effecting and sustaining the writing of 

Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua, and in the production and use of materials in these 

languages. 

Indigenization of Literacy 

In my research I have given priority to the perspectives of those who are applying 

the CÓMELE literacy method in their own languages, in their own communities. I have 
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drawn on the examples of the Hawaiians (Kana'iaupuni 2004), the Maori (GH Smith 

2003 and Tuhiwai Smith 2006) and the Quechua (Hornberger 1997). Kana'iaupuni (2004) 

promotes "a critical, strengths-based approach to research, creating knowledge that 

addresses the concerns of communities first, and then of policymakers and science." 

(2004:35) Contrasting the macro level, expert driven, deficit model for creating social 

change, this Hawaiian approach "Ka'akalai Ku kanaka", encourages people to "engage 

critically with historical discourses, social meanings, and power relations…" and 

challenges Hawaiians to 'return the gaze" of Western society (2004. p. 36). One Maori 

approach to research is transformative theory, which includes a "capacity to be 'owned' 

and to 'make sense' to the indigenous communities themselves," and "a capacity that has 

the potential to positively make a difference – to move indigenous people to a better 

existence" (GH Smith 2003:4). I have found as Tuhiwai Smith (2006) that there is a huge 

credibility problem on the part of Indigenous people — a doubt that Western research can 

benefit them. I share the perspective of McCarty, et al (2005) regarding self-

determination and the value of "the insights of a new Indigenous critical posture that 

privilege Indigenous knowledges and offers critiques of existing erroneous portrayals of 

Indigenous peoples based on limiting theoretical lenses and outsider misunderstandings" 

(2000:4). I have followed the example of Hornberger (1997) in her cross-cultural literacy 

studies who calls for the "reformist perspective" of literacy efforts recognized by Kaestle 

(cited in Hornberger 1997) and does an effective job of representing various Quechua 

voices. I explored not only the efforts and leadership of those in my study who are 

promoting local language literacy in their communities, but I also explored the role of 
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"non-indigenous" outsiders as allies in their efforts (Cazden and Ismail 2005). Gonzalez 

(2004) in her discussion of the role of anthropology in education, says "Disciplinary 

knowledge has been and is defined by the "know-ers," and until it is redefined to include 

practitioner/knowers," the nexus of knowledge/power will remain unchanged" (Gonzalez 

2004). I have kept in mind the distinctions Trudell (2007), Stroud (2003) and Stringer 

(1995) have pointed out – the differences between linguistic and socio-educational 

realities of minoritized language communities and the formal educational environment 

that reflects strong influence of "European languages and traditional Western reading 

methods" (Trudell 2007, p.166). 

Despite severe challenges to Mexico's Indigenous language communities over the 

centuries, many languages communities continue to use their languages vigorously today. 

The dominant presence of Spanish in written and spoken forms in the communities of 

study is overwhelming. My research focus was on the small but growing reality of the 

presence of the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua languages in written form in their 

communities. These two languages are still being learned by children in these 

communities but there are many factors working against the ongoing long-term use of 

these languages. My specific interest in this ethnographic study was to document how 

these newly written languages are being used in written form, both within the education 

system and in the community outside the schools — situating these communities in their 

own personal historical contexts as well as the broader national context of the Mexican 

government's bilingual education system and language policies.  
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It should be obvious by now that the heroes in this story are the native speakers of 

these languages, those who in their communities who are pushing for new spaces for the 

use of their languages. They display an admirable, stubborn determination to avoid being 

absorbed into the dominant language and culture, while insisting on the value and place 

of their own language and culture in this world. They have shown in multiple ways (data 

chapters three and four) how texts and practices do produce new contexts (Baynham 

2003) while negotiating relations of power as they move into these new contexts.  

Take the example of Verónica, who due to her ability to read and write her 

language, began to work with Ngigua women in her community in microbusiness 

development, supported through a government program. And with her new skills and 

materials she and her nephew created for teaching reading and writing in their language, 

Verónica has become a teacher at a state university, training bilingual Ngigua teachers. 

Consider Esteban, who learned to read and write his Mela'tajtol language, then began to 

write songs in his language. Some of these songs have now been played on a local radio 

station, a new context for this language. Some of these songs are being used in churches, 

and in an August, 2011 email, Esteban wrote of a workshop he held in his church to train 

others to write songs in Mela'tajtol – another new context produced by text and practice. 

An additional example of a new context for Mela'tajtol, is the huge welcome sign in 

Mela'tajtol and Spanish which spans the divided boulevard entrance to Tatahuicapan 

(Figure 17, p. 269). And in both the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities, new 

contexts have been produced when the principal participants of this study offered their 

services to local bilingual teachers, sharing their literacy materials and methodology, to 
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effect a new context of bilingual teachers actually teaching reading and writing in the 

bilingual schools with materials written in their languages. 

As these texts and practices produce new contexts for the use of Mela'tajtol and 

SM Ngigua, my research findings reflect what Crowley (2007) calls indigenisation of 

literacy72, in his study of the consequences of vernacular literacy in the Pacific. He 

challenges the assumptions and claims of Charpentier (1997, cited in Crowley 2007) and 

Mühlhaüsler (1996, 1998 cited in Crowley 2007) who see vernacular literacy as 

destructive of local languages and culture, and a foreign imposition. Crowley thoroughly 

explains why their position reflects "little more than a resurgence of naïve neo-colonial 

romanticism" (Crowley 2007:167). While disagreeing with their "ill–informed 

perspectives" (one of the more gracious terms he uses) Crowley can not, on the other 

hand, side with the Goody perspective of claiming completely positive results of 

vernacular literacy. Nor does he wish to draw a clear line between "oral" and "literate" 

societies. Instead he sees vernacular literacy as important for those communities who 

choose to incorporate it into their lives, just as they have incorporated other cultural 

goods as a result of culture contact, and yet maintain their distinctive cultures. In this 

respect, Crowley shares the perspective of Hartsch (2006) whose analysis of the results of 

literacy development in Indigenous languages of Mexico recognizes the active and 

powerful role played by native speakers of those languages. Any attitude that sees them 

as unable to make choices for themselves, and helpless in the face of outside influence, 

(e.g. rejection or acceptance of literacy in their language) must surely be interpreted as 

                                                 
72 Crowley's British English spelling is preserved in quoting his term. 
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patronizing, demeaning and disrespectful (and lacking information). Lyons (2000) has 

labeled the right of Indigenous peoples to "determine their own communicative needs" 

(including literacy) as "rhetorical sovereignty" (p. 449) and says that "ideally that voice 

would often employ a Native language" (p.462). This is a healthy contrast to colonizing 

or hegemonic practices that still occur in many places around the world, especially in 

countries whose language policies ignore the needs of their minoritized language 

communities.73 

Due to my personal experiences in local language literacy among Indigenous 

peoples of Mexico, I join with Crowley and Hartsch in arguing that there are many 

reasons for promoting vernacular language literacy. In their 1993 article on literacy uses 

in a Papuan New Guinea village, Kulick and Stroud accuse SIL of an "oft un-stated 

assumption" that vernacular literacy strengthens the position of the vernacular, accusing 

SIL, along with Mühlhausler74, as drawing on a mutual assumption that literacy is a 

"potent, active force in itself" (Kulick and Straud 1993:31)75.  

Assumptions aside, the data show vernacular literacy strengthens the position of 

the vernacular language in providing new spaces for creative use of that language and 

increased prestige for its use in the wider community, as well as greater diversity of 

resources for education, churches or government. This does not mean literacy is therefore 

                                                 
73 As Lewis and Trudell (2008) point out, all but "a handful" of the worlds's thousands of languages are 
minoritized.  
74 A surprising combination. Also interesting that the only SIL publication cited by Kulick & Stroud 
connected to their accusation of SIL is a 1975 article, overlooking many other much more current SIL 
publications on vernacular literacy. 
75 They then go on to document how people affect literacy, because in fact, the people are finding ways to 
use literacy that makes sense in their world. They seem to have overlooked the fact that the literacy they 
describe is not in the local language, Taiap, but in Tok Pisin or in English because Taiap is not a written 
language (Kulick and Straud 1993:32). 
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a force in itself, any more than a machete is able to clear a forest, or a sack of corn is able 

to turn itself into tortillas. However, while the importance of reading and writing is 

generally accepted, I concur with Walter's statement that we must not, "assume universal 

consequences for literacy for all adults in all situations; instead we need to understand 

how literacy is defined and what role it plays for particular groups of adults at particular 

times in specific life situations and social contexts" (Walter 1999:33). 

Recommendations 

My data points out the significance of the effect of partnership between people in 

various positions of power, and how their power can be, and is being, applied for 

strengthening the use of Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua languages by those who speak it. 

Both communities offer lessons in the value of finding common ground between 

institutions to help promote each others' goals, since the common interest is to support 

and motivate the people in Mexico who speak Indigenous languages to keep using their 

languages freely, in all the ways they wish to further cultivate and create their languages. 

Yet the data also shows a greatly frustrated teacher population in the bilingual 

school system in both the Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua communities. Inadequate training 

of the teachers and lack of materials in their languages and the pressures of national 

standard curriculum limit them greatly in any efforts to actually teach children to read 

and write in their own languages. As one teacher declared, the teachers themselves 

should not be responsible to create their own materials in their languages. They neither 

have the training nor the time. Other teachers in both communities told me clearly how 

practical and helpful the materials are that were created by the principal participants of 
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my study (even though they are not bilingual teachers). On the other hand, the principal 

participants of my study who have received training and resources to produce their own 

original materials in their language (and some translated portions of the Bible), seem to 

be filling a key place in the larger community of serving as local language experts and 

producers of materials that are beginning to be used in multiple contexts. 

All this brings me to a shared conclusion regarding another alternative for 

promoting reading and writing of the Indigenous languages of Mexico in the 

communities where people speak them. My husband and I have discussed this option 

when dreaming aloud in recent years, considering, "What would we suggest if we were 

asked for advice regarding the strengthening and use of Indigenous languages of 

Mexico?" 

Interestingly, the very idea we came up with was mentioned to us by another 

colleague in Mexico just a short time later, something he had been thinking about. Dr. 

Salomé Gutierrez, the first True Speaker76 to earn a PhD (in linguistics, from the 

University of California, Santa Barbara), is a linguistic researcher at CIESAS in Jalapa, 

the state capital of Veracruz, and assistant director of the Veracruz Academy of 

Indigenous Languages. Not long ago he told us of his continued dissatisfaction with the 

bilingual education system in that most teachers still do not know how to read and write 

their own languages, and children still are not learning to read and write their languages, 

and materials are nonexistent in the Indigenous languages or poorly made (even though 

the current bilingual education system was established nearly 50 years ago). He believes 

                                                 
76 Sierra Popoluca 
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the strengthening of the Indigenous languages cannot ever be successfully or fully 

managed from within the local schools. 

Salomé's dream is to see the establishment of an "Indigenous language center" in 

each language community77. The persons who would serve as instructors in such a center 

would not need to be formally trained teachers as in the bilingual schools. Rather, 

individuals who actually speak and read and write the language, and are motivated to 

encourage the strengthening of their language, would be enlisted to share their expertise, 

their language knowledge and skills with children and adults, in informal or formal 

classes. This center would also be equipped with the technological resources for 

production of written materials in the local language. 

Salomé makes the point strongly that the printed materials for use in the language 

centers must be made locally by the teachers and their students, 

…ya que así todo lo que se produzca para las tareas de lecto-escritura en la 

lengua indígena, no solamente reflejarán de manera más fidedigna la riqueza 

cultural y lingüística del grupo indígena, sino además contarán con el aval de los 

interesados, criterio que me parece fundamental para el éxito de cualquier 

iniciativa o programa de lecto-escritura. 

…so that in this way everything which is created for the task of reading and 

writing in the Indigenous language, will not only reflect in the most reliable way 

the cultural and linguistic richness of the Indigenous group, it will also include the 

                                                 
77 When I wrote Salomé for verification of this shared dream, he promptly sent an eloquent two page 
description of his vision for an "Centros de lenguas indígenas", which is included in full in Appendix C. 
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endorsement of those involved, which is a criterion I consider fundamental to the 

success of any literacy initiative or program. (Appendix C). 

A language center could not be established in a community without a minimal 

number of native speakers who are already able to read and write in their language and 

are willing to invest time for a designated period. Resources would need to be engaged 

from the government and perhaps NGOs and foundations supporting Indigenous 

language work from the international level. 

This language center would be a vital resource for teachers and students in the 

local bilingual schools. However this must be accompanied by changes in the bilingual 

teacher training institutions in Mexico which are currently failing to produce sufficiently 

trained bilingual teachers. As Ruiz (1995) has pointed out: 

Since languages live in communities, the common life activities of the community 

must be the targets of language policies. This means that the electronic and print 

media, social activities, social service providers, and other everyday centers of 

community life must be included in the implementation strategies by which 

language policies are promoted. In this way, our language policies have more of a 

chance to become more closely associated with our language behavior. (1995:78) 

I would also recommend that the national institutions responsible for protecting 

the linguistic rights of Mexico's Indigenous people further develop inter-institutional 

connections with international and national level NGOs which are engaged at the 

international, national and local levels in supporting and promoting the ongoing use of 

the languages spoken by Indigenous communities. The symbiotic relationship revealed in 
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my research is an active reality in other Indigenous language communities today in 

Mexico, and could be even more effective with more specific collaboration.  

Further questions 

My research effort over a 12 month span of time has provided a compelling first 

look at these distinct language communities of Mela'tajtol and SM Ngigua as I have 

attempted to understand what is happening in these communities regarding their use of 

their languages in written form. The interviews were an unprecedented opportunity to 

learn from native speakers of these languages and others highly invested in them. These 

interviews provided data regarding some of the great variety of factors that inspire and 

motivate people to read and write their languages, as well as some of the factors that 

discourage and suppress people from using their language at all. 

Further research on this topic in these communities should include additional data 

collection, especially interviews, among other leaders in the communities, and 

observations in non-school contexts, such as churches and town meetings, regarding the 

use of the languages in written form. A more quantitative study could be conducted to 

compare students' reading and writing abilities in their own languages,  from a bilingual 

school where teachers have been actively using CÓMELE literacy materials for a year or 

more, with students from a bilingual school in the same community where a school 

director has chosen not to offer this resource to his or her teachers. 

Spindler (2008) mentions a process of "feeding back the data collected in research 

to persons involved in the research, discussing it at length, and thereby gaining self-

knowledge of one's cultural participation." (2008:136-137) I plan to prepare a shorter 
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version of this research write-up, in Spanish, to share with both the Mela'tajtol and SM 

Ngigua community members who served as principal participants in my research, and 

each of the others who allowed me to interview them.  

I regret that none of the individuals I interviewed during my community visits 

(apart from the three English speakers in my study) will be able to read this English 

language document. I have aimed for transparency in the presentation of these data with 

the expectation that this document may be read and critiqued at some point in the future 

by individuals from the Mela'tajtol community or the SM Ngigua community who learn 

to speak and read English. I have sought to make clear my respect for them as individuals 

and for their languages and their communities. My hope is that these data and analysis 

will prove useful to all the protagonists in this landscape of literacy, and perhaps serve as 

a resource for the many other Indigenous language communities of Mexico who are 

equally motivated to use their languages in written form. 



 
APPENDIX A: MELA'TAJTOL TEXTS 

 
 

1. Samples of text in Mela'tajtol 
written and illustrated by Mela'tajtol schoolchildren from 
Benito Juárez Bilingual School  
Mecayapan, Veracruz — collected in June 2010.2010. 
 
2. Samples of text in Mela'tajtol 
written and illustrated by Mela'tajtol schoolchildren from 
Axayacatl Bilingual School 
Huazuntlán, Veracruz — collected in June 2010. 
 
3. Samples of text in Mela'tajtol 
written and illustrated by Mela'tajtol schoolchildren from 
Agustín Melgar Bilingual School 
Mecayapan, Veracruz — collected in June 2010. 
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Samples of text in Mela'tajtol ,  
written and illustrated by Mela'tajtol schoolchildren from 

Benito Juarez Bilingual School, Mecayapan, Veracruz, 2010. 
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Samples of text in Mela'tajtol from children in Axayacatl Bilingual School, 
Huazuntlán, Veracruz— collected in June 2010. 
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Samples of text in Mela'tajtol from children in Agustin Melgar Bilingual School, 
Mecayapan, Veracruz— collected in June 2010. 
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Cover on book of collections of texts written by school children 
at Agustin Melgar Bilingual School, Mecayapan, Veracruz—May, 2010. 
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Story in Mela’tajtol written 
by a fourth grade student in 

Agustin Melgar Bilingual 
School, Mecayapan,  

Veracruz 
 

June, 2010 
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Same story in Spanish writ-
ten by a fourth grade student 
in Agustin Melgar Bilingual 

School, Mecayapan,  
Veracruz 

 
June, 2010 
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APPENDIX B:  ESTEBAN'S SONG AND EMILIO'S POEM 
 

Totájtôl 
Nuestra lengua 
Our language 

 
Nocniwân yej anchântitokej ipan inïn âltepê¬ 
Hermanos que viven en este pueblo 
Brothers who live in this town 
//yej ankêlkajtiáwija totájtôl,// 
que ya van olvidando nuestra lengua, 
who are already going forgetting our language,  
 

Coro/Chorus 
//Amo matipînawakân 
No nos avergoncemos  
Let’s not be ashamed 
Iga timela¬tajtowaj.// 
Por hablar en nuestra lengua materna.  
To speak our mother tongue. 

 
//Totájtôl yej têkâwilijkej  
Nuestra lengua que nos heredaron 
Our language that was left to us by  
To-ikyapatajwân.// 
Nuestros antepasados. 
Our forefathers.  

 
Coro/Chorus 

 
//Amo matikêlkâwacân  
No lo olvidemos 
Let’s not forget 
Iga pox mônsaj totájtôl.// 
Que nuestra lengua es muy bonita. 
That our language is very beautiful. 
 

Coro/Chorus 
Song by Esteban Pérez Ramírez   
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Poem in SM Ngigua by Emilio Joaquin López González 
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 Emilio's poem as he translated it in to Spanish: 
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Emilio's poem, translated from Spanish to English by Juanita L Wattters 
 
 
My days are passing swiftly 
 
What would I give, to start life over again? 
To be able to see again like the eagle in its high flight. 
And to have the strength once again of a two-year old bull. 
And so be able to do all the work I am thinking of. 
 
The life I have lived has gone like a dustdevil whirling past me, 
I turn and cannot tell what I have done well, 
But I ponder and raise my head and see I still have much to do 
And those who instruct me make me strong, though their heads are whiter than mine. 
 
What I learn rejuvenates my thinking, as an eagle is renewed 
When it grows old and is rejuvenated 
Also my thoughts have been like the cornfield 
when it has dried out and the rain falls and brings the green again 
And my eyes perceive differently when I contemplate the land. 
 
Do not let the days go by, like  
a whirlwind whirling past you. 
Work well and in this way you will bring honor 
to God and the people will remember you. 
 
   Author 
  Emilio Joaquin López Gonzales 
Writer's workshop 2010 
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APPENDIX C: SALOME'S DREAM 
 

Centros de lenguas indígenas. Una alternativa para el 
fomento y fortalecimiento de la lecto-escritura en lenguas 

indígenas. 
 

Dr. Salomé Gutiérrez Morales 
Popoluca de la Sierra 

AVELI/CIESAS 
Febrero 2011 

 

En México requerimos de un modelo alternativo para la enseñanza de las lenguas 

indígenas en su forma oral y escrita que involucre de manera directa y activa a la 

propia población indígena. Para ello, mi propuesta ha sido siempre que se implemente 

en las comunidades indígenas, centros de lenguas indígenas en donde personas de la 

misma comunidad con conocimientos de la lengua y con interés en las tareas de 

fortalecimiento de las mismas sean los instructores o conductores de las clases de lecto-

escritura en la lengua indígena a que correspondan. Obviamente, esto implica que tales 

personas no necesariamente tienen que ser maestros con grado académico, puede ser 

cualquier persona de la comunidad que simplemente sepa leer y escribir en su lengua. 

De cualquier manera para la implementación de un programa de esta naturaleza se 

requerirá sin lugar a dudas de un entrenamiento a la población que dirigirá el programa 

de lecto-escritrura de su lengua (instructores o coordinadores), ya que solamente así 

podrán realizar de manera más dinámica y efectiva su trabajo. Sin embargo, pienso que 

esto no es un obstáculo en lo absoluto para echar andar un programa como el que 

propongo porque creo firmemente que la capacitación o el entrenamiento de los 

instructores se podrá subsanar con la implementación de un diplomado sobre lecto-

escritura en lengua indígena en donde se pondría énfasis sobre las estrategias didácticas 
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que garanticen el éxito de la lecto-escritura de las lenguas indígenas y sobre los 

mecanismos o métodos más idóneos para tal fin.  

Por otro lado, quiero agregar que si bien pienso que es sumamente importante 

brindar el entrenamiento básico a los instructores o coordinadores de las clases de lecto-

escritura en lengua indígena, también pienso que la participación activa de los 

participantes va a ser fundamental, pues, en mi opinión, ellos deberán tener una 

participación crucial en la generación de materiales didácticos, ya que así todo lo que se 

produzca para las tareas de lecto-escritura en la lengua indígena, no solamente reflejarán 

de manera más fidedigna la riqueza cultural  y lingüística del grupo indígena, sino 

además contarán con el aval de los interesados , criterio que me parece fundamental 

para el éxito de cualquier iniciativa o programa de lecto-escritura. 

¿Qué necesitamos para involucrar a los hablantes y para establecer los centros de 

lenguas indígenas a nivel local? Simplemente dotarles a las comunidades indígenas de 

los recursos e infraestructura necesaria para su funcionamiento.  

Finalmente, quiero agregar que estos centros de lenguas indígenas serían sin 

lugar a dudas, una fuente apoyo para las escuelas de educación indígena con las que 

actualmente contamos en el del territorio mexicano. Dice un dicho mexicano “que la 

unión hace la fuerza”. Por lo tanto, creo firmemente que la vinculación de los centros de 

lenguas indígenas con las escuelas de educación indígena podría dar resultados 

altamente positivos para las tareas de lecto-escritura en las lenguas indígenas de cada 

uno de los estados y de  México en su conjunto. 
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Salome's dream, an English version: 

Indigenous language centers. An alternative for promoting 
and developing reading and writing in indigenous 

languages. 
 

Dr. Salomé Gutiérrez Morales 
Popoluca de la Sierra 

AVELI/CIESAS 
Febrero 2011 

 
 In Mexico we need an alternative model for teaching reading and writing in 

indigenous languages that directly and actively involves the very indigenous population 

themselves. To do that, my proposal has always been for implementation in the 

indigenous communities, indigenous languages centers, where people of a community 

with knowledge of the language and interested in strengthening it, could be the 

instructors or leaders of literacy classes in their own indigenous language.  Obviously, 

this implies that these people do not necessarily have to be teachers with academic 

training, they could be anyone in the community who just knows how to read and write 

in their language.  In some way for the implementation of a program of this nature it 

would require without doubt training for the ones who would run the program of 

literacy in their language (instructors and coordinators), because that is the only way 

they could do an effective and dynamic job. Still, I believe it isn't an impossible 

challenge to get such a program underway, because I believe the capacity building or 

training of instructors could be remedied by implementing a literacy certificate program 

in the indigenous language, which would emphasize teaching strategies that would 

guarantee success in reading and writing in the indigenous languages and would include 

the best tactics and methods for that. 

 On the other hand, I want to add that I believe it is highly important to offer 

basic training to instructors or coordinators of literacy classes in indigenous languages, 
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so the active engagement of  participants themselves will be a basic requirement, 

because in my opinon, they are the ones who must have a critical involvement with the 

creation of didactic materials, and in this way everything that is produced for teaching 

reading and writing in the indigenous languages, will not just reflect in an authentic way 

the linguistic and cultural richness of the indigenous language, but will also effect the 

endorsement of interested persons, criteria which seem to me fundamental for the 

success of any initiative or program for reading and writing.  

 What do we need to do to include the speakers and establish indigenous 

language centers on the local level? Simply equip the indigenous communities with the 

resources and necessary infrastructure for the centers to operate. 

 Finally, I want to add that these indigenous language centers would be, without 

doubt, a source of support for the indigenous education schools which already exist in 

Mexico. A saying in Mexico is: In unity is strength.  Therefore, I firmly believe that 

networking between the indigenous languages centers and the indigenous education 

schools could bring about highly positive results in the task of reading and writing in 

indigenous languages in every state throughout the country of Mexico. 
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APPENDIX D: THE MULTI-STRATEGY LITERACY METHOD 

The Multi-Strategy literacy method on which the Multi-Strategy Economy method 
(MSEM) and CÓMELE (Spanish version of MSEM) are based 

"The demand for literacy in non-industrialised nations has steadily increased over 

the last three decades with sharp acceleration in recent years" (Stringer 2006:1). In 1987 

Mary Stringer and Nicolas Faraclas published "Working together for literacy: A 

guidebook for local language literacy programs", which described the Multi-Strategy 

literacy method they developed along with others involved in language-based 

development work in Papua New Guinea. This method and a simpler version of it called 

the Multi-Strategy Economy Method have been applied in many minoritized languages of 

the world (Rempel 2001a, 2001b, Dekker & Young 2007, Morgan 2007, and Watters 

2006).

In 2006 Stringer published as an E-book the results of a quantitative research 

project comparing the efficacy of the Gudschinsky and Multi-strategy literacy methods in 

two related studies, first in the Urat language community of Papua New Guinea for an 

adult literacy program, and a second adult literacy program among adults of another 

language community, but this time in the language of wider communication, Tok Pisin. 

These languages represent different degrees of phonological complexity, but there was 

maximum community input and control in each "so that socio-cultural factors were 

addressed and featured in the materials and pedagogy" (Stringer, 2006, p.1). 

 In this study, Stringer begins with an in-depth review of the theoretical debates 

about reading and writing, and the applications of theory in pedagogy, including the 

theories of reading on pedagogy in industrial nations, and their influence on trends in 
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literacy acquisition on programs for adults in non-industrial nations. The Multi-Strategy 

method uses both the whole language (holistic) or "top-down" approach to instruction 

and the analytical or "bottom-up" approach. She includes a useful explanation of the 

development of the 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' process of literacy acquisition, pointing 

out that these terms are used with various understandings. In the Multi-Strategy literacy 

method the "top" refers to the "whole piece of prose with which the reader interacts to 

interpret the meaning" and the "bottom" is "considered to be the smaller elements that 

make up a word (letter, morpheme, syllable)" (Stringer 2006, p.12).  She cites Samuels 

and Kamil (1984) for further explanation: 

One way to look at the difference between top-down and bottom-up models is that 
the bottom-up models start with the printed stimuli and work their way up to the 
higher-level stages, whereas the top-down models start with hypotheses and 
predictions and attempt to verify them by working down to the printed stimuli. 
(Samuels and Kamil 1984, p.212) 

The strength of the Multi-Strategy method is that it begins with both holistic and 

analytic approaches, yet "the two modes of learning—learning to read and write with 

meaning within texts and learning to read and write from an understanding of the 

elements within words—are kept separate" however the "interplay between the various 

features within the modes is crucial and evident empirically" (Stringer 2006, p.215).  

Stringer points out that to develop fluent reading and writing skills, both top-down and 

bottom-up models must be included at some stage in the learning process (Stringer 2006, 

p.12). The person to whom Stringer attributes this use of "top-down" and "bottom-up" to 

describe the whole language/analytical models of literacy, is of course Kenneth 

Goodman. While whole language theory is commonly attributed to Goodman (1967), he 
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does not use the terms top-down and bottom-up, referring to them as an "old, largely 

abandoned framework" of literacy instruction, and adds that no "advocate of whole 

language uses this term {top-down}", because whole language teachers "integrate all 

aspects" of the literacy process (Goodman, 1994, p. 343). In other words, the literacy 

theory and practice of whole language as Goodman develops the notion, includes the 

skills associated with the analytic approach of the Multi-Strategy method. Even though 

Goodman might not agree with the way the terms "whole language" and "top-down 

approach" are used interchangeably in the Multi-strategy method, Stringer's definition is 

clear, just different from Goodman's.  

The conclusion of her thorough and robust research in adult literacy comparing 

the Multi-strategy and Gudschinsky methods is clear evidence of the strength of the 

former and the limitations of the latter. She concludes with a focus on the Multi-Strategy 

method:

This project has shown that the Multi-Strategy method is effective and sufficient 
for adult literacy in languages with complex linguistic structures. It also has 
shown that the instructional procedures of that method stimulate learners to 
persist into fluency in reading and writing. At the same time, teachers are 
stimulated to proceed into training workshops for new teachers, so that they can 
replicate classes for different age groups in their own and neighbouring 
communities. The sociocultural emphasis of this research substantiates the view 
that literacy programs that are embedded in the culture, with members of the 
community participating in all aspects of the programs, are a viable and 
acceptable way of introducing people to literate practices. Through both their 
goals and their stages of accomplishment, such programs enable community 
members to practice literacy in domains of value in their lives and, in turn, expand 
those areas of social value through the use of literate practices. (Stringer 2006, 
p.223)
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Multi-Strategy Economy Method – (from which the CÓMELE version is drawn) 

Objectives of the M-SEM: 
A.  To be theoretically balanced -- utilizing an integrated balance of top-down and 

bottom-up reading and writing techniques. 
B.  To be inexpensive to develop so that communities with little cash will be more able 

to afford it. 
C.  To be easily developed in a short period of time entirely by literate mother-tongue 

speakers.

D.  To be motivational to the learners and adaptable so they can read what they want to 
read whether that be cultural stories, Scripture, health items, or what have you. 

E.  To require only a short teacher training time even for low-educated teachers. 

F.  To be compact and have easily organized materials. 
G.  To have a flexible teaching cycle adaptable to any situation, including nomadic 

contexts, each-one-teach-one contexts and irregular teaching “weeks”. 
H.  To be easily expandable with other materials as resources are available to do so. 

I.  To be flexibly used either with a group situation or with each-one-teach-one 
individuals of any age. 

J.  To be totally "ownable" and propagatable at the grassroots level without outside or 
expatriate assistance. 

(from the Trainer's Guide for the Multi-Strategy Economy Model 
by Robin Rempel, SIL. Sixth reprint June 2001 BTL Printshop. Nairobi, Kenya) 

MSEM Components & Activities 
1. Pre-primer Track (about 5 weeks) -- pre-reading & pre-writing: 

a) listening discrimination exercises 
b) visual discrimination; matching exercises 
c) pre-writing letter formation exercises 
d) writing your name 

2. Story Track (all weeks starting from day one):  [the theme of the stories is the same as 
the keyword in the primer] 

a) Big Story (NIM) with comprehension questions [story located in the pre-primer 
and primers] 

b) Experience Story 
c) Creative Writing 
d) optional free reading time as more books become available 

3. Primer Track (20 - 35+ weeks): 
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a) read the keyword story (Big Story) 
b) look at the keyword picture 
c) read the keyword, break it down and build it back up 
d) find the keyword in the story and read it 
e) learn the key letter (capital and small forms) 
f) find the key letter in the story and pronounce/”read” it 
g) write both forms of the key letter (focus on letter formation and the sound of the 

letter) 
h) drill known letters and/or syllables 
i) build new words from known letters/syllables 
j) optional:  read controlled text 
k) spelling and writing practice 

(from the Trainer's Guide for the Multi-Strategy Economy Model 
by Robin Rempel, SIL. Sixth reprint June 2001 BTL Printshop. Nairobi, Kenya) 

Materials Needed: 
For each school, the following items are the basic needs: 

� large chalk board 
� small chalk boards (slates) for each student and/or exercise books / paper 
� chalk and/or pencils 
� primers - 1 for each term (ideally, each student should have their own copy.  If 

this is too expensive, then at least each teacher should have their own copy.) 
Optional supplementary materials could be: 

� additional reading material such as Big Books, Shell books, stories, Scripture, 
song books or song flip charts 

� large pieces of paper, flattened boxes or plastic flour bags on which to write 
experience stories with a marker, grease pencil or crayons 

� pencils
� paper or exercise books in which to write 

Teaching Pattern: 
Basically the very same learning activities are done each day. It is suggested that at least 
2 days should be spent on each key word teaching both the Story Track and the Primer 
Track, the first day doing the activities together on the board, and the second day doing 
the same activities more individually using the books/primers. This is very important to 
emphasize during Teacher Training and to follow through with during supervisory visits.  
This is entirely flexible according to the need (some age groups may need 3 or more 
days spent on each story, keyword and key letter to learn it).  No doubt the first several 
lessons will need up to twice as much time spent on them. 

(from the Trainer's Guide for the Multi-Strategy Economy Model 
by Robin Rempel, SIL. Sixth reprint June 2001 BTL Printshop. Nairobi, Kenya) 
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APPENDIX E: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

AVELI  Academia Veracruzana de Lenguas Indígenas 

CDI Abbreviation of CONADEPI (Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de 
LosPueblos Indígenas) 

 
CGEIB  Coordinación General de Educación Intercultural Bilingüe 

CÓMELE  Combinación de Métodos de Lectoescritura 

CONAFE  Comisión Nacional de Fomento Educativo 

DGEI   Dirección General de Lenguas Indígenas 

DRIP   Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

EFA   Education For All 

INEA   Instituto Nacional para la Educación de Adultos 

INALI   Instituto Nacional de Lenguas Indígenas 

INI   Instituto Nacional Indigenista 

ILV  Instituto Lingüistico de Verano 

MSM  Multi-Strategy Method 

MSEM  Multi-Strategy Economy Method 

SIL   Summer Institute of Linguistics 

UVI   Universidad Veracruzana Intercultural 
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